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ABSTRACT
This thesis describes the definition, implementation, and in-orbit testing of an autonomous 
navigation unit based upon a GPS receiver for use on board a small satellite in low Earth 
orbit. It explains the motivation for the use of GPS to provide this function, and describes the 
practical application and integration of this technology into an existing microsatellite system. 
Until now, the technology for any satellite to track itself has not existed. Space agencies spend 
significant funds supporting a network of tracking stations around the world for orbit 
determination. With the recent realisation of the Global Positioning System and the 
availability of inexpensive receiver hardware, it has become a practical proposition to include 
a GPS receiver within the demanding constraints of a smalt satellite. A GPS receiver on-board 
a satellite can eliminate the necessity for ground-based tracking by providing an autonomous 
orbit determination capability. During the course of these studies, the requirements and 
constraints of a small satellite were identified by the author and matched with the capabilities 
of a GPS receiver. A G P S  N a v ig a t i o n  U n i t was defined to provide autonomous services 
available oh demand for the satellite platform and payloads; position and velocity; time 
synchronisation; orbital elements; payload triggering and GPS data logging (for experimental 
and research purposes). The GPS Navigation Unit includes a processing facility capable of 
command and initialisation of the GPS receiver, and data processing to give orbit 
detennination capability. When used on a microsatellite, the additional constraints of low 
power consumption necessitate the intermittent operation of the GPS receiver. To test the 
concept of the GPS Navigation Unit, a commercial Trimble TANS II GPS receiver system 
that had been modified for orbital velocities was integrated into the PoSAT-1 microsatellite 
which was launched into low Earth orbit in September 1993. A method for orbit detennination 
was developed for use with the output from the GPS receiver, and the GPS Navigation Unit 
was implemented in software according to the constraints of the PoSAT-1 mission.
The significant results from these studies include:
• The first use of a GPS receiver on a microsatellite, PoSAT-1.
• The implementation, test and validation of a GPS Navigation Unit in low Earth orbit.
• The first satellite mission to demonstrate the capability for autonomous orbit 
determination through the GPS Navigation Unit.
• The definition of the general-purpose interfaces between a small satellite and a satellite- 
borne GPS Navigation Unit.
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ABBREVIATIONS AND GLOSSARY
ADCS / AODCS: Attitude (and Orbit)
Determination and Control System.
AMSAT The international amateur satellite 
organisation.
AMU Trimble’s Amplitude Measurement 
Unit; indicating signal level in GPS 
receiver.
AOS Acquisition of signal.
AS Anti-Spoofing, the encryption of
the GPS P-Code to prevent 
unauthorised access or jamming.
ASAP Ariane Structure for Auxiliary
Payloads.
ASIC Application Specific Integrated
Circuit.
C/A code GPS coarse acquisition code; 
available for civil users.
CCD Charge Couple Device; digital
camera technology.
CDMA Code Division Multiple Access.
DASH Data Sharing network; data bus
standard on UoSAT microsatellites.
DFD Data Flow Diagram.
DGPS Differential GPS; the correction of
GPS errors from a reference 
station.
DORIS A CNES orbit determination
system based on Doppler shift 
measurement.
ECEF Earth-centred Earth fixed co­
ordinate frame.
ECI Earth-centred inertial co-ordinate
frame.
EIS Earth Imaging System; experiment
on PoSAT-1.
EMC Electromagnetic Compatibility.
FPGA Floating point gate array; a
programmable logic IC.
GDOP GPS Geometric dilution of
precision. Also related: PDOP, 
HDOP, VDOP and TDOP.
GEO Geostationary orbit.
GLONASS: Russian equivalent system to 
GPS.
GNSS Global Navigation Satellite System;
general term for all satellite 
navigation systems, especially 
applied to combined systems for 
civil use.
GPS (NAVSTAR): Global Positioning System 
(Navigation by Satellite Timing 
and Ranging).
GPS ALMANAC / EPHEMERIS: GPS names 
for orbital data from GPS satellites. 
The Almanac consists of Keplerian 
Elements, the Ephemeris is more 
accurate, also containing many 
perturbation correction factors.
IGRF International Geomagnetic
Reference Field.
INS / IMS: Inertial Navigation /
Measurement System.
LEO Low Earth orbit.
LOS Loss of Signal.
MICROSATELLITE: By the commonly used 
conventions regarding satellites, 
this is a satellite which has a mass 
of between 10 and 100 kg.
MOE: Mean Orbital Elements.
NORAD: North American Air Defense 
Command.
NNSS Navy Navigational Satellite
System, consisting of TRANSIT 
and NOVA satellites.
OBC On-board Computer.
Occam High level language for transputer 
microprocessors.
P-Code GPS precise ranging code, only 
authorised users can now access 
this due to AS encryption.
Pseudorange: Fundamental range
measurement made by GPS 
receiver.
RAAN Right Ascension of the Ascending 
Node (orbital element).
TLE Two Line Element (NORAD 
ASCII standard format MOE).
RAM
RMS
Receiver Autonomous Integrity 
Monitoring.
Root Mean of the Squares.
TTFF Time to first fix of a GPS receiver.
TRANSIT (see NNSS): US Satellite
navigation system preceding GPS.
RSS Root Sum of the Squares. TST Transputer Support Task.
RVCC Range-velocity Cartesian Co­
ordinate frame.
UoSAT University of Surrey Satellite Reset 
Missions.
SA
SATELS
Selective Availability, a purposeful 
degradation of GPS signals by the 
operators of GPS.
Algorithm to convert from 
Cartesian co-ordinates to mean
UTC Universal Co-ordinated Time.
VLBI Very Long Baseline Interferometry. 
WAAS Wide Area Augmentation Service. 
WADGPS: Wide Area Differential GPS.
SEL
SEU
elements.
Single Event Latchup; Radiation 
induced in computer memory.
Single Event Upset; Radiation 
induced in computer memory.
WG88
WGS-84
8x8 geopotential numerical orbit 
propagator.
The 1984 World geoid standard 
used by GPS.
SGP4 Analytical orbit propagator 
compatible with NORAD two-line 
element sets.
SIS Star Imaging System; experiment 
on PoSAT-1.
SLR Satellite Laser Ranging.
SPS / PPS: GPS Standard Positioning Service 
/ Precise Positioning Service.
SOS Silicon on Sapphire; memory 
hardened against radiation.
SNR Signal to Noise Ratio.
SSTL Surrey Satellite Technology Ltd; 
commercial wing of UoSAT.
STANAG: NATO standard agreement
document; in this thesis context 
describing GPS Interface.
STD State Transition Diagram.
TCA Time of closest approach.
TCXO Temperature Compensated Crystal 
Oscillator.
TDMA Time Division Multiple Access.
TDPE Transputer Data Processing 
Experiment.
TDRSS NASA’s Tracking and data relay 
satellite system.
TEME Tme equator, mean equinox of 
date, a type of ECI frame.
NOMENCLATURE
a - Semi-major axis.
B* - (Bstar) A drag term specific to SGP4 which is related to the ballistic coefficient.
e - Eccentricity.
e - Generalised Keplerian osculating element.
e - Generalised mean orbital element.
e n - Generalised mean orbital element at node.
i - Inclination.
Ju - Spherical harmonic coefficient of Earth’s distortion from sphere.
J2 - Coefficient of Earth’s flattening at the poles.
M  - Mean anomaly.
P1-P9 - Representing nine processes, or software functions in GPS Navigation Unit.
PVT - General term for Position, Velocity and Time
n - Mean motion.
S, Sx, SXy, etc. Summation terms of x and y used in least squares fitting process.
T 1, T2 - Represent the two trigger events or times in payload scheduling.
u - Argument of latitude.
U - Orbital element (= © + M ) nearly equal to u in circular orbit,
v - Generalised angular value.
VI, V2, V3 Axes used in the RVCC frame.
(r, v); x; (x, y, z\ vx, vy, vz); Cartesian co-ordinates, position and velocity,
p Gravitational Parameter (GM).
cr - Sigma, represent RMS of parameter.
Q. - Right ascension of the ascending node (RAAN).
© - Argument of perigee.
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
Satellites have clearly proven their worth in communications and science, with geostationary 
satellites providing world-wide satellite communications links, and highly sophisticated remote 
sensing satellites monitoring changes in the Earth's geophysical systems. However, the 
traditional large satellite is now being challenged with the "smaller, faster, cheaper" variety. 
New communications constellations are currently in the development stage which will make 
use of Low Earth Orbits (LEO) instead of the more usual geostationary (GEO) 
communications orbit. NASA is pushing for small science missions as a way of speeding up 
production times and substantially reducing costs.
The definition of a small satellite is somewhat elastic, and can be applied to a wide range of 
missions. For the purposes of this thesis, the term s m a l l  s a t e l l i t e  applies broadly to satellites 
beneath a mass of 500 kg. A more specific classification that has generally become accepted is 
that a m in is a te l l i t e  has a mass between 100 and 500 kg, and a m ic r o s a te l l i te  has a mass of 
between 10 and 100 kg. A satellite smaller than 10 kg is referred to as a n a n o s a te l l i te .
Although small satellites offer advantages in cost and time over larger satellites, they have 
significant constraints that preclude the use of expensive or bulky on-board equipment. 
Nevertheless, small satellites can make use of the latest advances in terrestrial technologies 
which are becoming smaller and yet more powerful. Recent developments in GPS receiver 
technology have placed the Global Positioning System into this category.
This study concerns the integration of a Global Positioning Receiver into a small satellite, and 
specifically describes the experiences from a practical demonstration of GPS on the PoSAT-1 
microsatellite. In this chapter, the theme of the thesis is introduced by a brief description of the 
UoSAT microsatellites and the Global Positioning System before a more detailed structure of 
the thesis is presented.
p
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1.1 THE UOSAT PROGRAMME
The 50 kg microsatellites built at the University of Surrey, the UoSAT series, are examples of 
just how cheap and effective small satellite missions can be.1 Commercial communications 
satellites,2 such as Healthsat-2, and technology demonstration satellites, such as PoSAT-1, 
succeed in their mission objectives, while only taking 12 months from contract-signing to 
launch, and only costing £1-2 million including launch. The approach employed in the design
of these satellites is different to larger 
missions, with a small team working 
closely, flexibility in design and the 
ability to use the latest technology where 
possible. Eleven satellites have been built 
at Surrey from UoSAT-1, launched in 
1981, to Cerise and FASat-Alfa, 
launched in 1995, and two more are 
planned for 1996.
Figure 1.1 FASat-Alfa Construction
Most UoSAT microsatellites have been 
placed in LEO as auxiliary payloads to 
larger satellites on a commercial basis by 
Arianespace. However, new opportunities 
are arising elsewhere, and FASat-Alfa 
was launched on a Ukrainian Tsiklon,
The components of a microsatellite are 
demonstrated in the exploded view of 
FASat-Alfa in Figure 1.1. At the centre 
of the satellite the modular tray 
architecture can be seen. Each CNC- 
manufactured tray carries an electronics 
PCB and also serves to form the 
mechanical structure of the satellite.
Fixed on the four sides (or X and Y 
facets) of the “stack” are Gallium
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Arsenide solar cell arrays to provide primary power which is stored in the NiCd batteries. The 
configuration of the Z-facets varies from one satellite to the next. The FASat-Alfa UHF 
transmitting antennas are to be found on the -Z-facet (Earth pointing) along with the Earth- 
imaging cameras and sun-sensors. The +Z-facet (space pointing) carries the VHF receive 
antennas, the gravity gradient boom and the launcher attachment ring.
The gravity gradient boom provides attitude stability, while fine control is offered by the 
magnetorquers wound around the outside edges of the solar panels. The attitude is detennined 
by magnetometers, Earth horizon sensors (when present) and sun sensors. Several on-board 
closed loop control algorithms are used to de-tumble, capture and finally deliberate the attitude 
dynamics of the satellite to achieve an Earth-pointing attitude to within 5°.3
The On-Board Computer (OBC) is based around the Intel 80C186, and controls all spacecraft 
communications and housekeeping tasks. It has a purpose-written multi-tasking operating 
system, and communicates with all the payloads over the “DASH”, a Data Sharing network. 
Like much of the satellite, the on-board data handling systems are based on a well-established 
reliable foundation which has been proven on five missions. This enables higher risk 
experimental systems to be layered on top without jeopardising the whole mission, so that 
eventually these new systems become part of the platform of future satellites.
There are more constraints placed on a payload or sub-system of a microsatellite than the 
obvious size and mass limitations. In an 800 km polar orbit, the solar panels on a UoSAT 
microsatellite can generate a maximum of about 27 watts of power when sunlit. The satellite 
is eclipsed for 30 percent of the time, and so to maintain battery charge equilibrium, the 
systems on the satellite must consume less than 18 watts averaged for each orbit. The satellite 
housekeeping tasks (OBC, data-handling and sensors) consume 5 watts and RF transmitters 
may consume 20 watts when operating, and therefore very little power remains. Another major 
limitation of the microsatellite platform is data bandwidth. Brief passes over the ground 
station with only a 9600 bps link means that only 1-2 MBytes of data can be transferred every 
day.
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The Global Positioning System (GPS) is a space-based radio-location system which uses a 
constellation of 24 NAVSTAR GPS satellites to broadcast signals to the ground from an 
altitude of 20,000 km. Through the concurrent reception of signals from four different GPS 
satellites, the precise position and velocity of the user can be calculated anywhere around 
the globe, and the receiver clock can be synchronised to UTC with sub-microsecond 
accuracy. This is possible on land, at sea, in the air, and in orbit. GPS is a military system, 
but civilian users are permitted access to the Standard Positioning System (SPS) which 
gives a horizontal positioning accuracy of about 100 metres. The GPS satellites transmit L- 
band spread-spectrum signals which are below the ambient noise level, and each satellite 
uses a different spreading code. To lock onto a GPS signal, a receiver must first generate the 
same code internally, down-convert from the received carrier adjusting for Doppler 
frequency shift and then shift the code until it aligns with the incoming signal code. The 
ranging measurements used for the navigation solution are made from this code shifting 
process.
New and enhanced uses of GPS have been developed by receiver manufacturers and 
research organisations. The carrier phase can be used to increase measurement resolution by 
either smoothing the pseudoranges or by direct use as a measurement. Differential GPS uses 
the GPS position errors from a receiver in a known position to correct the errors of a 
receiver in an unknown position, giving sub-metre accuracies in real time, and sometimes 
millimetres of accuracy after extensive data processing. GPS can also be used for attitude 
determination through interferometiy techniques applied to the phase differences measured 
between two GPS antennas.
The GPS constellation has only recently been completed, and in the last year, “Full 
Operational Capability” has been declared. Commercial GPS receivers have fallen in mass 
from 20 kg to 200 g, and the power consumption has dropped from 45 to 2 watts. The use of 
GPS in boats, aeroplanes and automobiles continues to increase, and it appears likely that 
the same trend will occur in the use of GPS on both small and large satellites. .
A more detailed description of GPS with references can be found in Appendix C.
1.2 THE GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM
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This Ph.D. study explores the applications and use of the Global Positioning System on­
board satellites. A design is presented for a GPS Navigation Unit that interfaces a GPS 
receiver with a generalised small satellite in low Earth orbit (LEO), and the concept is 
demonstrated through the use of the GPS experiment on the PoSAT-1 microsatellite mission 
launched in September 1993. The focus of this study is illustrated in Figure 1.2.
1.3 OUTLINE OF THESIS
Figure 1.2 Ph.D. Research Focus
An outline of the thesis follows:
Chapter 2 discusses the motivation, the practical use and the potential performance of GPS 
in orbit. A review is presented of other tracking technologies and how they are applied to 
satellite missions. A particular emphasis is placed on low cost missions, and the NORAD 
standard mean orbital elements are introduced. Previous missions which carried GPS 
receivers are listed, together with the specific achievements that have been made. The 
operational issues involved with the use of GPS in orbit and the specific requirements for 
spacebome GPS receivers and antennas for space are discussed. The performance and 
accuracy obtained from a GPS receiver in orbit are reviewed, with a particular emphasis on 
on-board stand-alone solutions. Finally the context for this PhD research is developed from 
an overall chapter review.
Chapter 3 describes the system design of a Navigation Unit based on a GPS receiver 
specifically for a small satellite. A range of missions is considered, and the possible services 
that could be offered by a GPS Navigation Unit are investigated. Some of the practicalities 
and design implications to provide the services listed are discussed, such as intermittent 
operation and orbit determination methodology. A statement of requirements is given, and a 
more detailed specification of the system is presented. The system design is partitioned
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through structured analysis and the use of Data Flow Diagrams, and individual modules are 
described with State Transition Diagrams and Flow Charts. System tests are given, and the 
applicability of the system design to wider applications is reviewed.
Chapter 4 describes the PoSAT-1 GPS demonstration experiment from planning to initial 
operations. The architecture and the experiments on the PoSAT-1 mission are briefly 
summarised along with a description of the system design. The planning of the GPS 
experiment included the choice of the TANS receiver and an investigation of its 
characteristics, the method for digital integration, and the considerations involved in the 
practical electrical and mechanical integration. The antenna integration and testing posed 
special problems and required a separate satellite model and special procedures at the launch 
site. A description of the launch and initial commissioning is given, and some of the first 
results from the GPS receiver are plotted. The performance of the GPS receiver in orbit was 
assessed in terms of acquisition and fix time, and numbers of GPS satellites tracked.
Chapter 5 presents an analysis of the results, validating the accuracy of GPS against external 
tracking means. First the methods of validation employed by other missions are reviewed. 
Then the characteristics of GPS measurements made on the ground are investigated, both 
theoretical and measured. To evaluate the GPS results, a number of orbital tools have been 
used, and so a description of the SGP4 and WG88 propagators is given. The external 
tracking of PoSAT was performed by RAF Fylingdales, and so their system is briefly 
described. Before the radar data are compared with GPS measurements, they are checked for 
self-consistency, and the covariances are examined. The comparison of radar to GPS 
measurements reveals some interesting features about both types of tracking, and also gives 
estimates for accuracies.
Chapter 6 concerns the development of an orbit determination method suitable for on-board 
implementation. The target requirements are defined in terms of the NORAD mean orbital 
elements that are normally used, and the characteristics of the NORAD elements are 
examined. The method for element generation is described step by step, and then the 
procedure is applied to both simulated and real data, demonstrating some of the limitations 
of the procedure. The results are presented from measurements made over a period of 
months, and these are compared directly with the NORAD element sets to show the 
accuracies and the stability of the procedure expected in orbit.
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Chapter 7 describes the implementation of the software and the operations on PoSAT-1. The 
transputer processing hardware is described together with the existing software for handling 
imaging. The issues concerning the integration of the GPS Navigation Unit code into the 
existing system are discussed, and the practicalities of the implementation in the occam 
language. When implementing the GPS Navigation Unit, several compromises were 
required due to the constraints; however, the software structure presented is very 
comparable to the design presented in Chapter 3. Parts of the current interface control 
document are included and the methods of commanding the experiment are given. The GPS 
experimental campaigns and the significant achievements made with the GPS Navigation 
Unit implementation in orbit are listed.
Chapter 8 draws the conclusions for the study. The results are summarised and the 
implications of the research are discussed.
1 Sweeting M.N., "UoSAT Microsatellite Missions", Electronics and Communication Engineering 
Journal, IEE, Vol 4, No.3, June 1992.
2 Ward J.W., “Microsatellites for Global Electronic Mail Networks” , Electronics and Communication 
Engineering Journal, IEE, Vol.3, No.6, Dec 1991.
3 Hodgart M.S., Ong W.T., “ Gravity Gradient and Magnetorquing Attitude Control for Low Earth 
Orbit Satellites” , 2nd ESA Int. Conf. on Spacecraft Guidance Navigation and Control Systems, 
Noordwijk, Netherlands, April 1994.
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CHAPTER 2. 
THE USE OF GPS ON A SATELLITE: MOTIVATION, 
PRACTICALITIES AND PERFORMANCE
The Global Positioning System has made a significant difference in terrestrial, marine and 
airborne applications, revolutionising the means for positioning and navigation. GPS now also 
looks set to do the same in spacebome applications.
In this chapter, the use of GPS for satellite tracking is discussed, and compared to other 
tracking technologies. Some of the latest world-wide activity in the use of GPS is presented, 
and then the requirements and constraints for the use of GPS in space are considered.
Different configurations of the use of GPS on an autonomous satellite are listed together with 
the resultant perfonnance expected.
2.1 LOW EARTH ORBIT SATELLITE TRACKING
Satellite tracking usually implies the following of a satellite's flight path through the picking 
up of signals transmitted or reflected by it. Self-tracking in this context means that the motion 
of the satellite is being tracked on-board the satellite itself. Satellite tracking generally involves 
the determination of the satellite's orbit, and it plays a key role in all space missions:
® The real-time location of a satellite is required for communications and ground-based 
directional antenna pointing.
• Estimates of the satellite's future position and pass predictions are required for ground- 
based operational planning.
• Some satellites with a degree of autonomy may require their position in order to calculate 
the satellite's attitude from other sensor readings.
• Satellites with a requirement for orbit control need to be tracked very reliably, whether on 
the ground or autonomously on board.
• Often an accurate reconstruction of the orbit at a later stage is required to support 
scientific payload results.
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In the case of the familiar geostationary communications satellite, the problem of tracking is 
simplified, as the satellite is continually in view and, to a first approximation, stationary with 
respect the ground-based operators and users. The position of the satellite is announced, and 
the user can direct the antenna accordingly once and for all. The operator needs some means 
of tracking in order to schedule the satellite housekeeping manoeuvres to keep the satellite 
within the specified orbit box.1
The tracking associated with a LEO satellite is different, as the satellite is not visible to the 
user for most of the time. When the satellite does rise above the horizon, it is only then visible 
for a few minutes before it sets again. If a directional antenna is to be used on the ground, then
it must be directed at the satellite 
in real time, rapidly following the 
position of the satellite across the 
sky. There will only be a few 
such passes a day, interspersed 
with gaps of up to several hours 
in coverage.
A quantitative example is useful 
to give a fuller description. The 
orbit into which UoSAT satellites 
Figure 2.1 LEO satellite tracking are launched has until now
depended on the host satellite on the launcher. The most common LEO is the polar sun- 
synchronous orbit where, for example, UoSAT-5, which was launched with ERS-1, resides. 
This orbit has an altitude of about 800 kilometres with an inclination of 98°, resulting in an 
orbital period of 100 minutes. For a single ground station at mid-latitudes, there are typically 
nine visible passes a day, although four passes will never see the satellite above an elevation of 
10° with respect to the ground station. The useful pass length varies between one and fifteen 
minutes, with intervals between successive passes of 90 minutes to 9 hours. These figures 
obviously vary depending on the ground station's location and the exact orbit, but the 
requirements on the ground station are similar for any low Earth orbit satellite.
To transfer maximum data, a directional antenna is used on the ground. The UoSAT UHF 
antennas have a gain of 14dBi and a beamwidth of 20° at 430 MHz which is the main
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determining factor for the pointing accuracy required. At an altitude of 800 lan, 10° equates to 
140 km resolution. Both the station operators and the satellite users must know when the 
satellite is approaching, where it is at a given moment in time, and be able to estimate the 
Doppler shift in the signals. The satellite is travelling at a velocity of 7.5 km/s, so the time is 
also of great importance. A user terminal, however, may use an omni-directional rather than a 
steered antenna, but will still need to know when the satellite is above the horizon and perhaps 
a prediction of the signal Doppler shift.
The planning of satellite operations requires a good prediction of the satellite's future orbital 
position. For example, the scheduling of a satellite camera operation requires knowledge of the 
time that the satellite will pass over the specified target on the ground.
In order to track a satellite, measurements of the satellite's position must be made, and then the 
orbit can be determined. Using the description of the orbit, the position of the satellite can be 
predicted at a future moment in time. The orbit may be described in terms of Classical Orbital 
Elements (or Keplerian Elements)2 which consist of six parameters: the semi-major axis, 
eccentricity, inclination, right ascension of the ascending node, argument of perigee and the 
mean anomaly. These terms may be modified and further terms may be added to allow for the 
perturbations due to air drag and the irregular shape of the Earth. Using these elements, the 
path of a satellite can be predicted to a limited degree of precision, either manually or more 
commonly with a computer. Naturally, a set of orbital elements will not remain accurate for 
ever; they may lose more than a kilometre of along-track accuracy a day for low Earth orbits, 
due to largely unpredictable atmospheric drag. Therefore to maintain the accuracy of the 
tracking, new orbital elements are required periodically.
These elements can be used for priming an orbit determination program on a personal 
computer which steers the directional antenna automatically, making for a very cheap and 
robust tracking system. The elements can also be used for the prediction of the satellite 
position for payload scheduling, either from the ground or even autonomously on the satellite. 
When a highly accurate orbit reconstruction is required, orbital elements are not so useful, as 
they do not describe all the various perturbations to the orbit in detail. In this case, usually the 
ephemerides of the satellite are provided in terms of the tabulated position at regular time 
intervals. However for most purposes, adequate "tracking" of small satellites can be achieved 
through the use of predictive orbital elements alone.
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2.1.1 Review of Tracking Technologies
A satellite's orbit can be found through a number of means, and converted to orbital elements 
or ephemeris as required. Table 2.1 lists a few different methods that are commonly used.
Table 2.1: Satellite Tracking Techniques
Method Cost Comparative Accuracy
Doppler Tracking Low to High Low to High
Radio-Ranging Medium Medium
Auto-track Medium Medium
SLR High Fligh
RADAR High Medium
NORAD Elements No cost (see below) Medium
On-board GPS Low to High Medium to Fligh
Sputnik, the first satellite launched, was tracked through the Doppler shift of its transmitted 
signal. From the change in the Doppler shift, the time of closest approach (TCA) can be 
found, and the shape of the Doppler curve gives information from which the orbit can be 
derived. Successive orbits can be used to refine the orbit model. This technique is still 
commonly used and can be applied to any satellite producing a signal with no dedicated 
hardware required.3,4 Higher accuracies can be obtained if the satellite transmitter is locked to 
a stable oscillator (or the ground-based transmitter if using a satellite transponder), and 
atmospheric effects can be reduced if the satellite is transmitting two frequencies. The 
accuracy of this technique is also limited by the long periods during which the satellite is 
invisible to the ground station, especially if the satellite is in a very low orbit severely affected 
by atmospheric drag.
The CNES DORIS5 system demonstrates the very high orbit determination accuracies possible 
from Doppler tracking techniques. In the case of DORIS, the two signals (401 and 
2036 MHz) are transmitted from up to 50 different ground-based beacons around the world 
and received by the satellite. Both the beacons and the satellites have ultra-stable oscillators 
which are referenced to a central master beacon. The current satellite hardware technology is 
18 kg, consumes 14 Watts, and is clearly an inappropriate system for the operational tracking
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of microsatellites, and is bulky even for a minisatellite. However, the position accuracies 
obtained after extensive post-processing are of the order of 3 cm for a 1300 km orbit6.
The same principles can also be applied in reverse, and a satellite with a known orbit can be 
used to locate the position of a user through the measurement of the Doppler shift. It was on 
this idea that the NNSS or TRANSIT radio-navigation system was based. Some small satellite 
systems are offering this capability for their mobile users7’8 and DORIS can be used similarly 
to survey the precise position of beacon stations.
A method commonly used to operationally determine the orbit of both LEO and GEO satellites 
is through S-band pulse ranging (for example Eutelsat II, ERS-1 and IRAS9). This has the 
requirement of a transponder on the satellite, often integrated with a standard#GM ESA or 
NASA PCM telemetry system. The ground station transmits a pulse or code (modulated onto 
a carrier) which travels to the satellite, is frequency-converted and transmitted down to the 
ground station again. With a calibrated system, the propagation delays can be isolated and the 
range can be determined. Satellite velocity information can be gained by taking the difference 
between two ranges and finding the range rate. Such a system employs monopulse autotrack 
principles to maintain the antenna pointing towards the satellite, hence giving a reading for the 
azimuth and elevation of the satellite. With two or more tracking stations, the orbit of the 
satellite would be determined with a typical accuracy of around 2-5 km. The new ESA ranging 
standard10 employs both ranging and Doppler, requiring a coherent transponder on the 
satellite, but giving more accurate orbits. The transmitted pulses are coded in such a way so 
that the range to the satellite is unambiguous. The disadvantage of these systems is that they 
rely on an S-band telemetry and transponder system which is too expensive and bulky for 
many small satellites. The ground station support with self-pointing antenna is also expensive, 
although standard from mission to mission. It is possible for a satellite owner to use ESA and 
NASA tracking stations, but this requires scheduling, and may again be prohibitively 
expensive for many low cost missions. It has been reported11 that the fee for one satellite pass 
is well over $1000.
The NASA TDRSS satellites extend this capability by providing ranging links to LEO 
satellites from GEO satellites. This has the advantage of providing continuous tracking 
without the need for multiple ground-stations. The cost of maintaining TDRSS is high, and is
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primarily justified in support of shuttle operations, although it also supports dozens of NASA 
scientific satellites.
The method through which GPS satellites are tracked is through a reverse GPS fix. By 
simultaneously collecting the GPS ranging signal at four geographically separated monitor 
stations, the position of the transmitting satellite can be resolved instantaneously to a few 
metres of accuracy. By tracking arcs of data, the orbit is operationally resolved to about 5 
metres.
Satellite laser ranging (SLR) systems enable extremely precise satellite tracking.12 The 
satellite carries a number of retro-reflectors which reflect laser signals transmitted by SLR 
stations. By measuring the laser propagation times, the satellite range can be measured with 
sub-centimetre precision. When SLR readings are collected from stations around the world, a 
satellite's orbit can be recovered with sufficient accuracy to measure the gravitational 
harmonics of the earth and to monitor tectonic plate motion, assuming other orbital 
perturbations can be accounted for.
Direct optical sighting can be used for orbit determination,13 but is limited by the satellite size, 
reflective material, its altitude, the weather and is dependent on sun angles. Radio 
interferometry systems have been developed, such as Minitrack,14 which requires a special 
ground station with widely spread antennas, and Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) 
stations have also been used for the same purpose.
2.1.2 NORAD Orbital Elements
Another method for orbit determination is RADAR tracking. This method is very much 
associated with the military, as it is the most reliable method of determining the orbit of a 
foreign object that has no specific tracking hardware or even transmitters on-board.
A sophisticated radar tracking network is controlled by NORAD, the North American Air 
Defense Command, which keeps track of over 7,000 objects orbiting the Earth. The radars 
that NORAD use measure the position and velocity of the objects as they pass overhead 
through measurements of range and range rates. Due to the US Freedom of Information Act in 
the 1970s, any tracking data produced by NORAD which are unclassified must be available to
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the US taxpayer on request. As a result, the orbital elements for most orbiting satellites are 
disseminated through several channels, one of which is a Bulletin Board run by NASA at the 
Goddard Space Center. The elements are released in a standard ASCII format called Two 
Line Elements (TLEs). From there, the elements are distributed world-wide, chiefly by 
telephone-line or packet radio link bulletin-board services and more recently, via the internet. 
The practical use of radar data is described in Chapter 5, and the detailed format of NORAD 
orbital elements can be found in Chapter 6.
Day Number of 1995
Figure 2.2 NORAD Element Update Rate for PoSAT and Bremsat 
Microsatellites
Typically, new elements 
are generated twice every 
week, but sometimes 
more frequently if the 
satellite is of special 
interest. Figure 2.2 shows 
contrasting update rates 
for two microsatellites: 
PoSAT-1 in a high and 
stable orbit, and 
BREMSAT as it
approaches re-entry. However, not all of the TLE sets generated are available to civil users. 
The list available to users is only updated twice a week, and sometimes less frequently. The 
internet 'broadcasts' are made once a week, and again are slightly erratic. Figure 2.3 
demonstrates that the age of TLEs commonly reaches over 2 weeks before new elements are 
received. Longer periods of over 2 months have been known on occasion.
350 352 353 354 358 360 363 365
Element Set Number
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Figure 2.3 Age of NORAD Elements for External User (PoSAT-1, Early 1995)
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NORAD Keplerian elements provide the primary means by which amateur satellites and some 
small commercial satellites are tracked all over the world. This is because the data is freely 
available, and the collection is relatively easy. However, there are a number of limitations to 
the use of this tracking data, using UoSAT as an example:
i) The accuracy of the orbital elements deteriorate with time. At a 650 km altitude orbit or 
lower, one second of error a day is possible, which is equivalent to 7.5 km. Therefore after 
20 days, an error of 150 km can be expected, which is just about acceptable for 
operational h acking. At lower altitudes the degrading of elements accelerates, and a 20 
day old TLE set is of little use.
ii) UoSAT has no control over the regularity or the reliability of the elements. The 
distribution of the element sets is not a commercial service, and therefore there is no 
reason to expect a reliable service. When the element sets are delayed for some reason, the 
civilian user has no right to complain. UoSAT is at present dependent on the availability 
of this data, and very little is known about the future plans of NORAD. Should the TLEs 
suddenly cease to be available, then it would be necessary for UoSAT and other satellite 
operators to rapidly find another means of obtaining tracking data. It has been known for 
NORAD to make tracking mistakes, especially immediately after launch. One 
microsatellite from a multiple launch may be identical in cross-section to another.
iii) The use of the NORAD data requires the operator to regularly obtain and update the 
ground-station and satellite elements. Some kind of autonomous system would be 
preferable.
iv) Future satellites may have a need for higher accuracy orbit determination or just more 
frequent updates, for example with propellant experiments, lower altitude orbits, 
microwave communications payloads, etc.
v) For the purposes of other satellite operators, the use of NORAD data is not desirable, 
large commercial users may have to pay, and yet others would refuse for political reasons.
In spite of these disadvantages, the NORAD orbital elements are frequently used for low cost 
satellite missions, and many organisations have come to depend upon them when orbital 
accuracy requirements are not too strict.15 Even on larger scale missions, the NORAD TLEs 
are frequently used for scheduling and planning purposes.
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2.1.3 Autonomous Satellite Navigation
For a longtime there has been a general interest in satellite autonomy, some reasons including 
cost, military survivability, and general satellite capability enhancement. On-board 
autonomous navigation16 can enable operations to be precisely scheduled and payload data 
"position-stamped" without any interaction from the ground. Less dependence on high integrity 
links to the ground means cheaper ground station operations. The requirements on tracking 
accuracy may actually fall due to the fact that the position information is immediately 
available, rather than having to be propagated from some time in the past. A study made by 
Euroconsult17 indicated that there was a short term reluctance in the space industry to adopt 
autonomous satellite navigation, especially if it involved safety-critical orbit control. However, 
100% of LEO and 74% of GEO operators saw an inevitable evolution towards autonomous 
subsystems in future satellites.
Chory et al.18 list the history of autonomous navigation programs, and Larson and Wertz 
describe some of the latest,19 including the Microcosm Autonomous Navigation System 
(MANS), which is being proven on the TAOS autonomy satellite.20 The MANS is a fully 
autonomous system dependent on nothing but observations of the Earth, Moon and Sun, and 
should offer 100-400 metres position accuracy, along with 0.03° attitude determination. As 
with many modem spacecraft subsystems, the primary algorithms are implemented on a 
microprocessor, and so its performance and capabilities can continue to improve as new 
software is developed. In principle, this system is not restricted to LEO, but could be used in 
any Earth orbit, (although the sensors may need some hardware changes).
Both the CNES DORIS system and the NASA TDRSS are the subject of active research in 
the field of autonomous navigation. The aim behind the research in both cases is to enable the 
receiver, like the GPS receiver to passively receive unscheduled signals from multiple 
transmitters around the globe to achieve satellite autonomy. The first DORIS receiver capable 
of autonomy will be launched on SPOT 4, at the time of writing, scheduled for 1997 21 The 
on-board software (DIODE) reads the Doppler-shift of the signal produced by beacons every 
ten seconds. It then calculates a new state, which is made available for on-board position- 
stamping of image data and is later broadcast to the Ground Control Centre. Simulations have 
indicated 20 metres accuracy will be obtained on-board SPOT 4.
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An experimental TDRS Autonomous Navigation Sensor (TONS) was flown on the EUVE 
satellite in 1992 (in addition to a GPS receiver) to prove the concept for the future NASA 
EOS remote sensing satellites22. While not actually autonomous, it was able to log data for 
ground-based processing to simulate the expected accuracy for an autonomous receiving and 
processing system. Tie results indicated that when the TONS 1 operational system will first 
be flown, tentatively in 1998, on-board accuracies of 25 metres should be achievable.
Another autonomous system that will be implemented in the near future is cross-satellite 
tracking on-board the new Block DR GPS constellation.23 This will enable the GPS 
constellation to maintain high orbit accuracies (perhaps 5 metres) autonomously for over the 
specified six months without any ground interaction. This system is suitable for any Earth 
orbit, but relies on having a constellation of satellites.
For large organisations like NASA and CNES which are slow to react to new circumstances, 
it is understandable that an alternative technology to GPS should be available to protect 
against future contingencies (although an NRC report warns that NASA is falling behind and 
specifically states that NASA should use GPS to provide inexpensive guidance and control on 
its small satellites24). Likewise, military applications often specify complete autonomy for 
satellite systems, which rules out GPS.25 Still, for commercial LEO users, the advantages of 
GPS overwhelmingly outweigh the disadvantages of GPS, not in terms of accuracy, but in 
terms of cost and convenience.
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2.2 THE USE OF GPS ON A SATELLITE
The Global Positioning System was originally intended 
as a replacement for TRANSIT for positioning on land, 
at sea and in the air. However, it was soon recognised 
that the instantaneous nature of the measurements and 
the higher orbits of the GPS satellites could allow the 
positioning signals to be used in space for the tracking 
of other satellites. The first reference to the use of GPS 
for satellite tracking found by the author was a 
Lockheed study in 1915 2627 The results of these 
studies indicated that for unpropelled satellites at 
altitudes under 500 nautical miles (about 900 km) 
similar accuracies to surface users could be obtained 
from GPS. The relative altitudes of GPS and LEO 
satellites are illustrated in Figure 2.4, and it can be 
seen that a LEO user of GPS will have a very similar 
geometry to a ground-based user of GPS. The main 
difference from a ground-based user is the high velocity 
of the LEO satellite (7.5 km/sec) which causes a much 
higher Doppler shift in the GPS signal.
GEO
Figure 2.4 
Relative Altitudes of Satellites
For satellites in other orbits, the use of GPS is not quite so simple. Geostationary satellites 
have a higher altitude than GPS satellites, and so can only receive the signals from a GPS 
satellite when they are on the opposite side of the Earth. This has never yet been proven, but 
Aerospace Corp. and ESA studies suggest that these signals could provide accuracies of better 
than 100 metres,28729 a useful basis for autonomous GEO housekeeping manoeuvres. GPS can 
also potentially be used in highly elliptic orbits (FIEO), and there are plans to prove this with 
the AMSAT Phase 3D mission.30 In an HEO, the satellite travels from an LEO altitude to a 
GEO altitude within the course of one orbit, so a variety of tracking strategies are possible.
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2.2.1 Past Missions with GPS Receivers
There is a growing number of missions carrying GPS receivers in space. When this study 
commenced in 1991, only two civil satellites had flown GPS receivers: Landsats 4 and 5 
carried Magnavox GPSPAC receivers. The results were limited, and the receivers had been 
very temperamental, frequently crashing due to software and radiation problems.31 (It is 
believed that there had also been at least three classified mission carrying Maganavox or 
Texas Instruments GPS receivers, but no further information could be found). At the time of 
writing (1995), there are some thirteen sulfites carrying GPS receivers, and a further 10 tests 
which have returned to the ground (on the Shuttle, on launchers, and on a re-entry vehicle). A 
good review of the missions flown was presented by Munjal et al in 1992, but of course it is 
now rapidly becoming out of date.32 The orbital missions that have flown since this review are 
shown in Table 2.2.
Table 2.2 Recent missions carrying GPS Receivers
Mission Date Orbit Receiver Rx Features
RADCAL33 June 1993 815 km Trimble Quadrex 4 Antenna 
LI C/A 6 Ch.
Shuttle
Tests34
1993, 1994 300 km Trimble Quadrex, 
SEL, Rockwell,
Various
PoSAT-135’36 Sept 1993 800 km, 98° Trimble TANS LI C/A 6 Ch.
OREX37 1994 One orbit before 
re-entry
NASDA GPSDR LI C/A 5 Ch.
TAOS38 March 1994 530 km, 105° Rockwell L1JL2, C/A, P
Darpasat39 March 1994 II II Rockwell AST-V L1,L2, C/A, P
APEX40 Aug 1994 350 x 2482 km, 
polar
Trimble TANS LI C/A 6 Ch.
SAFIR-R41 Nov 1994 LEO Rockwell NavCore LI C/A 5 Ch.
Orbcomm
1,242
April 1995 LEO Trimble TANS LI C/A 6 Ch.
Microlab-143 April 1995 LEO Turbo-Rogue LI, L2, Codeless
Some notable achievements about these and earlier missions are listed below:
First Use o f GPS in Space: The GPSPAC receivers flown on Landsats 4 and 5 were the first 
published use of GPS in space. The navigation solution was handled by a Kalman filter 
which was necessary to combine sequential pseudoranges and cope with the limited 
number of GPS satellites. The first receiver was nearly 20 kg in mass, and consumed 45
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Watts. It had two channels which could be set to P-Code or C/A code, tracked on either 
LI or L2 frequencies.
Precise Orbit Recovery: The TOPEX/Poseidon Motorola GPSDR has demonstrated the 
capability to recover an extremely accurate orbit through the differential post­
processing of the LI and L2 GPS data from the satellite.
Ionospheric Measurements: Having the capability to receive dual frequencies also allowed 
the measurement of ionospheric characteristics for die first time through GPS 
occultation on TOPEX/Poseidon.
Low Cost Receiver: The RADCAL mission was the first satellite to successfully use a low 
cost commercially adapted GPS receiver, the TANS Quadrex,
Attitude Recovery from GPS: RADCAL was also the first mission to prove the ability to 
recover attitude from phase differences from multiple antennas.
Manned Space Vehicle Navigation: The GPS tests on the Space Shuttle were the first use of 
GPS on a manned space vehicle.
Microsatellite: PoSAT-1 was the first mission to demonstrate the use of a low cost, low 
power GPS receiver within the tight constraints of a microsatellite.
Autonomous Orbit Determination: PoSAT-1 was the first mission to autonomously generate 
mean orbital elements in orbit.
Real-Time Attitude Determination: Some limited tests on a SPAS deployed from the Shuttle 
in November 1994 have demonstrated for the first time the capability for real-time 
attitude determination in space.
Cold Start in Orbit: The Turbo-Rogue on Microlab-1 has proven itself capable of 
autonomous initialisation in orbit with no prior orbit or time information.
Scheduling from GPS: The Turbo-Rogue includes software which enables the scheduling of 
occultation experiments according to position in orbit.
These missions have demonstrated a number of key applications for GPS:
• Orbit Determination from logged GPS data: Useful for recovering a medium accuracy 
orbit for support of scientific experiments.
® Geodetic/Scientific: Extremely precise orbit determination for gravitational and altimetric 
studies.
• Atmospheric remote sensing: The refraction and delay of signals through the atmosphere 
yields information about both the ionosphere and the troposphere.
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® Autonomous Satellite Navigation: Position and time information available on the satellite 
for various on-board systems, such as the ADCS. Scheduling by position is possible.
® Attitude Determination: The use of GPS in an interferometric manner to determine the 
attitude of the vehicle.
2.2.2 Standard Operation and Outputs from a GPS Receiver
The outputs from a standard GPS receiver are position, velocity and time. The derivation of 
these figures is quite complex, and is the result of many calculations based 011 the pseudorange 
measurements. A brief description of the steps required for a C/A code GPS position fix 
follows:
® The GPS receiver must acquire signals from at least four GPS satellites that have a well 
spaced-apart geometry. In the normal operating mode, the receiver has a rough estimate of 
its position and the time through back-up memory, and the position of the satellites 
through a previously down-loaded GPS Almanac.
• The receiver downloads the broadcast Ephemeris from each satellite, and calculates their 
positions in the Earth-centred Earth-fixed reference co-ordinate system WGS-84.
® The receiver measures the offset from its own clock epoch and the epoch of the signals 
received for each satellite to find the code-phase. The prior estimate of its position helps 
the receiver to resolve the integer ambiguity and convert the four code-phases into 
ancorrected pseudoranges.
® These uncorrected pseudoranges are adjusted to account for various errors, most
significantly the GPS satellite clock errors, again through GPS Ephemeris information. 
Other effects corrected for are relativistic errors, estimated ionospheric and tropospheric 
delays. The pseudoranges may be filtered by the integrated carrier phase, which is 
another partially independent measure of the range to the satellite. They may also be 
filtered temporally, so that the previous pseudorange is used to smooth the subsequent 
pseudorange.
© Finally, the four corrected pseudoranges are used to solve an equation for the user position 
and user clock bias. The user velocity may also be solved through the use of the measured 
Doppler shifts.
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The fundamental equations that relate the four pseudoranges to the user position and dock 
bias are as follows:
A = VOl ~ *.)’ + O'! “ Vuf  + (7 - *„)’ + *C
A  = •/(*> - * „ ) 2 - > „ ) 2 - z . ) 2 + * c
^ 3  =  V ( * 3  - * „ ) 2  + ( ^ 3  + ( z 3 - 2 „ ) 2  + * C
P 4  = V ( X 4 -  * „ ) ’  + ( ^ 4  - J ' , , ) "  +  ( * 4  “ O '  + & C  2 1
where P, is the pseudorange to the ith GPS satellite, xh yu zt are the known co-ordinates of the 
ith GPS satellite, and c is the speed of light. The user state to be solved consists of the position 
xu, yu> z„, and the clock bias b. A more detailed description of the position and velocity 
equations and their solution is given in Appendix C. More than four satellites can be used to 
give an over-determined solution. The resultant position, velocity and time values are accurate 
to about 100 metres, 1 m/s and 1 psecond respectively.
For many applications, such as for non-real-time Differential GPS, the position fix does not 
contain enough information for the user, and the uncorrected pseudoranges and the carrier 
phase measurements are required together with a precise time-tag. These measurements are 
collectively referred to as the GPS raw measurements. To obtain a greater accuracy position 
fix, the pseudoranges can be corrected for the Selective Availability errors through the use of 
the known range errors from a reference GPS station. Other errors such as due to the 
atmosphere and GPS Ephemeris can be reduced through detailed measurements or models. 
With careful processing, corrected carrier phase measurements can provide the most accurate 
ranging information of all.
A P-code receiver will provide the more precise P-code pseudoranges and the resultant carrier 
phase, assuming that the Anti-Spoofing coding is not enabled. A dual frequency receiver will 
also provide P-code pseudoranges and carrier phases from the second frequency. The second 
frequency measurements allow the receiver to calculate the ionospheric delay quite accurately, 
and so improve the corrections to the pseudoranges.
A GPS receiver will provide precise time information with a position fix, but there may be an 
associated latency due to data processing times. In the case of time transfer, the latency must 
be reduced in order to synchronise clocks, so there may be a dedicated time packet available
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from the receiver with lower latencies. Many GPS receivers now produce an electronic pulse- 
per-second signal down a dedicated hardware link. Using this link in conjunction with the time 
packet, external clocks can be set to within microseconds of UTC.
2.2.3 Operational Issues of GPS in LEO
In the case of at least one orbital mission, the GPS receiver had been designed completely 
from scratch solely for use on a satellite, and was only ever flown on one satellite. On the 
other hand, the missions carrying Trimble receivers demonstrated that a relatively low-cost 
airborne receiver with fairly simple modifications could be used successfully in orbit. This 
latter approach in general is clearly the cheapest option and therefore the most attractive for 
low cost commercial small satellites, assuming that these receivers could meet the 
requirements of orbital operation and of the mission concerned.
The latest commercial GPS receivers are becoming more advanced, cheaper, smaller, and 
consume far less power than their predecessors. Some receivers are now small enough to fit 
inside a matchbox. The gradual introduction of GPS receivers into automobiles is likely to 
lower the prices and accelerate technical progress. A natural progression for low cost 
spacebome applications would be to try and make use of such latest state-of-the-art 
inexpensive technology. Unfortunately a commercial receiver is not directly suitable for on­
board use on a satellite.
Doppler Shift Limitations
Standard commercial GPS receivers cannot operate in orbit as the Doppler shifts of the GPS 
signals are considerably higher than for ground based use as a result of the high convergent 
and divergent velocities. The expression for the Doppler effect accounting for relativity is 
shown in Equation 2.2
where c is the speed of light, v is defined as the divergent velocity (i.e. negative when 
convergent) between the receiver and the transmitter, f T is the frequency transmitted, mdfR is 
the frequency received. The Doppler Shift, f D r , - / t  and is positive when the velocity is 
convergent. Figure 2.5 illustrates the relative velocities and the Doppler effects associated with 
the use of GPS on a LEO satellite.
2.2
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The velocity of a LEO satellite is typically 7.5 km/sec. In certain circumstances, this velocity 
vector will be directed towards a GPS satellite (see Figure 2.5). The GPS satellite travels at 
over 3 km/sec and will in turn have a component of velocity towards the LEO satellite. This 
can lead to a maximum convergent (or divergent) velocity of up to nearly 8.4 km/sec, giving a 
Doppler shift in the GPS signal of up to ±44 kHz. Most signals will have a Doppler shift of 
considerably less, but will still be higher than the 5 kHz limit of many ground-based receivers, 
thus being incapable of operating usefully in space. The change in Doppler shift (or the 
Doppler shift rate) reaches 60 Hz per second and is due to the relative acceleration between 
the two satellites, ultimately caused by the difference in free fall acceleration. Fortunately, in 
terms of GPS receiver design, this is not a very large acceleration, and some receivers are 
specified to operated under conditions of over 250 Hz/s. In Figures 2.6 and 2.7, the results of 
a simulation are presented, showing the Doppler shift and rate expected in orbit.
Figure 2.6 GPS signal Doppler shift versus elevation for LEO satellite
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Elevation Ana.e (degrees from local horizon)
Figure 2.7 GPS signal Doppler shift rate versus elevation for LEO satellite
This simulation shows the expected Doppler shift and rate expected from four GPS satellite 
signals received by a LEO satellite over several orbits. The Doppler effects are displayed 
versus the elevation of the GPS satellites from the local horizon of the LEO.
The inability for GPS receivers to track such high Doppler frequencies is not a fundamental 
limitation, but is due to the fact that commercial receivers are just not designed for this 
operation. The Co-ordinating Committee for Multilateral Export Controls (CoCom) has 
placed an international restriction that prevents the sale of GPS receivers which can operate 
above a velocity of 1,000 knots ( 447 m/s) and an altitude of above 60,000 feet (18.3 km).
The aim of this restriction is to prevent the misuse of commercial GPS receivers for the 
guidance of missiles. It is nevertheless possible to apply for a licence that will bypass the 
restrictions if the high velocity capability is required for valid civilian uses such as for 
spacebome applications.
Receiver Initialisation
When a GPS receiver is switched on, its first task is to acquire the signals from four different 
GPS satellites so that a position fix can be made. Spilker describes how a GPS receiver must 
search for a GPS satellite signal in code/frequency space.44 The internally generated code must 
be shifted until it matches the code-phase of the incoming spread spectrum signal, and at the 
same time, the internal local oscillator frequency must be adjusted to match the GPS carrier 
with its Doppler shift. To succeed in correlating the incoming signal with no prior knowledge, 
the receiver may potentially have to search the whole of the code/frequency space. There are 
24 satellites in the GPS constellation (and 32 different operational GPS Gold codes available),
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hence the receiver may have to repeat this 
exercise with each code until 4 satellites 
have been acquired. Figure 2.8 illustrates 
that the problem grows in magnitude for a 
receiver in low Earth orbit; the search 
required is nearly ten times the size.
Usually receivers rely on having some 
initialisation data to speed up the search. A 
receiver needs a rough estimate of its 
position and the position of all the GPS 
satellites (obtained from the GPS Almanac 
data), and the correct time to within a few 
seconds. The more accurate these estimates 
are, the quicker the receiver can acquire 
satellite signals. It is also helpful for the 
receiver to know which GPS satellites (PRN 
codes) are currently ‘healthy’ and available 
so as to be able to search for newly launched
LEO-User of GPS: 
80 kHz Doppler Shift
Freq.
Search
Ground-User of GPS: 
10 kHz Doppler Shift
Freq.
Search
Code Search
Code Search
Figure 2.8 Expanded Code/Frequency 
Search for LEO GPS Users
satellites and save wasting time on old codes that are no longer in use. Once a satellite signal 
has been acquired, its Ephemeris must be downloaded, which may take 30 seconds. When a 
receiver is actively tracking four satellites and has downloaded their Ephemerides, it can make 
the first fix. If well initialised, a ground-based receiver will typically have a TTFF (Time To 
First Fix) of 120 to 180 seconds.
In orbit the initialisation becomes more difficult. In 120 seconds, the orbital receiver will have 
travelled nearly 1000 kilometres, three times longer than the GPS code repetition ambiguity 
(-300 km), and the Doppler shift may have changed by several kilohertz. Therefore it is 
important that the receiver has a running estimate of its position during initialisation so that 
the Doppler search can follow the variations due to relative orbital motion between the user 
and the GPS satellite. In his thesis, Cohen describes the method used in the orbit-modified 
Trimble TANS receiver.45 Once a receiver has a position fix, it is then simple to convert the 
position fix into osculating orbital elements regularly providing sufficient accuracy to 
maintain the position estimate.
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Lightsey46 describes how an algorithm could be implemented to obviate the need for 
initialisation data, and how a receiver could perform its own initialisation through the tracking 
of Doppler shift from the first acquired GPS satellite. The concept of cold-start initialisation 
has since been proven on the Microlab-1 satellite (although it is believed that the Turbo-Rogue 
has 8 rather than the 6 hardware channels that the TANS has). More and more high 
performance commercial receivers are now being sold with 10-12 channels and faster signal- 
processing. These receivers can be less dependent on a prior almanac, as a search through all 
possible GPS satellite codes is consi.rirably quicker. Even so, the expanded Doppler search 
required in orbit is still so big as to make some kind of prior initialisation or cold-start strategy 
probably necessary.
Satellite Visibility
When a GPS satellite signal can be received by a GPS receiver, that satellite is said to be 
visible. The geometry of the use of GPS in low Earth orbit is quite similar to the ground-based 
use, and so there is no reduction in the number of satellites visible. In fact the potential 
visibility of GPS satellites increases, as the Earth's horizon is 25° below the local horizon 
(depending on the orbit). Figure 2.9 shows the number of satellites that can be seen with three 
different elevation masks. This simulation assumes the orbit of the receiver is in an 800 km 
near-polar orbit and a 24-GPS satellite constellation is available.
Time (mins)
Figure 2.9 Visibility of GPS Satellites from a Low Earth Orbit
These visibility figures indicate that on average over 14 GPS satellites can be seen from a 
Low Earth orbit (the Earth's horizon is typically more than 25° below the local horizon). Of
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course these numbers do not take into account the practicalities of antenna placement and 
tracking strategies, and especially the former will place considerable limitations on the number 
of satellites tracked. If a realistic mask angle is set to 5 or 10°, then the visibility pattern is 
similar to that of the ground-based user, but with faster satellite change overs.
Tracking Strategies
Usually there are more than four GPS satellites visible to a GPS receiver, and so the receiver 
must select which four satellites to use for the position solution. In the quest for the highest 
accuracy and integrity, many different tracking strategies have been used in ground-based 
GPS receivers. The main requirement is to maximise the time spent making position fixes with 
the best possible geometry of GPS satellites. The measures used in GPS to assess the 
geometry is GDOP (Geometric Dilution of Precision) or PDOP (Position Dilution of 
Precision). These are derived from covariances of the geometric uncertainties for position and 
time. The equations for deriving GDOP and PDOP are given in Appendix C.
Often a user has a choice between a strategy based on selecting the 4 highest elevation 
satellites and the 4 satellites giving the highest GDOP. The most obvious choice would seem 
to be the highest GDOP, but in doing so, the 6-channel GPS receiver may select several 
satellites near the horizon. These low elevation satellites may suddenly go out of sight, making 
it necessary for the receiver to reacquire new low elevation satellites. Several seconds may be 
wasted each time a satellite is swapped while the receiver reacquires, recalculates integer 
timing and ephemeris. In typical operation, the GDOP will be recalculated every few seconds 
to decide whether to select better positioned satellites, and the choice of this re-calculation rate 
will affect the useful positioning time. Exactly the same considerations must be made for a 
LEO user, except that the satellites come and go far more quickly. The strategy must be 
thoroughly tested in simulation to ensure that the algorithms are satisfactory in all respects.
Two recent trends in receiver hardware are likely to change the choice of tracking strategies. 
Firstly many receivers now have 8-12 channels, which means that the receiver can 
comfortably track a range of satellites simultaneously, both at high and low elevations. 
Secondly the receiver processors are becoming faster, enabling a least-squares fit of all 
satellites visible to obtain the best position. This means that position fixes can continue to be 
made, even while a key satellite drops below the horizon. An additional benefit is that the 
Selective Availability error (uncorrelated between satellites) can be reduced through the
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incorporation of more satellites in the position fix. Finally, RAIM (receiver autonomous 
integrity monitoring) algorithms are being introduced in new receivers that de-select satellites 
which are showing large residuals in the least-squares fit. While the integrity is not a critical 
issue with most satellite applications, the potential is there.
GPS to LEO Link Budget
The signal link budget for LEO users is very similar to the link budget for the ground-based 
usage. Assuming similar receiving antenna and hardware, there are three factors that will 
change thus affecting the link budg*. the free space loss, atmospheric loss and the GPS 
antenna pattern. The LI C/A code signal level for a ground based receiver is specified in 
STANAG 429447 for a minimum elevation angle of 5° as -160.0 dBW. In practice the current 
generation GPS satellite (Block II) signals received are consistently several dBs higher than 
this specified level, although this may not be the case with future GPS satellites (Block HR).
Figure 2 .10 shows the geometry of the LEO user. The free space loss can be calculated from 
the range, C. C is a function of the elevation angle #from the local horizon of the GPS user, 
and can be calculated using the sine law.
C = 2.3
sin(tf)
where c — 180° - a-b,  a = 0 + 90°, and
GPS
Figure 2.10 Satellite to Satellite Link Budget
2.4
Once the range has been found, the free space loss (Ly) in dBs is
L = 147.55 -  20 logS -2 0  log/  
where S is the range in metres, and/is the frequency in Hz 48
2.5
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The relative ranges compared to ground-based use are shown in Table 2.3, assuming GPS 
altitude 20,000 km, and LEO altitude of 800 km. It can be seen that there is less free space 
loss for a LEO user relative to the specified ground-based case except for the last 
configuration.
Table 2.3 Relative Ranges for LEO-based GPS User
User to GPS Configuration Angle b Range (km) Space Loss 
(dB)
Relative
(dB)
1) Ground, GPS at Zenith 0° 20,000 -182.4 +2
2) Ground, GPS at 5° 13.9° 25,045 -184.4 0
3) 800 km, GPS at Zenith 0° 19,200 -182.1 +2.3
4) 800 km, GPS at 5° 15.7° 24,765 -184.3 +0.1
5) 800 km, GPS at -25° 14.3° 28,600 -185.5 -1.1
Case 5 in Table 2.3 is the special situation when a LEO receives signals below the local 
horizon. Figure 2.11 demonstrates the geometry. Antennas designed for ground-based use of 
GPS are hemispherical and the signal cuts off below 0-10° elevation. Therefore, either a wider 
shaped antenna would be required to receive these signals, or an antenna mounted at an angle 
from the horizontal plane. However, the extra 1 dB free space loss should be well within the 
margins of most GPS receivers.
LEO
Figure 2.11 LEO Satellite and Negative Elevation GPS Satellites
The atmospheric attenuation at L-band is about 0.05 dB for a ground-based user receiving a 
signal from the zenith. For normal LEO applications, this attenuation is not present, but this is 
not a significant difference. In the case where GPS signals are being received through the
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troposphere, the attemitation will significantly increase, and this should be accounted for. 
Another atmospheric effect in this configuration is that the signal will be refracted, distorting 
the geometry and lengthening the path, and it is this effect that is measured in occultation 
experiments.
The GPS satellite antenna pattern is shaped to cover the Earth with a reasonably even power 
level, but tends to fall off at the edges of the Earth. Hence ground-based users will receive 
lower signals from GPS satellites at low elevations, say 5°, than from satellites at elevations of 
20° aside from space loss considerations. LEO satellites will receive even lower level signals 
from low elevation GPS satellites. Higher altitude LEO satellites will eventually not be able to 
receive any signal from low elevation GPS satellites. Some GPS antenna patterns were 
published at the ION GPS-93 conference49 and these give an indication about how the pattern 
is shaped. By comparing the signal levels on the published pattern from bore-site (angle b in 
Table 2.3), the signal drops by about 1.5 dB from Case 2 to Case 4 in Table 2.3. Considering 
that the GPS signals are several dBs higher than the specification, this is an acceptable loss. 
Nonetheless, care should be taken for the future GPS Block HR satellites which may have 
different signal levels and antenna patterns.
For satellites in different orbits, the link budget needs to be examined more carefully, as the 
range may increase to more than 68,000 km when received from the other side of the world. 
The reception of GPS signals at GEO or HEO at apogee requires a higher gain antenna, but 
10 dBs is adequate to get a strong enough signal.50
Other Operational Issues
Satellites under propulsion may experience high accelerations causing the GPS receiver to lose 
lock. The chances of this happening can be reduced by supplying velocity estimates to the 
GPS receiver (velocity-aiding) from another sensor or an estimator. In airborne applications it 
is common to combine an Inertial Navigation System (INS) with a GPS receiver as they 
complement each other very well.51,52 A filtering strategy to combine the data from the two 
units is highly dependent on the platform dynamics, but when optimised, the combination of 
GPS and INS can provide a very robust and reliable sub-system.
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The operational requirements of a GPS receiver in orbit have been the subject of quite a 
number of studies which have gone into many of these issues at some length; for example, see 
references 53,54,and 55.
2.2.4 GPS Receiver Hardware for Space Use
The development of hardware for use in the harsh space environment is often considered a 
highly specialised and expensive business, but experience shows that an intelligent choice of 
industrial-rated components and a careful design can lower the risk to an acceptable level for 
orbital use. However, the constraints imposed by the space environment and orbital operation 
must be considered.
Reliability: Sub-systems on satellites cannot be repaired if they fail (aside from the Hubble 
Space Telescope, for example), and therefore must be highly reliable. There are different 
approaches to improving reliability. Space qualified components are manufactured in small 
batches and thoroughly tested in different environments before being sold to the satellite 
integrator. An alternative cheaper approach is to use components that have been manufactured 
in the hundreds of thousands and where the reliability has been proven through extensive use 
in industry. The design of a circuit or system can be made more reliable through the use of 
redundancy, and through limiting potential single point failures. The visible risk of using a 
component can be lowered by experimentally proving it on a prior mission before relying on 
the system on subsequent satellites.
Vacuum and Thermal Environment: The vacuum environment causes some materials, such 
as PYC, to partially evaporate over time. The resultant loss of mass may degrade the structure 
or characteristics of the component. Even more significantly, the vapour may deposit itself on 
optical instruments or solar cells, degrading their performance. Therefore, a careful check 
must be made on the component and sub-system materials. The thermal environment will vary 
considerably from one orbit to the next, and from one satellite to another, hi sun-synchronous 
orbits, small LEO satellites need little in the way of active cooling or heating, because the 
orbital period is short enough so that the overall temperature change is small. Components on 
the outside of the satellite will experience the most extreme temperature conditions (and will 
also be subject to bombardment from atomic oxygen). The surface material can make a big 
difference to the thermal design.
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Radiation: The high radiation trapped in the Earth's magnetic field has several effects on the 
receiver electronics which must be considered:
• A phenomenon known as Single Event Upset (SEU) occurs when an individual bit of data 
stored in RAM chips is changed. Research on UoSAT missions shows that SEUs are 
comparatively rare in 800 km polar orbits.56 Lightweight screening reduces the SEU 
count significantly, but thicker screening only gives marginal benefits and is rarely worth 
the extra mass.
• The total dose of radiation ca-. cause permanent damage, and will gradually increase over 
time. The effects alter depending on whether the component is continually on or off, and 
occasionally components may self-anneal when powered down, permitting a longer 
operating life.
• A single event latch-np (SEL) occurs when a parasitic thyristor effect is activated by a 
cosmic ray causing complementary transistors in CMOS to effectively short-circuit the 
power supply. This is a serious but fortunately rare phenomenon, as damage can 
potentially be caused to the whole system, or even to the satellite if the power is not 
removed immediately.
There are two different protective strategies that can be taken. Space-rated semiconductor 
technology, such as Silicon-on-Sapphire (SOS), has been developed that can protect against 
SEUs and withstand more ionising radiation than normal terrestrial technology. Inevitably, 
SOS components are many times more expensive than CMOS equivalents, and the range of 
'radiation-hardened' devices is limited. An alternative approach is to allow SEUs and SELs to 
occur, but to protect against their effects. For example, ED AC circuitry (Error Detection And 
Correction) can correct most SEUs in memory through data duplication or coding (although if 
several bits are upset simultaneously, they may not be corrected). SELs cannot easily be 
completely protected against, but fast response power supplies sensitive to current surges 
should be able to switch off the power fast enough to minimise the chances of damage. The 
choice of components is important, as some technologies are more vulnerable than others. 
Certain RAM ICs from one manufacturer appear to have a SEU rate nearly ten times lower 
than that of another manufacturer. There is not much that can be done to protect against the 
total dose due to protons in LEO once lightweight screening is in place, but in highly elliptical 
orbits, more screening will help protect against the higher electron radiation. There is
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experimental evidence that components are more robust than indicated by ground-testing,57 
and so this is an active area of research.
Mechanical: For a small satellite the mass of a system should obviously be as small as 
possible. The launcher operators will specify that the mission must survive certain vibration 
levels, which are generally less harsh than Military Specifications, or even the conditions 
experienced by personal consumer electronics. Some kind of conformal coating may be used 
to cover the circuit to give the components support and to protect against short circuits during 
vibration.
Electrical: The standard power supply on many satellites is 28 volts, although the UoSAT 
microsatellites have succeeded with 5 V and 14 V. The operating power of a spacebome 
component is required for the satellite power budget. This is a large equation including the 
peak and average power from the solar generators, the duration of eclipse, the power 
consumption of the housekeeping systems, and the operating schedule of the transmitters and 
the payloads. If necessary, a housekeeping sub-system may have to be operated intermittently. 
Spacecraft designers will make use of the current low power technology trends in commercial 
electronics in laptop PCs and cellular radios.
Electromagnetic Interference: Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) is an issue that affects 
all branches of electronics, but it deserves special consideration in the context of the use of 
GPS on a satellite. There have been three cases of GPS receivers on satellites being jammed 
by signals generated on-board. Two different GPS receivers had interference problems during 
experimentation on the Shuttle,58 and the RADC AL satellite GPS experiment suffered 
interference from the main Doppler beacon on the satellite.59 Contrary to some opinions, GPS 
is not immune to jamming, and a C/A code receiver may be jammed by a signal level of only
4.5 pW.60 There are techniques in receiver design that can be used to reduce the effects, but 
ideally there should no interfering signals present at the GPS frequency. Unfortunately the 
designer may not have control over the frequency components. The main source of 
interference on a spacecraft is likely to be derived from the transmitters, and the exact 
frequencies are usually determined as a result of the availability of radio frequency allocations 
rather as a result of design decisions. The assessment of the potential interfering frequencies 
must take into account all the main harmonics and also any large intermodulated harmonics. 
The GPS antennas should be positioned as far away from the transmitting antennas as
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possible, but inevitably there will be a significant level of transmitted signals reaching the 
GPS antenna. Ultimately, the engineer can only be certain of the interfering effects when the 
whole satellite is integrated and the transmitters and sub-systems are switched on.
Receiver Architecture
The first GPS receivers were based on discrete analogue components, and sequentially 
switched between different satellites with one channel. Today's receivers are virtually all 
multi-channel, and most of the signal processing is handled by software or ASICs (for 
example FPGAs). Only filtering, rjown-conversion and amplification are handled before the 
analogue signal is sampled. A typical architecture consists of a single RF down-conversion IC 
(with supporting discrete components), followed by a signal processing chip containing the 
multiple GPS correlation channels, and finally a microprocessor which controls the correlator 
chip and calculates the GPS solution. Associated with this microprocessor are memory and 
interface components. There will be some mechanism to store Almanac information, either 
through a backup battery or through flash EPROM, or through the host filing system.
As described earlier, changes may be made to improve radiation hardness and reliability.
Other aims would be to either lower the power or increase the performance of the receiver, 
both of which are common aims for terrestrial applications of GPS. To lower the power, a 
receiver may have a standby mode, where some of the circuitry is powered down, or operate at 
a lower clocking speed. Higher performance can be gained by using two frequencies and by 
using integrated phase measurements, and there may be reasons to increase the measurement 
rate. A self-calibration mode was used on TOPEX/Poseidon receiver that enabled the 
measurement of interchannel biases. Another useful feature present in some commercial 
receivers is the ability to upload new software to the receiver. This would be very useful for a 
space-based receiver if software upgrades are likely to become available, as would possibly a 
memory dump facility.
The monitoring of the health and operation, and the control of a GPS receiver in orbit from the 
ground becomes quite difficult. An intelligent host, for example the main OBC (On-Board 
Computer), will be more flexible for handling the receiver initialisation and control than direct 
telemetry and telecommand. All satellites with a degree of autonomy are likely to have an 
OBC available. During commissioning, however, it may be useful to include a direct telemetry 
link so that ground-based controllers can assess the operation of the GPS receiver.
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One technique derived from ballistic missile technology is the use of a GPS transponder 
system.61 This is a radical change of architecture from standard receivers: the only part of the 
receiver carried on the satellite is the RF down-conversion stage. The received signal is then 
continuously downlinked to a ground station where the processing of the GPS signal results in 
the position fix. This method could significantly reduce the power of the on-board electronics, 
but it has the disadvantages of a) requiring a wide bandwidth down-link (2-20 MHz), b) it is 
limited to the time that the satellite has a good link with the ground-station(s), c) the autonomy 
of the satellite navigation is lost. This idea has been developed further by only taking periodic 
samples and compressing the down-converted signal to reduce the bandwidth to an acceptably 
small level in the order of kilohertz, for example.62,63 The resultant electronics are extremely 
small, cheap, with a low power consumption, and the processing on the ground can be 
sophisticated enough to recover 10 channels of P-code (or codeless) information, giving highly 
accurate results. The autonomy can be regained by processing the data on-board the satellite, 
while still maintaining a low power consumption. This technique may have applications for 
nanosatellites (<10 kg) which have the most extreme power constraints.64
2.2.5 Antenna Considerations
In many vehicular terrestrial or airborne applications, the location of a GPS antenna can be 
quite a problem. This is also true of a satellite-borne application, where space is extremely 
limited and there may be high power transmitters nearby. The harsh environment means that 
the antenna temperature may rise and fall to unacceptable levels; the antennas on the Space 
Station will have their own built in heaters to ensure that the temperature is kept under 
control.65
The stabilisation of a satellite can play a big role in design and operations. For example, 
DARPASAT is inertially stabilised, so that for part of the orbit, the antenna is pointing at the 
Earth. Some satellites have no stabilisation, and could be oriented in any attitude, and others 
are spin-stabilised. The obscuration by nearby obstructions can cause GPS satellite visibility 
problems,66 and in all such cases it may be worth using multiple antennas thus improving 
visibility. If the antenna selection algorithms are not optimised for an unusual visibility 
situation, this could cause large gaps in the resultant data.
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The multipath caused by nearby objects will not be very significant if the satellite is using 
GPS for medium accuracy position tracking. However, if the GPS receiver is being used for 
precise orbit determination or attitude determination, then a multipath error of 1 centimetre 
becomes significant, and is quite possibly the major error source. Multipath can be calibrated 
out to a certain extent by modelling or self-survey. The TOPEX/Poseidon circumvented this 
problem by mounting the antenna in a choke-ring on the end of an elbow boom a few metres 
long (which is believed to have cost several million dollars alone). Naturally not all missions 
will be able to take these precautions and will have to live with the consequences.
GPS receivers for attitude determination have special location requirements associated with 
the mathematical attitude resolution algorithms. Configurations that have been suggested as 
optimal locate antennas in a three dimensional orthogonal pattern, but inevitably compromises 
must be made on a real satellite.
On a microsatellite, the antenna location problem is, in some ways, simplified. There may well 
be only one possible location for an antenna, irrespective of other preferences. The size 
constraints are particularly tight, and small antennas are desirable. Visibility and multipath 
problems may be considered, but it is likely there is nothing that can be done. These problems 
are so severe that serious doubts are raised about how a four antenna attitude determination 
facility could be ever implemented on a microsatellite.
There are many different antennas types that could be used for the satellite application. Two 
common types are the microstrip patch antenna and the quadrifilar antenna, although others 
such as dipoles and simple helices have been used. The patch antenna has the advantage that it 
is very compact, especially if the dielectric is ceramic-loaded. The advantage of the quadrifilar 
is that it has a greater rejection of left-hand circular polarised (LHCP) signals at low 
elevations which may be generated by single multipath reflections. A consideration in higher 
orbits is that a dielectric material may build up charge due to the radiation, risking a spark 
discharge that could be catastrophic. The characteristics of antennas for precision applications 
such as precise orbit or attitude determination may require special calibration, such as phase 
offset and wander.67
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2.2.6 Expanding the Use of GPS in Space
Aside from the stand-alone position fix mode and post-processed differential orbit 
determination techniques that have already been proven with missions in orbit, there are a 
number of other potential applications or utilities of GPS that are still in the developmental 
stage, or have not yet been attempted in orbit.
The use of GPS for satellite attitude determination is obviously a major goal which could reap 
many benefits, and there have been many studies on the subject. As yet, however, there has 
only been one Shuttle SPAS-deployable mission where the attitude of a satellite has been 
determined in real time through the interferometric differencing of GPS signals. If the 
problems are solved and GPS becomes reliable as the main attitude and orbit determination 
system, then it is estimated that for some missions, a saving of up to $1 million can be made 
over previous attitude determination and positioning technologies.68
The integration of GPS attitude with other spacebome sensors is another objective for 
minisatellites and microsatellites, perhaps enabling the use of fewer than four antennas, while 
still retaining a worthwhile accuracy. One novel technique for coarse attitude initialisation 
(Hashida69) is through a filter based on the SNR of the GPS signal which varies with the 
antenna pattern.
The use of GPS for atmospheric sounding, or occultation, is currently being proven on the 
Microlab-1 satellite with the Turbo-Rogue Space GPS receiver. The ultimate aim is to have a 
constellation of satellites carrying these receivers so that many occultation measurements can 
be made around the world at any one time, enabling the temporal characterisation of the 
ionosphere and the troposphere. To this end, NASA JPL has begun permitting small science 
and technology satellites to carry their GPS receivers in return for the remote sensing data. If 
the receivers and satellites can be sufficiently reduced in size and cost, then a dedicated 
constellation of these satellites may become possible, carrying little more than GPS receivers 
and communications equipment.
Another application is the location of two or more satellites carrying GPS receivers in the 
same orbri, but with different orbital phase. The path of the two satellites should be identical 
but for some minor temporal effects and slight Earth rotation. When precise orbits are
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determined for these two satellites, discrepancies due to long sought after gravitational waves 
may be evident.
The integration of GPS data with a real-time highly accurate orbit model on a satellite has 
been the subject of a number of studies. An application for this capability is the support of 
position critical remote sensing instruments (altimeters, cameras) with minimum time lag and 
ground-based operations. Unfortunately a long duration of filtering of the GPS data with 
detailed gravity models is necessary to overcome Selective Availability effects and the GPS 
ephemeris errors. Differential corrections can eliminate these effects without filtering, but the 
uplink of differential corrections or ephemeris data complicates the operations and removes 
autonomy from the satellite. An alternative suggested by Unwin70,71 is the use of the wide area 
differential corrections (WADGPS or WAAS) broadcast by Inmarsat-3 GEO satellites in the 
near future. This will provide the LEO satellite with corrections over 60% of the orbit while 
retaining the autonomy of the satellite.
2.3 THE PERFORMANCE POTENTIAL OF AN ORBITAL GPS RECEIVER
The performance of an orbital GPS receiver consists not only of the final accuracy, but also 
the operational limitations, for example, power consumption and integrity. Accuracy, 
however, is usually the first parameter that is assumed when performance is mentioned with 
reference to GPS.
2.3.1 Integrity and Operational Performance
It is important to note that GPS will not give an accurate fix 100% of the time, sometimes 
there will be outages due to bad geometry of the GPS satellites. Another integrity issue is the 
potential failure of GPS; there have been times when a GPS satellite has started to transmit 
bad signals thus resulting in a severely degraded position fix. Thirdly, the military control of 
GPS means that the civil interests are never quite met in terms of quality audits and 
accountability. Such problems are of great concern to airborne users where the integrity of 
GPS is of paramount importance, especially when GPS is used to assist landing. However, the 
spacebome use of GPS is very unlikely to require such high integrity, except perhaps when a 
motor is being fired, or an orbit rendezvous is underway. Integrity issues in the GPS industry
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are being addressed by the new civil Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) and by 
receivers with Receiver Autonomous Integrity Monitoring (RAIM) techniques.
2.3.2 The Ultimate Accuracy: Ground-based Orbit Recovery
A great deal of knowledge about precise orbit determination from a GPS receiver has been 
gained from the TOPEX/Poseidon (T/P) experiment and the resultant data analysis. It will be 
some time before the accuracies obtained from T/P GPS data are surpassed by any newer 
satellite carrying GPS. The GPS receiver was a high quality dual frequency receiver capable 
of making P-code and continuous carrier measurements.72 The signals were virtually free of 
multipath due to the boom-mounted antenna, the satellite was relatively free from atmospheric 
effects due to the high orbit, and the demonstration data-sets were collected before SA and AS 
(see Appendix C for definitions) were pennanently switched on. The main limitation was that 
it only had six channels, while future planned spacebome receivers will have 8-12 channels.
The GIPSY-OASIS II software developed by JPL for GPS data processing was adapted to 
determine the precise orbit of T/P from its GPS measurements. A global network of survey- 
quality GPS receivers collecting dual frequency carrier phase measurements served to 
establish a reference frame and eliminate many common errors from T/P’s GPS 
measurements. A novel reduced dynamic smoothing technique is used to estimate the orbit. 
This method uses a high accuracy dynamic model of the accelerations experienced by the 
satellite, and corrects this using the GPS measurements, assigning the residuals to empirical 
un-modelled acceleration parameters. The results were compared with orbits determined by 
DORIS and SLR, so that an objective assessment of the accuracy was possible. After such 
extensive post-processing and comparisons, JPL had some confidence that the orbits were 
determined by GPS to a radial accuracy of 2-3 cm RMS, and along and cross-track errors of 
about 10 and 6 cms respectively.73
When AS was introduced, however, the second frequency became unobtainable, and the 
receiver then started to behave like an LI C/A code and carrier only receiver, and it became 
less easy to eliminate ionospheric delays in the signals. Techniques were used which exploited 
the different characteristics between the behaviour of the carrier phase and pseudoranges, and 
radial accuracies of 4-5 cms were achieved.74
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In a lower orbit, the ionospheric effects are larger, and cannot be so easily eliminated. 
Moreover the high accuracy determination of T/P's orbit is partly due to the lower drag 
experienced in a 1300 km altitude orbit. An example of single frequency code and carrier 
tracking of a satellite in a lower orbit is given by the EUVE results (at about 500 km altitude). 
At that altitude, typical residuals due to ionospheric delays were 10-30 metres. The same 
GIPSY/OASIS reduced dynamic analysis was used to process the EUVE GPS measurements 
together with that of the global network of ground-based receivers. The results were of the 
order of 1 metre RMS, with a radial overlap of about 0.5 metres.75 A study has been 
performed on the intermediate Geosa, follow-on orbit (800 km) which suggests that using 
similar techniques, a radial accuracy of better than 5 cm will be achievable 76
The limiting factors on the accuracy potential of GPS vary depending on the satellite, the orbit 
and the GPS receiver. In a lower orbit, the drag becomes increasingly significant, and soon 
dominates the ultimate performance especially if the satellite has a low, or changing ballistic 
coefficient. From experience with T/P, the careful tuning of the model of the gravity field may 
improve the radial accuracy by a factor of two for orbits at 800 km or above. However, at the 
level of centimetre accuracy, there are many small effects which conspire to prevent more 
accurate orbit determination, including reference frame stability, atmospheric residual effects, 
GPS measurement and orbit modelling limitations, etc.
The real-time accuracy of GPS data on-board a satellite is never going to reach these levels 
due to the processing time and the additional data required. This discussion has nevertheless 
served as a reference of the potential from GPS data, and shows that the error sources are well 
understood.
2.3.3 Performance of Stand-alone GPS in Orbit
On an autonomous satellite, the simplest approach is to just use the GPS data output from the 
receiver. The accuracy of a C/A code GPS receiver on the ground is specified by the operators 
(in NATO GPS ST AN AG) as being maintained at a certain level through the controlled 
application of Selective Availability.77 Table 2.4 shows the different accuracies in metres, 
where the results are specified as global, over 24 hours, with an antenna elevation mask of 5°.
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Table 2.4 GPS 3-D Positioning Accuracies (from GPS STANAG) ( ja
Operating Mode Dual Frequency Single Frequency
SA A-S PPS SPS PPS SPS
OFF OFF 37 37 51 51
ON OFF 37 170 51 174
OFF ON 37 NA 51 51
ON ON 37 NA 51 174
Occasionally, it has been known for the effects of S A to be reduced, for example when a US 
invasion of Haiti seemed imminent. Still, for practical purposes it can be assumed that both 
S A and AS are always present in the immediate future. Therefore a C/A code receiver that 
only has access to the Standard Positioning Service (SPS) and a single frequency will 
determine the position to 174 metres 95% of the time. Similarly, the horizontal and vertical 
accuracies are expected to be 100 and 159 metres respectively. Experience suggests that this 
level is approximately correct, but is veiy dependent on sampling time, antenna obstruction, 
and receiver architecture. Many receivers employ techniques to gain slightly more accuracy 
from a position fix, including carrier-smoothed pseudoranges and the combination of more 
than 4 satellites in a least-squares fix. Therefore a stand-alone receiver with a clear antenna 
tracking ten satellites might reduce the error to 50 or 60 metres 95%.
A typical 4 satellite combined error budget for the GPS signal for a C/A code user is 
presented in Table 2.5
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Table 2.5 SPS C/A User Equivalent Range Error Budget (based on GPS STANAG)
Segment Error Source UERE Contribution (m)
Space
Nav. Signal: Freq stability 6.5
Nav. Signal: D-band delays 1.0
SV acceleration uncertainty 2.0
Other 1.0
Control
Ephemeris & models 8.2
Other 1.8
Selective Availability 50
User
Ionospheric delay 9.8-19.6
Tropospheric delay 3.9
Rx Noise and Resolution 2.9
Multipath 2.4
Other 1.0
95% System RSS UERE (PPS) 52.4-55.1
The User Equivalent Range Error (UERE) is then multiplied by the geometric GDOP factor 
(typically 3 or less) to find the total error. These figures are not exact, and multipath, for 
example is extremely dependent on the environment. The important point to note is that the 
largest contributing factor is Selective Availability, which completely dominates the error. 
Space-based receivers will experience no tropospheric delay and very little ionospheric error, 
but the UERE will still be similar due to the dominant nature of S A. (A simulation of 
ionospheric delays in different orbits for different elevations is presented by Satz78).
If WADGPS signals can be received from geostationary satellites, then the error budget of the 
GPS fix will change. The ephemeris errors and clock errors are isolated from the atmospheric 
errors, which is ideal for space-based applications. Expected accuracies on the ground are of 
the order of 5-10 metres throughout the region of near-global coverage.
2.3.4 Filtered Accuracy Potential of GPS on an Autonomous Satellite
For some applications, the accuracy from a stand-alone GPS receiver may not be adequate to 
support the requirements of, for example, a high precision remote sensing satellite. Significant
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improvements may be made to accuracies through on-board filtering, using similar techniques 
that are used for post-processing as described above. However, typical processing times for 
obtaining T/P results of centimetre accuracy are longer than 6 hours on a work-station (and 
this is considered fast). This processing also requires data inputs from several sources around 
the globe which complicates matters for an autonomous satellite.
The development of on-board filtering algorithms suitable for satellite-bome computers is a 
substantial task, and requires a grasp of both the practical hardware processing limitations 
and the error sources causing the inaccuracies in the final results. There are two practical 
approaches to the problem: one is to permit certain information to be periodically uplinked to 
the satellite, and the other is to assume that the satellite is to be completely autonomous from 
the ground-station.
Limited Uplink Permitted
Aside from Selective Availability clock dither (and possibly ionospheric delay) the biggest 
error sources for a stand-alone receiver are due to inaccurate GPS ephemeris, which are 
typically about 8 metres in error. The mechanism for the ground-based improved orbit 
prediction of GPS satellites is fairly well established, but processing all 24 satellites takes a 
great deal of time. Therefore a suggestion is to uplink a prediction of the GPS satellites orbits 
a few hours in advance, along with clock states, which can then be incorporated into the on­
board filtering of the GPS data. Analysis of this scenario, without SA, indicated an accuracy 
of well under 1 metre obtainable at a 700 km altitude.79
Unfortunately, Selective Availability is present, and so it becomes very difficult to determine 
orbits to better than a few metres. There is a general consensus that the inclusion of real-time 
differential corrections from just one or two ground-stations could permit the accuracy to fall 
to a metre or less, but this requires real-time differential link.80
One approach requiring less in the way of on-board processing is to upload a prior estimate of 
the satellite's orbit which enables the smoothing of the S A-corrupted measurements, giving 
accuracies in the order of 30 metres.81
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No Uplink
Research into the development of a real-time filtering strategy using data from the LI GPS 
receiver carried by EUVE is presented by Gold et al.82 In the analysis, Selective Availability 
was both active and inactive, and only LI frequency measurements were available from the 
GPS receiver. The GRAPHIC code and phase combination method was used to reduce the 
ionospheric effects, and the Reduced Dynamic Tracking (RDT) technique was modified to 
permit real-time operation. Unknown states were estimated to account for the ephemeris errors 
in the GPS satellites and for their clock errors. Results were of the order of 13 metres for a 
50x50 geopotential gravity model, showing that a more detailed gravity model can help 
remove the effects of SA. To reduce the burden on the on-board processor, terms from the 
gravity model were selectively removed so that the number of tenns fell from 2597 to 416, 
losing only a couple of metres of accuracy in the orbit determination.
No Uplink, with WAD GPS (WAAS) Link
The use of differential corrections from geostationary satellites bypasses S A and corrects the 
GPS ephemeris errors without sacrificing the satellite autonomy. Filtering can then 
concentrate on lower level error sources, bring accuracies down to tens of centimetres. A 
recent study suggests that the filtering of code and phase data on a satellite corrected by 
WADGPS improves the real-time accuracy to 0.5-0.8 metres through kinematic techniques.83
Automated Ground-Base Processing
An alternative to autonomous satellite GPS processing is automated ground-based processing, 
which has been developed to a high degree at JPL. In a near-real time demonstration, the 
predicted orbits, automatically generated from T/P data together with data from some of the 
IGS stations, were delivered to the Navy sponsors by 10 am the morning after the 24 hours of 
tracking, and had a predictive accuracy of within 100 metres for 5 days.84
2.3.5 GPS Performance Summary
Table 2.6 presents a summary of the potential accuracies from a spacebome GPS receiver, for 
a number of conditions. The NORAD element sets are included as a reference for on-board 
orbit propagation potential.
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Table 2.6 GPS Potential Accuracies Summary
Classification Conditions 3-D RMS (la) 
Accuracy
NORAD element set and 
SGP4 prediction
Element set uploaded to satellite once a 
week
2-10 km
Autonomous satellite with Stand-Alone C/A code 100 m
GPS Receiver C/A code with filtering 10-30 metres
No link from ground Stand-Alone C/A code with WADGPS 5-10 metres*
C/A code, WADGPS, Filtered 50-80 cm*
Satellite with GPS and GPS Data smoothed with ephemeris 30 m
Limited Uplink GPS Ephemeris up-linked and filtered 5 m
Post-processed Single Frequency 5-50 cm
Dual Frequency 2-5 cm radial
* WADGPS corrections may not be available for whole orbit.
Of course these figures are very approximate, and will vary considerably depending on the 
orbit and the satellite. In particular some of the filtering strategies could require a great 
amount of processing power, and may be completely inappropriate for today's satellites. It is a 
common occurrence that algorithms have to wait a number of years before the hardware 
catches up. Furthermore the specific filtering may be tuned meticulously for one particular 
orbit, with one receiver and the dynamics of one satellite under consideration. Use on another 
platform could significantly degrade the accuracy.
A low cost mission may require minimal filtering to keep the development costs low, and to 
keep the algorithm as general as possible. In fact, by using WADGPS, the accuracies could 
drop from 100 metres down to 10 metres without any filtering at all. However, if filtering is 
also included then sub-metre accuracies can potentially be achieved on an autonomous satellite 
using GPS.
2.4 CONTEXT FOR RESEARCH
To summarise the motivation for using GPS in orbit, knowledge of the position of a satellite is 
required for the communications link, operations planning, attitude detennination, 
manoeuvring and experimental support. Other solutions exist for detennining the orbit of a
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satellite, including radio ranging, Doppler shift processing, laser ranging and radar. Many 
small satellite operators cannot afford such tracking systems or services, and have to rely 
solely on published NORAD orbital elements. GPS offers an alternative accurate means of 
tracking that offers higher reliability, control and immediacy than NORAD elements. 
Furthermore, GPS measurements can be made globally and can be processed to give an 
accuracy that rivals all other methods of precise orbit determination. GPS receiver technology 
is now very small, low in cost, and consumes little power, and a GPS receiver can be 
accommodated even on a microsatellite.
As the GPS receiver is situated on-board the satellite, there is the potential for autonomous 
operation. Autonomy in a satellite mission is highly desirable, as it permits a lower integrity 
link with the ground station, reduced operational complexity and therefore reduced operating 
costs. GPS can offer the services of position, velocity and time to the satellite. For operations 
on a small satellite, it would be preferable to minimise the power of the GPS receiver through 
intermittent operation, but the positioning capability is lost while the receiver is switched off. 
Consequently, a higher layer is needed that can continue to provide position and time services 
independently of the state of the GPS receiver. With additional processing, the GPS receiver 
could also provide mean orbital elements for on-board and ground use and scheduled event 
triggering. As GPS may provide attitude determination capabilities on future satellites, there is 
the ultimate potential capability of autonomous attitude and orbit determination and control.
Apart from PoSAT-1, no satellites have used an on-board GPS receiver to further satellite 
autonomy in such a manner. Most published studies on the use of GPS in orbit have 
concentrated on the accuracy obtainable from a stand-alone GPS receiver rather than on the 
utility and integration of GPS as a sub-system into a satellite. Therefore, there is a definite 
need for a study into the requirements from GPS for an autonomous satellite with a view to 
the development of a generalised GPS Navigation Unit.
The UoSAT microsatellite missions demonstrate a reasonable level of autonomy in operation, 
and represent a good context for the implementation of GPS on a small satellite. As part of an 
Air Force contract, JPL developed a scale of 0-11 to describe the level of autonomy of a 
satellite.85 Many satellites cannot store software and timed command sequences, and so are 
classified as Level 1 or 2. The latest UoSAT spacecraft fall into the category of Level 4, 
although this does not take into account the ground station autonomy.
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In spite of the relative autonomy of the UoSAT satellites, there are still some operations that 
need routine user input. On most days, the clocks on all of the satellite OBCs are synchronised 
from the ground using the station’s GPS receiver. Every week, new orbital elements 
originating from NORAD are uploaded to the satellites to broadcast to all users and to 
maintain the ADCS magnetometer IGRF (International Geomagnetic Reference Field) model 
accuracy. About once every ten days, new sched-files which schedule commands and events 
according to time must be uploaded to specify the telemetry logging regime. Sched-files are 
also used to operate payloads and experiments on a more frequent basis.
GPS offers the means to increase the autonomy of the satellite by eliminating the two 
remaining regular interactions with the ground: setting the OBC clocks and providing mean 
orbital elements. The use of GPS may further assist in the scheduling of payloads through 
triggering by position.
This research addresses the need for a system study into a Navigation Unit based on a GPS 
receiver that can fulfil the requirements of a satellite to operate autonomously. A practical 
demonstration of this concept is implemented on a real satellite to place genuine practical 
constraints on the study.
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CHAPTER 3. 
THE SPECIFICATION OF THE GPS NAVIGATION UNIT
In the previous chapter, some of the practicalities and the potential performance available 
from GPS were discussed. A standard GPS receiver does not directly integrate into a satellite, 
but requires careful interfacing to obtain the maximum benefits, according to the requirements 
of the satellite. An architecture is presented here for an autonomous GPS Navigation Unit 
which enables the integration of GPS into a small satellite, providing continuous positioning, 
synchronisation and orbit determination services upon demand.
The GPS Navigation Unit consists of a GPS receiver, a low power host computer, the 
software on the computer for control and processing, and the additional hardware required for 
the interfacing. The GPS receiver is assumed to be minimally adapted for orbital use, i.e. it is 
designed for terrestrial or airborne applications, but capable of receiving signals with the high 
Doppler shifts, and can be initialised for operation at orbital velocities. For certain 
applications with tight power budgets, it may not be possible for the GPS receiver to be 
operated continuously, so the computer must be able to autonomously cycle the power to the 
GPS receiver when required. The design of the Navigation Unit is not the definitive design, 
but is an attempt to establish a reference design and a baseline for future missions. 
Understandably, it is difficult to come up with a design of general applicability, as many 
missions have unique specifications. Technology and requirements are continually changing, 
and tomorrow’s missions will make use of the enhanced capabilities on offer.
This chapter has the following outline:
• A general discussion of the requirements of several example satellite missions that could 
be addressed by a Navigation Unit.
® Considerations into the practicalities of providing these services from a GPS receiver.
• A statement of requirements for the GPS Navigation Unit.
• A specification of the GPS Navigation Unit, and validation testing.
• A discussion of how the design could be expanded for further applications.
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3.1 IDENTIFICATION OF SERVICES FOR A SMALL SATELLITE
The services related to position, velocity and time for a small satellite are examined here in 
order to explore how the GPS Navigation Unit can assist in any way with a satellite’s 
operation. The term small satellite can mean one of any number of things to different people 
in the space industry. To most it is synonymous with low-cost spacecraft, but this is certainly 
not always the case. The requirements of small satellites for positioning vary considerably, 
depending on purpose, technology heritage and cost. Therefore the discussion will start fairly 
broadly before more detailed example specifications are given.
Although the services required are being investigated, to a certain extent, new services are 
being invented due to the nature of GPS. For example, on many low cost missions, the 
technology for autonomous positioning was formerly too expensive and as a result the 
satellites were designed so that there was no need for knowledge of position on-board. When 
such new enhancements are being developed, the overall aims should be to include greater 
autonomy on the satellite, better support for experimental payloads, and improvements for 
communications.
3.1.1 Range of Missions
Missions that could potentially benefit from GPS range from the simplest to the most 
sophisticated satellites. The examples considered below are representative of a wide range of 
small satellite missions:
Analogue Repeater: The simplest satellite has no stabilisation, but tumbles freely in space. It 
is surrounded by solar cells for power, and has omni-directional antennas for transmit and 
receive. It requires no OBC (on-board computer), but simply repeats any received signals at 
the transmit frequency. This is a special case, as it is not easy for GPS to offer any services to 
a non-digital satellite; but there is the potential of providing services to the user, such as a 
timing signal and a synthesised-voice spoken orbital elements or position modulated onto the 
downlink.
Store and Forward Messaging Satellite: This polar-orbiting microsatellite is gravity- 
gradient stabilised to within 10° off-pointing, and has a powerful OBC with a large RAM-disk
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for the storage of messages. Several hundred users or remote data-collection terminals around 
the world are served by a two-way TDMA and broadcast packet protocol. The satellite may 
be required to stop transmitting or at least lower the transmit power over certain regions of the 
globe. The transmitter may require so much power that a GPS receiver could not be operated 
continuously.
LEO Communications Constellation: A constellation of satellites that provides real time 
voice links to thousands of users around the world. Inter-satellite links and frequency 
switching are used on a continual basis. The communication mode is switched according to the 
zone of the Earth that the satellite is crossing over; each cell has a different frequency or code. 
Satellites may not be required to transmit over the poles to reduce inter-satellite interference. 
House-keeping manoeuvres will be required to maintain the constellation under the 
atmospheric drag effects.
Low-Cost Remote Sensing: This is a 200 kg satellite in a sun-synchronous orbit carrying an 
advanced CCD camera with pixels corresponding to a 10-50 metre resolution on the ground. 
The satellite is 3-axis stabilised through the use of a low specification momentum wheel 
system to give an attitude determination accuracy of 0.1° and control of 0.5°. Images are 
taken according to requests from the ground, and stored in the data recorder device. The data 
is down-loaded to one ground station at a high data rate. One of the key requirements is to be 
able take pictures of the same location as often as possible. A second experiment on this 
satellite is a low cost space science experiment, a radiation monitor, which gathers readings 
and every so often sends a block of data to the spacecraft’s data recorder.
High Accuracy Remote Sensing Mission: The satellite carries an altimeter, which measures 
the height of the ocean above the geoid around the globe. A precise position is essential in 
order to validate the altimetry measurements. Rather than downloading the data to a single 
ground-station for processing as on previous missions, the operators wish to make the 
altimetry and position data available rapidly after limited processing on-board to multiple 
users at diverse locations. The raw GPS and altimetry data will also be stored for more 
accurate post-processing at the central location.
The requirements of all of these example missions are discussed in more detail in the next 
section and used to develop the specifications for the GPS Navigation Unit.
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3.1.2 Position and Velocity Service
It is important to differentiate between a position service and logged position data. If the GPS 
Navigation Unit is to provide position, it must be available at any time on request, or on a 
regular broadcast mode (for example once a second). Most GPS receivers already operate in 
such a mode, providing position velocity and time at regular intervals or on request.
The ADCS requirements are usually very closely coupled with position. Until recently, the 
attitude has often been recovered on the ground, and the control commands subsequently 
uploaded.1 More satellites are now making use of low power reliable computers to perform 
on-board autonomous attitude determination and control, making real-time position knowledge 
necessary. For example, the store and forward mission uses a magnetometer as the primary 
attitude sensor for its autonomous ADCS. The magnetic vector measurements are compared 
to the calculated magnetic vector derived from the IGRF field model,2 which is a function of 
position. The position accuracy required for this model is only several kilometres, and it is 
usually provided by a simple two body orbit propagator plus J2 secular effects using NORAD 
TLEs (Two-Line Elements). The ADCS on current UoSAT microsatellites uses IGRF 1990 
and functions adequately when using TLEs that are over a week old, and when the clocks have 
drifted by several seconds (i.e. an accuracy of worse than 10 kms). More precise attitude 
determination systems, such as star imagers, still function according to specification with an 
orbit determination accuracy of 1 km.3
The low cost remote-sensing platform requires the position for tagging the images taken. It 
seems intuitive that a precise position knowledge is required for such a mission, but is not 
necessarily of prime importance. Although the individual pixel resolution is 10-50 metres on 
the ground, the image array will cover maybe over 50 km of ground area, and so can accept a 
few kilometres of positioning error. The attitude control of the example is specified to give the 
satellite an off-pointing to within 0.5° of the target. At an altitude of 800 km, this attitude 
uncertainty translates to an uncertainty on the ground in the camera image of 7 km (cl = h 
sin(0, see Figure 3.1). If the position determination accuracy is better than this, e.g. 1-5 km, 
then the camera pointing remains dominated by the attitude control system.
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The accuracy required for the more sophisticated 
remote-sensing satellite will make use of the best 
possible accuracy achievable in real-time from the 
on-board GPS receiver. To obtain a useful 
correspondence with a radar altimeter, the satellite’s 
radial orbit component should be known to better 
than 5 metres, although some missions require 10s of 
centimetres 4 In the previous chapter, the different 
GPS application and filtering strategies and the 
potential accuracies were discussed to achieve the
Figure 3.1 Offpointing and Imaging maximum potential from GPS. A higher specification
dual frequency GPS receiver and a DGPS link for 
correction data may be required. Significant development time on the algorithms would yield 
better results, but this must be balanced with the low cost and short time-scale of the mission.
On high resolution imaging satellites such as Landsat, or meteorological satellites, it has been 
suggested that GPS could be used for superimposing a geographic grid on the image on-board 
the satellite according to the GPS position.5 This process is normally undertaken on the 
ground together with distortion removal, and in some cases the processed results are uploaded 
to the satellite for global distribution. Therefore the use of GPS to grid the images could 
reduce the image transfer requirements by a factor of three, as only one download would be 
required. This capability would be very dependent on both the GPS position and the attitude 
determination being sufficiently accurate so as to give an acceptably small error in the 
gridding. This position-related service is not addressed in this system study as it is more 
usefully accommodated in the Earth Imaging System rather than the GPS Navigation Unit. It 
should be sufficient that the Navigation Unit is able to provide the accurate position upon 
request, or upon triggering.
One or two communication satellite systems propose tracking the user through processing the 
Doppler of the signal (although most propose a low-power GPS receiver in the user-set). This 
will need a knowledge of the orbit significantly better than the final user position location.
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Autonomous Orbit Control: For satellites that perform regular housekeeping manoeuvres, a 
real-time positioning system has not previously been required, but if available, offers an 
opportunity to move the orbit control onto the satellite (assuming an autonomous attitude 
determination and control capability). Potentially this would make a significant saving in 
effort, especially if there is a constellation with tens or even hundreds of satellites. The main 
manoeuvre for a low Earth orbit is for drag compensation (delta-V parallel to velocity), 
although for sun-synchronous and repeating ground-track orbits, other small manoeuvres may 
be necessary.6 Such autonomous control of the satellite would be highly desirable, but would 
involve some risk, so careful investigations and simulations are required. The real-time 
filtering of the GPS position must be carefully tuned to allow for the expected accelerations, 
and in practice, an integrated GPS and INS may be preferable. NORAD orbital elements have 
often been adequate for the planning and execution of spacecraft manoeuvres, and so a higher 
accuracy is not essential.
In general, position from the GPS Navigation unit can provide a brand new capability to 
satellites at a low cost. The accuracy in most cases of better than a kilometre is not required, 
but whatever accuracy is available would be useful. For these medium accuracy applications, 
the latency of the position fix need not be very tightly controlled. If a position fix arrives at the 
OBC, say, a few seconds late, then it can be propagated as a straight line using the velocity 
and delta-time, and still retain adequate accuracy. If necessary, a position could be propagated 
according to a simple two-body model.
3.1.3 Time and Frequency Reference
Time is very closely related to position due to the high velocity of the satellite. For example, to 
obtain 1 km of position accuracy when taking an image from the satellite, the timed trigger 
must be 0.13 seconds or better from the GPS (or other) reference time. In this case the latency 
of a position fix could be significant, and so the use of the GPS receiver’s low latency time 
message would be more appropriate to set the remote computer’s clock. Using the GPS 
receiver pulse-per-second dedicated hardware link that is present on many commercial 
receivers, the accuracy can be improved to better than 1 microsecond (equivalent to 8 mm of 
position error).
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There are only a few cases where a satellite might require such precise timing, such as 
specialised navigation and timing satellites (such as GPS itself), satellites using Doppler shift 
for orbit determination (unnecessary with GPS on-board), or perhaps a spacebome 
interferometric VLBI mission. Of the example satellites considered here, the precise remote 
sensing satellite might have a need for an on-board clock synchronised to 0.01 second (7 
metres) for real-time data dissemination, while the other satellites probably do not require time 
more accurate than 0.1 second. (Note that it is possible for the satellite to carry precise 
position/time information without the on-board clock being synchronised to GPS time).
A non-precision on-board crystal oscillator (50 ppm) may drift by up to 50 ps per second. To 
maintain an accuracy of within 0.1 seconds, it must be synchronised by the GPS Navigation 
Unit (to 1 ps accuracy) every 30 minutes. If the Navigation Unit could only deliver a 
synchronisation accuracy of 1 millisecond instead of 1 microsecond, for this application it 
would not make a significant difference to the update frequency. More accurate clocks will 
need less frequent synchronisation, for example, a TCXO (1 ppm) will only require 
synchronisation once every 24 hours to achieve this level, and this would make greater use of 
the GPS timing accuracy.
One potential application for the GPS Navigation Unit that exceeds current requirements is as 
a frequency reference. A second-order PLL can be used to synchronise high frequency 
oscillators to the pulse-per-second signal. This would provide an enhanced capability for the 
satellite that would enable transmitters to be synchronised to GPS time. A possible use of this 
is for advanced LEO communications in terms of TDMA or CDMA.
There is little point in providing a sophisticated microsecond-level time broadcast service to 
users; if they have any serious requirement, they are likely to invest in their own GPS receiver 
for their ground-station. However, a simple program in the store-and-forward ground-based 
software can interpret a time message from the satellite and largely correct for the propagation 
delay of a few milliseconds to give an automatic daily ground station synchronisation of 
perhaps better than 1 millisecond, which is more than adequate for most PC applications.
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3.1.4 Mean Orbital Elements
All of the missions under consideration have need of mean orbital elements, which previously 
might be obtained from NORAD. The elements are used on the ground for operational 
tracking and planning, and increasingly on the satellite itself for ADCS and autonomous 
scheduling. If the element set standard is sufficiently accurate, it can serve to provide an orbit 
model for tagging experimental data.
A new service that the GPS Navigation Unit can perform is to regularly generate new mean 
orbital elements according to the frequency and accuracy required. The elements can then be 
transmitted down to users within hours or perhaps minutes of generation, depending on the 
satellite’s orbit. Atypical operation might consist of the generation of new elements 
compatible with SGP4, the NORAD standard, once a week or more often, so that an accuracy 
of better than 5 km could be maintained.
The accuracy of SGP4 is about 1-2 km at epoch (see Chapter 5), and if a higher precision 
knowledge were required, a different standard element set could be used. For example, the 
GPS Ephemeris analytical model has an accuracy of better than 10 metres for a few hours, 
although of course the satellites are at a higher altitude. At LEO altitudes, there is 
considerably more drag, and so such an accurate model would not be possible.
Some of the issues with the choice of element sets are as follows:
• Accuracy of element set around epoch
• Accuracy of element set after a few days
• Computation time required for user
• Size of element set plus perturbing parameters
• Is a standard already established amongst users?
Finally, the element set should have some quality indicator that gives an idea of the accuracy 
of the resultant position fix.
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3.1.5 Payload Scheduling
With many of the existing missions described, operations are planned on the ground, and 
scheduled according to time on the satellite. Many operations on the satellite are related to the 
position of the satellite, for example camera triggering and transmitter switching.
The GPS Navigation Unit will have access to the position in real-time and to a prediction of 
the future position, and so will be able to provide a new service of position-based scheduling 
of payloads. A sub-satellite position will be sent to the GPS Navigation Unit, together with a 
destination payload and various parameters. When the satellite travels closest to this position, 
the Navigation Unit will send a trigger to the specified payload with the parameters. Not all 
scheduling requirements of the satellite can be addressed by the GPS Navigation Unit, 
although in certain applications, the capability could simplify operations and significantly 
reduce the number of schedules uploaded to the satellite.
The primary example for this facility is the use of the camera in the low-cost remote sensing 
mission. Currently on such a mission, images are scheduled through the use of orbital 
elements and a tracking program, and a set of times are uploaded to the satellite. It is often the 
case that rapid repeated images are required of the same location, for example in monitoring 
ice formation in the polar regions, or assessing the progression of a fire or floods. Even when 
a single image is required of a region, several attempts may be required depending on the 
cloud cover. The automation of position-based scheduling on a satellite could save significant 
effort and uplink time in this process, particularly when multiple images of the same location 
are to be taken. The accuracy requirements would be the same as the real time position, i.e. an 
accuracy of 1 km would be adequate.
Another example of position-based scheduling is for the transmitter switching. This again is 
normally handled by a timing schedule which is uploaded from the ground. If the schedule 
were repetitive, then triggering by position on-board the satellite would save uplink time. A 
resolution of a few kilometres would be adequate for all applications.
The GPS Navigation Unit could also be used, not just for payloads, but also for the sub­
systems on the satellite. On the UoS AT-class satellites, schedule files must be uploaded every 
10 days to perform Whole-Orbit-Data collection from various telemetry registers. Also the 
ADCS task on the OBC must fire magnetorquers only at certain latitudes. Both of these
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periodic operations could make use of the GPS Navigation Unit, although this might require a 
closer integration than has been discussed so far.
The payload scheduling capability of the GPS Navigation Unit must be quite flexible, and 
must be capable of operating in different ways. The imaging payload may require an alann 
signal several seconds before the actual image is to be triggered in order to ‘warm up’ . A 
target will only be scheduled if the satellite is going to pass within a specified margin, and the 
trigger must take place at the closest approach. The communications switching is likely to 
require a zonal operation rather than a targeted trigger, where a payload is to be switched on 
as the satellite enters a zone, and switched off when it exits. Figure 3.2 demonstrates these 
different modes, viewed from above the satellite.
Figure 3.2 Different Payload Scheduling modes: a) Targeted with alarm, b) Zonal Operation
The complication of toggling a payload on and off over a specified area is that the region may 
not have a regular shape and it will be hard to detect when a satellite crosses the boundary.
The simplest approach to this problem is to model the area as one or more circles, so that the 
boundary calculations become much simpler. Alternatively, more complex algorithms may be 
used that model the region as an irregular polygon.
The camera triggering in the example only required an accuracy of 1 km. However, certain 
high precision applications may require triggering capability with higher accuracies, to, say 50 
metres. At this level, data-bus and processing latencies of milliseconds must be considered. If 
necessary, a dedicated hardware payload trigger line could be used (similar to the pulse per 
second line) that issues a pulse when the payload is to be triggered.
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One last consideration is that for the purposes of high resolution imaging, the satellite may be 
required to perform a slew in order to capture an image that is not directly underneath the 
satellite. In this case, the GPS Navigation Unit must either have a closer integration with the 
on-board attitude determination and control algorithms, or it must issue a ‘required attitude5 
message to the ADCS so that the attitude manoeuvre can be performed in plenty of time for 
the triggering of the camera.
3.1.6 GPS Data Logging
Some large satellites do not have the capability to internally log data, but instead transmit any 
readings taken down to the ground directly as telemetry, thus avoiding the need for on-board 
storage devices. The drawback with this method is that a global tracking network, or TDRSS 
(NASA data relay satellite system) is required if the majority of the data is to be acquired. If 
there is a bad link for some reason, then that data is lost for ever. If an on-board storage 
device is used (tape-recorder, solid state filing system) then a more flexible approach can be 
taken which avoids the loss of any data. However, the downlink acts as a bottleneck, and 
inevitably far less data can be generated. Techniques can used such as data-compression, and 
other on-board processing to reduce the quantity of data.
The logging of GPS data is an implicitly important part of most missions, as it will be used to 
verify that the GPS receiver is functioning correctly. The raw measurement data is useful for 
orbit detennination research, and for the high accuracy altimetry mission, the logging of the 
GPS raw measurements is an essential part of the mission. Once the data is downloaded, it 
can be processed to achieve far higher accuracies using differential corrections in support of 
the altimeter payload results.
The data handling systems of different satellites will vary. The data storage device is likely to 
have a standard or optimal size of file in which GPS data can be stored, and this size will 
depend on other experimental and data requirements, the number of files and the downlink 
protocol. The GPS Navigation Unit can simplify the procedure by storing the GPS data in a 
buffer until this file size is reached before block transmission, rather than continually 
transmitting the measurements over the data bus as soon as they arrive. This data file size 
should be configurable to cater for different possibilities.
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A typical requirement for data-logging may be one day of data or longer to enable the best 
orbit determination on the ground. The data logged will usually require the raw GPS 
measurements together with the stand-alone GPS position fixes to give a starting estimate for 
the orbit. There may be a requirement just to log the position fixes alone if the orbit 
requirements are not so tight; the major benefit of this is that far less data will be generated.
There are several approaches to reduce the quantity of logged data. The most obvious 
technique is to compress the data, using Huffman coding7 or some other kind of lossless data 
compression algorithm operating on a block of logged data. Alternatively, significantly greater 
compression could be achieved by subtracting the data from a reference orbit, and then 
compressing the residuals, although this would require more substantial processing. If a data 
rate of less than 1 Hz is acceptable, then the rate of GPS measurements could be reduced to, 
say one measurement every 10 seconds. Although the accuracy of the orbit determination 
would not be altered greatly due to the even spread of measurements, the data rate would be 
reduced by a factor of ten.
If the GPS receiver is not only being regularly used for data logging, but also for autonomous 
navigation, then it is important that data logging can take place concurrently with the other 
operations. Therefore two concurrent modes of operation are required, one associated with 
maintaining the orbital state and time, and the other associated with logging of data, 
continuous or otherwise.
3.1.7 Attitude Determination
The future use of GPS to determine attitude has been widely recognised, and would be of great 
interest particularly to small satellites. The potential performance would give a capability not 
seen before on such a small platform. The requirements for attitude determination are more 
strict than position determination. While the orbit of a satellite is inherently predictable, the 
attitude is less stable and needs regular monitoring and control, so that the GPS attitude 
determination is likely to be required to operate on a continuous basis rather than periodically. 
The attitude is linked with many of the operations which have requirements on positioning, for 
example, camera pointing and motor firing.
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This concept requires much work to prove the feasibility for implementation on a small 
satellite, as an attitude-capable GPS receiver has special requirements, both operational and 
mechanical. There is a strong argument for the integration of the GPS attitude sensor with the 
ADCS task, rather than having a separate Navigation processor filtering the attitude. This is 
because the internal filtering of the attitude solution within the GPS receiver will alter the 
spectral contents, and will therefore lose some data. The attitude capability is not considered 
in depth in this study. However, the outputs from an attitude detennination capable receiver 
are pitch, roll, yaw, pitch rate, roll rate and yaw rate together with a time-tag. Another point 
to note is that initialisation may be required, or even a continuous estimate, to resolve 
ambiguities.
3.1.8 Summary of Requirements
It is clear from the discussion that there are two levels of accuracy required from the GPS 
Navigation Unit: operational, and accurate positioning. For the vast majority of missions, an 
operational positioning accuracy of 1-10 kilometres is required to support operational 
tracking, on-board ADCS and medium accuracy payload triggering. High accuracy remote 
sensing missions may also have a requirement for accurate on-board positioning (better than 
100 metres) to support experiments. A similar discussion applies to timing, where 1-10 
milliseconds is sufficient for operational applications, but the accurate time or frequency 
source may be of use to specialised missions. In general, the payload scheduling does not 
require high accuracy timing, as long as the payload operation is accompanied by a precise 
position message.
The requirements of these missions are tabulated in Table 3.1 according to priority of use.
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Table 3.1 Mission Requirements Summary
Service \ Mission Repeater S/F
Conuns
Conmis
Const
Medium
R.Sensing
Accurate 
R. Sensing
Operational Position 4 1 1 1 1
Accurate Position - * 1
Operational Time 4 1 1 1 1
Accurate Time - - 2 - 2
Frequency Source - 4 - 4
Mean Orbital Elements 4 1 1 1 I
Targeted Scheduling • » 1 1
Zonal Scheduling - 2 1 2
GPS Data Logging - 3 3 3 1
Key: 1 = Essential service 2 =  Useful service
3 = Useful for commissioning 4 = Possible use
The system design will therefore aim primarily to meet the needs that are common to all of the 
missions, namely operation position, time and orbital elements. These services alone are 
sufficient to significantly further the autonomy of a satellite. In the case of the UoSAT 
missions, this capability would eliminate the daily ground-station operation to synchronise 
satellite clocks and to upload NORAD elements weekly. The system design will also address 
payload scheduling, both targeted and zonal, as this capability can also enhance the autonomy 
of a satellite by reducing interactions with the ground-station. The capability to determine a 
precise orbit will not be covered in detail as this is a major piece of work that is covered in 
other texts (See Section 2.3), but the framework will be established for the implementation of 
a suitable algorithm.
3.2 OPERATION AND DESIGN ISSUES
Now that the services that might be expected from the GPS Navigation Unit have been 
discussed, some of the practicalities of the design of such a Unit can be raised. Ideas for the 
system structure, alternative approaches and design issues are presented with a view to an 
architecture suitable for implementation.
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3.2.1 Intermittent Operation versus Position Service
On large satellite missions, it would be understandable to expect that the GPS receiver would 
be operated continuously. Then the position output of the GPS receiver could be requested at 
any time, and would have sufficient accuracy to be used directly in other satellite systems, 
perhaps with just a co-ordinate frame transformation. However, one of the key requirements 
of the GPS Navigation Unit for a small satellite is low power operations. The power available 
for such a Navigation Unit will vary from mission to mission, but in all cases, the lower the 
power the better. The NAS A/CNES HETE mission is one example where the power 
constraints have forced the GPS receiver to be operated intennittently.8 Another example is 
the D ARP AS AT satellite, where the GPS receiver cannot track for part of the orbit,9 and so 
the receiver can be powered off to conserve valuable power during those periods of orbit. For 
the design of this GPS Navigation Unit (not capable of attitude detennination), it is assumed 
that the general case is intermittent operation o f the GPS receiver, and its continual 
operation is a special case. The consequence of intermittent operation is that the position is no 
longer available on demand from the receiver at any time.
If the GPS receiver is to be operated intermittently, then there are three choices for operational 
scheduling:
1. The receiver is scheduled to operate at a certain frequency and operation duration, for 
example, the receiver is operated once every 4 hours to update the Navigation Unit 
position state. If the position is requested while GPS receiver is off, then the position is 
propagated by the Navigation Unit.
2. The receiver operation may be synchronised with the orbit, e.g. every equatorial crossing, 
or 5th crossing of latitude 40° South once eveiy day. This operation may be synchronised 
with the payload operation so that the GPS receiver is always on when required. 
Alternatively, the position may be propagated as in option 1.
3. The receiver is operated on demand, for example, just before the camera takes a picture.
A drawback with this option is that the receiver always requires a period of time for 
initialisation.
It is assumed that the position state available while the GPS receiver is in operation will 
generally be more accurate than a propagated state while the GPS receiver is off. For most 
small satellite applications, there is considerable margin in the position accuracy requirements 
from the GPS accuracy provided. Therefore for typical operations, the GPS receiver does not
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have to be operated each time a picture is taken, but can be operated on a regular basis with a 
frequency of operation so that the propagated position retains a specified level of accuracy. 
The frequency and duration of operations should be controllable to permit the Unit to be 
configured to operate in mode 2 (above).
A careful investigation into the accuracy of the propagator and its longer term stability is 
required so that the frequency of operation can be tailored to the accuracy requirements of the 
mission. This is tied in with the orbit determination methodology and the particular orbit.
3.2.2 Orbit Determination and Propagation Method
There are two primary reasons for wanting to determine the orbit from the GPS data. Firstly 
the Navigation Unit will then be able to provide a position while the GPS receiver is off; 
secondly it is required that orbital elements are generated. Orbit determination is based upon 
one of two kinds of orbit propagators. An orbit propagator takes an orbital state (position, 
velocity at a particular time) and calculates the new orbital state at a time in the future. These 
are the two distinct approaches to the propagation of an orbit:
Analytical Element Propagation (or General Perturbation Theory): The orbit is modelled by 
equations relating to the two-body Keplerian theory, where terms are added to account for the 
major perturbations due to the Earth’s irregular shape, atmospheric drag and other forces.
This kind of propagator is limited to the accuracy of the model, but it can be very stable, i.e. 
retains a good accuracy for a long propagation (although there are certain singularities 
associated with most analytical propagators). An important advantage is that the propagation 
can be completed in one step, and the processing time is independent of that propagation step, 
regardless of how far ahead the prediction is calculated.
Numerical Integration (or Special Perturbation Theory): This method offers the most 
accurate model of the satellite’s motion through the inclusion of as many accelerating terms as 
required. The accelerations are summed together at each epoch to feed into the integration 
step. The drawback of this method is that the processing time increases as the propagation 
time increases, and with long propagation times, the accumulation of small errors may cause 
the model to diverge. An advantage of the numerical integration is that the model can
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potentially increase the real-time accuracy obtained from the GPS solution through combining 
the model with measurements.
For most of the example missions, the analytical elements give sufficient accuracy, although it 
should be noted that if they are used in preference to GPS data from the receiver, some along- 
track accuracy may be lost (depending on the detail of the model).
A good solution would be to use both the numerical and analytical propagators for different 
purposes. The numerical integrator can be used to filter the GPS solutions to obtain a precise 
real-time orbit, while a new element set is generated periodically so that analytical elements 
are available, and predictions of the future motion of the satellite are easy to make.
Both approaches will be considered in the GPS Navigation Unit design, however, the primary 
design and specifications will just be based upon the analytical propagator.
3.2.3 Practicalities of Clock Synchronisation
The provision of time information is similar to that of position, except that transfer latencies 
must be considered and accounted for. If time is requested while the GPS receiver is off, then 
the GPS Navigation Unit must have a good way of propagating the time, i.e. a stable clock. 
However, unlike providing position to support a camera operation, the synchronisation of on­
board clocks does not have to be related to any external event or position. The GPS 
Navigation Unit can schedule the regular synchronisation of all clocks on the satellite with a 
brief operation of the GPS receiver every few hours. This is a simpler and more accurate 
method than waiting for payloads to request synchronisation at will.
Depending on how the Navigation Unit clock is implemented, there may be different methods 
of accessing the clock to give different resolutions. Table 3.2 gives a guideline as to the 
required or expected accuracies for different functions in the Navigation Unit. Clearly the 1 ps 
capability is only available while the GPS receiver is on.
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Table 3.2 Internal Timing Requirements for GPS Navigation Unit
Requirement Estimated Accuracy Required
Broadcast Time (pps) 1 psec
Broadcast Time (message) 10 msec
Payload Scheduler 50 msec
Maintain orbit state 50 msec
Operations Scheduler 1 second
Initialise GPS receiver 5 seconds
3.2.4 Latency of data
Consideration must be given to the short term integrity of the GPS receiver. For example, if 
the GPS receiver is busy selecting new satellites, then there may be a 15 second gap in the 
position output. If a payload requires a position fix from the GPS Navigation Unit during that 
time, then either the old position fix of 15 seconds earlier can be used, or the Navigation Unit 
can propagate the position using a real-time filter.
The former option may be adequate, as the payload can propagate the position using just the 
velocity multiplied by time, and retain a reasonable accuracy. This assumes that the payload 
has an accurate clock with which to do so. Even if a filter is used, then the data-bus transfer of 
the position will mean that there is still some latency of perhaps a few milliseconds.
For the practical implementation of the GPS Navigation Unit, an investigation of typical 
latencies must be considered, and the accuracies required by individual payloads.
3.2.5 GPS Receiver Differences
This study does not investigate in great detail the specifics of different GPS receivers, but 
some potential significant differences are discussed.
Initialisation: A commercial receiver that has been modified for orbital use may not have a 
battery-backed memory, as the battery of the standard receiver may not be suitable for 
enduring the vacuum environment. In this case, the GPS Navigation Unit must take the
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responsibility for storing and supplying the Almanac, the time and providing the position 
initialisation for the GPS receiver. A GPS receiver may gain its position initialisation through 
velocity aiding, in which case the Navigation Unit must continuously supply velocity from a 
propagator until a fix is made. If a GPS receiver uses Ephemeris aiding, the Navigation Unit 
must provide orbital elements to the receiver which will be propagated by the receiver itself 
for initialisation. Atypical aided fix might give a TTFF of better than 3 minutes.
Some receivers are able to acquire satellite signals and make a position fix from a cold-start 
with no initialisation. However, this is likely to take 10s of minutes, and is not suitable for 
rapid operational use of the GPS receiver, although very useful for the first acquisition.
Measurement Rate: The measurement rate o f GPS receivers is typically 1 Hz, but some 
receivers have an increased output rate of 10 Hz. The necessity of data decimation is 
discussed later, but some receivers allow the programming of measurement rate to a decimated 
output rate anyway.
Communication Specifics: The input and output formats and protocols will vary from one 
receiver to the next, and the GPS Navigation Unit will need modifications or ‘drivers’ for each 
type. The important outputs will remain the same: position, velocity, time and also the raw 
measurements. Some receivers give pseudoranges, but the Trimble TANS gives the more 
basic code phase measurements. The data formats can be changed, such as into longitude and 
latitude, East North Up, but all GPS receivers should give the WGS-84 X,Y,Z outputs.
Control parameters of each receiver will vary, but each should have a minimum mask control 
and probably a dynamics control (if originating from a ground-based receiver).
3.2.6 Data logging Issues
The buffer for storing the data-log could be quite large, maybe as large as 100 lcB, and so 
some care must be taken with memory allocation. An example of the data rate that might be 
expected for a receiver tracking six satellites with one measurement per second is given in 
Table 3.3.
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Table 3.3 Typical GPS Data Rates
Data Type Consisting of Data in message Per second
PVT Pos x 3, Vel x 3, Bias, Bias- 
rate, Time (all 4 bytes)
36 bytes / second 36
Raw data Pseudorange, Doppler/phase, 
Time, signal level, satellite
25 bytes / GPS sat 150 
(6 GPS Sats)
Other Packet Overheads, status msgs 24 bytes / second 24
Total 210 bytes /sec
According to this rate it would take 8 minutes to fill up a buffer of 100 kBytes. If the GPS 
receiver tracks ten satellites, or takes measurements more frequently than once a second, the 
buffer would fill up sooner.
A compression algorithm might reduce the size of a GPS data block by a third. On the other 
hand, a data decimation rate of once per 10 seconds would reduce the data by a factor of 10.
3.2.7 Status Monitoring
Although not one of the Navigation Unit services as such, a status monitoring facility would 
be an integral part of the operations. The status of the GPS Navigation Unit can be assessed 
through a status message facility. This is o f use while the satellite is undergoing testing on the 
ground, and when in orbit. The potential requirements for a status message from the 
Navigation Unit would include:
• A useful quick method of proving that the GPS Navigation Unit is functioning.
• A method of checking the health and status of the GPS receiver.
• Checking the operating parameters of the Navigation Unit, including configuration, data­
logging, payload triggering schedules.
3.2.8 Data Transformations
The outputs of the GPS receiver are in WGS-84 X,Y,Z, and the time is in GPS time. It is 
important to look at'the requirements for conversions into different formats. For example, the 
NORAD orbital elements are in an inertial format, and so a conversion from the rotating
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frame is necessary. Images will typically be scheduled by a sub-satellite position in Longitude 
and Latitude, while an ADCS task will require an Earth-Fixed X,Y,Z position. The GPS 
Navigation Unit should have the flexibility to transform between different frames according to 
demand.
3.3 STATEMENT OF REQUIREMENTS FOR THE GPS NAVIGATION 
UNIT
A design of a GPS Navigation Unit is presented that attempts to address all of the services and 
the design issues raised in the preceding paragraphs. The design is particularly aimed at the 
lower cost lower power satellite, where intermittent operation may be required, and therefore 
the position accuracy must be balanced by the power consumption.
3.3.1 Architecture
Figure 3.3 GPS Navigation Unit Architecture
Figure 3.3 shows the elements of the GPS Navigation Unit. The GPS Navigation Unit system 
design is based upon the augmentation of a GPS receiver with a computer system in order to 
expand the capabilities of the receiver to match with the exact requirements of a microsatellite. 
This is achieved through software which adds a higher layer to the GPS receiver control, 
processing and operations. The design can also be applied directly to a GPS receiver that has 
been dedicated specifically for satellite operational use. All GPS receivers contain a processor 
for their basic operation, and it would be possible to implement this higher layer of software 
within the GPS receiver itself, thus simplifying the hardware architecture. For this design, it is
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assumed that the GPS receiver cannot be altered from its basic orbital capabilities, and high 
level Navigation Unit functions are added in the host computer.
The Satellite data bus is the primary data interface from the Navigation Unit to the satellite.
It is quite likely that the host satellite has a second data bus for redundancy, so it may be 
useful to have a second interface to the GPS Navigation Unit.
The satellite services: The power supply is always needed, perhaps again with redundant 
wires. There is a standard of 28 V on many satellites, but some small satellites such as 
UoSAT make use of 5 and 10 V supplies. The telemetry and telecommand link is not essential, 
as most telemetry and commanding could be handled indirectly through the data bus, with the 
exception of master power and reset to the system. On the other hand, there may be a special 
requirement for ground-based monitoring of a telemetry line to assess the health of the 
Navigation Unit directly.
Synchronisation: The pulse-per-second is available for whichever on-board clocks require 
precise synchronisation. It will be used in conjunction with a time message over the data 
stream. The pulse-per-second can potentially be used to phase-lock VCOs in the satellite to a 
common reference.
The computer contains the GPS Navigation Software, which is the focus of the subsequent 
design. The computer should have a low power consumption as it will be left on while the 
GPS receiver itself has the power cycled. It should be possible to bootload new Navigation 
Unit software as it is developed to allow for flexibility, although a version may also be stored 
on a ROM for rapid and convenient functioning. The implementation of the code is not 
discussed in this chapter, as the study is intended to be general. It is assumed that there is a 
suitable environment for timing and multi-tasking or interrupt coding to be supported either 
through a low level operating system or through the processor microcode.
There are many hardware questions in the design of such a system, many of which are highly 
dependent on the specific mission and resources available. The issues include the receiver type 
available: its operations and interface; the number and placement of antennas; radiation 
protection; computer system processing power & memory size; physical space availability; 
power availability, clock synchronisation. All of these points are important and must be
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addressed, but they are dependent on mission specifics, and so are discussed in more detail in 
Chapter 4, where the hardware integration of the PoSAT-1 GPS experiment is documented as 
a demonstration mission. The software architecture, however, can be generalised for many 
missions. The structure, as discussed earlier is driven by the operation and the services 
required from the GPS Navigation Unit.
3.3.2 Specific Service Identification
The services required by the host satellite from the GPS Navigation Unit were discussed 
earlier. A summary of the requirements addressed by the GPS Navigation Unit design is 
presented in Table 3.4. If the high precision remote sensing satellite is discounted, then it can 
be seen that only a medium accuracy position service is adequate; this is particularly the case 
if the GPS receiver is to be operated intermittently.
It was decided that the operation of the GPS receiver would be transparent to the satellite; the 
Navigation Unit would be able to provide position fixes of the same accuracy with or without 
the GPS receiver switched on. To that end, the position accuracy is determined by the 
accuracy of the propagator used in the Navigation Unit. For the initial design, it was decided 
that the SGP4 propagator would be used on its own, as it would be necessary anyway to 
generate NORAD-compatible mean orbital elements. Therefore, the fundamental position 
accuracy is limited to 2 km, which has been shown to be sufficient for most of the example 
mission requirements.
The camera on the low cost remote sensing mission might be operated through an uploaded 
time-schedule, in which case the Navigation Unit will be required to give a position tag upon 
operation. The alternative operation is position-triggering from the GPS Navigation Unit.
The frequency of the synchronisation message is driven by the needs of the particular clocks to 
be synchronised and their stability. The camera clock is of particular importance, as timed 
camera operations will be degraded by a poorly set clock. For this study, it is assumed that the 
camera clock is a TCXO, and only requires updating once every 24 hours to maintain 0.1 
second accuracy. Other clocks will make use of the timing information, but will obviously not 
maintain such high accuracy.
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3.3.3 Intermittent Operation Requirements
The GPS Navigation Unit must have a way of autonomously operating the GPS receiver 
intermittently in order to update position estimates, synchronise clocks and to generate orbital 
elements. This operation needs to run continuously with no interruptions from other events. 
Data logging may take place independently on demand, depending on the constraints of the 
satellite and the mission. Therefore, two types of operations are supported: the autonomous 
operation and the data logging operation.
Autonomous operation: The aim of this land of operation is two-fold: firstly to update clocks 
on a regular basis, and secondly to update orbit estimate. For the purposes of this design, the 
update rate required for orbit estimation is assumed to be the same as that for the time update. 
This mode of operation is intended to run continuously in the background, regularly switching 
on the GPS receiver to update orbital elements and to send synchronisation messages to 
satellite clocks.
Data logging: The purpose of this operational mode is to provide data logging capability 
without interrupting autonomous operations. The data logging must be able to log for long 
periods of time, perhaps continuously, and may overlap the autonomous operations. The data 
logging facility is provided in support of the ground-based user.
In both cases, the GPS receiver operation mode must be specified, either as single, repetitive 
or continuous GPS operation. The frequency (or period) and also the duration of GPS 
operation must be given. In general, the autonomous operating regime will utilise a repetitive 
operation, with a frequency and duration dependent on the orbit determination method and 
accuracy required. The data logging regime will in general be either a single or a continuous 
operation.
Whenever the GPS receiver is switched on or off, a series of actions must be taken to ensure 
correct functioning, in addition to the orbit determination or time synchronisation 
requirements. Table 3.5 compares the two types of operation and the actions and requirements 
for each.
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Table 3.5 Actions Required on Operation
S cV  \ ' v ' i  , "  ' Autonomous Operations Logged Operations
GPS Power Telecommand On/Off On/Off
GPS Operate information 
required
Init data
GPS config data 
GPS Shutdown options
Init data
GPS config data 
GPS shutdown options
Use of GPS Data Data is used to maintain orbit 
state
Data is logged
GPS data required Position,
Optional: ephemeris and raw 
GPS measurements
Usually position & raw GPS 
measurements
Data decimation Reduce frequency to reduce 
orbit processing
Reduce frequency to reduce 
logged data file size
Orbit Determination 
Information required
Pnor orbital state for receiver 
initialisation and for priming 
the orbit model
Pnor orbital state for receiver 
imtialisation only
Data Logging Information 
required
- Maximum file size
Other Actions Taken Synchronisation broadcast 
Generated Element broadcast
Multiple Logged Data Files 
generated
3.3.4 Example Operating schedule
Figure 3 .4 demonstrates the operation of the Navigation Unit. In this particular example, the 
satellite requests the position from the Navigation Unit once during the GPS operation, and 
once afterwards.
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Figure 3.4 Typical Navigation Unit Operating Regime
The GPS operating regime is decided by the configure command. For example, the GPS 
receiver may be set to operate once per day, for the duration of 100 minutes. The 
determination of the frequency and the duration is based on the accuracy of the position 
required. If 50 km accuracy was all that were ever necessary, then the receiver could be 
operated just once a week. The telecommand to power up or down the GPS receiver is sent by 
the OBC upon request from the Navigation Unit.
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The intention of the payload scheduling is to send a trigger when the satellite passes over a 
particular position. With intermittent operation of the GPS receiver there are two methods for 
the low level scheduling: either by time or by positioning:
1. Triggering by time: The orbit prediction program calculates well in advance when the 
satellite will be passing over the target. This time is used to schedule the triggering. The 
advantage of this method is that the process is simple and consumes few resources. The 
disadvantage is that the time is calculated long before the target, and may no longer be the 
best estimate by the time the satellite finally does pass over the target.
2. Triggering by position: The position output from the orbit maintenance is continually 
checked for the target conditions. This method will give a better accuracy, but will 
consume much processor time, especially if several hundred targets have been scheduled, 
as they will need continual checking. If the position is being read directly from the GPS 
receiver, then the triggering method must be robust to allow for, say, 30 seconds of 
outages.
Option 1 seems to have less potential accuracy. However, the principle application is a camera 
which requires an alarm message to be sent shortly before the actual camera triggering. Hie - 
alarm time may be calculated hours beforehand, but the actual trigger time will be estimated 
immediately after the alarm is sent, only a few seconds before the trigger, thus giving the best 
accuracy for the trigger.
The payload scheduling must be capable of receiving multiple requests, and each must be 
scheduled and stored. (For the purpose of this study, an arbitrary number of requests, 100 is 
selected). There are two kinds of payload scheduling, targeted with a preceding alarm and 
zonal triggering. Table 3.6 lists the parameters that are needed to accompany the commands 
received by the GPS Navigation Unit.
Ch.3: The Definition of the GPS Navigation Unit
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Table 3.6 Parameters Required for Payload triggering
CMD Field Targeted with Alarm Zonal Operation
Sub-Satellite Position: lat, long Target Position Centre Position
Margin: Distance km Margin radius Allowed Boundary radius
Alarm Time: Seconds Alarm time -
Trigger Tl Params: (Variable no 
of Bytes)
Alarm Command Params ON Command Params
Trigger T2 Params: (Variable no 
of Bytes)
Tngger Command Params OFF Command params
The fundamental parameters are the position co-ordinates for the triggering command, 
expected to be the sub-satellite longitude and latitude. A margin is supplied in order for the 
Navigation Unit to reject passes where the satellite is too far from the target. In the case of 
toggled operation, it is assumed that the payload will be switched on as it enters the region 
(marked by position and margin) and off when it leaves the region.
The trigger outputs from the GPS Navigation Unit (Tl, T2) will be in a format to be 
recognised by the payload under command. The Tl command parameters will for example 
either contain the camera initialisation alarm or the communications power-up command. The 
T2 output will contain either the tngger itself or the power-down command. If a payload needs 
a targeted trigger, but no alarm, then the alarm can be set to 10 seconds beforehand and 
simply be ignored when it occurs.
3.4 SYSTEM SPECIFICATION
3.4.1 Structured Analysis Specification
It can be seen in Figure 3 .3 that the design of the GPS Navigation Unit is driven by two 
interfaces: one to the GPS receiver, and the other to the outside world.
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Figure 3.5 Level 0 DFD for GPS Navigation Unit Software
The method used for this system design is largely based upon the commonly used structured 
analysis and design technique.10 The Level 0 Data Flow Diagram (DFD) is shown in Figure 
3.5. In the convention that will be used in this type of diagram, the entities that produce or 
receive data are represented by rectangular boxes, and processes are represented by rounded 
boxes. The adjoining solid lines are data items and the dashed lines are control items. Lines 
with a double arrow indicate a semi-continuous flow of data.
At the top level, the GPS Navigation Unit Software receives the data-types From GPS and 
From DASH, processes these and outputs To GPS and To DASH to the GPS receiver and the 
satellite data bus respectively.
Fig 3.4 contains the next layer of detail, the level 01 DFD, where the processes are partitioned 
to show more detail. The process modules will be individually explained in more detail, but a 
brief overview of the structure follows. The commands and messages from the satellite pass 
into the PI interface module, which deals with specific data-bus interface issues, such as 
headers and checksums. The commands and initialisation data then reach the P3 command 
interpretation and scheduling module, where they are interpreted and sent to other modules as 
and when appropriate. These command links are represented by dotted arrows with C- 
numbers in the figure. The P3 module handles the scheduling of events, including autonomous 
operations, data-logging operations and payload triggering. The P4 process manages the GPS 
receiver, from initialisation, to status monitoring, to shutdown. The P5 module takes the 
output from the GPS receiver and determines the orbit, and propagates the orbit when the 
GPS receiver is off. It is also responsible for element generation and forward prediction to 
support the payload triggering. The P6 module sets the Navigation Unit time and transfers the 
time from the GPS receiver to the data-bus when required. The P7 log-data module handles 
the logging of the data in such a way so that specified sized data blocks originating from the
GPS Rx 
Power
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GPS receiver are sent to the data-bus. P8 and P9 serve as interface processes that link to the 
specific GPS receiver that is integrated into the system.
The design presented in Figure 3.6 is slightly simplified for clarity, and some of the data- 
connections are not shown. There is a time request (from the Navigation Unit clock) available 
to every module. Some of the control lines, such as Request / Acknowledge (e.g. handshaking 
with Bus and GPS receiver) are not listed.
3.4.2 Requirements Dictionary
Each of the data-links shown in Figure 3.6 pass certain types of data. These are described in 
Structured Analysis through the use of a Requirements (or Data) Dictionary, which breaks 
down the data into lower level constituents. Table 3.7 describes the terminology.
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Table 3.7 Requirements Dictionary Notation
Symbol Meaning
= is composed of
+ and (sequence)
[ 1 ] either-or (Selection)
{ )n n repetitions of
( ) optional data
* * delimits comments
The top level Requirements Dictionary for the Level 00 and Level 01 DFDs is shown below.
* GPS Nav Unit Inputs *
From Bus = Packet Header + [ Command 11 nit Data Msg ] + Checksum
Command = [ Configure Autonomous Operations |
GPS Logging Run |
Request Status |
Request Position |
Request Orbital Elements |
Set Request Time |
Schedule Payload Trigger J
Init Data Msg = [ Orbital Init |
GPS Almanac j 
Orbit Init = [ Orbital Elements |
Orbit Filter Init ]
* GPS Nav Unit Commands & their options *
Configure Autonomous Operations =
ID + Start Time + Period + Duration + *(GPS Operation Parameters)* 
CSR + Time Sync Options + Orbit Determ. Options +
Orbital Element Options + GPS Cfg Options 
CSR = [ Clear | Single | Repetitive ]
GPS Logging Run -  ID + Start Time + Period + Duration + CSR + File size +
Logged Data Options + GPS Cfg Options 
Request Status = ID + (include payload schedule)
Request Position = ID + [ WGS-84 | Long Lat Alt | Inertial ]
Request Orbital Elements = ID + [ Binary | ASCII ]
Set / Request Time = ID + [ Set time | Request Time ]
Schedule Payload Trigger =
ID + CSR + (Clear Schedule Number) + [Targeted | Zonal ] +
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Target Centre + Margin + (Alarm time) + (T1 Command String) + 
T2 Command String
* GPS Nav Unit Outputs *
To Bus = Packet Header + [ Response | Payload Trigger ] + Checksum
Response = [ Data-Log Output |
Status Out |
Estimated PVT |
Output Orbital Elements |
Broadcast Time Msg ]
Destination + [Alarm Msg | Trigger Msg ]
Payload On Msg | Payload Off Msg ] + Estimated PVT 
Navigation Unit Status + GPS Rx Status 
[ Nothing scheduled | ( + {Scheduled Trigger Status}") ]
* where n is the number of scheduled payload events *
Scheduled Trigger Status =
{ Schedule Number + CSR + [Targeted | Zonal! + Target Centre 
+ Margin }n
Estimated PVT = PVT + PVT Source + PVT Uncertainties
PVT = Position + Velocity + Time
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Payload Trigger =
Status Out
3.4.3 Software Module Allocation
The real-time nature of the operation of the GPS Navigation Unit, and the two asynchronous 
inputs requires that the software will be best served in a multi-tasking environment. The input 
interface processes PI and P8 are both likely to need multi-tasked buffers to avoid any loss of 
data. The P6 time process requires a low latency in processing time, and so again is likely to 
be a parallel task with a high priority.
Figure 3.7 GPS Navigation Unit Software Module Allocation
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Figure 3.7 shows the partitioning of the software, and it can be seen that the processes from 
die structured analysis can fairly directly be translated into software modules. The real-time 
nature of the problem dictates that modules will be either interrupt driven or parallel tasks, 
depending on the specific implementation environment.
3.4.4 Module Specification
In this section, the modules are examined in more detail, and where appropriate, lower level 
DFDs and State Transition Diagrams are given and basic flow charts are used to demonstrate 
the functioning of the modules. To keep consistency with the DFD analysis, the modules are 
labelled with the process numbers Pl-9. It is helpful to use Figure 3.6 for reference in this 
section.
P1 & P2: Interface from and to Satellite
The satellite bus interface modules PI and P2 are responsible for stripping the information 
from the data bus packets and repackaging the data for transmission respectively. There may 
be limitations specific to the data-bus interface that have an effect on the design, such as 
maximum packet length, etc., but at this stage, these are ignored.
The different types of data carried on the data-bus will contain commands, response messages, 
initialisation data and logged data files. The basic services listed in Table 3.4 are not sufficient 
for the interface definition, as they must be accompanied by supporting commands and 
responses. Table 3.8 lists the full interface definition to the GPS Navigation Unit.
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Table 3.8 Summary of Command Interface of Navigation Unit
Command In / 
Out
Estim. 
No. Bytes 
(In /Out)
Purpose
Configure Autonomous 
Operation
I 20/- Define autonomous GPS operating regime: 
frequency and duration, orbital element & time 
broadcasts
GPS Logging Run I/O 20/Up 
to 100 
kBytes
Independent operation of GPS operation for 
logging: Duration & file size. Multiple output 
files generated according to log file size
Request Status I/O 10 / up to 
5 kB
Request general status, can request operation 
regime, logging regime & schedule list for 
Payload triggers
Request Position I/O 10/120 Request position, velocity & time / Response - 
source specifies if from GPS or Propagator
Initialisation Data Packet I 3 kB / - Supply Navigation Unit with GPS Almanac & 
Health page, etc. for purposes of initialisation
Request Orbital Elements 
/ Send elements
I/O 70/100 Requests the Currently Stored Orbital Elements, 
or sends prediction for GPS init. Reply includes 
quality indicator
Set Navigation Unit Clock 
/ Broadcast clock
I/O 10/10 Sets clock in Navigation Unit for purposes of 
initialisation / broadcast time of next pulse
Schedule Payload Trigger 
/ Issue Command
I/O 1 kB/ 
1 kB
Specify command to be sent upon passing a 
specific sub-satellite location; specify margin and 
advance alarm or toggle mode.
Output command recognised by destination
The protocol of the communication at the lowest level will either be defined by the data bus 
standard, or, if it is a dedicated data bus, then the GPS Navigation Unit can have a free choice 
of the interface standard. Some GPS data transfer ‘ standard’ protocols already exist, such as 
NMEA, marine ASCII communications, TSIP: Trimble. Any standard will need modification, 
so the choice for the interface is ultimately not important, as long as it is capable of providing 
all the services and commands that are required for the GPS Navigation Unit.
Some low level handshaking is likely to be required between PI and P2 depending on the 
communications requirements, and whether the data bus serves multiple destinations or is 
dedicated.
P3: Interpret Commands and Schedule Events (Main)
The P3 is the super-ordinate module of the GPS Navigation Unit and may be referred to as the 
main module. Its pnmary purpose is to interpret and distribute commands from the satellite to 
the elements of the rest of the software, and to schedule events. The events are as follows:
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• Autonomous configuration will autonomously operate the GPS receiver on a regular basis 
to update estimated position state, to broadcast synchronisation messages and to generate 
orbital elements.
• Data logging configuration will enable periods of data logging according to manual 
requests from the ground. This operation will not interfere with the autonomous operation.
Payload Schediding:
• The issuing of commands to other satellite payloads according to satellite position. Two 
triggering modes: target and zone triggering.
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Operations Scheduling:
A deeper level of partitioning of the main module is shown in Figure 3.8.
The commands Cx have different characteristics, and may be issued upon command from the 
data bus, or autonomously through the schedule operations module. The payload scheduling is 
timer-based, using time estimates provided by an orbit prediction provided by module P5.
Operations Scheduling
The two independent modes of operation are autonomous and data logging.
The autonomous mode schedules the periodic tasks of the GPS Navigation unit, such as GPS 
operation, time synchronisation, and maintenance of the orbit determination. It is initiated by a
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configuration command which specifies the start time, interval and duration of the repetitive 
GPS operations. When the correct time arrives, the telecommand GPS ON will be sent, the 
GPS receiver will be initialised, and an enabling command will be sent to the element 
generation and time broadcast module. When the GPS operation is finished, the GPS Almanac 
is downloaded, the GPS OFF telecommand is sent, and the new element set is broadcast.
The data logging mode will enable the data-logging module, and also switch on and initialise 
the GPS receiver if the GPS receiver is not already operating. When the logging is completed, 
the GPS receiver must be switched off, but only if the autonomous operation is not active.
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Data Log Ops Start
GPS on, Init GPS, 
Start Log
Data Log Ops Start
Stop Log,
GPS OFF
Figure 3.9 State Transition Diagram for Autonomous Operations
The precise interaction between these two operating modes must be carefully defined so that 
they can operate independently and still maintain complete control of the GPS receiver 
initialisation and operation. Figure 3.9 contains a State Transition Diagram illustrating the 
different operational states possible. The system remains in one state until one of several 
events happen (represented by text above horizontal line). When an event takes place, a 
specified action takes place (represented by text under the horizontal line), and the system 
moves to another state.
Now that the state transitions have been defined, it is helpful to demonstrate the sequential 
functioning of this module with a flow chart (Figure 3.10).
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Figure 3.10 Flow Chart for Autonomous Operations
Payload Scheduling
The two types of payload scheduling are target (for camera) and zonal (for communications) 
operations. As a result in both cases, two triggering commands may be sent over the data bus, 
Tl and T2.
Target Operation. Provisionally, we assume that 100 targets can be scheduled, although this 
number could be increased if necessary. The target time is predicted as soon as the command 
is received, which may be over a week beforehand, so therefore timing is not perfectly 
accurate. The advance alarm (T l) command will be sent, perhaps 10 seconds before the main 
tngger (T2). This alarm interval will not be critical, and so the Navigation Unit can use this 
interval as an opportunity for re-calculating the time of closest approach to the target using 
the latest estimate of the orbit state. If the orbit time estimate differs from the onginal by 2 
seconds, for example, then the alarm penod will in effect be shortened or lengthened from the 
onginal (e.g. 10 seconds reduced to 8 seconds).
Zone Operation. A switch-on command (T l) is sent at one boundary of the zone, and switch- 
off (T2) is sent at the next. The zones are expected to be quite large, and only perhaps 5 zones
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will be stored at a time. The satellite will pass through a zone several times a day, and so the 
new prediction times for the boundary zonal operation will always be fairly accurate.
Trigger Scheduled 
Set Timel
Time 1 Occurs 
Issue T 1, Set Time2
Figure 3.11 STD for Payload Scheduling Entry
Figures 3.11 and 3 .12 contain the STD and flow charts showing the operation of the payload 
scheduling sub-module. In Figure 3.12, the symbol of the honzontal ‘S’ is a symbol for 
interaction with another module (P5), and may indicate real time communication. In this case, 
module P5 is requested to predict the time of closest approach, or boundary crossing for a
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particular target using the current estimate of the orbital state. Other features evident include 
the status reporting facility, and the repeat target or single target capability.
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P4: Manage GPS Receiver
The GPS receiver requires initialisation upon power-up, and needs status monitoring to ensure 
that it is functioning correctly. Figure 3.13 contains a flow chart showing the operation.
Figure 3.13 GPS Status Managing Flow Chart
Further complexity may be required if, for example, the orbit module requires the GPS 
Ephemeris for its filtering, or if the GPS receiver requires continuous velocity aiding. In the 
flow chart, two example conditions are given that would be interpreted in the status as 
anomalous; no fix for n seconds, or PDOP is too high for n seconds. The solutions are 
respectively to reset the GPS receiver, or to re-select satellites. To a large extent, the error 
conditions and resultant actions are dependent on the receiver operation. However, a RAIM 
(Receiver Autonomous Integrity Monitoring) GPS satellite monitoring algorithm could be 
included to ensure that the GPS system itself is healthy. Another alert might be to watch for 
events that could signal a SEU or SEL in the GPS receiver Both events could be remedied by 
powenng the receiver down and then back up again.
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The GPS Status manager stores the GPS Almanac ready for receiver initialisation. The 
Almanac will normally be downloaded from the GPS receiver at the end of an operation, but it 
may also be sent over the data bus as an initialisation data message. The GPS status manager 
is also required to provide the correct time to the GPS receiver for initialisation, and position. 
The position can be sent in tenns of Ephemeris aiding (as assumed in Figure 3.13), or as a 
semi-continuous velocity estimate, and both of these will originate from the orbit module.
The GPS Status manager will also send the time request command to the GPS receiver when a 
time broadcast is required.
P5: Maintain Orbit State
The purpose of the orbit module is to maintain an estimate of the orbit, whether the GPS 
receiver is on or off, to generate mean orbital elements and to predict the times that the 
satellite will pass a specified boundary. As stated earlier, there are two levels of accuracy 
required: operational positioning and accurate positioning. The operational positioning can be 
obtained from the analytical orbital elements, and is used for orbit predictions. The accurate 
positioning is derived from the numerical filtering of the GPS data, and is used for the 
instantaneous positioning.
Figure 3.14 Level 03 DFD of P5: Maintain Orbit State
The orbit module should be able to provide the outputs in the correct fonnat, including 
elements (e.g. NORAD-compatible), and position (Longitude and Latitude). The estimated
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PVT must be accompanied by an estimate o f its accuracy based on the variance o f the orbit 
detennination solution.
Orbit Filter: The orbit filter operates independently of the rest of the orbit module. It is 
initialised by the GPS ephemeris and PVT from the receiver, and by any other data provided 
from the ground (e.g. differential corrections or precise ephemeris). The raw GPS 
measurements are filtered and combined to obtain a satellite state estimate, and if no GPS 
measurements are available, then the estimated state is propagated automatically. The filter 
requires its own covariance monitoring to ensure that the solution is not diverging. If this 
occurs then the filter must reinitialise itself.
Element Generation: The analytical mean orbital element model of the Earth is different to 
the numerical model, and a least squares fit is necessary to obtain the optimal element set. The 
best time to perform such a fit is while the GPS receiver is operating, and the orbital filter has 
a greater accuracy. Therefore the element generation can take place according to the command 
(C5) from the main module.
If no accurate positioning service is required, then no orbital filter is required, and the 
estimated PVT can be simply derived from the analytical orbital elements.
Target Predictions: The time of the passing of a target can be predicted through small step 
propagation and condition checking until the next crossing is found. A more elegant and 
quicker method is to use a closed-form analytical solution, where a transcendental equation in 
the boundary crossing eccentric anomalies is formed. Escobal presents such an equation for 
calculating the rise and set times from a ground-station above a specified elevation angle,11 
and this can be adapted to specify a target margin.
P6 Get I Set Time
The purpose of the get/set time module is to manage the setting and the broadcasting of time. 
When commanded (through C6), the time module will take the next GPS time message and 
broadcast it over the data-bus. Other functions are to set the GPS Navigation Unit’ s internal 
clock to the time from the GPS receiver and to set the clock from a data-bus initialisation time 
message.
The method of accessing clock services is implementation dependent, so it is assumed here 
that the Navigation Unit clock can be centrally set, and read by different parallel modules. The
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clock needs to be read for initialising the GPS receiver, time-stamping status messages for the 
data-bus, and for autonomous operation scheduling. A flow chart for the get/set time module 
is given in Figure 3.15.
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Fig 3.15 Flow Chart for P6: Get / Set Time
P7 Log Data
The purpose of the Data Logging module is to store GPS data as it is generated and transmit it 
in blocks when it reaches a certain size. The data will consist of position fixes from the GPS 
receiver and or GPS raw measurements. The flow-chart of log data is in Figure 3 .16.
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Figure 3.16 Flow Chart for P7: Log Data
During the transfer of data, the data-logger will be busy and will cease to be able to log more 
data until the transfer is finished. Care should be taken that this will not cause the process to 
hang up. This dead-time is a function of the data rate of the data bus. It could be avoided 
through the use of a second buffer, but this would require twice the buffer memory size, so a 
circular buffer would be more appropriate.
P8 & P9 Interface to and from GPS
The interface to and from the GPS receiver will inevitably be receiver specific, although 
mostly the same information will be passed back and forth. One of the main issues is that a 
buffer will probably be required on the input to prevent overwriting of the received data. The 
status messages must be transferred to the GPS status manager.
If the output rate of a receiver cannot be controlled then decimation can be implemented in 
process P8. The data rate could be reduced to, say, one set of measurements every 30 seconds 
for logging, or perhaps to the orbit maintenance module to reduce the burden on the numerical 
processing.
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3.5 GPS NAVIGATION UNIT TESTING
For the purposes of testing the GPS Navigation Unit, the orbital environment can be simulated 
through the use of a GPS constellation simulator which physically produces GPS signals as 
would be received at orbital velocities. Such a simulator is extremely expensive, and may not 
be available for low cost test and development. Without the constellation simulator, certain 
aspects of the GPS Navigation Unit are difficult to test on the ground:
• GPS receiver orbital initialisation
• Real-time orbit determination from GPS data
• Payload Triggering upon positioning
A strategy must be developed to thoroughly test (a) the individual orbit-related modules 
outside the GPS Navigation Unit and (b) the complete Navigation Unit on the ground without 
orbital initialisation and orbit determination. Most of the rest of the Navigation Unit functions 
can be tested fairly easily on the ground using a ground-based GPS receiver, at the module 
level and at the complete system level.
Where possible, the correct functioning should be verified on the ground which will be far less 
time consuming than orbital testing. However, if bootloading of the code is possible, then in- 
orbit testing and subsequent development is possible to help resolve unique orbital problems 
such as initialisation and orbit determination.
3.5.1 Module Tests
There should be confidence in the individual modules before integration into the Navigation 
Unit. This is a list of tests for the important functions:
Data Bus Interface
The interface must obey data-bus specifications for transferring small and large quantities of 
data and commands. There may be a set of library functions to implement the interface, and 
the specifications may already specify system tests.
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GPS Interface
All data messages sent from the GPS receiver that are required must be interpreted, and
unknown packets must also be handled. Messages passing the other way must also be proven
to be understood by the GPS receiver.
GPS Manager Testing
1. The GPS manager must be able to initialise the GPS receiver from a cold start with 
Almanac, time and position (or velocity or ephemeris) successfully upon command.
2. The configuration of the GPS receiver should be controlled by the GPS receiver upon 
initialisation.
3. Upon command, the Manager must successfully download the Almanac from the receiver.
4. The manager’s status monitoring and timeouts should be verified, and its remedial actions 
must be demonstrated.
Orbit Maintenance Module
1. The orbit determination, element generation and TC A prediction algorithms must be 
verified in terms of accuracy and long term stability.
2. The processing time and requirements of the algorithms should be confirmed on the 
specific flight hardware
3. The transitions from GPS orbit estimation to orbit propagation without GPS data, and 
back again should be verified in real time.
4. The generation of elements upon request must be proven.
Get/Set Time
1. Ensure that the Navigation Unit clock is set correctly from either the data-bus message or 
from the GPS receiver.
2. Ensure that time synchronisation message is sent upon the first fix, and that the time 
message corresponds to the next pulse per second.
Data Logger
1. The data logger should correctly start and stop upon command.
2. The data file will be sent when the buffer is full or when the stop command is sent.
3. The logger should be able to continue to operate indefinitely, generating files whenever the 
buffer fills.
4. The logger should operate according to expectations when a zero length file is specified 
and the maximum file length is specified.
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Payload Scheduling
Hie testing of the payload scheduling cannot be undertaken with the integrated GPS
Navigation Unit without a simulator, but only at a module level. However, it requires access
to the orbit determination module (with a reference orbit) and to a timer.
1. Test that multiple entries can be scheduled, of both target and zone type.
2. The alann timing should be scheduled correctly one day in advance, and accept minor 
orbital changes before the alarm goes off in time for the final triggering.
3. Once an alann has gone off, other scheduled events are postponed.
4. The timing of the trigger should be evaluated.
5. The zone mode must operate successfully with on and off commands being issued.
3.5.2 System Level Tests
The operation modes are perhaps best tested in the completed GPS Navigation Unit, as the
inter-module interaction is large.
Verify autonomous operation:
1. The Navigation Unit should accept Configuration Commands to set and clear autonomous 
operation.
2. At GPS power up time, the GPS receiver should be switched on, the receiver initialised 
successfully, and commands should be sent to other modules (time & orbit). The 
Initialisation should take place with an adequate time delay after the GPS receiver power- 
up.
3. Upon shutdown time, the GPS Almanac should be downloaded and the GPS receiver 
switched off after communications has been finished.
4. Both the time synchronisation and the orbit determination should operate as expected 
during the operation.
5. The autonomous operation will successfully continue powering-up, initialising and 
powering down the GPS receiver indefinitely.
Verify logging operation
1. The Navigation Unit should accept the configuration command to set and clear the logging 
run.
2. Ensure that the GPS receiver is powered up, initialised and powered down, as with the 
autonomous operations tests.
3. The data logging should be operating according to the design, starting and stopping when 
commanded by the Main module.
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4. Ensure that the logging and autonomous modes operate together successfully, obeying the 
STD rules (Figure 3.9).
3.6 EXPANDING THE GPS NAVIGATION UNIT
The Navigation Unit design has aimed to be of general applicability to small satellites, but
inevitably some assumptions about the requirements have been made. The design may need to
be expanded to allow for changes in satellite requirements as listed below.
• Location o f Navigation Unit Software: The current design assumes that the GPS 
receiver is hosted by a computer which houses the Navigation Unit software. There is no 
reason why this should not all be implemented on one GPS receiver, rather than having a 
separate host processor. This requires access to the source code for the GPS receiver, but 
would eliminate intermediate interfacing and simplify the system architecture.
• Independent time synchronisation rate: This design has assumed that the 
synchronisation rate is the same as the orbit update rate, which is not necessarily the case. 
If more frequent time messages are required, then a third separate operational mode could 
be introduced (separate from autonomous and data-logging modes). Alternatively, it may 
be simpler to give the autonomous operating mode two integral rates for the orbit 
determination and time synchronisation, so that the orbit update is operated, say, every 
tenth time that the time synchronisation is operated.
• Continuous Operation o f GPS: On larger missions, it may be assumed that the GPS 
receiver is operating continuously. If this is always to be the case, then this would simplify 
operations somewhat, as the GPS initialisation would only be required once, for normal 
operation. However, a scheduled synchronisation message would still be needed. The 
requirements for the orbit determination would be very similar, but would not have any 
regular controls from the main module. The payload scheduling would be much the same.
• Attitude Determination: If the GPS receiver were able to determine attitude, or at least 
take phase measurements, then more changes would be required. The GPS Receiver in the 
Navigation Unit would almost certainly be left on continuously. The orbit determination 
module could be expanded to filter the attitude in a combined multi-state filter. Inputs 
from other sensors might be required to help initialise and smooth the data, and these 
might be provided over the data-bus or a dedicated hardware link. The attitude output 
would probably be required on a very regular basis by the satellite’s ADCS computer.
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• AODCS: Taking the progression to its extreme, the GPS Navigation Unit could be 
enlarged to form the heart of the AODCS for a satellite, which is able to autonomously 
determine orbit and attitude, and perform attitude control and orbit manoeuvring. Such a 
system would be a major step forward from the current design, and will not be considered 
much further in this study. It should be noted that when control is introduced, the integrity 
of the design must be completely reliable, and the testing regime must be expanded 
considerably. The Navigation Unit would require a target attitude and orbit to aim for, 
and margins and strategies for achieving the target orbit.
In conclusion, a system design has been presented for a GPS Navigation Unit based on a GPS 
receiver that provides services for a satellite, including position, time, orbital elements, and 
payload triggering. The Navigation Unit operates in an autonomous manner or according to 
request, and will minimise the power consumption through the intermittent cycling of the GPS 
receiver power. This is the first time that such a system design has been developed especially 
for a small satellite, and it provides the foundation and structure for the implementation of a 
real sub-system suitable for a range o f actual missions.
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CHAPTER 4.
THE INTEGRATION OF A GPS RECEIVER INTO POSAT-1
In Chapter 3, a general design was presented for a GPS Navigation Unit for small satellites. 
This chapter discusses the practical integration of a GPS receiver into a real satellite mission 
in order to demonstrate the concept of the GPS Navigation Unit. The initial orbital results are 
presented and the operational performance of the GPS receiver is evaluated.
As part of the PhD studies, a GPS receiver was integrated into the PoSAT-1 microsatellite 
mission in 1993. This satellite has become the first microsatellite to make use of GPS in orbit, 
and the first satellite to demonstrate the determination of its own orbit on-board the satellite 
through the use of the GPS Navigation Unit implemented on one of PoS AT’s Transputers. 
The design underwent some minor changes and was also implemented on the FASat-Alfa 
mission which was constructed in the first half of 1995.
4.1 THE POSAT-1 MISSION
The PoSAT-1 microsatellite (referred to as 
PoSAT-A before launch) is Portugal’s first 
satellite, and was built as part of a Technology 
Transfer programme between Surrey Satellite 
Technology Ltd at the University of Surrey and a 
Portuguese industrial and educational consortium 
led by INETI. The satellite was built at the 
University of Surrey and was launched by 
Arianespace in September 1993 as an auxiliary 
payload to the SPOT-3 remote sensing satellite. 
The orbit is svm-synchronous and circular at an 
altitude of 800 km with an inclination of 98°.
PoSAT-1 was the eighth UoSAT-class satellite to 
be launched, and its design is based on the
Figure 4.1 The PoSAT-1 
Microsatellite
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modular architecture of the successful UoSAT-5 launched in 1991 (see Figures 4.1 & 4.2).1 
The general satellite architecture of the UoSAT-class microsatellites is described in Chapter 1.
There are several experimental payloads carried 
on PoSAT-1 aside from the GPS Navigation 
Unit:
• The Earth Imaging System (EIS) consists of 
two CCD imaging cameras and optics, one 
with a ground resolution of approximately 2 
km and the other with 200 m, with fields-of- 
view of 1000 km and 100 km respectively. 
The cameras are monochromatic with optical 
filters chosen to contrast moisture content in 
images of the ground.
® The Star Imaging System (SIS) is based on 
the EIS CCD camera, but with optics 
suitable for imaging the faint light from stars. 
The image can then be processed to recognise 
known stars and recover the precise attitude 
of the satellite.
® Both the EIS and SIS are controlled and 
scheduled by the Transputer Data Processing 
Unit consisting of two 20 MHz 32 bit T800 
transputer microprocessors. The transputers 
Figure 4.2 PoSAT-1 Cross-section also enable on-board processing of the
images before they are transferred to the OBC and the 16 MB RAMDISK.
The Cosmic Ray Experiment and Total Dose Experiment allow the monitoring of 
individual energetic particles and the accumulated radiation dose experienced by PoSAT-1 
in orbit.
Communications capabilities include a store and forward packet filing and broadcast 
system, VHF receivers and UHF links to the ground of 9600 bps and 38400 bps, and two 
Digital Signal Processors for modulation experimentation.
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While the GPS Navigation Unit is experimental, and essentially independent from the other 
payloads, the hardware is flexible enough so that the GPS Navigation Unit can be integrated 
with other systems through appropriate software.
4.2 SELECTION OF THE GPS RECEIVER
In early 1992, long before any contract was signed, it became apparent that there might be 
ajjf practical opportunity to fly a GPS receiver on the tentatively planned PoSAT-A 
microsatellite in 1993. Studies had revealed that no ordinary commercial GPS receiver 
could be flown on a satellite and be expected to operate (see Chapter 2). A receiver survey2 
and contact with companies revealed that one or two GPS receivers did exist which were 
designed or modified for operation in orbit. Unfortunately the cost and size o f most o f these 
immediately precluded their use on a microsatellite. There were three options available if a 
receiver were to be flown on PoSAT, each with its advantages and disadvantages (listed in 
Table 4.1).
Table 4.1 The Choice of GPS Receiver for spacecraft use
Advantage Disadvantage
Option 1: Use a Commercial Receiver: Either designed for or modified for orbital use.
Saves a lot o f time in design
High performance receiver with custom
chips, design heritage, thorough testing.
Expensive
Very limited choice available, and 
procurement problems 
Inflexible: fixed design, limited research 
potential
The small size, low power ethos at the time 
had not reached the space receiver market.
Option 2: Adapt a receiver from an existing design, or using existing GPS chip-set.
More flexibility 
Control over design
Very limited choice available
Option 3: Design and build new receiver from scratch
Complete flexibility 
Control over design
Needs many resources and very long design 
time to get basic receiver working before any 
orbital considerations.
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Designing a GPS receiver from scratch would be a major undertaking and without any 
experience in GPS design, it could take several man years before something remotely useful 
became available. This approach should only be taken if there are no other alternatives. The 
other two options (buying or modifying) require that a suitable GPS receiver is available, 
which is dependent on the current state o f the industry and the opportunities that arise.
All o f the major receiver manufacturers were approached, and a list o f about 8 potential 
space-capable receivers were compiled. Unfortunately, most were too big and high in power 
consumption, and were completely impractical for a microsatellite. Only two were able to 
offer a space-capable receiver consuming under 5 Watts o f power that might be available in 
the time-scales required. The Trimble TANS II was a receiver originally designed for 
airborne and terrestrial applications, but had been modified for orbital operation. It was 
relatively inexpensive, cheap, rugged, low in power, and was available off-the-shelf. The 
Motorola Viceroy (as it is now called) was a receiver that had been down-sized from the 
Monarch space receiver derived from the TOPEX/Poseidon demonstration receiver. This 
receiver was designed exclusively for orbital use, and although not radiation hardened, it 
was manufactured from 883C screened and NASA approved parts.
A number o f receiver manufacturers were approached with the proposal o f modifying the 
design o f an existing receiver for PoSAT-A. Many receivers could not accommodate the 
changes in the Doppler requirements without a change in an ASIC component, which would 
be prohibitively expensive. Understandably, other manufacturers were not interested, or 
unwilling to divulge their designs to a University, especially if in another continent. Two 
manufacturers exhibited a willingness for the development in-house o f a space-capable 
receiver, but would charge about $1 million for the first model. There were rumours of 
commercially available GPS chip-sets which would have given a high performance 
correlation and tracking capability thus considerably saving development time, but these 
were not going to be ready in time for the mission. One highly flexible GPS receiver was 
available for development, and this was the Inmos design, based on the transputer 
microprocessor.
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4.2.1 The Adaptation of an Existing GPS Receiver
The option o f being able to adapt a GPS receiver for use in orbit appears to be the ideal 
solution for a low-cost research application. The software and hardware development 
required is significantly reduced when the foundation of a working receiver is already 
available. The flexibility is retained, and control over the production processes is possible 
for actual implementation on a satellite.
Specifically, the transputer-based Inmos receiver was attractive for other reasons: UoSAT 
had experience with the use o f transputers on satellite, and the performance in the vacuum 
and radiation environment was known to be good. The Inmos receiver was almost entirely 
software-based making the hardware quite simple, low power and compact, and the receiver 
software architecture flexible. A description o f the receiver is given in a number o f articles 
by Mattos.3,4,5
Figure 4.3 The Space Transputer GPS Receiver
The design was investigated with respect to implementation on a UoSAT platform. The 
receiver was provisionally called ‘ Space Transputer GPS receiver’ (STGR) and the 
hardware architecture is shown in Figure 4.3. The four elements are the antennas/LNAs, the 
RF/IF gain and down-conversion section, the sampling and interface section and the 
Transputers. The Transputer Data Processing Unit is an existing design on the UoSAT-5 
microsatellite, and the changes needed are minimal to accommodate the link adapter input.
Two antenna channels were used to provide redundancy and also phase difference 
determination in order to research the potential for attitude determination. The two down-
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conversion stages are fed by the same Local Oscillator to reduce noise between the paths, 
and the signals are 1-bit sampled at 2 MHz and passed to the transputers. The Digital Signal 
Processing (DSP) on the transputer rapidly down-converts, correlates and decimates the 
signals to a rate that can be handled more easily by the processor. Either one satellite is 
tracked to download the navigation message, or multiple satellites are tracked to perform the 
navigation solution.
Unlike most other receivers, all correlation takes place in software, rather than making use 
of dedicated correlator channels. Although this adds to the flexibility and low power, it 
tends to use up valuable processing time, and the remaining processor time is quite small. A 
new member o f the transputer family, the T450, has recently been announced which makes 
use o f the considerable technology advances since the T800 series transputers were 
designed. The T450 is reckoned to be able to track all GPS satellites in view, and still have 
50% of its resources available for activities such as attitude determination.
Other advanced GPS products have since appeared which make the adaptation o f existing 
GPS receivers a viable proposition. The GEC Plessey Semiconductors GPS chip-sets are 
high performance ASICs that are intended for customers to develop their own GPS receivers 
for specialised applications, and other manufacturers include Allied Signal and Avantek.
4.2.2 The Trimble TANS II GPS Receiver
The planning for PoSAT-A continued at a low level until the contract was finally signed in 
early August 1992, with a view to a launch in June 1993 with SPOT-3. With only 6 months 
until integration, it was considered too tight a time-scale for the design o f a new receiver. 
(Another mission planned for 1994 was identified for the Transputer-based GPS receiver 
although this was later cancelled). Therefore the only option available was to use a 
commercial receiver, either the TANS or the Motorola. Unfortunately, the Motorola receiver 
cost ten times the price o f the TANS, and it was doubtful whether it would be ready in time 
for the launch, and so the solution converged onto the TANS receiver.
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Figure 4.4 The Trimble TANS II Sensor
The Trimble TANS II Sensor is a high performance LI C/A code 6 channel GPS receiver 
designed for land and air use. It is contained in a rugged aluminium box with dual RS-422 
connections to the outside world, communicating at a rate o f 9600 bps. The TANS is built to 
MIL-STD-810D and can operate from -40° to +7l°C, survive 0.09g~/Hz up to 1.1 kHz, and 
is specified as having a 6920 hour MTBF for an uninhabited airborne fighter environment.
Its mass is 1.3 kg, and the dimensions o f the box are 127 x 207 x 56 mm, while the antenna 
weighs 170 g with dimensions o f 96 x 102 x 19 mm. The TANS operates o ff a 9-32 V 
power supply, and consumes less than 3 Watts. In its standard configuration, its TTFF (Time 
to first fix) with Almanac and position/time estimate is 1.5 minutes, and it will track at 
velocities up to 400 m/sec and accelerations o f 4 gs.6
The TANS is not designed for space use, but there is a version of the EPROM firmware that 
has been modified from the original code in 1991 to permit the operation in orbit (see
7 8Braisted and Cohen'). The Doppler frequency range was extended to enable the operation 
at 8000 m/s, and the frequency search algorithm was modified to account for such operation. 
The timing o f updates was changed, such as the GPS tracking list and co-ordinate 
transforms. Sanity checks were altered to permit operation at typical orbital altitudes. In the
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version that was used on PoSAT (v7.11, 1992), the receiver could use ‘ephemeris-aiding’ 
for acquisition in orbit, where Keplerian elements can be provided by the user and the 
TANS updates position and velocity aiding through a two-body propagator.
The developers at Trimble and Stanford had made use o f an STC GPS constellation 
simulator for testing the orbital performance of the TANS. The reference orbit used was a 
325 nautical mile altitude (600 km) equatorial circular orbit, and the GPS signals were 
generated without Selective Availability. The TANS data was logged for 20 minutes, and 
the results agreed very closely with the simulator. The mean difference in position was 8.89 
metres with an RMS of 3.56 m, and the mean difference in velocity was 0.033 m/s with 
RMS of 0.154 m/s.
At the time of ordering o f the GPS receiver for the PoSAT-A mission, the space-modified 
TANS had been flown on at least one o f the preliminary Pegasus launches and was due for 
launch on-board on the APEX STP mission in early 1993. A slight variant, the TANS 
QUADREX had four antennas for greater visibility, was also going to be flown in 1993 on 
the USAF RADCAL mission, and as an experiment on the Shuttle. However, the experience 
o f the use o f the TANS in orbit was very limited, and yet to be proven. It is interesting to 
note that although the TANS was a 6-channel, low power, high technology receiver, the 
1989-90 technology was already dated by the time it was flown in 1993, and significantly 
superior receivers were available for ground based applications.
Two receivers were ordered from Trimble in October 1992, and the delivery was expected in 
one month, subject to the Export License being granted in this time-scale. Unfortunately, 
due to the COCOM restrictions, the Export License had to be granted by the State 
Department rather than the Department of Commerce. In turn the State Department was 
required to gain approval from the DoD, and the DoD required approval from the three 
armed forces. Instead o f taking one month, the Export License took seven months to come 
through, and an additional month to sort out an administrative error.
If the SPOT-3 launch had not been delayed, then PoSAT-A would have been completed 
without a GPS receiver. Fortunately the launch was delayed first to June, then to September 
of 1993, allowing the GPS experiment to be competed in time. If the launch slip and the 
Export License delay could have been foreseen, then a different approach might have been
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taken for the GPS experiment on the PoSAT-A mission. Future decisions on the choice o f 
hardware should quite definitely be biased not only by technical and research decisions, but 
also procurement and licensing practicalities in the light o f the experiences gained from this 
mission. However, in spite o f the cifs’ , the end result justified the decisions that were taken, 
and the TANS receiver was proven to be the correct receiver for the purpose.
4.3 PREPARATION AND INTEGRATION
As with all real projects, the considerations affecting integration of the GPS receiver into the 
satellite were driven not only by research objectives, but also by purely practical matters. 
The intention was to implement a demonstration o f the GPS Navigation Unit, as described 
in the previous chapter. The time and resource constraints required that several short cuts 
were taken to make use of existing designs and experience.
4.3.1 Interfacing the GPS Receiver
An important issue was the method o f integrating the GPS receiver into the satellite 
systems. The Trimble TANS has two data ports, Channel A and Channel B, so both a 
primary and a secondary interface are possible. As the GPS receiver has a protocol which is 
different from the main satellite data bus (the ‘DASH’), a serial link to a dedicated 
processor, or at least a microcontroller is appropriate. The three choices for the connection 
were to the transputer, a dedicated microcontroller (the Intel 87C51), and the OBC (on­
board computer, Intel 80C186). The fourth alternative was to develop a new host processor 
to interface to the GPS receiver, but this was immediately disregarded due to the excessive 
system, hardware and software design required. Figure 4.2 illustrates the design decisions 
available.
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Table 4.2 GPS Integration Choices
Connection to: Transputer Microcontroller OBC 186
Basic Code 
required:
1) Occam data handler
and controller
2) DASH comms and 
OBC task (mostly
implemented)
1) Data handler and 
controller 
2) EPROM bootloader 
3) DASH comms and OBC 
task (mostly implemented)
OBC data handler and 
controller
Capable of on­
board processing?
Yes - 32 bit, 20 MHz with 
floating point.
Extremely limited - pass 
data to OBC via DASH
Yes - Limited program 
memory and speed
Hardware RS422 to TTL, UART to 
Link Adaptor
RS422-TTL, 
Microcontroller, EPROM
RS422-TTL. Channel 
multiplexed into OBC 
serial port
Channel B of GPS 
Receiver
Direct to DASH Transputer? DASH? Direct to DASH
Other
Advantages
Flexible software 
development - 
independent of OBC
Flexible Independent Unit OBC programming 
resources available
Other
Disadvantages
OCCAM not as well 
supported as ‘C’ 
Indirect data route to OBC 
with latency
The transputer solution was selected as the best option; the data processing capability was 
the best, the transputer would be flying on PoSAT anyway to support the cameras (and 
perhaps would otherwise be under-used) and the hardware design required was minimal, as 
a spare transputer link already existed. The second channel was chosen to be connected to 
the DASH through an RS422 adapter: although the DASH protocol would be disobeyed, this 
second channel was only provided as a backup, and would not be used in normal operations. 
The relative independence from the OBC is an advantage for a research payload, as the 
implementation o f new code requires very little interaction with the rest o f the satellite.
The system design for PoSAT-1 is shown in figure 4.5. The transputers are seen to be 
connected to the OBC via the DASH 0 data-bus, and to the GPS receiver over a two-way 
link. The GPS Channel B is connected to one DASH to receive, and the other DASH to 
transmit, but Channel B is not expected to be used in normal operations.
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Figure 4.5 PoSAT-1: System Diagram Showing GPS Integration
4.3.2 Integration Planning
The long delay in obtaining the Export License meant that the GPS receivers were not 
available to assist in the design. However, Trimble generously loaned an older version o f the 
TANS (without orbital modifications) for testing and initial software development. The 
TANS receiver in its aluminium box was too big to fit in a standard microsatellite module 
tray, but after discussion, Trimble agreed that we could dispense with the box if our module 
tray was adequate.
Power
Data
RF
9-28 VDC 
Comms
Comms
RF
Power
Supply
Nav Co­
processor
5V COM*
Main Board
Figure 4.6 Trimble TANS System Component Schematic
The system components inside the TANS box are shown in Figure 4.6. The box has a 
separate MIL-SPEC connector for the 9-28 V power and for the dual RS-422 data channels, 
and has an SMA-connector for the RF cable. Inside the box, there are two main PCBs 
mounted one on top of the other, with flexible tape cabling to the external connectors. The 
first PCB is largely empty, and contains just a power supply (although a co-processor takes
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up this space on the SUPERTANS to calculate waypoints, etc., and one is used on the 
VECTOR to calculate the vehicle’ s attitude). For the application on PoSAT-1, a fully 
regulated 5 V supply is already available, therefore it was possible to dispense with the box 
and the power supply, and simply make use o f the main GPS PCB, thereby reducing the 
basic mass from 1.3 kg down to less than 200 g, and also lowering the power consumption 
from 2.5 W down to 2 W (not including additional interfacing required).
A GPS interface board was designed to provide a filtered 5 V supply, and to handle the 
necessary interface circuitry between the GPS receiver and the transputer for Channel A and 
to the DASH for Channel B, as shown in figure 4.7. The GPS receiver pulse -per-second 
from the GPS receiver was passed onto the transputer to enable the synchronisation o f its 
clock to GPS time.
TANS Interface
Figure 4.7 GPS Receiver Interface Circuit
The 1994-5 FASat-Alfa mission uses a similar design, except that the Channel B is 
connected to the new high speed CAN-bus through an 87C592 microcontroller, although is 
still treated as the back-up connection. Also on the FASat design, the pulse per second is 
more widely distributed throughout the satellite via a buffer array.
The GPS receiver PCB measures about 165 x 115 mm, with a maximum thickness o f 22 
mm. On the top there are mostly low profile surface mount components, but underneath, the 
more bulky TCXO and RF-section sub-PCB are mounted. A standard module tray design 
exists for the PoSAT microsatellite, but it was clear that some modifications would be 
necessary in order to fit the TANS receiver PCB. The height o f the module tray was firmly 
fixed at 26 mm, and with allowances for the inter-module screen and vibration
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displacement, the vertical fit appeared very tight indeed. With only the larger old version o f 
the TANS available to hand, the fit could only be really confirmed when the actual flight 
and engineering-model receivers arrived just prior to environmental testing. In addition to 
the GPS PCB, the module tray was designed to take the interface PCB and the electronics 
for the star imaging sensor in the other half o f the module (Figure 4.8).
Connectors:
Power and 
Digital
I
RF 
I__ TL
Star Imaging 
Sensor 
Electronics
GPS Interface 
PCB
TANS 
GPS PCB
Figure 4.8 Integration of GPS Receiver into PoSAT-1 Module Box
As part o f the normal procedure for all satellite systems, it was important to find out the 
materials o f the components being flown on the satellite. With Trimble’ s assistance a 
materials list for the TANS was obtained, and cross checks could be made with NASA and 
ESA approved materials lists. Most o f the components are surface mount devices, which are 
embedded in epoxy (often called ‘plastic’), rather than ceramic. In terms o f reliability, these 
components have not been found to be worse than the ceramic equivalents, and the 
outgassing is not excessive. The header mount that connects between the two PCBs was not 
necessary and could be removed. The lithium CMOS back-up battery had an unknown 
performance in a long-term vacuum environment, and so it was expected to be removed 
before integration. The GPS receiver circuitry was coated in a parelyne conformal coating 
by Trimble which was acceptable for space use. The TANS had already been tested by 
Trimble under vacuum and high vibration levels for other customers, and so there was some 
confidence in the receiver’ s ability to survive the spaceborne environment.
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The design of the TANS makes use o f CMOS components which have less vulnerability 
than some other technologies. Testing by Trimble for radiation hardness suggested that the 
TANS fails after only 5-7 kRad of radiation. Within a UoSAT mission at 800 km, the 2 mm 
or greater thickness aluminium wall significantly reduces the electron radiation dose 
(although not the proton radiation), and a total dose o f 5 krads might be expected after 5 
years, depending on solar activity. The mode o f operation was expected to be intermittent, 
so the radiation damage would not be likely to accumulate so quickly. Furthermore, the 
intermittent operation would very much reduce the chance of SEUs and SELs occurring. 
Should an SEL occur, the current would exceed the trip current in the PoSAT Power 
Conditioning Module and the power would be rapidly switched off. Tests have shown that 
the speed of the switching is fast enough so as to make it unlikely to allow damage to be 
done to the sub-system.
An important concern during the design stage was the Electro-Magnetic Compatibility 
(EMC). Trimble supplied an EMC report that discussed the test results from monitoring and 
subjecting the TANS to electromagnetic radiation testing according to MIL-STD-461B. 
Unfortunately, the test results were not entirely applicable, because they assumed that the 
TANS receiver was sealed in its aluminium box and that no interference could enter or 
escape via the antenna. The main concern with the GPS receiver is that no RF interference 
from the satellite can jam the sensitive GPS receiver circuitry. On PoSAT, there is one 
narrow band of transmit frequencies at about 400 MHz, but other signals are generated by 
crystal oscillators. Aside from the antennas, interference could feasibly leak directly into the 
circuit, as the receiver would not be in a box. Fortunately, the module trays in the PoSAT 
platform are inherently well shielded from each other, and further shielding is placed over 
the harness. There was some concern that the GPS receiver and the adjacent SIS would 
interfere, but neither were expected to be operated continuously.
4.3.3 Antenna Integration
A number of design decisions affected the choice o f antenna configuration for PoSAT-1. 
The Trimble antenna supplied with the TANS was considered physically too large for the 
microsatellite, but was the choice recommended by Trimble. Plenty o f smaller active 
antennas were commercially available but unfortunately did not have the LNA (low noise 
amplifier) gain specified by Trimble of 42-46 dB. As the TANS receiver has a relatively
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high noise temperature, the high gain LNA is important, although a lower gain may be 
acceptable with a low loss RF cable.
Another option is to separate the LNA from the antenna, so that the a passive antenna is 
mounted on the external face o f the satellite, and the LNA is mounted inside the satellite. 
This would give the LNA electronic components extra aluminium shielding from the 
radiation, and the temperature cycling would be less severe. However, the total system 
would become more bulky, especially with the Trimble antenna and separate LNA option.
The thermal environment faced by the antenna can be quite extreme due to the sun and 
eclipse periods. This effect will be exacerbated if the outer facet of a satellite is thermally 
decoupled from the rest o f the satellite to protect sensitive internal electronics. Extreme high 
and low temperatures may damage components and also affect the tuning o f sensitive 
components due to thermal expansion. Repeated cycling of the temperature, even at a low 
level, may cause damage due to metal fatigue from the movement between two components 
with different expansion coefficients. An antenna is typically made o f two dissimilar 
materials, and as an example, the copper patch may have a coefficient o f thermal expansion 
several times greater than the ceramic substrate. The thermal cycling can be reduced by 
using a white plastic radome over the copper patch, assuming the plastic is suitable for the 
space environment. Typically, a white plastic will have a low thermal absorptance but a high 
emittance, and so the antenna will tend to remain reasonably cold. The thermal 
characteristics o f the GPS antenna are likely to affect the thermal design o f the facet of the 
satellite upon which it is mounted. Changes in the temperature characteristics are to be 
expected through the duration o f the mission, as ultraviolet light may change the properties 
o f the radome material over time.
Two alternative approaches were taken in parallel for the PoSAT-1 mission. The choice o f 
antenna was between the Trimble active Teflon patch and an active ceramic patch built for 
UoSAT by AeroAntenna Technology, Inc. The Aero Antenna LNA had a lower gain of 
38 dB, but a similar noise figure to the Trimble antenna. The custom nature o f the ceramic 
antenna allowed the materials to be monitored in order to reduce the out-gassing in a 
vacuum environment. With such a low size and mass (50g) the antenna could be attached to 
the top of the Earth horizon sensor on the +Z facet (space pointing surface). The gravity 
gradient boom was expected to obscure some o f the GPS satellites, but the overall visibility
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for the antenna would still be better than typical usage on the ground. Multipath is also 
present, but this is not significant compared to the error levels due to Selective Availability.
TGATP - TANS GPS ANTENNA TEST PROCESSING
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Figure 4.9 Sample Antenna Test
In order to assess the visibility and multipath effects with different antenna configurations, a 
live antenna test was devised. The antenna was mounted on an aluminium model o f the 
satellite +Z facet on the roof o f the University. Using the spare GPS receiver, the signal to 
noise ratio for each GPS satellite was logged for a period of time and the results displayed. 
This enabled the comparative testing o f antennas and mounting arrangements. Figure 4.9 
shows the results from the flight-spare ceramic antenna for one particular hour of logging 
data. The top left chart shows the tracks o f GPS satellites across the sky over this time 
period. The top and bottom right-hand charts display the signal levels versus azimuth and 
time respectively. The other charts display the signals according to bands o f elevation as 
shown. The statistics in the centre show that there were an average 5.5 satellites visible for 
the duration o f the test, with the PDOP better than 6 for 98% of the time. The signal to noise 
in this particular test is marginal, and higher levels would be desirable.
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As was to be expected, the Trimble antenna/LNA showed a higher signal to noise than the 
Aero antenna during testing, primarily due to the fact that the test cable used was quite long. 
Under certain occasional circumstances with a short low loss RF cable, the ceramic antenna 
showed a tendency to oscillate. This tendency could be reduced by increasing the cable 
length, but the possibility o f unpredictable oscillations would still be present. When the final 
mass o f the satellite was calculated, it turned out that there was a greater margin available 
from the 50 kg limit than was previously thought. Therefore, the Trimble antenna was 
selected towards the end o f integration to maximise the SNR at the cost o f 100 g o f weight.
The antenna base plate has a well determined thermal environment due to the thermal 
surfaces selected, and it is monitored by a temperature sensor. The thermal model predicted 
that the antenna would experience a temperature ranging from -30° to +30°, which is well 
within the specifications for the antenna.
For the FASat-Alfa mission, a compromise design was taken that enabled a low cost 
commercial antenna to be used with a size suitable for a microsatellite. A Micropulse 
antenna was chosen that contained a low gain LNA, and this was followed by an 
intermediate amplifier built at Surrey that increased the signal gain to that required by the 
Trimble TANS receiver.
4.3.4 integration into Satellite
Prior to the shipment, Trimble had tested the operation of the flight receiver on a vibration 
table. It was important to find out if there was a faulty component before shipment. In 
particular, the TCXO (temperature compensated crystal oscillator) is the component most 
likely to fail in vibration. As soon as the flight GPS receiver arrived at Surrey, it was given a 
quick inspection and the operation was tested on the bench. An external antenna was 
connected, and the characteristics o f the oscillator and the built-in-test values were 
monitored over time. The signal levels were compared to the test GPS receiver, and the 
inter-channel noise was measured using Trimble-supplied software.
The GPS PCB was removed from the TANS box, and prepared for integration into the 
module tray. This required tne removal o f the inter-board connector, the battery, and the re­
soldering of one discrete component that stood tallest on the board. Labels were removed
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from the board, and quality and identifying marks were noted and cleaned off with propanol. 
The GPS PCB was then mounted on spacers into the module tray and connected to the 
interfacing board. The functional testing of the module proved that the module-level 
integration had been successful.
The integration of the module into the satellite proceeded relatively smoothly, and 
communication was established with the transputer module through a series o f test 
programs. The Channel B back-up link over the DASH proved to be very useful for testing 
purposes. The satellite was configured so that the DASHes were connected to one o f the 
three EGSE (Electrical Ground Support Equipment) computers, and this enabled the 
PKTMON TSIP program supplied by Trimble to control and monitor the GPS receiver 
remotely.
The flight Trimble antenna was tested on a network analyser, disassembled and inspected 
before integration. Inside the antenna radome there was a rubber sealing ring which was 
removed and some screening material containing elastomer rubber that had to be replaced 
with an elastomer-free equivalent (from Warth International), but otherwise the materials 
were acceptable. The radome was made from a plastic material called Ultem, which was 
found to be suitable for space applications. The antenna was mounted onto the +Z-facet on a 
slightly raised platform to reduce screening from the solar panels, and the connection to the 
GPS receiver was made from a series o f thermally-cycled semi-rigid UT-85 RF cables with 
SMA connectors.
With the flight antenna attached, the GPS experiment was available in flight configuration 
for the first time. Unfortunately, the testing o f a complete GPS sub-system in a satellite is 
difficult, as the satellite cannot be taken outside the clean room to acquire real GPS signals. 
The operation of the GPS receiver was checked through the use o f a single channel GPS 
simulator loaned by Inmarsat for the project. The simulator transmitted through a dipole 
antenna in close proximity to the PoSAT antenna. The signal levels received could be 
compared to those received by the bench receiver, but the multipath and resonances inside 
the clean room made the evaluation o f absolute signal levels very difficult.
The functional checks o f the satellite continued at the expected extreme temperatures inside 
a thermal chamber. When the operation o f the satellite was confirmed, the satellite was ‘de-
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stacked’ and conformai coating was applied to the electronics in the individual modules.
The coating used by SSTL is solithane, which is applied to a thickness o f about 1 mm; this 
protects the PCBs from short-circuits due to swarf, gives some rigidity to delicate 
components and reduces resonances. RTV (silicon rubber) is applied on flexible 
components such as cable solder joints to damp vibrations and several other precautions are 
also taken to protect against the launch vibration. Care must be taken with high frequency 
components, as a layer o f solithane may change the tuning o f sensitive circuits, and the 
TANS PCB itself was not coated with solithane.
After the coating the satellite was stacked again, and was assembled into full flight 
configuration in time for the environmental testing. The thermal vacuum facilities at DRA, 
Farnborough, were used to subject PoSAT-1 to a vacuum environment continuously for five 
days. The temperature was cycled to the extremes several times and all o f the functions were 
rigorously tested while this was happening. Simulated GPS signals were fed to the GPS 
antenna through the dipole antenna inside the chamber. Aside from some minor 
configuration problems, the GPS experiment worked well, and the built-in-test values were 
monitored periodically.
Following the thermal vacuum tests, centre o f gravity and moment o f inertia tests were 
performed, and PoSAT was subjected to vibration before final inspection. During the EMC 
testing it was possible to prove conclusively that the GPS receiver operated well with the 
PoSAT transmitters operating at representative powers and frequencies.
The satellite was shipped out to the Kourou launch-site in South America where the final 
touches were applied to the satellite. The launch was delayed by nearly a month due to 
problems with the SPOT-3 data-recorder, so further testing was possible. To test the GPS 
experiment, the satellite was moved adjacent to a fire exit. A polythene sheet was used to 
maintain the integrity of the clean room while the external door was opened. By letting the 
polythene expand into a ‘bubble’ outside the building, the whole satellite could be moved so 
that it was half-way out o f the building. The GPS receiver was then able to successfully 
receive four satellites with healthy signal levels over a period of time (although not 
simultaneously). The overall function o f the GPS experiment on PoSAT-1 was therefore 
ultimately proven before launch.
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During all this time, the GPS Navigation Unit Software was being developed for the 
transputer to ensure that a usable and robust version would be available in time for the 
launch (Chapter 7). The final testing at Kourou made use of an early version of the software 
that was able to initialise the receiver and log data.
4.4 POSAT-1 IN ORBIT
On the 26th o f September 1993 at 01:00 UTC, the three UoSAT-class microsatellites were 
successfully launched into space from Kourou. PoSAT-1, Healthsat-2 and Kitsat-2 were 
carried as passengers on the Ariane-4 V59 launcher together with the French SPOT-3 
remote sensing satellite into an 800 km altitude, 98.7° circular orbit. Three other passenger 
satellites, Itamsat, Eyesat and Stella were also lofted on the same launch.
4.4.1 Commissioning of PoSAT-1
The commissioning of PoSAT-1 took place primarily from the Portuguese ground station in 
Sintra, near Lisbon, although some of the payloads were commissioned from the ground 
station at the University o f Surrey in the UK. Time must be allowed for all the gases to 
escape from the satellite before the transmitter is turned on to avoid RF/ionic multipaction. 
After establishing communications with the satellite, the OBC code was uploaded to enable 
the satellite to reach a level o f autonomy.
It was interesting to note that the NORAD TLE predictions for the eight objects associated 
with V59 took a long time to stabilise. The predicted LOS (loss o f signal) o f the object that 
was claimed to be PoSAT was 90 seconds in error (about 675 km) from the actual LOS of 
the signal received from PoSAT. After two more sets o f elements had been received from 
NORAD over the next few days, it became more clear which elements belonged to which 
object, but the along-track error still accumulated up to 30 seconds before each new element 
set was received due to element instabilities.
The next task in commissioning was to slow the tumbling o f the satellite so that the gravity- 
gradient boom could be deployed without risk o f damage. After the boom was deployed 
(about 2 days after launch in this case), the ADCS task attempted to capture the satellite into 
an Earth-facing attitude, rather than the other stable state where the satellite is space-facing.
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PoSAT was the first UoSAT class satellite to demonstrate an automatic ADCS procedure to 
capture the attitude, rather than the more normal manual method. The capture process took 
quite a number of days while careful modifications and tuning were made to the ADCS code 
until the satellite succeeded in autonomously righting itself.
Once the basic platform systems were successfully operational, it was the turn o f the 
payloads. The EIS and SIS cameras were the first to be operated, as these were the highest 
profile experiments on the satellite. Several days passed while a slight anomaly in the 
camera was characterised and bypassed through the use o f new software, but finally a clear 
picture of Mexico and Baja California was downloaded together with a narrow resolution 
image o f the coastline.
4.4.2 Commissioning of the GPS Experiment
Finally, three weeks after launch, the GPS experiment was commissioned. Prior to the 
powering up o f the GPS receiver, the test plan had been written and approved. Several 
procedures o f operations and commands were developed with plans for contingencies 
depending on the behaviour o f the experiment. The main aim of the commissioning was to 
switch on the GPS receiver, initialise it and log the resultant data. A detailed description of 
the operation of the GPS receiver through the Navigation Unit is given in Chapter 7.
During the first brief evening pass o f PoSAT over Guildford on 18th October, the GPS code 
was uploaded and the transputer was configured ready for the GPS Navigation Unit code. 
Ninety minutes later, during the second pass, the GPS code was booted and the GPS 
receiver was switched on. A data logging run was scheduled to log the output from the GPS 
receiver, but the file was not ready for downloading before the end o f the pass. However 
satellite broadcast telemetry had been logged which could be analysed on the ground. Due to 
some confusion over the telemetry calibration file, it appeared at first that the current drawn 
by the GPS receiver was lower than expected, and there were concerns over the integrity of 
the antenna connection. However, when the correct calibration file was used, the GPS 
current was confirmed to be the nominal 430 mA.
On the next pass, two log files that had been generated by the Navigation Unit were 
downloaded. The files showed that the GPS receiver had successfully acquired two satellites
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and maintained lock for the length o f the files (3 minutes each), and an occasional third 
satellite was being tracked. Almanac was being downloaded, and the GPS Ephemeris had 
been received for both of the satellites. The maximum signal levels were the same or higher 
than on the ground, and some of the Doppler frequency measurements were larger than 
20 kHz, demonstrating the orbital velocities. On the second day, further tests were 
performed, and the GPS receiver succeeded in locking up with 4 satellites, and achieving 
firstly a 2-dimensional and then a full 3-dimensional position and velocity fix.
4.4.3 Initial Data Analysis
The first few operations of the GPS receiver did not obtain continuous fixes due to 
initialisation problems. However, there were position fixes for most o f the orbit, and the 
data from an early run is presented in Figure 4.10.
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Figure 4.10 Typical GPS data from the GPS Experiment
This data represents one orbit o f operation, and shows the X,Y and Z axes. The Z-axis 
indicates that the satellite is in a near-polar orbit, and that the satellite travelled over both 
the South and North Poles during this run. For about 20 minutes, there were no position 
fixes, but intermittent fixes were obtained throughout the rest o f the orbit. Note that the data 
is collected by the GPS Navigation Unit every three minutes, and while the data is being 
transferred, there is a gap in the data recorded. The velocity measurements in the three axes 
also show the orbital period and look similar in shape but with different phases.
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In Figure 4.11, the data from a GPS run is plotted on a spherically mapped picture of the 
Earth. Note that this is a later operation showing two orbits o f the Earth, and took place after 
the initialisation problems had been resolved. The three minute gaps in the data become 
more obvious, although there are still gaps in the position fixes.
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Figure 4.11 Earth-plot of GPS data from Two Revolutions
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Figure 4.12 Doppler Shift Measured from GPS Satellite Signal (PRN 03)
Figure 4.12 shows a typical Doppler shift curve, demonstrating a maximum shift o f 25 kHz, 
indicating that the velocity between PoSAT and the GPS satellite varied from 0 to about 
4.7 km/s in 20 minutes. Figure 4.13 demonstrates the Trimble code phase measurement,
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which is equal to the uncorrected pseudorange without the code integer bias. The change in 
pseudorange is zero when the two satellites are at closest approach, when the Doppler Shift 
passes through zero.
x 1 0 *
T im e  (m in u t e s )
Figure 4.13 Code Phase (pseudorange) from GPS Satellite Signal (PRN 03)
TIME (minutes)
Figure 4.14 Signal Level of GPS Satellite Signal (PRN 03)
Figure 4.14 plots the variation o f the signal level for GPS PRN 03 over a period of time. The 
signal levels decrease with the falling elevation o f the GPS satellite from PoSAT's local 
horizon. The 5 minute period o f PoSAT's yaw rotation can clearly be seen from the larger 
troughs in the level caused by the partial obstruction of the antenna by the gravity gradient 
boom. This demonstrates the potential for a novel, if not very accurate, method o f attitude 
determination from GPS signals using only one antenna.9 On the negative side, if the signal
* AMU (Amplitude Measurement Unit) is a Trimble Devised Unit: AMU = 51 VlOLVAW1°)
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levels are low, the boom causes the GPS receiver to lose lock of the signals temporarily, as 
can also be seen on the right hand side o f figure 4.14.
The data characteristics can be more closely examined by resolving the position and 
velocity and time into osculating elements. Each position fix defines a set o f 6 orbit 
elements, so the elements can be plotted against time. The theory behind the transformation 
assumes a spherical Earth which of course is not the case. Therefore the osculating semi­
major axis o f the orbit varies as the satellite travels over the flattened shape o f the Earth 
(unlike the mean semi-major axis which remains constant). Five o f the six elements are 
slowly varying, and so can be plotted to show up inconsistent data points and perturbations.
It was immediately noticed that the 2-D fixes from the GPS receiver were not satisfactory. 
The receiver assumes an altitude, and only the horizontal position is calculated. However, 
even with a near-circular orbit, the slight changes in altitude cause very visible errors when 
displayed as elements versus time. Therefore, the receiver was set to 3-D only operation 
from then on.
SEMI-MAJOR AXIS (km)
TIME (minutes)
Figure 4.15 Osculating Semi-major axis.
Figure 4.15 shows the osculating semi-major axis derived from a 20 minute GPS run. The 
solid line is the NORAD prediction using SGP4, and the close correspondence with the GPS 
data is obvious, and similar comparisons were made with an 8x8 propagator (the plots 
appear almost identical). The noise visible on the elements took the characteristic o f a
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slowly varying bias which had a period o f a few minutes, which is very suggestive o f 
Selective Availability. In this example, the GDOP is quite high, and so the effects are 
amplified. There were a number o f individual points which were different by several 
kilometres from the rest o f the data.
4.4.4 Receiver Initialisation
It was understood that the reason for the poor satellite acquisition performance of the GPS 
receiver in the first few runs was due to poor ephemeris-aided initialisation: the preparation 
o f the initialisation elements had been harder work than expected. The GPS receiver 
contains a propagator which predicts a position based on a set o f orbital elements given to 
the receiver by the user. It is possible to monitor the predicted position while bench testing, 
so the TANS predicted position can be compared to an external tracking program.
The orbital elements for the TANS were derived from NORAD elements, but had to be 
converted into an Earth-fixed format before use. On the first few attempts, there were large 
discrepancies between the TANS prediction and the NORAD predictions, and so the 
elements had to be adjusted manually until the positions agreed. This was time consuming, 
and the new elements did not seem to be valid for very long. After closer inspection, a 
problem was found in the on-board code which was corrected, making the initialisation 
more reliable.
However, the elements prepared for the TANS, although correct initially, still did not seem 
to last very long, and appeared to diverge from the NORAD predictions by about 45 seconds 
a day. At first the transputer code was suspected, but after much testing, it appeared to be 
the method that the program in the receiver propagated the phase o f the orbit: a dco/dt term 
might have been added to Mwhen not necessary. One idea to counter this effect was to 
adjust the mean motion supplied to the TANS, so that the period increases by 45 seconds. 
However, the solution that was adopted for the on-board automatic initialisation was to use 
the NORAD-type elements held in the GPS Navigation Unit, propagate forward to the time 
o f initialisation and then convert into the Earth-fixed frame format expected by the TANS.
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This way, the elements received by the TANS are as reliable as the NORAD elements held 
by the Unit, and do not have the drift associated with the TANS propagator.
For terrestrial applications, the TANS uses the previous fix to initialise the receiver again 
should it lose lock for some reason. In orbit, the propagator is used for updating the previous 
fix estimate if the receiver loses lock. In later versions o f the TANS code, a position fix is 
periodically used to update these on-board elements, but the 7.11 version flown on PoSAT 
uses just the elements that are originally supplied by the user. Therefore, after a long period 
o f time, the original elements become less and less useful, and when the TANS loses lock of 
four satellites for some reason, it will not be able to re-acquire.
This effect was demonstrated by the multiple-day run in March 1995. The GPS receiver was 
initialised on Monday, and left running continuously, while the GPS Navigation Unit logged 
data. By Thursday, the GPS receiver had lost lock, and a re-initialisation command was sent 
to the GPS Navigation Unit. The reacquisition took place immediately, and the GPS receiver 
continued tracking satellites for another three days before it was switched off.
4.5 RECEIVER OPERATIONAL PERFORMANCE
The ephemeris-aided acquisition was resolved and was working successfully, but another 
parameter that affected the acquisition time was the minimum elevation mask angle. This 
was initially set to -10°, but a better performance was obtained when it was set to Trimble’s 
recommended +10°. As yet, no tests have been done to find the optimum elevation mask 
angle, but it seems that 10° gives adequate performance. The tracking performance of 
satellites is given below.
4.5.1 Satellite Acquisition
Table 4.3 summarises the receiver tracking performance from an analysis o f several orbits 
o f data. Although the TANS is specified as producing output at a 1 Hz rate, the raw data 
from some o f the channels appears at a rate o f 2 Hz.
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Table 4.3 Tracking performance for typical run
4 or more GPS satellites 86% o f the time
5 or more GPS satellites 54%
6 or more GPS satellites 13%
These results were similar to the expected results. The testing on the ground consisted of an 
aluminium model o f the +Z facet o f PoSAT onto which the antenna was placed, being 
obstructed by scale models o f the satellite sensors, and a shortened version o f the boom. The 
results from this simulation showed 4 or more satellites for 97-99% of the time, which is 
slightly higher than the 86% experienced in space. However, it must be noted that the TANS 
in ground-based mode can track 8 satellites, gaining the extra two satellites through the 
multiplexing o f channels. In the LEO mode, the satellite swapping requirements are 
obviously more demanding, so it is constrained to only track six. (Occasionally, however, 
the TANS has been observed to track seven satellites in orbit). Inevitably this constraint o f 
six satellites will lead to a slightly lower figure for visibility, such as the 86% obtained.
4.5.2 Position Fixes
The TANS will select four o f the six satellites being tracked from which to do the position 
solution. With ground-based operation, the receiver has plenty of time to select a new 
satellite before one from the solution drops below the horizon. However, in orbit, the GPS 
satellites disappear far more quickly, so the receiver sometimes spends about 15 seconds 
searching for a satellite that has gone before it attempts to select a new one. As a result, the 
percentage o f time with position fixes is not as great as it could be.
Table 4.4: Position Fix Performance
3-D Position Fix (LEO) 84% o f the time
3-D Position Fix (Bench) 99%
Table 4.4 compares the performance o f the spacebome receiver in orbit with the stationary 
Flight Spare receiver on the bench. The spacebome percentage is averaged from nine 
separate operations of the GPS receiver, and represents a realistic assessment o f the
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performance. The standard deviation is about 4%, but is sensitive to the initialisation, and 
the percentage time can drop below 70%.
The TANS allows the user to adjust a number o f masking parameters, such as the elevation 
and the SNR cut-offs. It is possible that through the careful adjustment o f these parameters, 
the performance can be improved. However, the overall spread o f the fixes is good, i.e. the 
position solutions never seem to be broken for more than about 30 seconds. For most 
medium accuracy orbital applications, a fix rate o f only once every thirty seconds has been 
proven through tests to be adequate.
4.6.3 Time to First Fix
The Time To First Fix (TTFF) performance of the receiver is o f obvious concern, as the 
normal rules o f GPS receiver initialisation do not apply in this case. Simulations indicated 
that if the Almanac is too old, it is possible for the receiver to fail to acquire enough satellite 
signals to make a position fix. This condition has not yet occurred with the PoSAT 
experiment, although it would be an interesting test to try.
Some tests were made using the same set o f Almanac as it gradually grew older over one 
month. Figure 4.16 shows that the receiver always succeeds in a TTFF of less than 3 
minutes, usually in less than two. The age o f the Almanac up to 1 month does not appear to 
have made much difference. Of course the quality and durability o f the GPS Almanac will 
vary slightly from one set to another, but these results suggest that there is a reasonable 
safety margin if the almanac is a few weeks old. There are other factors that affect the 
TTFF, such as the accuracy of the user initialisation elements and the initial clock accuracy. 
For the tests shown in Figure 4.16, the clock was only accurate to about 5 seconds, and the 
PoSAT orbital elements originated from NORAD (North American Aerospace Defense 
Command), and were 8, 16 and 23 days old respectively. A recent test has demonstrated that 
the receiver will continue to acquire with an Almanac over 5 months old. However, the old 
Almanac almost certainly becomes unreliable if the GPS satellites perform orbital 
manoeuvres, as they do every six months or so.
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Figure 4.16: Time to First Fix
New firmware is currently being developed by Glenn Lightsey at Stanford for the Trimble 
VECTORS in the NASA Spartan GADCS experiment which will permit the receiver to 
bootstrap itself into position fix mode with no prior initialisation data. This is a very 
desirable feature for future space-based receivers, as is evident from the requirement on 
PoSAT to upload new Almanac.
4.5.4 Positioning Anomalies
The next chapter is devoted to the evaluation o f the routine accuracy o f the position fixes. 
However, as has been mentioned earlier, there are some occasions when some anomalies 
have been observed in the data. After conversion to mean orbital elements, certain points 
were seen to be different from the other data points by several kilometres. An example of 
such an outlying point is shown shaded in Table 4.6. The raw measurements are shown 
indented from the position and velocity terms to differentiate the different data types. The 
outlying position fix and its associated raw measurements are shaded. (To understand the 
figures, Table 4.5 contains a key).
Table 4.5 Format of GPS Data
Raw Meas: Satellite, Sample (msec), SNR (AMUs), Code-phase, Doppler (Hz), Time 
Position: x (m), y (m), z (m), Time
 Velocity: x (m/s), y (m/s), z (m/s), clock bias rate (m/s), Time
■  New Almanac
■  2 weeks old 
□ 4  weeks old
III
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Table 4.6 Sample of Orbital GPS Data Showing Outlying Point
SV 3 500 10.7 9690.96 -18781.30 132925.752 Mon 12:55:25.752
SV 24 500 7.8 7401.46 32248.16 132925.751 Mon 12:55:25.751
SV 20 500 3.4 1133.09 1625.61 132925.751 Mon 12:55:25.751
SV 29 500 9.8 9883.43 31289.84 132925.752 Mon 12:55:25.752
Position: -2545004.25 2993628.75 5991550.00 Mon 12:55:25.750
Velocity: 5671.35 -3060.54 3923.59 309.60 Mon 12:55:25.750
SV 3 500 10.9 9866.21 -18801.19 132926.752 Mon 12:55:26.752
SV 24 500 7.7 7066.55 32243.91 132926.751 Mon 12:55:26.751
SV 20 128 3.1 1112.41 1592.99 132926.937 Mon 12:55:26.937
SV 29 500 9.9 9558.68 31250.94 132926.752 Mon 12:55:26.752
-2538272.25 2989992.25 5996217.00 Mon 12:55:26.938
5674.72 -3064.49 3913.96 311.52 Mon 12:55:26.938
SV 3 500 11.2 10681.59 -18820.76 132927.752 Mon 12:55:27.75 
SV 24 500 7.7 6731.57 32240.16 132927.751 Mon 12:55:27.751
SV 20 500 2.9 1099.51 1571.12 132927.751 Mon 12:55:27.751
SV 29 500 10.1 9234.22 31212.04 132927.752 Mon 12:55:27.752 
Position: -2533661.25 2987499.75 5999395.50 Mon 12:55:27.750
Velocity: 5675.91 -3068.61 3910.61 309.64 Mon 12:55:27.750
Upon examination of the raw data, the time tag for GPS satellite number 20 (SV20) is seen 
to be later than the other measurements (26.94 instead of 26.75 seconds), and the sampling 
length is shorter (128 instead of 500 milliseconds). Note that the epoch o f the position fix is 
set to the same time as the later raw measurement. The clock bias rate in the velocity fix 
appears to jump as a result o f the spurious position fix.
The internal functioning of the GPS receiver is not known, and so it is difficult to be certain 
about the cause o f this spurious point. It is not known whether the pseudorange 
measurement itself is in error due to perhaps the short sampling period (the code-phase is 
used to obtain the pseudorange) or whether the late time-tag of the position fix introduces 
the error (at orbital velocities, 0.2 seconds gives 1.5 km error). These spurious points appear 
quite often: a 3a outlier removal algorithm removed about 2% of the data points (see 
Chapter 6). The points mostly occur when the GPS receiver has just re-selected GPS 
satellites.
Another phenomena noticed only once is a much larger error in the position which lasted for 
several data points. This error was revealed when the orbit fitting gave much higher as than 
usual (see Chapter 6). Table 4.7 contains a selected part o f the data with the shaded area 
showing the beginning of the error.
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Table 4.7 Gross Anomaly observed in data
sv 2 500 3.8
sv 26 500 21.3
sv 9 500 10.1
sv 12 413 15.0
sv 16 500 21.8
sv 5 500 17.3
Position: -7040456.50
11777.33 -38062.00 253093.252 Tue 22:18:13.252 
13551.84 -20855.58 253093.252 Tue 22:18:13.252 
7019.25 -16812.41 253093.251 Tue 22:18:13.251
9617.94 -28040.48 253092.810 Tue 22:18:12.810
8341.80 26467.55 253093.252 Tue 22:18:13.252 
9662.24 22494.15 253093.252 Tue 22:18:13.252 
-809422.44 1105311.25 Tue 22:18:13.250
Velocity: -1331.52 1505.18 -7282.97 360.29 Tue 22:18:13.250
SV 5 500 17.3 9312.26 22420.57 253094.752 Tue 22:18:14.752
SV 2 500 3.7 12370.60 •-38069.97 253094.752 Tue 22:18:14.752
SV 26 500 21.2 13877.19 -20906.75 253094.752 Tue 22:18:14.752
SV 9 500 10.2 7281.81 ■-16862.20 253094.751 Tue 22:18:14.751
SV 16 500 21.7 7929.70 26421.28 253094.751 Tue 22:18:14.751
Position: -7042446.50 -807164.94 1094384.88 Tue 22:18:14.750
Velocity: -1319.81 1506.77 -7284.77 360.30 Tue 22:18:14.750
Mode: Manual 4 Sat (3-D): 26 9 16 5 P ,H ,V ,TD O P = 6.75 2.94 6.07 4.74
14639.65 -21025.87 253098.252 Tue  22:18:18.252 
7896.99 -16978.06 253098.251 Tue  22:18:18.251 
6970.89 26312.94 253098.251 Tue 22:18:18.251 
8500.05 22248.29 253098.252 Tue 22:18:18.252 
-1072683.13 1418790.75 Tue 22:18:18.250
LOO -7366.68 81.85 Tue  22:18:18.250
15077.22 *21093.40 253100.252 Tu e  22:18:20.252 
8250.41 -17043.84 253100.252 Tue 22:18:20.252 
11812.16 -28303.19 253100.307 Tu e  22:18:20.307
8038.80 22149.86 253100.251 Tue 22:18:20.251 
15186.86 -21110.43 253100.752 Tue  22:18:20.752
8338.94 -17060.40 253100.752 Tue 22:18:20.752 
6288.43 26235.45 253100.751 Tue 22:18:20.751 
7923.79 22124.99 253100.751 Tue 22:18:20.751 
Position: -6356389.00 -1069001.38 1400372.88 Tue 22:18:20.750
Velocity: -1540.24 1473.75 -7369.20 83.85 Tue 22:18:20 750
SV 26 500 20.8
SV 9 500 11.0
SV 16 500 21.7
SV 5 500 17.2
Position: -6352504.00
Velocity: -1561.97 147:
SV 26 500 20.4
SV 9 500 11.2
SV 12 420 14.4
SV 5 500 16.9
SV 26 500 20.3
SV 9 500 11.4
SV 16 500! 21.3
SV 5 500 17.0
As can be seen, there is a discrepancy o f hundreds of kilometres of error in all axes, and 
most obviously, the clock bias rate measurement jumps from its normal 360 m/s to 83 m/s 
as a result. The error continued for the next seven seconds until the data logging stopped, 
and by the time o f the next logging period ten minutes later, the clock bias rate was back to 
normal. The error began after a satellite selection, and it is seems likely that the error 
disappeared at the next satellite selection. The cause of this gross error is not known: it 
could be a software bug in the receiver, or feasibly a radiation-induced Single Event Upset 
in the RAM of the receiver.
The outlying points are common but only have a relatively small effect which can be 
reduced by using many points in an orbit determination procedure. However, the effects of 
the gross error would cause a large degradation in the determined orbit. Fortunately this 
occurrence appears to be rare enough that it need not be a major problem: when it does
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happen, variances generated during orbit determination will provide an indication of the 
error.
4.6 SUMMARY
This chapter has briefly described the PoSAT-1 microsatellite mission, and the choice of the 
GPS receiver to be flown. The control o f the GPS receiver and data processing requirements 
suggested that integration with the transputer was the best option. The antenna visibility was 
tested with an aluminium model o f the satellite to find the satellite visibility with 
representative obstructions. The GPS receiver was integrated into the satellite and launched 
in September 1993. The first operations o f the GPS receiver suffered from a number of 
minor problems, such as initialisation and control parameters. However, when the correct 
procedures were developed, the GPS receiver performs well in orbit. The receiver typically 
acquires GPS satellites within a few seconds, and performs the first position fix in two 
minutes, and continues to produce fixes once a second for over 80% o f the time.
The PoSAT-1 GPS experiment continues to be operated on an experimental basis as the 
GPS Navigation Unit is developed. The Trimble TANS receiver has been shown to operate 
well in orbit, and is sufficiently robust to be still fully functional after 2 years with no 
known problems. The next chapter evaluates the accuracy of the GPS receiver position fixes 
through comparison with external tracking data.
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Photographic Insert -1- GPS On A Small Satellite
The configuration of the GPS receiver and interface in the satellite module tray. 
(FASat-Alfa engineering model GPS receiver).
The connection of the PoSAT GPS antenna cable during the final satellite ‘stack’
before launch.
Photographic Insert -2- GPS On A Small Satellite
PoSAT-1 (launched Sept 1993): The GPS antenna is visible on the top left hand corner
of the satellite.
Ariane Structure For Auxiliary Payloads (ASAP) for Ariane V59. The satellites carried on the 
ASAP are Kitsat-2, Healthsat-2, PoSAT-1, Itamsat, Eyesat and Stella.
Photographic Insert -3- GPS On A Small Satellite
The FASat-Alfa microsatellite during EMC environmental testing (launched August 1995). 
The GPS antenna is visible at the left of the bottom edge of the satellite.
CHAPTER 5. 
VALIDATION OF ORBITAL GPS DATA
When the first data was received from the PoSAT-1 GPS experiment, the question was 
immediately raised about how accurate that data was. Unfortunately, the proof o f the orbital 
GPS accuracy was not simple, as there were no other readily available methods for orbit 
determination with 100 metre level accuracy. It eventually became possible to validate the 
orbital data through external tracking means with the help of RAF Fylingdales tracking 
base. This chapter presents the steps taken to prove that GPS operation in orbit is as accurate 
as on the ground:
• A brief review of the validation of GPS on other missions is given.
• The characteristics o f GPS signals as received on the ground are examined.
• Two of the analysis tools, the WG88 and SGP4 propagators are compared.
« The radar tracking data sets are discussed and compared to a fitted orbit and a NORAD 
element set.
• The radar data is compared to the GPS data.
5.1 GPS VALIDATION: OTHER MISSIONS
The use o f GPS in orbit is still relatively new. On other missions as well as PoSAT, attempts 
have been made to validate the accuracy. The investigations have usually involved external 
means of tracking such as radars and radio-ranging, different missions having different 
accuracy requirements. When GPS data is differentially corrected, and filtered for the 
purposes o f precise orbit determination, however, it can become more accurate than 
virtually all other means o f tracking.
Space Shuttle
The GPS receivers were flown for the first time on the Space Shuttle on missions STS-56 
and STS-51 in April and September 1993 respectively.1 There were a few technical 
problems with interference and limited GPS visibility, but the GPS receiver successfully 
logged the position of the Shuttle. This position was compared with the onboard state and to 
a post-processed reference trajectory. Both o f these were generated from the Tracking and 
Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS) which enables ranging and Doppler measurements to
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be made most o f the way around the orbit, and also from C-band radar tracking. The 
reference trajectory was estimated to be accurate to 255 metres, and the GPS data generally 
showed an agreement to that level.
OREX
The NAL/NASDA Orbital Re-entry OREX vehicle was launched and re-entered the 
atmosphere successfully in February 1994.2 The navigation part o f the on-board GPS 
receiver failed, but fortunately raw GPS measurements were logged for interpretation on the 
ground. OREX was tracked during orbit and during re-entry with a ground-based C-band 
radar, and the agreement with the GPS readings was within 300 metres. An initial attempt at 
ground-based differential correcting the GPS did not seem to improve the accuracy, 
although there was only a limited amount o f data available with common GPS satellites.
RADCAL
The USAF radar calibration satellite, RADCAL, was launched in July 1993 into an 800 km 
orbit, with the aim to provide an accurate reference orbit with which to calibrate tracking 
radars.3 RADCAL carried both a GPS receiver and a Doppler beacon for the purpose of 
accurate orbit determination. The GPS data underwent an authorised secure correction for 
Selective Availability on the ground, and was then used to determine a trajectory. The GPS 
data was verified by comparing the orbit derived from the Doppler beacon with the GPS- 
derived orbit. Initial results showed that these agreed to about the 6 metre level. Further 
cross-comparisons with ground-based radars confirmed the accuracies.
Extreme Ultra-Violet Explorer
A prototype version of the GPS receiver designed for Topex/Poseidon was flown on the 
Extreme Ultra-Violet Explorer (EUVE), launched in early Summer 1992.4 The EUVE, like 
several other NASA scientific missions, carries a TDRSS link, and in addition, carries an 
experimental TDRSS Onboard Navigation System (TONS) that logs data for the simulation 
of on-board filtered orbit determination. The TONS and TDRSS data provided reference 
orbits to the level o f about 20 metres and 12 metres respectively, enabling the validation of 
the GPS data, and the ground-based differentially-corrected GPS to a first order o f accuracy. 
By using reduced dynamic solutions and GRAPHIC ionosphere calibration, internal 
residuals o f only 2-3 metres have been achieved.5
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Topex/Poseidon
The Topex Poseidon ocean topography mission, launched in August 1992, had the highest
6 7demands on accuracy from the GPS receiver. ’ The purpose-built 6 channel receiver could 
make dual frequency P-code measurements. Using differential corrections from ground 
stations around the world, and with extensive filtering and processing o f the data on the 
ground, very accurate results have been obtained, far surpassing the stand alone accuracy o f 
the GPS receiver. Through internal data comparisons, the repeatable orbital radial accuracy 
has been determined to be o f the order o f 1 cm. External comparisons with SLR and DORIS 
show a slightly larger radial residual o f 3 cms.
These missions all have slightly different objectives from PoSAT, although the Shuttle's 
experiment was perhaps the most similar. NASA, NASDA and the USAF have greater 
ground infra-structure and support for their programs, with TDRSS, radar and radio-ranging, 
and multiple ground stations. With PoSAT's primary aim to perform medium accuracy 
onboard orbit determination using a commercial GPS receiver with no help from differential 
corrections, the GPS experiment required verification that the GPS receiver was able to 
achieve initially only kilometre level accuracies. The experiences on the Shuttle and 
RADCAL with Trimble QUADREX receivers (very similar to the TANS) indicate that GPS 
is capable o f giving something significantly better.
5.2 GPS DATA RECORDED ON THE GROUND
If the GPS receiver is functioning optimally in orbit, then we might expect the orbital GPS 
data to have similar characteristics to when it is operating on the ground. The most clearly 
defined parameter is the ground-based position accuracy, i.e. within 100 metres 
horizontally, or 174 metres in 3-D for 95% o f the measurements during 24 hours. The error 
in the short term does not obey these statistics closely, as Selective Availability imposes an 
error which is definitely not Gaussian white noise. A slightly larger error in the local 
vertical axis is expected, but again, this depends on the duration o f the measurements.
In Figure 5.1, an example of the wanderings o f the GPS signal is plotted. This data-set was 
collected by a stationary GPS receiver on the ground on 6th May 1994 at the same time that 
PoSAT was logging data and being tracked by Fylingdales' radar. 12 minutes o f data (one 
measurement per second) are plotted in the horizontal axis. The residuals were calculated by
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subtracting the GPS output from a mean position which had been surveyed simply by 
logging GPS data over 3 days, and are shown in the East, North, Up co-ordinate frame (See 
Appendix B).
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Figure 5.1 GPS Signal Horizontal Characteristics
The error has the characteristics o f a Gauss-Markhov process, which is similar to random 
walk only constrained to wander within a certain distance from an origin. There are slightly 
periodic components evident with periods ranging between 1-6 minutes.
Table 5.1 shows the statistics for the same data. The position residuals do not show any 
clear correlation in the 3-axes due to the short time frame. The velocity o f the GPS platform 
was zero, so any velocity measured is error, almost entirely due to Selective Availability.
Table 5.1 Statistics for 12 minute stationary GPS data
Position (m ) Velocity (m/s)
East North Up East North Up
Mean -2.91 -6.86 4.36 0.003 -0.070 0.050
Min -28.92 -37.78 -32.52 -0.327 -0.249 -0.499
Max 14.72 26.29 31.45 0.341 0.266 0.542
RMS 13.06 17,60 17.48 0.175 0.155 0.272
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After five hours o f data (Table 5.2), the larger vertical error component starts becoming 
noticeable in both position and velocity. This difference is caused by the changing GPS 
satellite geometry over these longer periods
Table 5.2 Statistics for 5 hours stationary GPS data
Position (m) Velocity (m/s)
East North Up East North Up
Mean 2.786 -0.474 -1.338 -0.00235 0.00633 0.00678
Min -73.25 -58.83 -125.25 -0.616 -1.120 -1.451
Max 78.48 141.51 182.77 0.691 0.981 1.608
RMS 24.84 27.46 45.28 0.238 0.263 0.417
The exact accuracy o f GPS is difficult to gauge, even with 5 hours of data. If the data had 
normal distribution, then the 95.5% limit could be calculated by taking 2a, where a is the 
RMS residual. The 2a horizontal error o f these measurements (the combination o f the East 
and North components) is 74.1 metres, but inspection o f the data reveals that the minimum 
circle with 95.5% o f the measurements is over 100 metres.
The GPS receiver used for these measurements was the PoSAT Engineering Model TANS 
identical to the one used on the PoSAT flight hardware. Inevitably, the orbital operation will 
introduce different characteristics into the data received from the satellite receiver. The 
antenna on the ground suffers from obstruction and multipath due to buildings, and the GPS 
receiver will not give the most accurate results. Furthermore, the algorithms used in the GPS 
receiver change depending on the expected dynamics o f the receiver, such as ground-based 
used and orbital operation. These algorithms are primarily for improving the tracking loop 
performance, but other changes include Doppler filtering and pseudo range timing 
measurements.
This brief look at the GPS signal characteristics gives some information about what might 
be expected from the GPS receiver in orbit. Trimble have developed and tested the TANS
GPS receiver in orbital mode using a GPS constellation simulator, simulating a 600 km
* 8 • circular equatorial orbit . The results are very good, with positions accurate to 9 metres (no
Selective Availability) and velocities o f about 0.15 m/s. These simulation results suggest
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that the fundamental timing and tracking mechanisms in the receiver are able to cope with 
the high velocities, and still give accurate results. Differences are expected in real results 
due to the unmodelled effects.
The position errors specified by STANAG give 3-dimensional accuracies o f 174 metres (LI 
C/A code with S.A.), which agree with the ground-based readings. In orbital operation, the 
altitude o f the satellite is 800 km, which is considerably lower than the GPS satellites. As a 
result, the geometry and satellite selection is expected to be much the same for low Earth 
orbit is it is for ground-based use o f GPS. It would be reasonable to expect the measurement 
distribution to be correlated in a similar manner to that on the ground, with the greatest 
errors found in the up, or radial axis. The rapid motion o f the satellite will cause the 
geometric effect to accelerate, so it is possible that the error distribution becomes evident 
after shorter periods of data. Aside from the high velocity, the orbital dynamics are no 
harsher than airborne usage, and so the tracking bandwidths should not be much different.
The velocity errors measured on the ground has a 2a value of 1.1 m/s (3D). A wandering of 
the signal is expected with a period o f about six minutes. More detailed analysis o f GPS 
data would reveal correlations with respect to individual GPS satellites as certain satellites 
do not have S.A. imposed. In orbital operations, Trimble's simulation suggests that the 
velocity error, as with the position error, is likely to be dominated by Selective Availability, 
and orbital operations should give the same accuracy as on the ground, at least in a low 
Earth orbit such as PoSAT-l's orbit.
5.3 THE ACCURACY OF THE SGP4 PROPAGATOR
When any accurate measurements or comparisons are made, it is vital to have some 
understanding of the tools that are being used for the measurements. In this section, the 
SGP4 propagator accuracy is characterised, as it is used in this and the subsequent chapters.
The SGP4 propagator is designed to propagate a satellite's position quickly and reasonably 
accurately, and is capable o f rapid propagation several months after the epoch data. The 
NORAD TLEs are generated using SGP4 and to get consistent and accurate results, no other 
propagator should be used for these element sets. The long-term stability o f the TLEs when 
propagated by SGP4 is very good, and the format is used for all kinds o f low Earth orbits
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from equatorial to polar (although SDP4 is used for orbits with periods greater than 225 
minutes). SGP4 is an industry standard and is used in many missions for operations 
planning.
As stated before, there are limitations to SGP4. SGP4 only takes into account the J2, J3 and 
J4 zonal harmonics o f the Earth's gravitational fields. These model the imperfect shape of 
the Earth by introducing polar flattening, triangular and square perturbations respectively, 
and variations with latitude. SGP4 does not use tesseral harmonics which vary with 
longitude. This is mostly because over a longer period, the perturbations due to sectoral 
effects do not accumulate. If the short term inaccuracies can be tolerated, then the long 
term accuracy o f the prediction is not greatly affected.
When using SGP4 as a tool in orbit determination, it is important to understand clearly these 
limitations. The most direct way to assess SGP4's characteristics is to compare it with 
another propagator which has a more detailed model o f the Earth.
Analytical propagators such as SGP4 are programs which give the position o f a satellite as 
an analytical function o f the orbital elements (or starting position) and time. The simplest 
analytical propagator uses two-body motion according to which the satellite obeys the 
Classical Keplerian orbit laws. This propagator rapidly loses accuracy with time because of 
perturbations due to the Earth's imperfect shape, so perturbing terms must be added to the 
equations. When more harmonics are introduced into a model o f the Earth, the analytical 
terms for the perturbations become increasingly complex. Soon it becomes simpler to resort 
to numerical integration o f the accelerations at each point of the orbit.
Numerical propagators allow accelerations to be treated completely separately, allowing the 
Earth to be modelled into as many harmonics as required without making the integration any 
more complex. Further accelerations such as drag, solar pressure, etc. can also be 
introduced. The disadvantage o f the numerical integrator is that the calculation time to 
propagate an orbit for a given duration increases with the duration. If it takes 30 seconds to 
propagate one orbit, then it may take 8 minutes to propagate one day after the epoch, and it 
takes nearly two hours to propagate for two weeks. Also, small errors in the accelerations 
may accumulate over the thousands o f integration steps required, and the integrator may 
therefore give a worse solution than the 'less-accurate' analytical model for long propagation
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durations. It is therefore impractical for operations planning, but very useful for precise orbit 
reconstructions.
The numerical propagator used for this comparison was called WG88. This is a program 
developed by Mr Yoshikazu Hashida, SSTL based on a Runga-Kutta 5th order 6-stage 
integrator. The Earth is modelled into 8x8 geopotential sectors using WGS-84 constants, 
and the integration therefore takes place in the WGS-84 Earth-Centred Earth-fixed frame.
No provision is made for drag and luni-solar perturbations.
To compare the two propagators, the following procedure is necessary:
Using a reference set of PoSAT-1 Two Line Elements generated by NORAD, an initial state 
o f position and velocity is found, for example, at the mean orbital element set epoch. This 
initial state is used to prime both the SGP4 propagator and the WG88 propagator, but it 
must be converted to an Earth-fixed frame for the WG88 propagation. The WG88 result is 
converted back into the inertial frame for comparison with the SGP4 propagated estimate, 
and the difference (rSGP4 - rWG88) is converted to the RLC frame (Radial Along-track, Cross­
track frame - see Appendix B for definition). Successive propagations make use of the 
previously propagated states. To make a thorough comparison, the propagation should last 
for 24 hours o f orbiting for a sun-synchronous orbit, or possibly even longer. That way, the 
orbit should have experienced perturbations evenly from all the Earth's sectoral harmonics. 
For the purpose o f comparison, no drag terms are used.
Unfortunately, there is a subtlety which complicates the comparison of the two propagators. 
The initial state generated by SGP4 is a mean representation of the actual trajectory, and so 
will not agree completely with the WG88 propagator. For a truly correct comparison, the 
SGP4 initial state should be a fitted state derived from an arc o f WG88 data. By choosing 
the starting time for the state carefully, however, the mean residuals can be reduced towards 
zero (but not the RMS residuals), giving a reasonably well fitting comparison. The 
sensitivity o f the comparison to the choice o f the initial state is shown in Figure 5.2. Here, a
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mean is taken of the residuals through a day's orbit. Each point on the graph represents the 
same residuals with different start times chosen for the initial state.
Figure 5.2 Effects of Start time on Propagator Comparison
The best place to choose the start time in this case appears to be at 150 seconds before, or at 
1280 seconds after the epoch o f the reference mean orbital elements. If, for example, 750 
seconds is chosen for the start time then WG88 falls behind the SGP4 propagator. This is 
presumably because the semi-major axis is determined differently due to a perturbation at 
that point not modelled by SGP4. The cross-track error does not seem very sensitive to a bad 
initial state. After trying a small number o f different configurations, it seems that the two 
propagators agree best when the initial state is chosen at the equator or the pole (this would 
need further tests for confirmation).
Figures 5.3 and 5.4 show the position and velocity residuals between SGP4 and WG88 over 
the period of one day. The summary statistics for a longer period (72 hours) are in Tables 
5.3 and 5.4.
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Table 5.3 Position Residuals Between SGP4 and WG88 over 72 hours for PoSAT orbit
Residuals (m) Radial Along-track Cross-track
Mean 7.0 -14.8 0.13
Minimum -241.5 -1455.4 -452.9
Maximum 296.2 1246.1 493.8
RMS 109.1 596.0 204.4
The perturbations due to the complete rotation o f the Earth under the orbit are clearly 
evident, as are the shorter term variations due to the 14 orbit revolutions during that time. 
Note that the error is not symmetrical either side o f zero, and the orbit does not follow to 
exactly the same sub-satellite point exactly in 24 hours (In fact, the orbit is quite complex, 
having periodic terms o f 3 days, 11 days and several months).
Time (seconds)
Figure 5.3 SGP4/ WG88 Position Residuals from 24 hours of propagation
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Figure 5.4 SG P41WG88 Velocity Residuals over 24 hours
Table 5.4 Velocity Residuals Between SGP4 and WG88 over 72 hours for PoSAT orbit
Residuals (m/s) Radial Along-track Cross-track
Mean -0.223 -0.0026 0.00059
Minimum -1.18 -0.23 -0.44
Maximum 0.72 0.24 0.46
RMS 0.595 0.108 0.213
NB: The relatively large drift in the velocity term in the radial axis is due to the fact that the positions 
of the two states under comparison are not aligned, but have an offset of over a kilometre. It is 
therefore not the true radial velocity residual, which would obey the differentiation of the radial 
position residual.
In total, SGP4 differs from WG88 by an RMS value of about 640 metres for this orbit, in 
particular with variations in the along-track axis o f over a kilometre. Longer propagation 
durations confirmed that the residual remains at this level. WG88 is a significantly more 
detailed model o f the orbit than SGP4, therefore we have a estimate of the accuracy of 
SGP4.
Finally, Figure 5.5 shows the short term residuals between SGP4 and WG88. It suggests that 
for the duration o f one pass over a ground-station, SGP4 propagation will vary 10 metres
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from the true orbit if the initial state is correct. Repeating the exercise for a known sub- 
optimal initial state gives a maximum (radial) error o f 25 metres after 12 minutes.
Figure 5.5 Short term SGP4 I WG88 Position comparison.
5.4 RADAR TRACKING OF POSAT-1
The RAF operates a phased-array radar satellite-tracking base at Fylingdales in North 
Yorkshire. The operators o f the tracking system were interested in the PoSAT-1 GPS 
experiment and kindly agreed to track PoSAT while the GPS experiment was running in 
order to compare the two means of tracking. To ensure that a fair comparison is made, it 
was necessary to find out a few details about the Fylingdales tracking system.
5.4.1 Fylingdales Radar System
The Spacetrack system operated by NORAD accepts data from many sources from around 
the world. Bate Mueller and White9 describe the Spacetrack system as a synthesis of many 
systems, including Ballistic Missile Early Warning System (BMEWS), Electronic 
Intelligence System (ELINT), Space Surveillance System (SPASUR) and over-the-horizon 
radars (OTH). The radar system at Fylingdales is part o f the BMEWS network, with a
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primary aim to detect any approaching ballistic missiles. The radar system sets up one or 
more 'fans' to create a surveillance fence through which nothing can pass without being 
detected by the BMEWS radar. When an 'unknown' object passes through the fence, the 
system can rapidly compute the impact area and raise an alert, or alternatively determine the 
object's orbit. Tracking data from 'known' objects are also taken, and are fed back routinely 
to the Spacetrack operators in the United States. The Fylingdales radar system itself is a 
three faced fixed phased array o f type AN-FPS 126. The antenna beam pattern is 
electronically steered, and so can track several objects at once due to its speed of response, 
and the radar signals are chirped in frequency to effectively compress the pulse-widths.
The raw measurement set that is at the heart o f the radar system10 comprises o f three 
measurements {r, u, v): r is the range derived from the propagation delay o f a single radar 
pulse to the satellite and back, it is the azimuth and v is the elevation o f the received signal
on the radar receiving array. The three corresponding velocity terms (r , u, v ) are indirectly 
obtained from successive radar measurements, and to improve their determination, radar 
pulse measurements can be made in pairs, or even dual pulse pairs. A larger target will give 
a larger signal return, and give a more accurate set o f measurements.
All measurements are converted into topocentric Cartesian co-ordinates and fed into a 
Kalman filter which serves two purposes; firstly to filter the noisy data, and secondly to 
estimate the next satellite state for the beam steering and radar control. The filter requires 
the propagation o f both the state and the covariance matrices in defined integration steps 
between each measurement. The satellite state is propagated according to two body motion 
with the J2 secular effects added, while the covariance is simply propagated according to 
velocity and time. When a new measurement arrives, the residuals between the estimates 
and the measured values are calculated and are used to correct the estimates with weighting 
determined by the Kalman gain.
As is to be expected, numerous co-ordinate transformations are made during the course of a 
measurement and processing cycle. The measurements are made with respect to a 
curvilinear co-ordinate set (RMC), but the processing takes place in Radar Face Cartesian 
Co-ordinates (FCC), Topocentric Cartesian Co-ordinates (TCC) and Range-Velocity 
Cartesian Co-ordinates (RVCC). The state estimates are then converted to Earth-centred 
inertial co-ordinates for compatibility with propagators such as SGP4, and finally there may
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be a requirement for a filtered 'Metric' output o f radar measurements for compatibility with 
earlier systems.
The RVCC (Range-Velocity Cartesian Co-ordinate) frame is defined as follows": The VI 
axis is along the range vector and V2 along the component of the object velocity 
perpendicular to the range vector. The V3 axis is chosen to make (VI, V2, V3) a right- 
handed Cartesian co-ordinate system. This co-ordinate system is useful because it represents 
the measurements in their true orthogonal orientation. Orthogonal correlations due to the 
measurement method will become evident in this frame.
Figure 5.6 The Range Velocity Cartesian Coordinate frame
The mathematical transformation to convert co-ordinates from Earth-Centred Earth Fixed to 
RVCC is given in Appendix B.
5.4.2 The Tracking of PoSAT-1
Three sets o f radar data were made when PoSAT-1 was being tracked simultaneously by the 
on-board GPS receiver. The first time was on the 6th May 1994, when the GPS was logging 
raw data continuously (the only gaps being due to log-file transfer) and Fylingdales tracked 
one concurrent pass o f the satellite. The second and third times were during the week-long 
campaign in March 1995, when the GPS receiver was being operated continuously, but
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logging only one minute o f data every ten minutes. On Monday 13th March, Fylingdales 
generated two consecutive passes o f tracking data. Table 5.5 summarises the radar data-sets.
Table 5.5 PoSAT-1 Radar Data-Sets from Fylingdales
Radar
Data-Set
Date and Time No. Of 
Points
Covariance
Set
GPS Operation
1 6/5/94 11:52 8 No Raw-mode, 3 min / 4.5 min
2 13/3/95 20:29 5 Yes Raw-mode, 1 min / 10 min
3 13/3/95 22:07 6 Yes Raw-mode, 1 min / 10 min
Figure 5.7 illustrates the second and third data sets provided by Fylingdales.
Figure 5.7 PoSAT-1 Radar Tracking Data-Sets 2 and 3
The standard output o f the tracking process is the pseudo-metric measurements, but to track 
PoSAT, the radar was operated in Space Object Identification (SOI) mode. In SOI mode, 
more frequent measurements are made (up to 9 pulses a second), and the internal Kalman 
filter states are available together with the covariances. The data provided consisted of 
inertially converted states about every two minutes during the pass. Upon request, the 
covariance data was provided in the RVCC co-ordinate frame. It is useful to analyse the 
radar data first before comparing with the GPS data, as then an assessment o f the validity of 
the comparison can be made.
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Figure 5.8 Covariance data for position of radar data-set 2 in RVCC
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The,deviation, a, for the radar measurements is found by taking the square root o f the 
covariances, as in Figures 5.8 and 5.9. In practice, the covariances from a Kalman filter do 
not necessarily directly give the accuracy o f the state estimates, as the covariances are 
highly dependent on the models and the values chosen for the systematic noise and the 
measurement noise. If there are non-random processes involved which are not modelled, 
then the covariances may be lower than the real error. Nevertheless, the covariances give an 
indication o f the accuracies to expect. Table 5.6 gives the root-mean o f the position and 
velocity covariances.
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Table 5.6 Root-Mean of covariances from radar data-sets 2 & 3.
VI pos V2 pos V3 pos VI vel V2 vel V3 vel
Root of 
mean 0.64 m 166 m 284 m 0.39 m/s 0.48 m/s 9.7 m/s
The first notable characteristic o f these covariances is that the values are lowest in the 
middle o f the pass. This implies that the state estimates are dominated by the measurements 
rather than by the propagation model. As the satellite travels past the ground-station, the 
range will vary from a little more than 800 km (the satellite's altitude) to about 3000 km on 
the horizon, and the angular resolution and measurement accuracy will consequently 
degrade by a factor o f nearly 4. The covariances clearly reflect this increase o f uncertainty 
in the measurements at the beginning and end o f the pass. If the Kalman filter had a more 
accurate propagator giving less systematic noise, then the filter would become more 
dependent on the model, and the covariances would tend less to increase at the end of 
passes. The radar system, however, is designed to respond rapidly to targets with perhaps 
unexpected accelerations, so a measurement-biased system is probably more appropriate.
Secondly, it is evident that the range measurement (along the VI-axis) is by far the most 
accurate of the measurements, with sub-metre a. The V2 and V3 axes typically have o  of 
100 and 250 metres, giving a position a magnitude ranging from 100 m at the centre o f the 
pass to 500 in at the end o f the pass. The velocity covariance in the axis o f V3 is the least 
accurate of all the measurements, and in the radar data-set 3 it rises up to nearly 20 m/s. The 
velocity covariances in the VI and V2 axes fall as low as 0.3 m/s, but understandably, the 
velocity a magnitude is dominated by V3, ranging from 4 to over 15 m/s in this example. It 
is interesting to note that the V3 cross-track velocity should be zero by definition in this co­
ordinate frame. This large uncertainty in the V3 axis is clearly due to geometric deficiencies 
o f the single station ranging technique.
5.4.3 The Self-Consistency of Radar Data
It is unlikely that the covariance values provided are completely reliable. Ideally, an 
alternative means should be used to confirm the accuracy. A useful test o f the accuracy of 
the radar data is self comparison. If an initial state (position and velocity in x,y,z) from the 
data-set is taken and propagated forward to the next state, then there will be a discrepancy,
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or a residual. If the data had a high degree of self-consistency, then this residual would be 
always be very small. This residual should also have some correlation with the covariances 
in the RVCC co-ordinate system.
The steps required to make such a comparison are as follows:
s --------------
'Convert Inertial
Radar Data backl
to E C E F  frame
Propagate one 
state to next 
using W G88
Rotate Residual3 
into R VCC
\  C  Subtract \  /Rotate Residual\
: I _> propagated I ____ ^ into 
i I  reference from I
I  I the state 1 1  1
For complete compatibility with the radar system, the propagator should be a two-body 
propagator with J2 secular perturbations, but over short time periods (2 minutes in this case) 
all propagators should give very similar results (c.f. Section 5.3). The method o f conversion 
o f the data from an inertial to an Earth-fixed frame is important. It is essential that the 
transformation is the same as used by Fylingdales, as different frames can give errors of 
significance in this analysis. For example, choosing whether or not to account for the Earth's 
nutation can give a 300 metre difference.
The inertial frame used in the Fylingdales radar process is a true equator, mean equinox of 
epoch (TEME) system. This means that at the time o f definition, the Z-axis remains pointing 
through the true (current) spin axis o f the Earth while the X-axis is rotated about the pole by 
the mean Greenwich sidereal time from the Greenwich meridian to the mean equinox 
direction. The conversion from ECEF to ECI (TEME) uses a simple transformation, 
requiring only one rotation about the Z-axis, so it is quite suitable for medium accuracy 
applications requiring fast real time calculations. While other more detailed inertial 
transformations require DELTAT (UT1-UTC) and the Earth's polar motion parameters, no 
further information is required for this transformation.
The transformation that was used for this analysis was based on the Fylingdales equation 
(see Appendix A), but a check with the previously used DRA TEME algorithm showed 
about a 1 metre agreement for PoSAT's 800 km orbit. The propagator used was WG88 (see 
5.3).
Once the previous reference state has been propagated to the same time as the current state, 
then the residual state is found by subtracting the reference from the current state. This
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residual is in an Earth-centred Earth-fixed frame, but since it is relative, it can be treated as 
if centred on the satellite. The frame can then be rotated such that the X, Y and Z axes are 
aligned with the VI, V2 and V3 axes o f the RVCC frame.
Figures 5.10 and 5.11 show the position and velocity residuals from the radar data-set 3. 
(For every n data points, n-1 such consecutive residuals in RVCC can be found, so there are 
5 points.) Note that these are differences between discrete states, and so are not actually 
representative o f a time-continuous curve. There are definite trends with time, however, so 
the lines between points on the graphs are included to highlight these trends.
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Figure 5.10 Self-referenced position residual for radar data-set 3
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Figure 5.11 Self-referenced velocity residual for radar data-set 3
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Table 5.7 Residuals from self-referenced radar data-sets 2 & 3.
VI pos V2 pos V3 pos VI vel V2 vel V3 vel
RMS
Residual 143 m 580 m 2590 m 2.16 m/s 2.72 m/s 21.2 m/s
These residuals are much larger than the covariances, with position magnitudes ranging 
from 500 metres to nearly 6 km, even though the propagation interval was less than three 
minutes. This is surprisingly large considering that the states are filtered estimates, but as 
noted earlier, the filtering obviously tends towards the measurements rather than the system 
model. As expected, there is a strong correlation with the RVCC axes. The position 
residuals in the VI range axis are clearly smaller than the other axes, but the largest residual 
components are in the V3 cross-track axis which dominate the magnitudes in both the 
position and the velocity residuals, especially at the beginning and end o f the pass.
The large position residuals are entirely due to the poorly determined velocities in the 
previous state which cause the next prediction to diverge from the true trajectory. In 
particular, as observed earlier, the V3 cross-track velocity determination is far less accurate 
than any of the other measurements, and causes the cross-track to vary both sides o f the true 
trajectory unpredictably.
An interesting test is to apply this procedure backwards to the data. In Figure 5.12, each 
residual has been found by propagating a state backwards and comparing with the previous 
state. If the data has been filtered, then each point is an estimation derived both from the 
measurement and the previous state. As a result, we would expect that a state would have 
greater consistency with the previous known state than the subsequent unknown state, and 
the residuals would be smaller using backwards propagation. In Figure 5.12, this is shown to 
be the case, most significantly in the V3 position axis.
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Figure 5.12 Self-referenced (backwards) position residual for radar data-set 3
To conclude, these residuals are related but certainly not equivalent to the covariances. A 
closer examination o f the Kalman filter algorithm reveals that this propagation is the part o f 
the Kalman cycle that occurs just before the measurement updates. They do give an 
indication that the velocity accuracies are the limiting factor in self-consistency. If we are to 
believe that the VI measurements are o f sub-metre accuracy as the covariances imply, then 
it cannot be seen in these graphs.
Although the V3 axis is clearly the least consistent in terms of both position and velocity, 
this does not necessarily affect the other terms greatly. While a radial error directly affects 
the along-track terms, a cross-track error is comparatively independent. Making use of this 
fact, the Fylingdales system de-couples the cross-track terms into a separate matrix in the 
Kalman filter, significantly reducing the calculations necessary.
5.4.4 Fitting an Orbit to Radar Data
Another common test is the comparison o f the tracking data with a reference trajectory 
which has been fitted to the data. This enables the assessment o f the self-consistency o f the 
whole data-set, rather than just one individual point to the next. The method developed for 
on-board orbit determination from GPS data (Chapter 6) generates a set o f mean orbital 
elements for each point and fits a final single set to the individual element sets. The SGP4
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propagator is used for this method which has its own limitations, but it should be reasonably 
accurate over a short period. This technique to determine a mean orbital element was used 
on the radar data.
Firstly, the individual element sets were generated from the radar set. The generation is a 
straight conversion requiring position and velocity vectors, and using the SATELS routine, 
which effectively uses SGP4 in reverse to generate a new set o f 6 mean elements (see 
Chapter 5). The fitting o f the final element set produces a a for each element, and these are 
shown in Figure 5.13. The as for each radar data-set are shown, and are compared with the 
as from an equivalent length (11 minutes, 360 data points) o f GPS data taken at the same 
time as radar set 1, which underwent the same orbit fitting process. Small as indicate that 
the data is less noisy and the orbit fits the data better.
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Figure 5.13 Orbital fit-quality a for radar data compared to GPS data.
It is evident that the radar data is extremely noisy in comparison with the GPS data. With 
the exception of eccentricity, the fit o f the GPS-generated elements is an order o f magnitude 
better that the radar-generated elements. This is not just due to the greater number of GPS 
data points: the radar system may have taken as many as 6,000 measurements to get six data 
points, and decimating the reference GPS data down to 6 points does not make a great 
difference.
Probably the primary reason for the apparently very noisy radar data is the bad cross-track 
velocity resolution. The method o f element generation which has been employed so far for
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orbit determination requires both accurate position and velocity. It is clearly inappropriate 
for a short arc o f radar data which has accurate range, but poorer velocity.
An attempt was made using this technique to fit an reference orbit from the two successive 
orbit radar data-sets 2 & 3 and to compare this with the original data, but the agreement was 
only to about 30 kilometres. Another problem with the current orbit determination method is 
that it relies on reasonably long sets o f data to do least-squares fitting to the changing 
elements Q, co and u (defined in Chapter 5). This radar data is too short for that purpose, and 
gives unsatisfactory results.
By inspecting the differences between the data and the predictions generated from a 
reference set o f elements, it was comparatively simple to adjust elements manually to get a 
reasonable fit. For example, if an along-track error bias was apparent in all o f the 
measurements, the Mean Anomaly could be adjusted to reduce the error. By correcting the 
elements until any biases evident were minimised, a reasonable fit was obtained, suitable for 
comparison with the original radar data-set (using SGP4 as the propagator). SGP4 was used 
in this case because the element set is directly compatible, and the drag term B* was set to 
zero. Figure 5.14 shows the residuals in the RVCC frame.
Figure 5.14 Position residuals from radar data-set 3 compared to fitted element set
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Figure 5.15 Velocity residuals from radar data-set 3 compared to fitted element set
Table 5.8 Residuals from fitting radar data-sets 2 & 3.
VI pos V2 pos V3 pos VI vel V2 vel V3 vel
RMS
Residual 208 m 450 m 1402 m 1.32 m/s 1.51 m/s 14.92 m/s
These residuals should be o f the same order as the covariances in Table 5.6, but they are 
significantly bigger. They are, however, quite similar to the self-referenced residuals (Table 
5.7), with the larger error clearly in the V3 axis. There could be number o f reasons why 
these values are higher than the covariances:
• The fit to the element set is not very good. This can certainly be improved through the
• • . • 19use, for example, o f a weighted minimum variance differential correction technique, 
although the manner in which the position and velocity terms are weighted is probably 
critical.
• The propagator SGP4 may be limiting the accuracy of the reference orbit. Using the 
WG88 propagator, or a propagator with even more terms, the reference will follow the 
true trajectory more faithfully. An appropriate least-squares fitting method would also 
be required.
• The radar measurements are less accurate than the covariances suggest.
In practice, it is probably a combination o f all these things. The imperfect fit may account 
for residuals o f a couple o f hundred metres. For example, there is a possible positive bias in
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the VI axis o f data set 3, although it is not so obvious in data-set 2. If this bias is removed, 
the VI residual falls to about 100 metres (although it does not look as if it will fall much 
lower). It is not likely that a poor fit could cause the 5 km V3 residuals. At the very least, for 
our purposes, it can be said that the VI axis is self-consistent to within 200 metres, which is 
comparable to the GPS measurement accuracies expected.
5.4.5 Comparison with NORAD TLEs
To check the external accuracy of the radar measurements, they could be compared to an 
orbit generated from NORAD TLEs which were contemporary to the measurements. As the 
Fylingdales radar system is part o f NORAD's Spacetrack network, the TLEs should be 
compatible to the level o f SGP4 and a useful comparison.
The most up-to-date TLE sets that were available were 2 days older than the radar data­
set 1, and 7 days older than radar data-sets 2 & 3 (Table 5.9). The element sets were 
propagated with SGP4 (again, for compatibility), and the resultant inertial Earth-centred 
Cartesian co-ordinates were subtracted directly from the radar data. Figure 5.16 shows the 
differences from data-set 3 rotated into the RLC co-ordinate frame.
Table 5.9 NORAD TLEs.
Radar Data­
Set
NORAD TLE Epoch (Dayno) Age at Data Set
l 275 94124.2311 2.24 days
2 366 95065.2080 7.64 days
3 366 95065.2080 7.71 days
time (seconds)
Figure 5.16 RLC Position residuals from radar data-set 3 compared to NORAD TLE set
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The RLC co-ordinate set is useful for identifying biases that are associated with the orbit 
parameters, rather than the radar measurements (see Appendix B). From examination of 
many NORAD TLEs for PoSAT-1, we expect an average along-track error o f 2 km for 
every week after the epoch of a TLE set. This is exactly what we see in Figure 5.16, as the 
TLE predictions are about 2 km ahead o f the radar data. The cross-track error is quite large 
at the beginning and end of the pass, when it is fairly closely aligned with the V3 axis. There 
appears to be a growing bias in the radial axis as the satellite ascends towards the pole. The 
earlier fitted data, however, suggests that this is probably due to measurement error, as the 
last point has a particularly large discrepancy from the fitted data. This particular trend is 
not so evident in the other data sets.
To take the comparison further, the TLE set was corrected for the along-track error by 
adjusting the Mean Anomaly. Experience suggests that the radial and cross-track 
characteristics are changed very little by doing this. The justification for this is that in two 
days, the drag has added an unmeasured along-track error. We cannot, therefore, use the 
along-track component to determine accuracy, and thus it can be removed. Unfortunately, 
this means that there is still an unknown degree o f freedom in the comparison. For example, 
if the radar master clock was 100 msec slow causing an along-track bias, it would not be 
spotted in this comparison. The position and velocity residuals are shown in the radar RVCC 
frame in Figures 5.17 and 5.18, for data set 3, and in Figures 5.19 and 5.20 for data set 1.
Figure 5.17 Radar data-set 3 RVCC Position residuals compared to adjusted NORAD TLE set
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Figure 5.18 Radar data-set 3 RVCC Velocity residuals compared to adjusted NORAD TLE set
Figure 5.19 Radar data-set 1 RVCC Position residuals compared to adjusted NORAD TLE set
Figure 5.20 Radar data-set 1 RVCC Velocity residuals compared to adjusted NORAD TLE set
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Table 5.10 Residuals from comparing radar data-sets 1, 2 & 3 with adjusted NORAD TLEs.
VI pos V2 pos V3 pos VI vel V2 vel V3 vel
RMS
Residual 77.6 m 827 m 1372 m 1.44 m/s 1.62 m/s 13.9 m/s
Table 5.10 shows the combined residuals from all the radar-data sets when compared to 
NORAD element sets. Although in total these residuals are actually slightly larger than from 
the fitted element set (see Table 5.8) it is interesting to note that the VI axis residual is 
significantly smaller, showing a strong correlation with the range measurement. The V2 axis 
is worse, and there are obvious systematic trends, particularly in data-set 1. Through 
inspection, NORAD's elements noticeably differed from the fitted elements in eccentricity, 
inclination, R.A.A.N., and argument o f perigee. It is still quite surprising that the elements 
do not appear to agree closely with the data, but on the other hand, the radar ranges clearly 
do, as the VI residuals are very small.
Concluding the examination o f the radar data, the following points can be made:
• This analysis has generally failed to verify the size o f the covariances. The orbital fit 
comparison was limited by SGP4’s accuracy; an orbital fit to WG88, if available, would 
have been more useful.
• Certain trends are visible that agree with the covariances. The VI axis does appear to 
have lower residuals, but it could not be resolved to the metre level. The V3 velocity 
residuals are very high, and seem higher than the covariances.
• When comparing this radar data with GPS data, the resultant residuals should be 
converted into the RVCC frame. The VI axis position residuals should be examined, as 
these are visibly better than GPS accuracies. The velocity residuals in VI and V2 may 
also give useful results. The V2, V3 position and V3 velocity residuals seem to have the 
largest measurement errors. In general, the angular measurements show considerable 
degradation at the beginning and end o f passes.
5.5 COMPARISON OF GPS WITH RADAR DATA
The GPS data that was gathered at the same time as the radar measurements was not 
completely continuous, but was sampled in batches or sets, as described in Table 5.5. There 
was a maximum of 8 radar points spanning up to 12 minutes per pass, but each point is a
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filtered fit o f many more points. The first consideration is exactly how to compare the two
dissimilar sets o f measurement data. There are four possible approaches:
1. Compare individual overlapping points with each other: This is the most direct 
comparison, but upon inspection, there were only about four GPS/radar point pairs 
within a second o f each other. The results o f this test would be statistically 
unsatisfactory.
2. Propagate the radar data to each GPS point to make a comparison: The radar analysis,
however, has proven that this would not be very fruitful due to the very poor cross-track
velocities. The longer the propagation, the worse the errors.
3. Propagate each GPS data point to the radar points: This is susceptible to the GPS 
velocity errors, but the ground-based analysis indicates that these errors should be 
considerably smaller than the radar errors.
4. Fit an orbit to either or both the GPS and radar data and compare: The fitting algorithm
available at the time introduces further errors due to the orbit model, SGP4.
Taking the third approach, the following algorithm was used:
Convert inertial 
radar point back 
to ECEF frame
Propagate GPS 
state to time of 
radar point using 
WG88
^Subtract radar 
state from 
propagated GPS 
tate
Rotate Residual 
into RVCC or 
RLC
i l\
J
An example of a set o f GPS data-set being compared to a single radar point is given in 
Figure 5.21. The radar point fell in the middle o f the data-set, so the maximum propagation 
time for any of the GPS data-points to the radar epoch was -109 seconds.
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Time from Radar Measurement (seconds)
Figure 5.21 GPS Data-set P1GP00DE propagated and compared to concurrent radar point -
Position Residuals
Time from Radar Measurement (seconds)
Figure 5.22 GPS Data-set P1GP00DE propagated and compared to concurrent radar point -
Velocity Residuals
The overall agreement is relatively close, with a la 3-D agreement o f 99.4 metres RMS.
The velocity agreement is not quite as impressive, with a 3-D la agreement o f 3.6 m/s. This 
data is all referenced to one radar data point. Any jumps in the data must therefore be as a
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result o f the GPS data: this is to be expected due to receiver satellite changes. The outlying 
points are probably caused by the GPS receiver allocating the wrong-time tags to the raw 
measurements, as has been discussed in Chapter 4. On average, this GPS data set has a good 
geometry, with a PDOP dropping from 3.91 at the beginning to 2.95 at the end of the data­
set.
This is only a 3 minute sample referenced to a single radar point, so trends observed cannot 
be conclusive. Even so, an inspection o f the data in the RVCC radar frame shows that the 
residuals in the radar range axis (VI) are smaller than in the other axes. Furthermore, the 
velocity in the V3 axis is larger than the other axes, as was the case in the radar self- 
analysis. Looking at the data in the RLC-frame reveals no obvious biases, so the radar 
measurement errors appear to be having an effect on the residuals. None o f the position 
residual components show definite signs o f increasing with increased propagation time. It 
seems that the GPS velocity errors are not adding to the residuals over this short time span.
5.5.1 Radar Data-Set 1
Of all three radar data-sets, set 1 has the most points in common with the GPS data. This is 
partly because there were more radar points recorded (8 points) and partly because the GPS 
data was logged at a higher duty cycle (see Table 5.5). The relative operations for this 
campaign are illustrated in Figure 5.23.
♦  Radar
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ODE 
ODF
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Time (Seconds)
Figure 5.23 Concurrent Radar and GPS Measurements: Radar Data-Set 1,
GPS log-files ODD, ODE and ODF
Radar points l :2 and 1:3 overlap with the GPS file ODD, point 1:5 overlaps with file ODE, 
and points 1:7 and 1:8 overlap with GPS file ODE. We can see that some GPS files can be 
compared directly with two radar points. Table 5.11 lists the RMS residuals from comparing 
the GPS files to with radar points.
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Table 5.11 Residuals from overlapping GPS data with Radar data-set 1
GPS File / Radar Pnt O D D /1:2 O D D /1:3 O D E /1:5 0DF / 1:7 0DF /1 :8
Average Secs 
Propagation
54 -54 20 20 -55
No. GPS Points 92 92 133 137 137
PDOP variation 2.6- 16.6 2.6- 16.6 2.94-3.91 2.55-3.07 2.55-3.07
VI - pos (m) 82.04 166.09 34.145 32.43 36.65
V2 - pos (m) 509.3 352.20 69.15 548.98 1186.18
V3 - pos (m) 550.87 434.25 62.73 1375.67 553.19
Position Magnitude 
RMS (m)
754.7 583.3 99.4 1481.52 1309
VI - vel (m/s) 2.42 2.91 0.96 0.90 1.66
V2 - vel (m/s) 2.27 2.77 0.35 1.85 0.33
V3 - vel (m/s) 0.37 0.62 3.50 19.49 13.44
Velocity Magnitude
RMS (m/s)
3.34 4.06 3.65 19.60 13.54
Combining all these results ( la  RMS) the position agreement between GPS and radar is 980 
metres and the velocity agreement is 11 m/s. Several factors other than GPS accuracy may 
be contributing to the size o f these residuals. It is possible to gain more information about 
the accuracy of the GPS measurements by accounting for some of these different effects.
• GPS Outlying points - These noisy points are almost certainly due to a bug in the TANS 
GPS receiver firmware; they are not characteristic o f GPS in general. It seems 
reasonable to remove the points which are clearly due to bad time-tagging for the 
purpose of accuracy evaluation.
• GPS Geometry -When the PDOP o f the GPS data doubles, the uncertainty o f the GPS 
measurements doubles. In the data above, file ODD suffers from particularly high PDOP 
for some o f the time. This data with excessive PDOP may also be disregarded.
• GPS Velocity errors - The GPS data points may have to be propagated over 100 seconds 
to compare with a radar point. If the GPS velocity data is inaccurate, this may introduce 
error. Conversely, if the GPS velocity error is proven not to affect the accuracy after 
propagation, then GPS data can be compared with further removed radar points, giving 
more information.
• Radar measurement errors - There is noticeable correlation with the different axes, in 
particular the high V3 velocity residuals and the lower VI residuals. If the VI position
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residuals are consistently lower than the others, then it implies that the other axes are 
being limited by the accuracy o f the radar. VI, then, is the only axis where the radar is 
more accurate than GPS.
Figure 5.24 demonstrates the effects o f the GPS velocity inaccuracies, and also the effects o f 
the GPS data outliers. By comparing this graph with Figure 5.23, the temporal location of 
the GPS files with respect to the radar points can be seen. These files are then propagated to 
the nearest four or five radar points and the residuals are calculated. This graph only shows 
the VI-axis position terms, as these are least affected by radar errors.
Time of Radar Point (Seconds)
Figure 5.24 Comparing GPS data-files with multiple radar points, V1 axis only
As a GPS data-file is propagated to further subsequent radar points, the residuals visibly 
increase. By overlapping the three files ODD, ODE and ODF, it is clear that the error 
introduced by the GPS velocity into the propagation can mask the underlying accuracy of 
the data. The data-file ODD seems to have particularly poorly defined velocities, as the 
residual rises sharply when propagated forward, perhaps as a result o f the high PDOP in the 
GPS measurements. (The residual appears to fall at the last point, but in fact the 3-D 
residual including V2 & V3 continues to rise). It is therefore inevitable that some error will 
be introduced in this comparison due to propagation even when the GPS data overlaps the 
radar point, but in the case of ODF, for example, this would apparently be negligible.
The data files were then edited to remove the outlying points. File ODD had two, ODE had 
three and ODF had no outlying points. File ODD also had three points removed which were
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made during the excessive PDOP of 16. This still left a fairly high maximum PDOP of 9, 
but the residuals were smaller. The resultant filtered data files and their improvement over 
the original files are also shown in Figure 5.24. In all cases there was an improvement, both 
to position and velocity.
After having taken all these considerations into account, the remaining comparable data is 
from GPS data files DE and DF, which both have a good low PDOP, and overlap with three 
different radar points. The la RMS combined residual in the VI-axis from these three 
points is 32.2 metres, and it is believed that this error is dominated by GPS position error. 
To compare this figure with the expected accuracy from GPS, we assume that the other two 
axes are the same accuracy, and we take the 2a value. This gives a 3-D 2a accuracy o f 111 
metres (the value expected is 174 metres).
An assumption made in this calculation is that the other two axes of the GPS measurements 
have the same magnitude residuals as the VI axis. GPS is expected to have a greater 
residual in the vertical, or radial axis: 159 metres instead o f 71 metres. Ideally, the residuals 
should be scaled in the RLC co-ordinate frame to give the correct residual proportions. 
However this data sample is very short, and the RVCC frame rotates during a pass such that 
much o f the differences will average out.
Time of Radar Point (Seconds)
Figure 5.25 GPS data compared to multiple radar points (Data-set 1), V1 axis only - Velocity
The comparison of the velocity is not quite so clear cut, because the covariances indicate 
that the radar velocity measurement errors (VI and V2 axes) are o f a similar magnitude to 
that expected from the GPS receiver. Figure 5.25 clearly shows the errors increasing at the
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beginning and the end o f the pass, a characteristic o f the radar error. Limiting the data to the 
centre of the pass, and treating VI and V2 velocity residuals as the same accuracy, the 
combined residuals give a single axis velocity (la ) o f 1.14 m/s, giving a 2a value in one 
axis o f 2.3 m/s. The decision which residuals to use and which to discount due to radar error 
is fairly subjective. The results indicate that the GPS velocity accuracy in this case is equal 
to or less than 2.3 m/s.
5.5.2 Radar Data-Sets 2 & 3
There is less data available from data-sets 2 and 3 due to the lower data-logging rate of the 
GPS Navigation Unit, and also the overlaps are near the beginning and ends o f the passes. 
The two sets are from consecutive passes.
Time (Seconds)
Figure 5.26 Concurrent Radar and GPS Measurements: Radar Data-Set 2 &3,
GPS log-files 212, 213 and 21C, 21D
The results from the comparisons are presented in Table 5.12. Only one file, 213, had an 
outlying point, and that was removed for these statistics.
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Table 5.12 Residuals from overlapping GPS data with Radar data-sets 2 and 3
GPS File/ Ra#r Piit /  212 / 2 :1 •213/2:4 :. 21C/3:1
Average Secs 
Propagation
87 95 -3 2
No. GPS Points 43 38 25 40
PDOP variation 2.1 -3.1 2.2 - 3.0 3.3 2.7
VI - pos (m) 28.2 56.6 55.6 15.9
V2 - pos (m) 92.0 395.4 263.7 646.2
V3 - pos (m) 191.0 647.8 1166.8 267.3
Position Magnitude 
RMS (m)
213.8 761.0 1197.5 699.5
VI - vel (m/s) 0.76 1.07 0.67 1.11
V2 - vel (m/s) 2.18 0.61 2.42 1.66
V3 - vel (m/s) 18.25 3.56 26.02 2.01
Velocity Magnitude 
RMS (m/s)
18.34 3.87 26.14 2.83
The combined RMS position residual magnitude is 798 m, and the velocity residual is 
16.1 m/s. To reduce the errors introduced by the radar, we follow the same procedure as 
data-set 1. Only the VI axis is used for comparison of position with the GPS data, and the 
VI and V2 axes are used for comparison of velocity. From the table above, there is 
evidently a strong correlation with the different axes as before. In this case, all of the GPS 
data-sets have a good low PDOP, and so all the data-files will be counted.
The VI position residuals therefore combine to give a single axis la residual of 42.8 metres, 
giving a 3-D 2a accuracy of 148 metres (again making the assumption that the GPS 
residuals in the other axes are the same). The velocities are this time definitely corrupted by 
the radar inaccuracies at the beginning and end of the passes. Taking VI and V2 axes on an 
equal weighting, the single axis la residual is 1.46 m/s giving a 3-D 2a accuracy of 5.07 
m/s. To improve the velocity comparison, it could be argued that files 212 and 21C could be 
discounted due to the excessive velocity error in V3 in particular, but again this choice is 
subjective.
The position results in radar data-set 1 agree with the results from data sets 2 & 3, nearly a 
year apart, while the velocity results are inconclusive.
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5.5.3 Radar measurement accuracy from GPS measurements
The low residual in VI gives us confidence that the GPS measurements are as accurate as 
theory suggests. Thus, the GPS data can now be used to measure the accuracy of the radar 
readings in the other axes. A demonstration of this is shown in Figure 5.27 comparing the 
GPS values with the radar-determined V3 velocity.
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Figure 5.27 GPS data compared to multiple radar points (Data-set 1), V3 axis only - Velocity
Using the three GPS data files concurrent with the radar data-set l, the residuals are found 
from V3 velocity. It was determined earlier that virtually all this residual was as a result o f 
the poor accuracy of the radar system in the cross-track axis. The graph shows that the 
residuals from the three GPS files, spaced 4 minutes apart, agree very closely indeed when 
propagated and compared with the same radar points. There are 5 such overlapping 
residuals, and the agreement between subsequent GPS files is to the level o f about 0.07 m/s. 
This is small enough to be due to the wandering velocity o f GPS Selective Availability. The 
shape is as expected from the covariances, although the magnitude is slightly bigger (see 
Figure 5.8). This graph, then, is a reasonably direct measure of the radar error in the V3 
velocity axis.
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Figure 5.28 shows the radar/GPS position residuals in the V2 and V3 axes for radar data­
set 1. Here, the residuals in the two axes behave as expected, but again with a larger 
magnitude than the covariances might suggest, rising up to over a kilometre. In the centre o f 
the pass, the residuals fall to the level o f the GPS uncertainty, but for most o f the pass, the 
GPS can confidently give a measure of the V2 and V3 position accuracies.
0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700
Time of Radar Point (Seconds)
Figure 5.28 GPS/radar Position Residuals, Radar Data-Set 1, V2 and V3 Axis
Unfortunately, the data-sets with corresponding covariances (2 & 3) do not have so much 
GPS data available for direct comparison, with points only available at the beginning and 
end of passes. Even so, the covariances are only available for these data-sets, so radar data­
set 3 is used in Figures 5.29 and 5.30. Also shown in the graphs are the V2 and V3 residuals 
found earlier by fitting an element set to the data and the residuals from adjusting a NORAD 
element set for minimum VI residual.
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Time (seconds)
Figure 5.29 Comparing GPS Residuals with Covariance and Fitted Residuals, 
Radar Data-Set 3, V2 Axis
Time (seconds)
Figure 5.30 Comparing GPS/radar Residuals with Covariance and Fitted Residuals,
Radar Data-Set 3, V3 Axis
The striking feature in Figure 5.30 is that the radar residuals in V3 axis from the GPS 
comparison, the fitted set, and the NORAD set all show an error at the end o f the pass o f 5 
kilometres. It has been noted already that the covariance does not reflect these dramatic 
spurious points, but it is a function of the geometry and expected uncertainties only.
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Looking more closely at both o f the graphs above, there is a disappointing varying 
discrepancy between the GPS data and the fitted element residuals o f up to 600 metres, 
presumably again due to limitations o f SGP4. There is also little trace o f the growing errors 
at the beginning and end o f the pass in the V2 GPS/radar residuals that are predicted by the 
covariances. It is possible that these are being absorbed by the V3 axis as the measurement 
frame rotates. However, the GPS/radar residuals are significantly larger than the known 
GPS accuracy, so the error will be mostly genuine radar measurement error, with perhaps 
some error introduced through the propagation of the GPS data.
5.5.4 Conclusions
A summary of the results derived from the radar comparison with GPS is given in the table 
below. As a comparison, the statistics encountered through ground-based use o f GPS are 
presented: both the DoD specified and measured values (see Section 5.2). Note that two 
assumptions hve been made. The radar comparison residuals have been specified in terms of 
2cr rather than as 96% o f measurements - this is not directly equivalent for short periods of 
GPS data as it is not Gaussian. Secondly, the residuals have been derived from single axis 
measurements (VI) and an assumption has been made that the residuals in the other axes are 
the same.
Table 5.13 Orbital GPS accuracy derived from radar calibration
2cj Residual 
3-D Spherical
Radar 
Data-Set 1
Radar Data­
Sets 2 & 3
Radar
Combined
Results
Ground use 
of GPS 
(specified)
Ground use 
of GPS 
(measured)
Position (m) 111 148 130 174 117.0
Velocity (m/s) 2.3 5.1 3.9 - 1.1
We can be quite confident that the position measurement residuals are dominated by the 
GPS errors, as the covariances suggest that the radar measurements in the VI axis are 
accurate to within several metres. The velocity assessment is not so valid as the errors seem 
very likely to be dominated by radar velocity measurements.
These samples were only o f short duration, using selected data from just three passes o f 
data, totalling less than 20 minutes. It has been shown at the beginning o f the chapter that 
GPS statistics are only substantiated when recorded over a period of hours. Nevertheless, 
these results indicate that the GPS receiver is working as accurately in space as on the
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ground, with exception o f the outlying points, characteristic o f millisecond timing errors at 
orbital velocity.
Further further radar comparisons could be made to help substantiate the statistical 
accuracies. If the VI range measurement is as accurate as covariances suggest, then it is 
sufficiently accurate to validate differential GPS fixes o f 5 metres accuracy. Data from the 
RADCAL experiment, though, shows that biases o f several metres can creep into a radar 
satellite tracking system. Fitting the WG88 propagator to the radar data would obtain the 
most information from the radar data, improving the V2 and V3 axes, and in particular the 
V3 velocity. It is doubtful that a fitted orbit would improve the VI axis accuracy, but it 
would at least give an indication whether VI is as accurate as the covariances suggest.
Comparing the GPS with the radar in the other RVCC axes gives us an opportunity to 
evaluate the accuracy o f the cross-track radar measurements, because the GPS accuracy has 
been demonstrated to be better. The combined residuals from the radar measurements are 
presented in Table 5.14.
Table 5.14 Radar Accuracy Derived From GPS Calibration
la  Residual 
Single Axis
Radar 
Data-Set 1
Radar 
Data-Set 2
Sqrt(Cov) 
Data-Set 2
Radar 
Data-Set 3
Sqrt(Cov) 
Data-Set 3
Radar
Combined
Results
V2 Position (m) 697.0 766.2 159.7 378.6 185.1 636.7
V3 Position (m) 598.9 830.1 274.6 2175 291.3 1387.8
The figures show that the radar is less accurate in the V2 and V3 axes than the covariances 
suggest. The numbers hide the fact that the V2 and V3 axes are considerably more accurate 
at the centre o f the pass (<200 m) than at the beginning or end. In a more detailed analysis, 
the V2 and V3 residuals could be expressed as a function of the satellite range to give a 
more complete picture.
The velocities in the VI and V2 axes cannot be reliably measured, as it appears that their 
levels are little greater than the GPS velocity accuracies. The accuracy of the V3 axis 
velocity can be determined, and varies from 4 m/s to as much as 20 m/s.
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The use o f GPS to calibrate radars is already being demonstrated by the USAF RADCAL 
mission. In the case o f RADCAL, the GPS data is downloaded, and processed within seven 
days to provide a precise reconstructed orbit for weekly radar calibration. The research in 
this PhD study is particularly biased towards the autonomous use of GPS on-board a 
satellite. The autonomous use o f GPS could provide an even more timely and streamlined 
approach to radar calibration. Receiving WADGPS corrections from a geostationary 
satellite, and with an accurate on-board processing model, the satellite would estimate its 
position to sub-metre accuracies in real-time. As it passes over the radar base, the satellite 
would download its 'true' position directly to the radar-base, enabling the base to perform 
instantaneous radar calibration.
To conclude the chapter, a comparison has been performed between the on-board GPS 
tracking and ground-based radar tracking o f PoSAT-1. After developing the orbital tools and 
investigating the GPS and radar data characteristics, GPS and radar residuals were found in 
the radar RVCC co-ordinate frame. Once the GPS outlying points were removed, the 
residuals in the range axis were found to be between 25 and 70 metres, giving an equivalent 
3-D 2a accuracy o f 150 metres. The high position accuracy of the GPS receiver in orbit has 
therefore been demonstrated, if not conclusively proved. Furthermore, the analysis has 
demonstrated that a stand-alone GPS receiver with no filtering can measure the accuracy o f 
the off-axis (V2 & V3) radar measurements.
1 Saunders P.E. et al., "The First Flight Results of GPS on the Space Shuttle", Proceedings of the 1994 
NTM of the Institute of Navigation, San Diego, Jan 1994.
2 Tomita H et al., "Flight Data of OREX Onboard GPS Receiver", Proceedings of ION GPS-94, 
Institute of Navigation, Salt Lake City, 1994.
3 Langer et al, "RADCAL: Precision Orbit Determination with a Commercial Grade GPS Receiver", 
Proceedings of the 1994 NTM of the Institute of Navigation, San Diego, Jan 1994.
4 Gold K et al. "GPS Orbit Determination for the Extreme Ultraviolet Explorer", Proceedings of ION 
GPS-93, Institute of Navigation, Salt Lake City, 1993.
5 Gold K et al., "A Study of Real Time Orbit Determination for the Extreme Ultra Violet Explorer", 
Proceedings of the 1994 NTM of the Institute of Navigation, San Diego, Jan 1994.
5 Melbourne W.G., Davis E.S., Yunck T.P, "The GPS Based Precision Orbit Determination 
Experiment on TOPEX", AAS Guidance and Control Conference 1988, AAS 88-031.
7 Bertiger W et al. "The First Low Earth Orbiter with Precise GPS Positioning: Topex/Poseidon", 
Proceedings of ION GPS-93, Institute of Navigation, Salt Lake City, 1993.
8 Braisted P, "Trimble Navigation TANS Special Spacecraft Dynamics Software", Trimble Technical 
Note, March 1991.
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9 Bate R, Mueller D. and White J; "Fundamentals of Astrodynamics", Dover, 1971.
10 Extracts of the Fylingdales Spacetrack Software Requirements Specification and Common 
Parameters Document were provided containing details relevant to this analysis.
11 Fylingdales Spacetrack Software Requirement Specification.
12 Escobal P.R., "Methods of Orbit Detennination", 2nd Edit., Krieger 1975, Appendix IV.
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CHAPTER 6. 
MEAN ORBITAL ELEMENT GENERATION FROM GPS DATA
6.1 INTRODUCTION
When a GPS receiver in orbit acquires satellite signals successfully, a pseudorange and a 
Doppler shift is obtained for each signal. Through the position navigation solution 
(Appendix C) four pseudoranges give an output state o f position, velocity and time in the 
WGS-84 Earth-fixed reference frame. The accuracy of this position fix has been 
demonstrated to be close to the theoretical 174 metres 3-D 2a (see Chapter 5). This state can 
be used directly by satellite systems, for example, for tagging experimental data, and can be 
logged for ground-based analysis. As has been discussed in earlier chapters, however, a vital 
requirement is that the position can be accurately propagated forward quite some time ahead 
when the GPS receiver is off, and one standard method is through the use o f mean orbital 
elements compatible with SGP4. One o f the key requirements o f the GPS Navigation Unit is 
to generate these elements autonomously with no input from the ground. There are two 
methods for doing this:
1. Maintain very precise orbit through filtering, and at specified intervals, convert the 
current accurate state to mean orbital elements.
2. Convert a span o f output from GPS receiver directly to mean orbital elements.
The first method is according to the design presented in Section 3.4.4, P5. This method can 
improve on the instantaneous GPS position measurement through filtering and weighting by 
a precise orbit model. In order to generate elements compatible with SGP4, though, a second 
orbit model is required. In addition to the main orbit filtering, a conversion procedure 
between the two models must be established, and the process becomes quite complex.
The second method is a reduced version o f the system design that is able to provide 
operational positioning to the accuracy o f SGP4, but no better. The algorithm cannot 
improve on the instantaneous state given by the GPS receiver due to the limitations of the 
analytical orbit model. However, the generation o f the orbital elements is more direct, the 
process is simpler and robust, and is suitable for the first implementation in orbit.
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This chapter describes the development o f the algorithm for the autonomous generation of 
orbital elements from GPS measurements. The NORAD standard is described briefly and 
the targets for the generation are listed. Then the algorithm that has been implemented on 
PoSAT-1 is described step by step with graphs to demonstrate the results. An evaluation of 
the results shows that the targets have been met, but that improvements could be made.
Some possible improvements are investigated for the next flight code revision, and 
conclusions are drawn.
6.1.1 Context for Approach
There have been many studies concerning the use of GPS for the recovery o f very precise 
orbits through different methods o f post-processing and filtering. The data received from 
TOPEX together with DORIS and SLR measurements has enabled highly accurate orbit 
recovery.1
The use o f GPS for on-board accurate real-time orbit detennination has also been studied, 
often making use of TOPEX data for simulation purposes.2,3,4’5 Satellite applications 
include military surveillance and remote sensing. The results o f these studies are very 
impressive, showing that metre level accuracies can be obtained. The two limiting factors 
are the GPS satellite ephemeris errors, and the Selective Availability errors, and it is often 
assumed that connections can be uploaded regularly to the satellite. The other limiting factor 
is the accuracy of the gravitational model in the orbit determination procedure. The methods 
of orbit determination considered have been either through real-time filtering or on-board 
batch processing o f the accumulated data.
Most real satellite missions do not actually require 3 metres accuracy, and an on-board 
estimate of position to within a couple o f kilometres would be considered a major advance 
in technology. Few studies have addressed the more practical details o f such coarser 
accuracy orbit prediction for periodic operations, re-initialisation and operational planning. 
The studies that have are generally associated with real near-term satellite missions. PoSAT- 
1 was the first mission launched that demonstrated this capability, and since then, there have 
been three other missions to do so.
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T A O S
The USAF Technology for Autonomous Operational Survivability (TAOS) experiment was 
launched in early 1994, and its aims were to prove a number o f different technologies for 
autonomous spacecraft operation.6 The receiver used is a ARPA-funded Rockwell 6 
channel LI, L2, C/A and P-code (although only the LI C/A code is usable under SA). The 
receiver navigation solution uses an 8-state Kalman filter to compute the position, and 
outputs position and uncertainty estimates, with an expected accuracy o f 80-100 metres. It 
also gives an 'ephemeris message' every ten seconds which contains the classical orbital 
elements, serving to initialise the receiver again if shut down.
D A R P A S A T
Darpasat is another military technology satellite, and was launched in March 1994. It carries 
a classified payload, and also a fortunately less sensitive GPS receiver7. The operation of the 
GPS receiver is intermittent due to power and to the inertially pointing nature of the satellite 
which causes blockage o f the GPS signals for part o f the orbit). The GPS receiver, the 
AST-V is again built by Rockwell, with P-code and C/A code capabilities; presumably it has 
similar architecture and operation to the one flown on TAOS. The receiver has worked well, 
producing ephemeris data every 10 seconds with the filtered osculating elements.
M I C R O L A B - 1
The Orbital Sciences MicroLab-1 was launched in April 1995 together with the first two 
Orbcomm constellation satellites. The GPS receiver is carried specifically to take 
measurements o f occulted GPS signals that have passed through the atmosphere. To take 
these periodic bursts o f measurements, the TurboRogue is able to schedule its own 
operations according to when appropriate GPS signals are available. To achieve this, the 
TurboRogue has a gravity model on-board propagator accurate to a few kilometres per orbit.
H E T E
The High Energy Transient Experiment satellite will try to identify the location of bursts o f 
cosmic gamma rays. It will carry a GPS receiver that has been developed by Sextant 
Avionique and CNES, modified to operate in orbit. Again, due to power constraints, the 
receiver will switch between operational and standby modes, depending on whether the
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satellite is sunlit or not. The GPS receiver will contain two orbit determination filters: as 
well as a highly accurate PVT filter, there is also a 'rough navigator' which produces 
osculating orbital elements for the purpose of reacquisition after being in standby mode. The 
PVT filter is expected to have a radial accuracy o f about 50 metres. The rough navigation 
elements are designed to permit the GPS receiver to rapidly reacquire after one day in 
standby mode, with a semi-major axis accuracy of about 160 metres.
There is a long way to go before the very precise orbit filters (3 metres or better) are to be 
proven in orbit. At present four separate missions have recognised the need for a lower 
accuracy orbit state generation procedure which enables propagation into the future for 
reinitialisation and other operations. The algorithm presented in this Chapter enabled 
PoSAT-1 to go one step further and generate mean orbital elements, designed for long term 
propagation.
6.1.2 Targets for Orbit Determination
This element generation technique is based upon the typical operations o f a microsatellite, 
which cannot afford the luxury o f having the GPS receiver operating continuously for power 
constraint reasons. The elements must be periodically produced on demand, and once the 
process is initiated, there should be minimal if any interaction required with the ground.
It has been stated that the aim is to generate elements which are compatible with the 
elements generated by NORAD. Without knowing the accuracy of the NORAD elements, it 
is not easy to define target accuracies for the GPS-generated elements. Therefore an analysis 
o f the NORAD elements is presented in the next section. Broadly speaking, the uses o f the 
elements fall into three categories:
1. Immediate on-board use: After propagation, the elements should provide a position 
accuracy to the limits o f the SGP4 propagator (<650 m RMS).
2. Operations Planning: Typical ground-based operations planning takes place one or two 
days before the event, for example the scheduling of images ahead o f time. Therefore 
the elements must retain a good accuracy for 2 days (<10 km).
3. For infrequent ground-based users, their tracking station may not be operated 
continuously. A reasonable time that the elements must maintain their accuracy is 2
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weeks. The accuracy is determined by user antenna requirements. Users for UoSAT- 
class satellites have antennas which vary from hemi-spherical to 10° beam-widths. If a 
user has an antenna with a 10° beam-width and the satellite passes over at an 800 km 
altitude, then at zenith, the permitted error in tracking is 150 km.
These general targets will be affected by the orbit o f the satellite and by the particular 
operational requirements. However, they give an idea o f the objectives o f element 
generation for operational use.
6.2. NORAD ELEMENT SETS
As it is the goal to produce elements from GPS data compatible with NORAD elements, it is 
important to characterise these elements. The update rates o f the NORAD elements have 
been discussed earlier. From a spacecraft operations perspective, some characteristics o f the 
NORAD elements are well known from experience. In particular, a set of orbital elements 
becomes less and less useful over time, as the accuracy o f prediction degrades with their 
age. Secondly, some element sets are worse than others and must be updated sooner, and 
thirdly the orbital error tends to accumulate along-track. Unfortunately it is difficult to give 
numerical quantities for accuracies, as the ground-station is not set up to make such 
comparisons. If the signal from a satellite appears two seconds late, it could be due to ageing 
orbital elements, or alternatively, a building blocking the signal, or possibly signal 
interference. However, it is possible to gain a more conclusive estimate from the Doppler 
shift turning point.
It is wrong to blame the lifetime of the element sets on the NORAD's generation technique, 
there are a number o f factors which all contribute to a differing degree. For low Earth orbits, 
the most significant is the atmospheric drag, which is notoriously unpredictable. At times, 
the atmosphere will rise or fall and change the drag, and the SGP4 propagator only has one 
adjusted ballistic coefficient to account for drag. The accuracy of the longer term 
predictions are heavily dependent on the altitude o f the satellite, where the atmosphere is 
more dense. The lower the orbit, the more dominant the unpredictable effects become, and 
there is a need for more regular updating of elements. The limitations of the SGP4 will 
therefore also contribute to inaccuracy, as will possibly the original measurements and 
NORAD's filtering and element generation technique. It is not possible to isolate these
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different factors without knowing more about the whole system. However, it is possible to 
analyse the element sets to obtain an estimate of the accuracy through internal comparisons.
The NORAD elements are in a similar format to the Almanac used in GPS except they 
represent the position o f the satellite in terms o f an inertial reference frame, rather than the 
Earth fixed WGS-84 frame used by GPS. The six elements are described briefly as follows: 
(See references 9,10 for further description).
i  I n c l in a t io n :  describes the orientation o f the orbital plane with respect to the equatorial
plane.
Q  R ig h t  A s c e n s io n  o f  th e  A s c e n d i n g  N o d e :  (R. A. A.N.) describes the orientation o f the
orbit plane about the pole with respect to an inertial star reference. 
e E c c e n t r ic i t y :  a measure of the circularity or elliptical nature o f the orbit,
co A r g u m e n t  o f  P e r ig e e :  describes the location in the orbit plane of the perigee.
M  M e a n  A n o m a ly :  indirectly describes the location o f the satellite within the orbital
plane. This is often combined with co to form the parameter U. 
it  M e a n  M o t io n :  the rate o f revolutions o f the satellite. This is closely related to the
semi-major axis, a.
This Keplerian element set is defined at an arbitrary time, the e p o c h , and the set is sufficient 
to describe the motion o f the satellite in the perfect two-body case. The elements supplied 
by NORAD are adjusted to account for some o f the more significant perturbations to the 
theory due to the Earth's non-spherical nature. Further terms are derived by SGP4 to account 
for periodic variations in the orbit. NORAD also provides a parameter to account for the 
drag o f the satellite in the faint traces o f atmosphere: B* (or Bstar) is related to the Ballistic 
coefficient. (A different drag term, Ndot/2 is also provided for compatibility with the earlier 
SGP propagator. Ndot/2 is not used by SGP4). The NORAD elements are m e a n  orbital 
elements, and therefore should not strictly speaking be referred to as Keplerian elements, 
although they commonly are. Tables 6.1 and 6.2 give an example TLE set and the generic 
ASCII format.
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Table 6.1 Example TLE (Two-Line Element Set)
PO-2 8
1 22829U 93061G 94157.72294064 .00000046 00000-0 36383-4 0 2891
2 22829 98.6496 233.6944 0009240 227.5945 132.4448 14.28028083 36200
Table 6.2 Format for TLE (R ef11)
Data for each satellite consists of three lines in the following format:
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
1 NNNNNU NNNNNAAA NNNNN. NNNNNNNN + .NNNNNNTSIN +NNNNN-N +NNNNN-N N NNNNN
2 NNNNN NNN.NNNN NNN.NNNN NNNNNNN NNN.NNNN NNN.NNNN N N .NNNNNNNNNNNNNN
Line 0 is a twenty-two-character name (this change is being made to be
consistent with the name length in the NORAD SATCAT).
Lines 1 and 2 are the standard Two-Line Orbital Element Set Format identical
to that used by NORAD and NASA. The format description is:
Line 1
Column Description
01-01 Line Number of Element Data
03-07 Satellite Number
10-11 International Designator (Last two digits of launch year)
12-14 International Designator (Launch number of the year)
15-17 International Designator (Piece of launch)
19-20 Epoch Year (Last two digits of year)
21-32 Epoch (Julian Day and fractional portion of the day)
34-43 First Time Derivative of the Mean Motion 
or Ballistic Coefficient (Depending on ephemeris type)
45-52 Second Time Derivative of Mean Motion (decimal point assumed; 
blank if N/A)
54-61 BSTAR drag term if GP4 general perturbation theory was used. 
Otherwise, radiation pressure coefficient. (Decimal point
assumed)
63-63 Ephemeris type
65-68 Element number
69-69 Check Sum (Modulo 10)
(Letters, blanks, periods, plus signs = 0; minus signs = 1)
Line 2
Column Description
01-01 Line Number of Element Data
03-07 Satellite Number
09-16 Inclination [Degrees)
18-25 Right Ascension of the Ascending Node [Degrees]
27-33 Eccentricity (decimal point assumed)
35-42 Argument of Perigee [Degrees]
44-51 Mean Anomaly [Degrees]
53-63 Mean Motion [Revs per day]
64-68 Revolution number at epoch [Revs]
69-69 Check Sum (Modulo 10)
All other columns are blank or fixed.
The position of the satellite can then easily be derived through the propagation o f these 
elements to any time in the near future or even past. The recommended computer propagator 
for use with the NORAD data sets is the SGP4 model12 (if the orbital period is less than 225
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minutes), although many satellite users have slightly different propagators. Several have 
been written in support o f the Amateur Satellite operations, and have a very wide user base 
However, it is important to note that these particular mean orbital elements are intimately 
related to SGP4. The process through which the elements are generated uses a filter based 
on SGP4, so to obtain the best predictions, this propagator should be used.
6.2.1 Self Consistency of NORAD Elements
To estimate the accuracy of the NORAD TLEs (Two-line Elements), an internal self- 
consistency test can be made. Generally, a new set o f elements is much more accurate than 
an old set. Therefore we estimate the accuracy of the old set by comparing it with the 
updated version. This test is similar to the self-consistency test made on the radar tracking 
data in the previous chapter. However, in this case, the data is intended to be propagated, so 
the test should be more useful. Two comments that should be made about this method: 
NORAD probably uses the previous element set to weight the next set, so the two sets are 
not completely independent; and secondly, the SGP4 model has been shown to have an 
along-track error o f up to 1.5 km (600 m RMS). Therefore, it would be possible for the two 
element sets to agree perfectly, but still have a 1.5 km error from the true position. The steps 
in this process are shown below:
Propagate old 
elements to epoch 
of new elements
 I ------>
J 1
Subtract position 
new elements from 
old element position
q_j
 I
J
Rotate residual into 
RLC frame
A
In total, 32 NORAD element sets for PoSAT-1 during 1994 were used for this test. The 
availability o f the sets was typically once a week, but sometimes more or less often. The 
RLC (radial along-track & cross-track, see Appendix B) co-ordinate frame was chosen to 
isolate the along-track, radial and cross-track differences, see Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1 Self-Comparison of PoSAT-1 NORAD Elements - Position Residuals
The agreement is on average about 2 km after one week o f age. The largest discrepancy is in 
the along-track axis, as is to be expected. This oscillates chaotically about zero, sometimes 
the satellite gets ahead of a TLE prediction, and sometimes it gets behind. This is due to 
either unpredicted drag terms or due to a wrongly determined B* (Bstar) or n (mean 
motion). The n determines the energy in the orbit, and is the element used to calculate how 
far the satellite travels around the orbit in a specified time.
There is a noticeable bias in the radial axis; the prediction of the height o f the satellite after 
one week is consistently lower than the new elements specify by on average about 150 
metres. This could be due to a mis-modelled change in the semi-major axis, but it could also 
be due to a discrepancy in the determination o f the perigee, or eccentricity. The cross-track 
appears also to have a slight bias, perhaps due to modelling error in the changes of i or Q.
The along track error is approximately linear with TLE age. Therefore if a set o f elements is 
wrong by 7 km after one week, it will be wrong by about 14 km after two weeks. This has 
confirmed by propagation of the element sets to a later time. As can be seen from the graph 
above, the update rate o f element sets is not constant. To get a figure as to how elements 
degrade with time, we can examine how the along-track difference varies with the time 
between respective element sets.
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Figure 6.2 Error Between Consecutive TLE Sets vs Update Time
Figure 6.2 shows that the longer time between element update, the greater the error. This is 
a very noisy trend, and clearly some element sets are worse than others. However, a linear 
fit gives an average error 169 metres per day o f update time. Therefore, an average set o f 
elements which is 14 days old will have an error o f 2.4 km, although some will give errors 
o f over 10 kms. This graph shows also that virtually all the error is due to the along-track 
component; the difference between the total magnitude of the error and just in the along- 
track axis is very small. Finally this graph demonstrates that the update rate is typically 4 
days, or 8 days, but sometimes new elements have not been available for over 2 weeks.
To demonstrate the different behaviour of a satellite in a lower orbit, Figure 6.3 shows the 
self-consistency of NORAD element sets for UoSAT-2, which is in a 660 km orbit. The y- 
axis has the same scale, and there is clearly a larger along-track error than found in the 
PoSAT orbit, although equally as random positive and negative. In this case, the linear fit 
case o f the along-track error vs update time gives an average error o f 384 metres per day, 
more than double the error from the PoSAT orbit. The UoSAT-2 radial axis appears to have 
a residual bias, which increases with age of elements. The occurrence in both satellite 
elements suggests that there is a systematic error, either in the propagator, or in the elements 
themselves.
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Figure 6.3 Self-Comparison of UoSAT-2 NORAD Elements - Position Residuals
6.2.2 Individual Elements
To understand the NORAD element sets better, the elements can be examined individually. 
Figures 6.4 to 6.7 show all o f the elements gathered from sets throughout 1994 for PoSAT- 
1. The unpredictable variations in the slowly changing elements e and i, are obvious. 
However, these variations in Q, co and u are not visible due to the quickly changing nature 
o f the element. Therefore, they have been differenced from the preceding element set (after 
propagation with SGP4) in order to examine inconsistencies between sets. In all o f these 
figures, the x-axis is the day number of 1994.
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Figure 6.4 NORAD POSAT-1 TLEs: a) Mean Motion b) Eccentricity
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Figure 6.5 NORAD POSAT-1 TLEs: a) Inclination b) RAAN Residuals
Figure 6.6 NORAD POSAT-1 TLEs: a) Argument of Perigee Residuals b) U Residuals
Figure 6.7 NORAD POSAT-1 TLEs: Bstar
An interesting point illustrated Figure 6.4(a) is that there is a noticeable positive gradient in 
n. The satellite therefore orbits the Earth at a faster and faster rate with time. This is due to 
the gradual decay of the orbit as a result of the atmospheric drag on the satellite, traces of 
which are obviously present even at an altitude of 800 km. The change of B* in Figure 6.7 
reflects the changing gradient of n over the course of the year, and the value varies by a 
factor of three over the course of the year. It is understood that the B* is not a model of the
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drag effects specifically, but is rather an along-track variable which is adjusted to ensure 
that the predictions of the elements agree with the measurements (occasionally it has been 
known for the B* term to become negative). It is therefore difficult to isolate the true 
variation in the mean motion from the drag effects. However, n is the only element that is 
represented as a 10 digit value in the TLE ASCII standard, while all the other values (except 
epoch) are 7 digit numbers. This accuracy is needed to give the elements a long term 
stability.
The oscillations in e are due to long term periodic effects associated with the rotation of the 
perigee which are not accounted for in the SGP4 model. The ripple in the eccentricity has a 
period of about 120 days corresponding with the complete rotation of the co due to the 
apsidal precession of (in this case) 2.924°/day. Both i and Q. show an unexpected tendency
13to decrease with time (a positive residual in Q means that successive values are smaller 
than expected). The value for co seems quite poorly defined, with a noisy variation of up to 
4° between successive element sets. Some of this is due to unmodelled long term periodics, 
but other noise is presumably due to poor determination as a result of low e. If M  were 
plotted, the values would be almost identical to co only inverted; this is because the M is 
dependent on the perigee for its definition. A wildly varying co will give a wildly varying M  
The parameter that best shows the position of the satellite (without corruption by co) is U.
The U in Figure 6.6 is defined as (co + M) and is equal to the Argument of Latitude in a 
circular orbit. This is the angle in the perifocal plane from the node to the satellite (see later 
in chapter for discussion). This value is closely related to the along-track error, as can be 
seen by comparing Figure 6.6 b) with Figure 6.1.
This data set is quite small and unfortunately does not include all the element sets generated, 
as often only one set of elements has been received per week. However, there are some 
slightly chaotic oscillations evident in some of the elements, such as Q and possibly u which 
could be speculatively due to overshoot in the element generation process.
• The NORAD element set standard is therefore suitable for medium accuracy and long 
term propagation, as discussed in Section 6.1.2. Unfortunately the epoch accuracy is 
limited to 600 m RMS along-track by the SGP4 inadequacies. The short and long term 
accuracies are well within the requirements of 10 and 150 kms after 1 day and 14 days
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respectively. However, this analysis is orbit specific, and the predictions rapidly degrade 
in a lower orbit.
® The NORAD element sets can be used for comparison with elements generated from 
GPS data. It is dangerous to call the NORAD element sets the 'truth' model, as the 
system does not pretend to be perfect. However, if the self-compared GPS element sets 
give similar residuals and also when compared to the NORAD sets, then we can claim 
element compatibility.
6.3. ELEMENT GENERATION FROM GPS DATA
For the reasons given earlier, a relatively simple mean orbit element-based non-storage orbit 
determination technique was chosen. The scale of the procedure was such that it was 
possible to implement in orbit for a practical demonstration.
The generation of the elements involves firstly the conversion of individual GPS readings 
into the correct format and secondly the combination of all of the data points to give the best 
fitted element set. A flow diagram for the element generation technique is presented in 
Figure 6.8.
Figure 6.8 Element Generation Procedure
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In the sections below, each of these steps is described in further detail.
The transformation from the GPS WGS-84 Earth-fixed frame to an inertial frame was 
required in the previous chapter for radar comparison, and is discussed in Appendix A. It is 
sufficient to say here that there are several different commonly used inertial frames, and so 
the transformation must be the correct one. It has been assumed that the conversion used by 
NORAD is identical to that used by Fylingdales radar, as they are both connected through 
the Spacetrack Network.
6.3.1 Osculating Elem ents
When an instantaneous GPS fix is made in Cartesian co-ordinates, there is sufficient 
information to derive the six classical orbital elements at a particular epoch.
(x, y, z, vx, vy, vz)|t => (/', Q, e, co, M, w)lt
The transformation between Cartesian co-ordinates and classical orbital elements is 
presented in several text-books14. These elements derived from one fix represent the true 
instantaneous orbit, and are called Keplerian or osculating elements. Periodic variations will 
be observed in these elements as they are derived at different orbital positions, chiefly due 
to the Earth's non-spherical nature.
An arc of one orbit of the PoSAT 3-D GPS Cartesian data was converted into these 
instantaneous elements and compared to the contemporary SGP4-propagated NORAD 
elements and Figure 6.9 shows the semi-major axis, a. The semi-major axis is not one of the 
NORAD elements, but can readily be derived from the mean motion, and has a very tangible 
meaning, being equivalent to the radius of a circular orbit. The semi-major axis is calculated 
according to both SGP4 (solid line) and the orbital GPS data. The periodic variation of the 
semi-major axis is due to the equatorial bulge of 20 kilometres compared to the polar 
diameter. The satellite tends to follow the shape of the Earth, and so the radius of the orbit 
appears to reach a maximum as the satellite passes over the equator.
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Semi-Major Axis (km)
Time (minutes)
Figure 6.9 Data converted to Osculating Elements
There is certainly noise apparent on the measurements. At several points, the GPS-derived 
semi-major axis is over a kilometre from the NORAD prediction, and in other places, 
definite jumps can be seen. This jumping appears to happen when the receiver uses different 
GPS satellites for position solution. From the comparison of SGP4 and WG88 in the 
previous chapter, we expect at most 200 metres difference in the radial axis due to 
inaccuracies in the SGP4 model. This suggests that additional noise might be caused by 
Selective Availability. The magnitude of the error is explained by the fact that both position 
and velocity are required to determine the orbital elements. The GPS horizontal position 
accuracy of 100 metres due to S.A. is often quoted, but the velocity accuracy due to S.A. is 
less easily characterised. To prove that this noise is indeed S.A., it would be necessary to 
supply differential corrections to this or subsequent data, and see how the noise is 
attenuated.
6.3.2 Mean Elem ents from O sculating Elem ents
The osculating elements derived in the previous section are not compatible with the 
NORAD mean orbital elements. Although the GPS-derived instantaneous elements describe 
the position of the satellite probably to within a few metres at the time of the measurement,
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they cannot be used in the commonly used propagators due to the orbit perturbations. The 
SGP4 propagator expects mean elements, to which are added the secular perturbation terms 
(and periodic if required) to propagate predictions forward in time. The osculating semi­
major axis varies by over 10 km from the mean (in figure 6.9, the mean is just over 7,176 
km).
To find the optimum mean element set from the osculating elements, it is necessary to first 
calculate the mean elements for each fix. It would be possible to average the osculating 
elements, but this would be clearly be biased by the data distribution. Mean elements can be 
determined from individual data fixes by using the inverse of the propagator through 
iteration (see GTDS15). The propagator generates osculating elements, which are subtracted 
from the original elements, producing errors for the new estimated mean elements, and the 
process soon converges. The advantage of this method is that the resultant elements are by 
definition compatible with the propagator and therefore in this case, NORAD's standard.
This process is defined as follows, and is applicable to each of the six elements:
e (s+l)= e (s) + { e0 - e<s)} 6.1
where e is the initial osculating element from the GPS data.
e(s) is the osculating element estimated from the sth iteration
e ® is the mean element obtained from the sth iteration
To obtain the osculating elements, e(s), the set of mean elements, e (s), is used in the SGP4 
propagator to generate a position/velocity vector, which can then be converted into e(-s\  To 
initialise the process, e c a n  be estimated by the osculating elements. The iteration 
continues until a convergence criteria is met, such that the difference between the sth and the 
sth+1 element sets is smaller than a certain tolerance.
In practice, the convergence is fairly stable for most of PoSAT’s orbit, but there are times 
when the convergence is bad. The example below (Table 6.3) is about the worst case, and 
demonstrates some of the problems with this technique.
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Table 6.3 Poor Convergence of Osculating to Mean Elements
Convergence criteria: Tolerance = 1.000e-005; No. of iterations = 5
n e /' Q  to M
1 mean : 0.0010385422 0.000759 1.722161 0.563252 -0.670846 8.535510
2 mean : 0.0010385597 0.000024 1.722162 0.563252 -4.110919 11.975586
3 mean : 0.0010385582 -0.000101 1.722162 0.563252 -7.051185 14.915849
Although n, i and Q seem to converge well, e, to and M do not. This is entirely due to the 
fact that the eccentricity is so small that the perigee is badly determined. If the convergence 
criteria are set too strictly, then e will tend to go negative (which is not to be permitted), and 
M and to rapidly leave the 0 to In  range.
Therefore, we must take a few steps to ensure a useful convergence.
1) Eccentricity - if e goes negative, force positive
2) Convergence criteria based only on n, /  and Q which do converge
3) Relax convergence tolerance so that the process always converges.
Figure 6.10 shows some data from the semi-major axis which has been converted into mean 
elements through this method.
Semi-Major Axis (km)
Point Number
Figure 6.10 Data Converted to Mean Elements
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6.3.3 Mean Elem ents from Cartesian Elem ents
The method of obtaining mean elements from the original state discussed consists of two 
steps; firstly the Cartesians are converted to osculating elements and secondly the osculating 
elements to mean elements. This process was implemented, but unfortunately, the osculating 
to mean convergence is often dubious when the eccentricity is low (Table 6.3). Although the 
effects of the lack of convergence will probably tend to average out, what might be 
described as quantisation noise will be added to the final results. Therefore an improved 
conversion method was implemented.
Such an improved algorithm called SATELS was developed by Gooding16 as part of the 
RAE PROP6 orbit determination program. This algorithm is similar but avoids the 
convergence problems of the previous method. This is because the convergence iteration is 
based not on element residuals but on Cartesian co-ordinate residuals, which have no 
singularities such as e = 0. In other words, the conversion essentially skips over the 
osculating element stage, and goes straight from the Cartesians to the mean elements.
Briefly, the procedure is explained as follows. The transformation (A) from osculating 
elements (e) to position/velocity state (x) is described as
= Y (e0) 6.2
Mean elements ( e ) are similar to osculating elements but do not include periodic terms. 
These terms are added using an algorithm specific to the propagator (in this case SGP4).
6q = e + J 2 s 6.3
where s is a function of e . Further J3 and J4 terms are also present, but just J2 will be used
in these equations as the treatment is the same. By reversing the sign of J2, applying SGP4 
to e0 to obtain new state xL then new resultant elements can be found ej such that
e i =  e o ~  ^2 s  o 6.4
by substitution
e = e, + J 2 (g 0 - e  ) 6.5
The term (s 0 -  8 ) is very small (of the order of J2) and therefore with e! we have obtained 
a first order approximation for e . Taking this a stage further, a position state x2 can be 
obtained by restoring the correct sign to J2 and applying SGP4 to e] such that
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x 2 = Y (e , + J 2 s , )  6.6
The term ej is even closer to e , and (e t -  s  ) is of the order of only J22, so the best
estimate of e can now be obtained from
x «  x 0 + x, -  x 2 6.7
and then transforming x to e .
Table 6.4 compares the results from the two conversion methods.
Table 6.4 A comparison of the two methods for conversion from Cartesians to mean elements
SATELST - testing satels Cartesian to mean element conversion routine***********
Inertial Cartesian input: 513515.865922, -953528.132189, 7078661.500000 
-6315.652751, -3974.218038, -77.928000
Method 1 for Element Generation: Osculating to Mean 
Convergence criteria: Tolerance = 5.000e-005; No. of iterations = 5 
Mean Motion, Eccent, Incl, RAAN, Arg Per, Mean Anomaly
1 mean: 0.0010385422 0.000759 1.722161 0.563252 -0.670846 8.535510
2 mean: 0.0010385597 0.000024 1.722162 0.563252 -4.110919 11.975586
Recovered cartesians: 512758.980462, -955344.725438, 7086076.818692,
-6309.084352, -3969.939362, -78.641115
Method 2 for Element Generation: Cartesian to Mean 
Convergence criteria: Tolerance = 1.000e-007; No. of iterations = 5 
Mean Motion, Eccent, Incl, RAAN, Arg Per, Mean Anomaly
1 mean : 0.0010385622 0.001072 1.722162 0.563252 1.692116 6.172548
2 mean: 0.0010385554 0.001076 1.722162 0.563252 1.691636 6.173027
3 mean: 0.0010385555 0.001076 1.722162 0.563252 1.691638 6.173026
Recovered cartesians: 513515.865932, -953528.132207, 7078661.500017,
-6315.652751, -3974.218037, -77.928000
The improvement in convergence is evident. In the test case above, the conditions were 
chosen where the convergence using the initial method was particularly poor. The recovered 
Cartesian co-ordinates are 2 kms wrong in this case. However, using the second method, the 
recovered cartesians agree with the originals to the sub-millimetre level.
6.3.4 Combining Data Points into One Mean Element S et
Once the data sets have been generated in the form of mean elements, they must be 
combined. For the elements n, e, and i, it is valid to simply average the elements to find the 
mean value. It is then also simple to find the standard deviation (or a) for the element to 
give an indication of the quality of the fitting. However, the other elements Q, co and M all
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have a significant gradient with time. One possibility is to all of the elements
back to the previous node before the averaging process. It is then also possible to get a more 
meaningful a  for all the elements.
However, initial attempts proved that errors grew when the elements were propagated back 
to the node due to the initially poorly defined orbit. The a  did not improve with more data.
A better technique is to fit a straight line to the data, so that as more data is incorporated, the 
a  will reduce. The straight-line fitting can be applied to all of the elements which change 
significantly during the course of an orbit; Q, co, and M  Furthermore, the straight line fitting 
of M allows n to be calculated from the gradient of M. As n is the most critical element for 
long term propagation stability, any improved methods of determination would be useful. 
(The previous method calculated n from a, which was derived from individual position 
fixes).
Unfortunately, M is not a stable element due to the badly determined perigee in a near­
circular orbit, so an alternative is to measure the element U, which is defined as follows:
This U is well defined, as it is the angle is measured from the equatorial node crossing to the 
position of the satellite in the orbital plane. This technique of combining the co and the M  to
where vQ is the true anomaly. For a truly circular orbit, the true anomaly is equal to the mean 
anomaly, and so u and U are interchangeable (although this is not assumed for the following 
analysis).
The ‘0’ suffix in Equations 6.8 and 6.9 indicates initial values. After time dt\
where co is the time rate of change of co (which can be calculated), and k indicates the 
integer ambiguity. There are higher terms related to the rate of change of n, but these can be 
ignored when t is small. Differentiating and rearranging;
6.8
17form U is commonly used for such orbits with low eccentricity. U is closely related to the 
element w, the argument of latitude, which is defined as
6.9
U (+ 271 k) » co 0 + co dt + MA0 + n d t 6.10
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dU
dt
- co 6.11
The measurement of the gradient of U requires the straight-line fitting to data spread out 
over a certain length of time, and so requires a few more operational constraints than the 
previous technique. However the advantage is that the accuracy will continue to improve as 
more data is taken spread over time.
The least-squares fitting algorithm was implemented as follows (using the same notation as 
18Press et al. ). The parameters a and b must be found which form the equation
y  = a + bx 6 12
The parameters are found by solving the two simultaneous equations
where S is the number of data points, Sx is the sum of the x-values,
Sy is the sum of the y-values, Sxx is the sum of the squared x-values, 
and Sxy is the sum of the x times y values.
These sum variables accumulate the data, and at the end of the process, can be used to 
derive the parameters a and b, without the need for storing the individual data points.
In addition to calculating a and b, there is a requirement to obtain a deviation for these 
parameters, a a and a b to give a quality indication. Press gives the algorithm to calculate 
Chi-squared (x ) which not only gives variances but also enables an independent measure of 
fit. However, the algorithm requires an individual estimate of error for each data point, 
including measurement and model error. In this case, all that is required is a routine figure 
of merit for parameters a and b that is repeatable and simple to implement on-board the 
satellite. Therefore, the individual data-point measurement errors are not calculated, but are 
all assumed the same. The calculation of a  required that the equation (15.2.2) in Press be 
rearranged to allow single pass calculation. Using the notation from Press:
Sy = a S + b Sx 
Sxy = a Sx + b Sxx
6.13
6.14
6.15
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Note that since crj (the estimated individual measurement error) is taken as 1 for every data
• 2 point, the equation is not strictly equal to the formal definition of % . Rearranging this into
its single pass form (so each data point need not be stored),
x2 {a,b) = S„-2a Sy -  2b + 2 + 2 Sy + b2S a
6.16
where Syy, Sx, etc., are the sums of data as defined in Press (15.2.4). The values for a a and
a b can then be derived by multiplying equations Press (15.2.9) by y jy 2 / (,N ~  2) • This 
algorithm is then suitable for the implementation on the satellite, as only the sum variables 
need to be stored. (Some examples of the as for /? as a result of this least-squares algorithm 
are shown in Table 6.5, Section 6.3.6).
Perhaps the most dramatic effect that this least-squares fitting method has is to add the 
capability to accept prior elements to weight the solution (described later). The consequence 
of using this method is that a longer period of temporally spaced data must be used to ensure 
that the gradient is adequately determined. If a shorter period of data is used, for example, 
the gradient of Q may be poorly determined, giving a less accurate value at epoch than if the 
mean had been taken.
6.3.5 Cycle s lip s  and the Argument o f Latitude
In all element sets, there are five slow changing elements, and one fast (M). It has been 
explained in the previous section that U is more meaningful than M  for a near-circular orbit 
such as that of PoSAT. Therefore in the improved algorithm for PoSAT, U is implicitly 
used, and its a  is determined for accuracy evaluation. For compatibility with NORAD, M is 
finally recovered by subtracting co from U.
In the previous algorithm, M and co were evaluated independently, and if either strayed over 
360° then 360° was subtracted, causing a cycle-slip. However, the combining of the data 
series did not take into account these slips, and so causing large errors in the initial position. 
Figure 6.11 illustrates the problem of cycle slips in u: the jumps are caused by slips being 
introduced by M and co. If an automatic method for fitting a straight line to this graph were 
used, then it would come up with a completely spurious value.
• 2
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Argument of Latitude (°)
Figure 6.11 Cycle Slips in Argument of Latitude
Therefore, a simple algorithm was developed which removed the slips with some immunity 
to outlying points based on a moving average of previous points.
while v > vsm + 71 v = v - 2tt 
while v < vsm - 7i v = v + 27t
where v is the next angular value
vsm is the smoothed previous value
This cycle-slip removal algorithm is applied to both co and U to ensure they stay in the 
correct quadrant. After the final values of co and (/have been found, M is recovered by 
subtracting these two elements from each other. This process ensures that no slips occur.
One limitation of this method is that the moving average does not take into account gradient. 
Therefore, the process cannot jump from one data set to another, say, 2 hours later, as the 
quadrant would have changed. Hence the gap between data points ( U) must stay within half 
an orbit. It would be a relatively simple modification to account for the gradient and permit 
more flexible data sets.
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6.3.6 Outlying Points
Figure 6.12 shows a data set used for the determination of the mean semi-major axis. 
Amongst the arc of data there is one data point that is detached from the rest (this has been 
circled). This seems to be caused by a pseudorange measurement that has a time-tag 
different to the other three measurements by 0.2 of a second, causing the wrong time-tag on 
the position fix and giving a spurious reading.
SEMI-MAJOR AXIS (km)
TIME (Minutes)
Figure 6.12 Outlier in Mean Element Data
From examination of other data-sets, this appears to be a fairly common problem; there are 
several points in Figure 6.10 which appear to be similar outliers. These outlying points can 
easily be removed in post processing through the rejection of all values outside 3a variation. 
However, the method of removal of outliers for a single pass process is a little more 
complex. Therefore a decision needs to be made whether or not to attempt to remove these 
points. This depends on how many outlying points there are and how serious their effects 
are.
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Table 6.5 The effects of outliers in a one-orbit data set
%Processing 100 mins (1 orbit) of data 
60 outliers found... & removed
**** SUMMARY ****
Orig Data Filtered Data 
Outliers present Outliers removed
n 14.2803080 14.2803191
e 0.0004336 0.0004241
i 98.6497486 98.6498253
n 202.6784038 202.6782395
CO 282.1062091 281.4193481
U 360.0769548 360.0758391
n a 0.000041 0.000030
e a 0.000292 0.000275
/ a 0.001447 0.001101
Q. a 0.000110 0.000089
co a 141.017917 142.139143
U a 0.000929 0.000669
Table 6.5 shows the results from processing a run of data into elements with and without the 
outliers removed. A total of 60 outlying points (> 3a) were found and removed out of 2715 
points which is 2% of the data. The effects on the various elements can be seen, before and 
after. In general, there is a clear improvement in the a: a reduction of up to 25%. Note that 
this algorithm did not use SATELS, and so there is an extremely poor convergence of the 
perigee, giving an unrealistic e and co as.
The change in the angular values from the outlier-removal equates to along-track / cross­
track differences of around 100 metres. While this is an unwanted error that could be 
removed, the effect is smaller than the modelling errors of SGP4 (600 m RMS). However, 
no analysis has not been performed since the SATELS algorithm was introduced, and so it is 
difficult to be certain of the effects.
The processing of RADCAL data generated from an orbital Trimble QUADREX 
encountered similar problems.19 The solution was a 'super-iteration' process, where the data 
was batch filtered 7 times successively removing closer and closer outliers until the 
residuals (after S.A. correction) fell to below 40 metres. This process is clearly unacceptable 
for a real-time system where the data is not stored. However, this experience does indicate 
the serious nature of the outliers, and that a simple 3a filter will not necessarily provide the 
optimum accuracy.
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The implementation of a suitable recursive filter capable of handling these outlying points 
represents quite a challenge. Perhaps the most difficult aspect is the initialisation, as the 
filter must be able to sort out the first few points successfully. If valid data points start to be 
rejected, then it could feasibly give worse results than no filter at all.
It was decided that for the scope of this study the filter would not be implemented in orbit. 
This was primarily due to time restrictions, but also the exact requirements for the filter are 
very receiver-specific: a different receiver may not have the same tendency to produce 
spurious data points.
6.3.7 Improving Mean Motion Determination
The procedure as outlined so far generates a consistent set of elements, which are illustrated 
in the graphs later. However, the detennination of n could be improved significantly, as it 
was considerably less stable than the NORAD determined n. The fundamental reason for the 
lower accuracy in our case is that the sample of data was taken from only one orbital 
operation. The SGP4 propagator does not account for the Earth's sectoral harmonics (slight 
variations of the shape of the Earth with longitude), and also GPS is less accurate in the 
radial axis (159 metres 2a). Longer periods of data would help average out these effects, but 
the autonomous operation of the GPS receiver is limited to one orbit at a time by power and 
operational constraints.
A solution to this problem is to use information from the previous set of elements generated 
from the last operation of the GPS receiver, perhaps the week before. If this a priori element 
set can be stored on-board the satellite, then it can be used to lever the data collected and 
determine a far more accurate n through the Ieast-squares technique already implemented. 
The previous element set epoch is used to represent one point in the fit of the U element 
from the current GPS data. Figure 6.13 schematically demonstrates the concept.
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The gradient of U (from which n is determined) is more accurately determined when the 
prior element set is used, and the longer the time before, the greater the weighting. The 
diagram also illustrates that U may have undergone from 1 to possibly over 100 cycles since 
the last operation, and this integer number of cycles must be determined if the procedure is 
to work. If the prior element set is accurate and stable, then the previous elements can be 
propagated up to the current GPS data to determine the cycle ambiguity in U. Once the 
ambiguity has been resolved, then the prior element U can be incorporated into the least- 
squares fitting procedure for the main GPS data. In this procedure, the contribution of the 
prior elements can be weighted by a separate user-specified variable.
The practical implementation of this concept in orbit is not difficult because the prior 
elements are required anyway for initialisation. There may be certain circumstances when 
the prior element weighting is not desired, and also there should be sanity checks to make 
sure that poor prior elements do not corrupt the new set.
6.3.8 The Complete Element S et
The element generation procedure was implemented as described above. Finally the 
generated element set can then be converted into the same ASCII format for complete 
compatibility with the NORAD two-line element sets. Additional information is also 
provided, including the standard deviations (a), and data length.
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1 22829U 93061G 94126.40317045 .00000072 00000-0 46760-4 0 07
2 22829 98.6497 202.6780 0010018 325.9131 34.1673 14.28019292 31733
After 100.591667 minutes, and 2872 samples:
Averaged elements: (MM eccn incl RAAN ArgP MA)
14.280192921 1.001797e-003 98.649681 202.678040 325.913122
34.167284
Year, Dayno: 1994 126.40317045
Standard Deviation of elements: (last is Arg Lat)
4.464e-008 2.027e-004 1.516e-003 1.094e-004 3.623e-001 2.982e-
004
The units for the as are the same as the corresponding element, which is defined in the Two- 
Line Element standard (Table 6.6). Care should be taken with the a  values. These are not 
only affected by the measurement noise, but also the modelling error. It is clear in this mean 
element case that the modelling technique is a substantially simplified version of what is 
really happening, so the as should be viewed as comparative figures of merit rather than as a 
measure of the accuracy of the elements.
The example in Table 6.6 is a result from a typical run of data, gathered over the period of 
one orbit. During the test and development stage, the duration of the data collection has 
been only one orbit to permit the monitoring of the progress as soon as the satellite returns 
overhead. In this case, prior elements have been used, which lower considerably the a  for n 
and U.
6.4 PROCEDURE EVALUATION THROUGH SIMULATION
The effectiveness of the orbit determination procedure can be investigated through the use 
of simulated data. This permits a reasonable level of isolation of the system errors from the 
measurement errors. The simulated data in this case was generated from the 8x8 
geopotential numerical integration propagator WG88 as described in the previous chapter. A 
reference orbit was generated which coincided with an orbit of GPS data from PoSAT-1.
The WG88 reference orbit was generated from an initial state obtained from a set of 
elements, as described in Chapter 5, the elements having been in turn generated from the 
GPS data. Therefore there was a reasonable agreement between the two data sets, if not 
perfect. For the purposes of this comparison, drag terms were omitted from the element sets.
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Table 6.6 Sample of PoSAT-generated elements
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6.4.1 Reference a  Values
In the orbit determination procedure, as are generated for each of the elements: these are 
figures of merit for the fit of the elements to the data. The contributions to the size of the a  
can come from several sources, some from the measurement data, but some from the model 
or procedure itself. It is therefore important to establish reference levels which are free from 
errors introduced specifically by the GPS data.
Figure 6.14 shows the resultant as for n, i, e, Q, to and U, from the element generation from 
both the simulated and PoSAT GPS-derived data. (The units for n are revs/day, e has no 
dimensions, and the others are in degrees).
Figure 6.14 Comparative fit of Simulated and GPS-derived elements
As expected, the as from the simulation are all smaller than those for the real GPS data. 
However, the difference is considerably greater than expected: over an order of magnitude 
of difference between as for most elements. Some of the anticipated reasons for the 
differences are:
• Outliers are present in the GPS data, causing occasional kilometre level errors, and over 
15 m/s velocity errors.
• Selective Availability causes 180 metre-level position and 1 m/s velocity errors which 
are not present in the simulation.
• There are regions of high GDOP in the data, noticeably degrading the GPS accuracy.
• There will be a small error contribution due to the model errors in the WG88 simulation.
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Repeating this test, but using prior elements from one week before to weight both the 
simulated and the GPS data gives improved determination of n and U, as demonstrated in 
Figure 6.15.
Figure 6.15 Improvement with prior weighting to element determination
The dramatic reduction in a  due to prior weighting is evident in n, and slightly in U, but 
does not affect any of the other elements. However, from repeatability considerations the a  
varies considerably with the delta time between the prior elements and the new elements. 
During the course of data processing, the time of prior elements cannot necessarily be 
controlled, and so the establishment of a weighted cj reference is a little more difficult.
To check the validity of the simulation, the elements derived from simulated data were 
compared to the elements derived directly from the GPS data. The agreement at epoch is 
less than 400 metres, and after 14 days, it is 1.1 km. This is not perfect agreement, but a 
difference of this level is to be expected considering that the WG88 orbit was not 
numerically fitted to the element set in the first place. This agreement at epoch, and after 14 
days is well within the errors of SGP4.
6.4.2 Com parison of Elem ents with Data
Once a set of elements has been generated, they can be propagated with SGP4 and compared 
to the original data to check that the resultant fit is as good as expected. If the orbit 
determination procedure has functioned correctly, the residuals from this comparison should 
be equal to or smaller than the residuals expected from a straight comparison between the 
SGP4 and WG88 propagators.
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Figure 6.16 contains the residuals from the simulated data compared to the resultant 
elements after orbital fitting^
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Figure 6.16 Simulated Data compared to Simulated Elements (unweighted)
The fit between the WG88 simulated data and the SPG4 propagated data is very good with 
an RMS residual of only 40 metres. In fact 40 metres is better than expected, because the 
agreement between WG88 and SGP4 is known to be 600 metres RMS. Presumably this 
close agreement is because the data is only one orbit long; a fit over 24 hours would give a 
larger residual, but a better overall fit. This does however prove that the orbit determination 
procedure works well, at least on simulated data.
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Figure 6.17 Simulated data Compared with Resultant Elements (Weighted)
Figure 6.17 shows the results from an identical comparison except that the elements has 
been weighted using prior elements from a week before (NORAD-generated). The fit over 
the course of the orbit is not quite so close, although the overall mean element set is known 
to be better in the long term.
The same comparison was done using the genuine GPS data from one orbit compared to the 
elements which had been generated from the GPS data (Figure 6.18).
1000
Figure 6.18 GPS Data (C4DD) Compared to Corresponding Fitted Element Set (Weighted)
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The results are as indicated by the a  values: the RMS residuals were 600 metres, an order 
worse than the simulated data. The outlying points are obviously quite significant, 
particularly with the resultant poor velocities, and clearly if they were removed, the fit 
would be far closer. However, as mentioned earlier, the resultant elements are actually quite 
close to the simulated elements, giving 400 metres at epoch, and 1.1 km after 14 days. 
Therefore the overall fit is still within SGP4 accuracies, and is still valid according to the 
original targets. However the potential for improvement is also evident.
In summary, the orbit determination procedure seems suitable for the purpose of medium 
resolution on-board orbit determination. The as appear to give a reliable indication of the 
quality of fit. The factors affecting accuracy are:
•  The outlying points: This is probably the primary cause for larger as.
•  SGP4 model / length of sampled data.
• The GPS characteristic position/velocity S.A. errors
Further research would indicate how the three factors interact more closely, and would show 
whether GPS data has repeatable as.
6.5 RESULTS FROM POSAT-1 DATA
It is quite difficult to assess the accuracy of a set of elements, as they will never appear more 
accurate than the analytic propagator that is using them to recover inertial position. The 
simplest method of evaluating PoSAT’s elements is through direct comparison with the 
NORAD element sets, which have been evaluated earlier in this chapter.
There are two levels for comparing the NORAD with the PoSAT-generated element sets:
• A comparison of the position predictions based on two contemporary element sets.
® A comparison of particular individual elements from one set to the next.
The comparison of the propagated position is clearly the result which will be the final 
product, used by ground-stations and other satellite systems. However, the examination of 
the individual elements assists in the isolating of the various systematic uncertainties and 
errors.
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The data used from these comparative tests comes from the series of runs undertaken during 
the first half of 1994. The purposes of those runs were miscellaneous, including raw-data 
logging, element generation and initialisation testing. Therefore, unfortunately the sets are 
not regular, and the data-lengths are variable (from 20 to 190 minutes). This makes a 
definitive comparison a little more difficult, but there are enough sets to demonstrate 
expected capabilities. The delta time (Figure 6 .19) between element sets can be significant 
in the comparisons.
6.5.1 PoSAT-1 Data-Sets
Table 6.7 GPS Data-Sets and NORAD Elements
GPS
Data-Set
1st File 
PIGPx
Last
File
GPS
Week
(/UTC)
Dayno
(1994)
Len.
(mins)
Norad
predecessor
Nearest
NORAD
R940307 0091 00A8 739/9 66.5 95.0 254 262
R940326 00AA 00BF 741 85.4 91.2 265 265
R940401 OOCO 00C3 742 91.4 25.5 265 269
R940506 00C4 00F5 747 126.33 196.1 275 275
R940512 00F8 00FF 748 132.36 63.5 275 277
R940526 0100 0109 750 146.44 94.4 286 286
R940527 010B 010C 750 147 19.9 286 286
R940601 010D 010E 751 152.40 19.19 286 288
R940607 0110 0112 752 158.49 28.35 289 289
R940614 0113 0115 753 165 25.2 289 291
R940627 0116 0120 755 /9 178 116.1 292 294
R940712 0124 0125 757/10 193.39 18.8 297 297
Figure 6.19 Delta time Between GPS and Corresponding NORAD Element Sets
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An element set generated from the GPS-data is compared to a NORAD element set in 
Figure 6.20. SGP4 was used to propagate both from the GPS-derived element set epoch to 2 
weeks afterwards. In this case the NORAD elements were 2.2 days older than the GPS- 
derived elements. The GPS elements were weighted with a previous GPS element set.
Figure 6.20 Comparison of a Single PoSAT Element Set (weighted) with a NORAD Set
As is to be expected, the most significant error is the along-track error which gradually 
accumulates with time. This is due to the initial small difference in the radial component, 
which affects the mean motion so that the two element sets diverge. In this case, the 
divergence totalled about 5 kilometres after 14 days, so the difference between the two 
mean motions is small, and is acceptable However, there is a significant ripple in the radial 
and cross-track terms which suggests that there is a discrepancy in the other elements that is 
larger than desired, giving an epoch agreement of about 1.1 km.
Figure 6.21 show the results of the comparison of multiple GPS element sets with the 
closest NORAD neighbours. The elements have been generated from the GPS data alone, 
with no a priori information, so the long term stability is not very good. However the 
agreement at epoch is within a couple of kilometres.
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Figure 6.21 Multiple Comparisons: Difference of GPS (unweighted) from NORAD element sets.
Figures 6.22 and 6.23 similarly show the position residual for elements this time which have 
been generated with prior weighting by previous GPS elements. Figure 6.22 shows the 
agreement at epoch (broken down into RLC co-ordinates), and Figure 6.23 contains the 
results after 14 days propagation.
Day Number of 1994
Figure 6.22 Difference of GPS (weighted) from NORAD Element Sets at GPS Element Epoch
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Day Number of 1994
Figure 6.23 Difference of GPS (weighted) from NORAD element sets 14 days after GPS epoch 
Table 6.8 GPS/NORAD Residuals
At Epoch 14 days after GPS Epoch
Radial Along-
Track
Cross-
Track
Radial Along-
Track
Cross-
Track
RMS (m) 548 1124 518 549 9917 427
The results presented in Table 6.8 show that the GPS agreement with NORAD is about 1.3 
km at epoch and 9.9 km after 14 days (5 km after 7 days). The radial and cross-track errors 
appear to stay more or less constant, while the along-track error increases.
6.5.3 Com parison of Individual Elem ents
To gain a closer insight into the reasons for the differences between the NORAD and the 
GPS element sets, the individual elements can be compared. The along-track error and the 
overall long term stability of the elements is determined primarily by the mean motion, 
while all the other elements are responsible for the epoch error and the long-term cross-track 
and radial errors.
6.5.3.1 Mean M otion (n)
Figure 6.24 compares the GPS derived n with the NORAD catalogue values. GPS values are 
presented which are both weighted and unweighted by prior element sets. For reference, the 
a  values are about equivalent to the size of the data labels, i.e. generally smaller than the 
difference from the NORAD values.
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Fig 6.24 GPS-derived n compared with NORAD n
The dramatic improvement in the determination of n with prior weighting is evident. 
However, the NORAD values still appear to be smoother. It is probable that the NORAD 
values are still slightly more accurate, as it seems unlikely that n would exhibit such 
variations as the GPS (weighted) values show. Even so, it has been noted already that the 
NORAD procedure may be smoothing n slightly, and allowing for variations with B*, 
although this is difficult to tell either way.
As the results from the earlier comparison suggest that the GPS orbit determination agree 
with NORAD to a level of about 10 km after 14 days, then it is interesting to look at the 
resultant agreement in semi-major axis. The semi-major axis (a) is related to n as follows:
where n is the mean motion in rad./sec, p is the gravitational parameter in m3.s2 and a is the 
semi-major axis in metres. Care should be taken with this equation as the SGP4 value for 
GM is different from the WGS-84 value.
After differentiating and rearranging:
n = 6.17
6 a = ----
3 n
2cfon
6.18
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If an error in n of 0.00139 radians / 14 days is obtained, (corresponding to 10 km along- 
track error at 800 km altitude), then
8n «  1.15x1 O'9 rad / sec 
and hence, the agreement in the mean semi-major axis measurement is:
8a < 5.3 metres
The agreement in n is therefore very good indeed, with a 5 metre mean semi-major axis 
determination. The graph suggests that there may be a slight room for improvement, but the 
GPS-determined values are almost close enough to NORAD values as to make comparison 
fruitless in consideration of other orbital perturbations.
6.5.3.2 Eccentricity (e)
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Figure 6.25 Eccentricity Comparison
Figure 6.25 shows that the GPS-derived eccentricity does not seem to be as well determined 
as NORAD's values. (SGP4 does not account for the eccentricity variations, so it is quite 
likely that each of the NORAD e values are individually determined, and yet the curve is 
fairly smooth.) The poorly determined GPS eccentricity causes the periodic discrepancies 
between the GPS and NORAD positions as seen earlier. The error could be caused by 
outlying points and also possibly by the lower accuracy GPS measurements in the radial 
axis.
An estimate as to the effects of the error in the eccentricity can be obtained by using the 
polar equation-0
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1 + ecosv
where r is the radial distance of the satellite from the centre of the Earth, and o is the true 
anomaly, the angle of the satellite around the orbit from the perigee. An uncertainty in the 
radial axis results of the order of 600 metres from the variations that are present in Figure 
6.25.
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6.5.3.3 Inclination
Figure 6.26 shows the inclination parameter from successive sets of the NORAD and the 
GPS-generated elements. It can be seen that the GPS-derived inclinations are very similar to 
NORAD values, and the results are clearly self-consistent.
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Figure 6.26 Comparison of PoSAT and NORAD inclination values - the error bars indicate the 
average a of the GPS-derived inclination.
If we consider the difference between the NORAD set and the PoSAT-generated set, then 
we see an offset of less than 0.002°. This intuitively equates to a cross-track error when the 
satellite is travelling at maximum distance from the equator, and at an altitude of 800 km, 
this would give a maximum of 250 metres. Apart from the offset, the GPS elements are 
apparently very consistent with the NORAD values. In fact the GPS data appears to be more 
smooth than the NORAD values (even though each value of /' is completely independent). In 
particular, there are one or two NORAD values which are significantly inconsistent, such as 
the one before 150 (day number).
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The GPS-derived elements are this time displayed with the average a  as error bars, which is 
smaller than the offset from the NORAD data points. This demonstrates the difference 
between a systematic modelling error and a measurement error: the as do not account for 
the mis-modelling, but only give an indication of the measurement noise.
It is not known what the offset in the inclination is due to, and only conjectural comments 
can be made. Our implementation of the SGP4 procedure has been evaluated against test- 
data, and the agreement is within about 3 metres of the test cases. If our SGP4 algorithm is 
correct then, according to the theory of SATELS, our complete orbit determination routine 
should be consistent with SGP4. Perhaps such a difference might be explained by an 
incorrect ECEF to ECI conversion, for example not accounting for the Earth's nutation, but 
we have access to the Spacetrack transformation, and it is simply an equatorial rotation. 
Finally, there is a possibility that there is an element generation error at source, although it 
would be somewhat surprising if this had not been noticed by the Spacetrack operators.
6.5.3.4 Right Ascension of the Ascending Node (Q)
The Q from the two element sets cannot be compared directly because Q has a significant 
gradient of about 1° per day, making smaller variations difficult to see. The simplest 
evaluation is then to propagate the nearest NORAD element set to the same epoch as the 
GPS element set, and then take the difference (Figure 6.27).
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Figure 6.27 Difference between PoSAT and NORAD Q
The residuals generally follow the same pattern as those of /', although without the 0.002° 
offset. As with the inclination, the Q could actually be better determined than the NORAD
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values. For example, the two residuals in the figure just before 150 (day number) are 
significantly larger than the previous points. In fact the two GPS-derived Qs have been 
compared to the element set which exhibits a noticeable error in the i (Figure 6.26). 
Therefore, some of the error in this graph could be associated with the NORAD data rather 
than the GPS data.
6.5.3.5 Argument of Perigee (co) and Mean Anomaly (M)
In a similar way to Q in Figure 6.27, the co and M are displayed below in Figure 6.28, and 
Figure 6.29 show the residual between GPS and NORAD-derived U.
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Figure 6.28 Difference between GPS and NORAD co and M
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Figure 6.29 Difference between GPS and NORAD U
The co, and therefore also the M  are very poorly defined, as can be seen by the y-axis scale. 
However it must be remembered that the NORAD co is also poorly defined, with nearly 4°
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uncertainties (see figure 6.6). On the other hand, the residuals from U are extremely good, 
nearly an order smaller than the NORAD self-consistency residuals. Therefore the GPS- 
derived U agrees closer with the NORAD elements than the NORAD elements agree with 
themselves! This apparently contradictory situation is explained by the fact that the GPS 
comparison uses element sets that are nearest in time, typically 1-4 days, while the NORAD 
self comparison uses consecutive sets which are 4-12 days apart. A typical residual of U in 
the graph above is 0.004°, which equates to roughly 500 metres in the along-track direction. 
This is impressive considering that the NORAD elements are 2 days older. The second and 
third points on the graph (the largest residuals) correspond to a delta time of 4 and 7 days 
respectively, the longest delta-times in this comparison.
6.5.4 Drag Terms
Currently the drag term has not been determined in this algorithm. The average B* from the 
NORAD elements has been used throughout in the analysis. This is because the effect is 
fairly small compared to other terms. If the B* is set to zero, then an error of about 7 km, or 
one second, accumulates over two weeks (500 metres per day). If B* is set to the average 
value, then the maximum error is about 3.5 km per 14 days, giving a daily error of 250 
metres a day. If a new set of elements is generated every week, then the maximum along- 
track error is 1.7 km, which is not much larger than other contributing errors. However, if 
the accuracy of determination of other elements improve, or a satellite in a lower orbit uses 
this algorithm, then the unmodelled drag term will soon start to dominate errors.
A possible method of drag modelling is outlined as follows: a moving buffer of, say 5 
values contains previous n values generated over the last 5 weeks. The change in n can be 
measured by a straight-line fit through these values, and the B* can then be found through a 
simple conversion. If only one n value is available, the gradient is obtained from just this 
and the current n. If no previous n values are available, B* is set to zero. This is a 
reasonably simple procedure, but would probably need some 'sanity' checks to avoid bad 
estimates from corrupting the generation of the other elements.
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An orbit determination procedure suitable for implementation and autonomous operation on 
a satellite has been developed. This procedure forms a major component of the GPS 
Navigation Unit, the implementation of which is described in the next chapter.
The accuracy of the elements generated has been estimated by comparison with the 
NORAD-generated element sets. A summary of the residuals is presented in Table 6.9. The 
results have been adjusted to allow for the model error in SGP4 measured in the previous 
chapter. These residuals therefore give an estimate of the accuracy of the autonomous orbit 
determination procedure developed in this chapter.
Table 6.9 GPS/NORAD Residuals
6.6 CONCLUSIONS
At Epoch 14 days after GPS Epoch
Radial Along-
Track
Cross-
Track
Radial Along-
Track
Cross-
Track
RMS (m) 548 1124 518 549 9917 427
SGP4 109 596 204 109 596 204
RMS Total 559 1272 556 559 9934 473
The RMS error at epoch is 1.5 km, and it rises to just under 10 kilometres after two weeks of 
propagation. The accuracy is suitable for the applications required, and the long term 
accuracy is particularly impressive when using prior elements for weighting the solution, 
giving a semi-major axis determination consistency of 5 metres.
6.6.1 Future Improvements
The limitations in the accuracy of this procedure include GPS spurious data points, data- 
length, starting time, SGP4 model errors, etc. Potentially there are many improvements to be 
made, and an increase in accuracy would certainly be welcome.
GPS Outlying Data Points
The spurious points often generated by the GPS receiver are undoubtedly causing much of 
the error, although just how much is not knownft may be possible to implement a filter to 
remove all points which have a value greater than 3a away from the mean, for example.
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However, this poses initialisation problems of the mean and as in an autonomous 
implementation.
Sampling Conditions
A full analysis on the effects of different data lengths and decimation has not been done, and 
it is quite possible that further improvements may be made simply by increasing data 
lengths to two orbits, for example. If the data is decimated to 30 seconds, no increase in a  is 
observed. The delta-time of the prior elements will also make a difference; if it is increased, 
the as will fall, but eventually the accuracy will start to deteriorate as the gradient of n 
changes with time. Further tests should be done using the more extensive data gathered in 
the March 1995 campaign where continuous (decimated) data is available for 7 days.
Generalisation for Different Orbits
As yet, this procedure has not been tested for different orbits, although in principle it should 
work to the reliability of SGP4 in that particular orbit. If an orbit has a higher eccentricity, 
then the algorithm could switch to fitting a straight line to M  instead of U. The longer term 
stability of the element set can be improved by an on-board model of the drag. This will 
become especially important when this procedure is used in a lower orbit.
SGP4 Limitations
The technique that has been described in this note has made extensive use of the NORAD 
orbital element standard and of the SGP4 propagator. However the SGP4 propagator limits 
the possible accuracy to 600 metres along-track, even with the best possible fit. The 
replacement of the NORAD standard by the USAF with a newer standard has recently been 
the topic of many high-level meetings. However the work presented here is not entirely 
dependent on SGP4, as it would be fairly easy to swap propagators in the overall algorithm. 
Some of the assumptions and results would change, but the essential process would remain 
the same and produce similar or better results. For example, if a more detailed propagation 
model was used in SATELS then the resultant mean elements would recover the position 
more accurately for a longer period after epoch. Other propagation models could be 
considered, such as a similar system used by the GPS satellites.
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Combining with Precise Filter
If a precise recursive numerical filter is implemented to obtain better accuracies in real-time, 
then an adapted version of this procedure could be used to generate the mean elements 
periodically. We have seen however, that no matter how precise an initial position, the 
resultant set of mean elements is not optimised due to gravitational perturbations 
unmodelled by SGP4. Therefore, some kind of data combination or weighting will always 
be required to get the good long term stabilities obtained here.
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CHAPTER 7.
SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION AND OPERATION OF 
THE GPS NAVIGATION UNIT
The system design for the GPS Navigation Unit presented in Chapter 3 offers a number of 
services to a satellite, such as mean orbital element generation, autonomous intermittent 
operation and a time reference for the satellite. In this chapter, a demonstration of the concept 
of the GPS Navigation Unit on the PoSAT-1 microsatellite is presented. The specific software 
environment on PoSAT-1 is described along with the ground-based software development 
system. An overview of the implementation of the GPS Navigation Unit is given and some of 
the practical constraints and compromises are discussed. The Navigation Unit interface to the 
rest of the satellite is given in some detail, and some example command sequences from the 
ground are listed. As each phase of the GPS Navigation Unit has been implemented, the new 
code has been tested on the satellite in an experimental mode. The experimental campaigns are 
listed and the significant results are discussed.
7.1 MISSION SPECIFICS
The hardware architecture associated with the GPS experiment on PoSAT-1 is shown in 
Figure 7.1.
Figure 7.1 The GPS Navigation Unit on PoSAT-1
The GPS Navigation Unit on PoSAT consists of the GPS receiver, the host transputers and 
the software residing on the transputers. The transputer is linked to the OBC (on-board
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computer) with two redundant DASHes (a DAta SHaring local area network). The OBC is 
the operational core of the satellite: it contains the filing system and RAM-disk, interprets and 
implements telecommands and reads telemetry and communicates with the ground. Lower 
level hardware control is possible, but is not used in normal operations; all telecommands pass 
through the OBC.
7.1.1 The Transputers on PoSAT-1
The Inmos transputer is a versatile and powerful microprocessor based on RISC architecture.1 
The transputer is particularly designed to be operated in parallel with other transputers with 
the minimum of hardware and software overheads. To that end, the processor has four high­
speed, 10 Mbps, serial links for inter-processor communication, an on-chip timer, and on-chip 
4 kB RAM. A programming language called occam  was developed at the same time as the 
transputer to exploit the parallel processing capability of multiple transputers. It was later 
expanded to become occam 2, introducing floating point and other data-types to make the 
language of more practical use. Occam allows parallel processes on a single transputer, which 
are implemented at a hardware level through a hardware time-slice scheduler. This gives the 
programmer the ability to code a multi-tasking system without the need for a full-fledged 
multi-tasking operating system. ANSI C is also implemented on the transputer and can access 
the hardware scheduler, although it is not quite so closely matched to the transputer as occam.
Transputers have been flown on UoSAT-class microsatellites since UoSAT-4 in 1990, but the 
current design is largely based on the UoSAT-5 transputer experiment. Two transputers are 
carried, both T800s with built-in floating point units running at 20 MHz: Figure 7.2 shows the 
transputer configuration on PoSAT-1. The on-chip internal RAM is disabled to improve 
radiation tolerance, and it is estimated that in that mode, the transputer will survive 30 kRads 
of radiation. A second processor was originally included to provide redundancy, and also to 
give a powerful parallel processing configuration for research into on-board image processing. 
The transputers were given the capability to be used as the controlling OBC should the 
OBC386 fail, and there is a connection to the telemetry and telecommand system. Fortunately 
this capability has never yet been required.
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Figure 7.2 The Transputer Data Processing Unit on PoSAT-1
The imaging software schedules images, triggers the cameras and reads the image. A 
‘thumbnail’ image is generated that is about a tenth of the size of the actual image, and the 
image itself is compressed on-board the transputer. The software is currently housed on only 
the T1 transputer as the use of parallel computing would not increase the performance of the 
current code. This is because the limiting factor is the speed of the 9600 bps DASH 
connection to the OBC, and it can take 15 minutes for a full sized image (300 kB) to be 
transferred.
The GPS receiver was connected to a serial link on TO that was spare on previous missions. 
The TO transputer is not as well supported as the T1 transputer on PoSAT-1 as the memory is 
smaller and is not protected by ED AC. TO is only connected to one of the DASHes, DASH 0, 
but is connected to T1 through one of its links. The GPS pulse-per-second line was connected 
to the event input of TO, which is the transputer equivalent of an interrupt input.
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7.1.2 The Transputer Image Scheduling Software
The software that operates on the transputers for controlling the imaging was first written for 
the UoSAT-5 Earth Imaging System (EIS)2 It was later adapted to handle the dual cameras 
on Kitsat-1,3 and finally modified for the PoSAT-1 dual Earth Imaging System and Star 
Imaging System cameras.
Figure 7.3 Modular Structure of EIS Software
Figure 7.3 shows the structure and the different functions managed by the software. Each of 
the blocks is implemented as a parallel task on the transputer which is automatically time 
sliced by the transputer built-in hardware scheduler.
The main purpose of the software is to accept imaging commands from the DASH and 
schedule the requests according to the time, triggering the camera, processing and transferring 
the image file to the OBC over the DASH. Another function that is scheduled is the 
monitoring and ‘washing’ of the ED AC-protected memory to make sure that any radiation- 
induced errors are detected and corrected before further errors occur. The internal RAM of the 
transputer, when enabled, can also be tested according to the scheduler to examine whether a 
previously loaded test-pattem has been corrupted by radiation effects. The processor speed 
may be altered to save power consumption when not processing images, and a real-time clock 
extends the capability of the transputer clock to schedule events over much longer periods.
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IThe DASH handler consists of several modules, including the RX, TX, buffer and Flow 
Control parallel modules. These modules implement the DASH protocol4 in both transmit and 
receive directions.
The heart of the software is the scheduler module. This accepts imaging, memory test, or 
status report commands from the DASH handler, and interprets the scheduler header, 
consisting of Start time, Delta time and a CSR byte (selecting Clear, Single Shot or Repetitive 
triggering). The scheduler makes a list of commands that have been issued according to their 
start-time requested. When the time arises for an image to be taken, the scheduler module 
sends a command to the imaging task, which triggers the image capture and process sequence.
Individual tasks, such as the imaging and the memory tests are commanded via the scheduler 
according to the scheduler header. Commands can be issued instantaneously, for example, if 
the schedule header start time is set to a time that is already past. The status reporting 
modules are included as parallel tasks so that they can be interrogated while the main task is 
occupied. These status tasks are also accessed via the scheduler. The scheduler is designed in 
such a way that new tasks can be added with the minimum of code modification. This 
capability was used when a new photographic task was added in parallel to handle the 
scheduling of the Star Imaging Sensor on PoSAT-1.
The EIS code is controlled through commands sent over the DASH from the OBC which runs 
a task called the TST (Transputer Support Task). The TST passes commands from the 
ground to the transputer, and interprets responses and files generated by the transputer code.
7.2 GPS NAVIGATION UNIT IMPLEMENTATION
Until now the Navigation Unit has been presented as a complete system design, and ideally the 
implementation should be independent of the programming language and environment. In 
practice these factors can have a profound effect on the final product. Additionally, other 
factors such as time and existing technology will inevitably play a major part in the 
implementation.
Ch.7: Implementation and Operation of GPS Navigation Unit
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7.2.1 The Integration with Existing Software
The limited time and resources meant that the re-use of existing OBC and transputer code 
where possible was very attractive for the GPS experiment. A fundamental issue was whether 
the GPS code should be integrated with the existing transputer code as a new task answerable 
to the scheduler, or whether it should be separately implemented on the TO transputer (Figure 
7.4).
b) Separate EIS and GPS Code 
Figure 7.4 Integrated and Separate Transputer Software
The benefits of integrating the GPS Navigation Unit with the EIS scheduler code were that the 
DASH handler, the command interpreter and the scheduler were already implemented. The 
TST (Transputer Support Task) code on the OBC would only need minor changes to 
accommodate the new GPS commands and data types. However, the integration required that 
the code must be written in occam (not CC’) and it must be compliant with the protocols and 
operations of the existing EIS code. Furthermore, the development of the GPS code would be 
tied to the development of the host code as the combined code must be compiled together, 
losing the independence of the GPS Navigation Unit.
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If the GPS Navigation Unit were to be separate, then it would gain independence, and could be 
run on the TO transputer separately from the EIS code. However, this would require the 
adaptation of the DASH handler, the development of a command interpreter and a run 
scheduler dedicated to the Navigation Unit. The Unit would communicate over the DASH to 
another OBC task specially written to support the Navigation Unit.
The initial approach taken was to aim for an integrated system, and make use of the existing 
scheduler for issuing commands to the GPS Navigation Unit over the link between the two 
transputers. Unfortunately, it emerged out that the EIS code would not be ready to accept the 
GPS Navigation Unit software in time for the launch, and therefore an independent version of 
the GPS Navigation Unit had to be developed rapidly. The resultant GPS Navigation Unit was 
designed to run stand-alone on TO, and was a hybrid of GPS code, dash handling modules 
lifted out of the EIS code, and a ‘simulated’ EIS scheduler hosting the GPS functions. The 
internal compatibility of the GPS Navigation Unit with the EIS scheduler has been maintained 
for possible later integration.
This hybrid approach had its advantages and disadvantages. Initially, the use of an existing 
standard was useful, as it provided a starting point for a scheduling structure and the DASH 
communications could be taken for granted. However, while the capability for integration was 
maintained, the scheduler requirements put several constraints onto the design of the 
Navigation Unit architecture. Specifically, the scheduler required that each different command 
must have its own parallel task, and thus the Navigation Unit grew in complexity with more 
and more parallel modules as each new command was implemented. Secondly, the EIS 
schedule-header was not powerful enough to support all of the particular operations of the 
GPS, such as duration of run, and so a second layer of scheduling-type activities was required 
in the GPS Navigation Unit. Thirdly, the EIS scheduler expects a certain data-type to be 
returned as a result of a command, for example a status message as a result of a status 
request, or an image as a result of an image request. This one-to-one correspondence may 
cause complications if one command is required to initiate, for example, two types of data 
responses.
The other disadvantage of the separate code was that another OBC TST was required to run 
in parallel with the first. Unfortunately, it transpired that there was insufficient program
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memory space on the OBC 186 computer, and so the EIS TST could not be simply duplicated 
for the GPS. Therefore the GPS Navigation Unit had to use the same TST as the EIS code 
and had to communicate with the same DASH address. The implication of this was that the 
operation of the GPS always required that the EIS DASH connection had to be disabled while 
GPS operations took place, and the GPS and EIS could not be operated at the same time.
7.2.2 Implementation o f C ode in Occam
Once it was established that the GPS Navigation Unit code was to be independent of any other 
software, the complete implementation and testing of the code was possible on a PC that 
hosted a TRAM transputer card containing two transputers. The Inmos IBM-PC occam 2 
Toolset software development environment was used, which required a second transputer in 
order to run the debugger in break-point mode (Figure 7.5).
DASHO
b) PoSAT-1 Flight Environment 
Figure 7.5 GPS Navigation Unit Software Development and Flight Environments
No source code changes are required to move from the development to the flight environment. 
In the development environment, the GPS Navigation Unit is linked and configured without
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the DASH handling modules, and a separate parallel module is included which simulates the 
DASH and allows the user to send commands to the Navigation Unit and monitor responses. 
The steps required in preparing the flight code simply require the re-linking of existing 
compiled modules and changing the hardware configuration (using the ‘occonf configurer) for 
the flight transputer.
The occam language was designed for the implementation of code on the transputer (see 
references 5,6,7). Therefore the implemented code is low-level, efficient, and very close to the 
machine, but at the same time it is a high level language with many similarities to Pascal. The 
occam model, and indeed, typical occam source code is completely free from any reference to 
particular hardware. Occam is based on the concept of parallel communicating processes. The 
synchronisation of communications between parallel processes is essentially transparent, and 
timers and external asynchronous serial communications fall naturally into the occam model. 
Hardware details, such as specific memory addresses, can be allocated by the configuration 
process after compilation.
Occam is a strict and pedantic language in terms of syntax and semantics. For example, an 
occam expression list must have each operation explicitly separated by brackets, while with 
most other languages it can be assumed that expressions will be evaluated in order of operator 
precedence.8 Tight control over memory accessing is required in order to force each parallel 
process to be completely independent of one another. The result is that fewer errors occur in 
the compiled code, but writing software that will compile successfully can take longer.
Perhaps the biggest limitation of occam 2 as a language is the absence of structures and data- 
typing, which are present in most third-generation languages such as Pascal and CC \ This 
makes it more difficult to take a data-structured or object oriented approach, although the 
protocol-typing when passing data between processes does lend itself to the messaging 
techniques of object oriented programming.
The Toolset development environment for occam lacks many of the powerful tools that have 
come to be standard in most compilers today, although the real-time parallel nature of occam 
does make certain features understandably difficult to implement. A newer Toolset 
development version has since been released which adds more tools and capabilities. One 
strong-point of the occam programming environment is the folding editor, in which the whole 
program can be displayed on one page on the screen, with details readily accessible, hidden in
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successive layers of folds. This leads to a more synesthetic, or whole, view of the code for the 
programmer,9 and can eliminate the need to hunt sequentially through pages or files of 
subroutines for a particular function. It is easy to develop a well-structured program, and it is 
relatively quick for another occam programmer to understand someone else’s code in order to 
perform maintenance.
There have been some implementations of occam on other hardware, but essentially occam 
remains a transputer language and is not used for other processors. All of the other processors 
used on the recent UoSAT satellites are programmed in CC’ or assembler, and ground-based 
processing in the research unit is either in C or Pascal. Therefore, many useful mathematical 
library routines are available in C, for example, the SGP4 orbit propagator. Fortunately, the 
occam Toolkit has the capability to import C functions, and this facility was used during the 
implementation of the GPS Navigation Unit.
Although occam gives quite robust and bug-free code after compilation, there are some 
problems that frequently do arise which are perhaps more associated with real-time multi­
tasking programming than specifically with occam. Normal communication between parallel 
modules involves one process putting a message in a channel, and the other process listening 
to the channel until the message arrives; once the message has been transferred, both processes 
continue with their sequential operations. A dead-lock occurs when two processes (or it can 
involve more than two) are trying to send a message to each other, or both are listening at the 
same time. As a result no message interchange takes place, and the program hangs up. Once 
processes enter a dead-lock, no further action will take place until the transputer is reset 
(although other parallel processes may continue without side effects). These dead-locks often 
happen when an unexpected timing event occurs, such as two external inputs being received at 
the same time. It is easy for a potential dead-lock in the design to escape detection during 
bench testing, and so as far as possible, they must be eliminated analytically by examining the 
topology of the process communications loops. There are mathematical methods for analysing 
such systems,10 but careful use of super- and sub-ordinate modules can make any potential 
deadlock occurrence more obvious.
A related problem is a hang-up of communications through the external links of a transputer. 
When a process tries to communicate with an external device that is not powered up, for 
example, the process will hang-up, even if the device subsequently becomes available. Library
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routines to reset the links after such events are available, but limited experience suggests that 
these routines are not completely reliable for releasing such hang-ups. The safest solution is to 
ensure that communications only ever occur when both devices are live.
7.2.3 Software Architecture
The implementation of the GPS Navigation Unit proceeded along the lines of the system 
design presented in Chapter 3, but maintaining compatibility with the EIS code as mentioned 
in the previous section. The Unit was developed in phases so that a basic capability was 
available at launch time, and more functions were added later on in the mission. Some of the 
features have not yet been implemented, and the GPS Navigation Unit is still under 
development. A slightly simplified schematic of the current software structure is given in 
Figure 7.6.
GPS OUT GPS IN
Figure 7.6 The Implementation of the GPS Navigation Unit Structure
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The boxes represent parallel processes in occam, and the lines represent the communication 
channels. The relationship with the Data Flow Diagram in Figure 3.6 is close, although 
additional complexity in the command tasks and the DASH handler is required (see also 
Figure 7.3). Where the design differs from the theoretical study, it is generally due to practical 
reasons, such as time limitations, etc. Therefore, the inner workings of all the software 
modules are not described, but some of the significant aspects of the implementation and 
differences from the design are discussed.
EIS Scheduler Implementation: The original EIS scheduler was not included in the stand­
alone version of the GPS code, but instead a reduced function equivalent was developed. This 
module receives messages from the DASH, interprets the command type and the scheduler 
header (see Section 7.3), and passes the rest of the message to the appropriate parallel task. 
Unfortunately, due to the Scheduler’s handshaking protocol, two different commands cannot 
be active simultaneously on a single task, and it was necessary to implement a parallel buffer 
task for each command type. The parallel command tasks currently implemented correspond 
to the data types transferred to and from the Navigation Unit main module:
• Request Status
• Request Position
• Configure GPS Run
© Initialisation Packet
® Send / Request Orbital Elements
• Request Time Synchronisation message.
• GPS Receiver Power ON / OFF.
A further command, Set Real-Time Clock, does not require a parallel task, as it is already 
implemented in the EIS Scheduler bypassing the scheduled command procedures. When a 
command task is activated by the scheduler, a flag is then set to indicate that this command is 
blocked, and no further command of that type is accepted until the command task returns with 
a task-completion acknowledgement.
Although they carry scheduler headers, most of the commands to the GPS Navigation Unit 
pass through the Scheduler without use of the header.The Scheduler does interpret the GPS 
Run command header, and provides the CSR, and the delta-time options. This enables
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automatic triggering of a GPS run at repetitive intervals. As far as the limited implementation 
permits, the Scheduler behaves in exactly the same way as the EIS Scheduler would towards 
the GPS Navigation Unit.
Finally, the Scheduler module also acts as the multiplexer module for receiving results from 
the parallel command tasks.
Navigation Unit Main: As in the Navigation Unit system design, the Main module of the 
Navigation Unit is responsible for the interpreting of external commands, the distribution of 
internal commands to sub-ordinate modules, and the scheduling of events. Commands are 
distributed by Main either as a result of external requests, or as a result of the autonomous 
mode of operation. In the current configuration, the autonomous configured operation and the 
data logging operations defined in Chapter 3 are not separated, but are both handled by one 
kind of operation called the GPS Ran. The scheduling of payloads has not yet been 
implemented.
The periodic scheduling of GPS operations is already partially controlled by the Scheduler, so 
the Main module implements just the duration of the GPS Run. The commands that Main 
issues include the status request, GPS power ON and OFF commands over the DASH, time 
sync, logger control, and GPS initialisation data.
GPS Status Manager: This is responsible for the initialisation and the control of the GPS 
receiver. Unlike the system design in Chapter 3, the Status Manager in the PoSAT 
implementation also currently controls the orbit determination in the Element Generator 
module, and obtains the position from the GPS receiver. When a command is received from 
the Main module, the run options are interpreted, which include options to initialise, reset, 
configure for orbit or ground-based use, initialise with elements or position, and configure the 
receiver to produce raw data.
The receiver initialisation procedure includes status monitoring, setting control and mask 
parameters, Almanac loading, setting the oscillator offset, setting the time and providing 
elements to aid acquisition. The elements are derived either from the previously generated 
elements, or from an uploaded set. These must be propagated to the current epoch, then 
converted into an Earth-fixed frame before being issued to the receiver.
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Element Generator: The element generation module uses the orbit determination algorithm as 
described in Chapter 6. The data conversion, processing and fitting is implemented in occam 
code except for the propagation, which uses SGP4 coded in C. The inclusion of a C-function 
is straight-forward as long as the function is a simple parameter-passing function that has no 
side effects. The compilation requires that slightly arbitrary estimates for the workspace and 
vectorspace used by the module are made to allocate memory for the code.
A sanity check is included to ensure that the element set generated is reliable. If the element set 
is generated without prior weighting, then the newly generated set is accepted without 
condition. However, if prior elements are used, the new set is compared to the old set and 
rejected if there is too much of a discrepancy. Spurious new elements will therefore be 
rejected, and old elements that are believed to be unreliable can be removed by operating 
without prior weighting. Alternatively, new elements can simply be uploaded as initialisation 
data.
The elements are generated in a binary format that is compatible with the ADCS task on the 
OBC. With each element set generated, a report is attached that contains a  values for each 
element that describe the quality of the least-squares orbital fit.
Real-Time Clock: The Real-Time clock is based on the clock developed for the EIS code. It 
uses the timer provided by occam but extends it to enable the timing of durations of a week or 
longer (in fact up to 68 years). The Scheduler can set this clock in “Unix time” (seconds since 
Jan 1st 1970), and other modules can request the time if an appropriate inter-module channel 
is programmed. The GPS Status manager uses the Real-Time-Clock for initialising the 
receiver, and the Main module uses it for scheduling and labeling purposes. Unlike the EIS 
clock, it can also be set from GPS time as provided by the GPS receiver via the Status 
Manager. Furthermore, there is an option to synchronise the clock using the hardware pulse- 
per-second line from the GPS receiver that is connected to the Transputer 0 Event line on 
PoSAT-1 (although this facility has not as yet been tested in orbit).
Data Logger: The data logging is implemented with a maximum file size that cannot be 
exceeded. If the buffer fills up, the logging stops. The logging will also stop if  a Stop message 
is sent from Main. The memory size available associated with TO is 1 MByte, and so
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potentially much data can be stored. The implementation, however, is not memory efficient. 
This is in part due to the additional parallel command tasks through which all data must pass, 
and the logged data buffer is duplicated in its parallel module task. Future development could 
eliminate this inefficiency, but for PoSAT-1 the limitation in data-logging is actually the 
down-link capacity of the satellite.
7.2.4 Service Implementation
The GPS Navigation Unit was specified in Chapter 3 as supplying a number of functional 
services to the rest of the satellite, the majority of which have been implemented on PoSAT. In 
general, the Navigation Unit will either respond directly to requests from the DASH, or will 
broadcast automatically when in autonomous mode, configured by the GPS Run command. 
The Navigation Unit will also accept initialisation data without needing to respond (see 
Section 7.3 for a more detailed description of the interface).
The GPS Run can be configured to operate in different ways according to the options supplied 
in the command. At the highest level, it can be commanded to be operated once for a specified 
duration, or repetitively at periodic intervals. The functions that can be operated by way of the 
GPS Run are as follows:
• GPS Power ON/OFF messages can be sent over the DASH at the beginning and end of 
each run (the PoSAT Navigation Unit does not have a direct telecommand to control the 
power of the GPS receiver).
» GPS Initialisation can be enabled or disabled, and initialisation can be specified either for 
orbital operation with element-aided acquisition or ground-based operation with position.
• Data logging: Raw data or just position fix modes, and length of buffer can be varied.
• Element Generation can be specified to be enabled during a run. The prior elements 
already stored may be used to weight the elements. The elements will automatically be 
broadcast over the DASH at the end of the run.
• Time Synchronisation: If specified, the Navigation Unit will broadcast a synchronisation 
message over the DASH as soon as the GPS receiver has made the first position fix in a 
GPS run.
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The GPS run command can be sent once to configure repetitive operation, so that the GPS 
Navigation Unit autonomously requests GPS power on, sends a synchronisation message, 
generates elements, and requests power off once every day. The repetitive run can 
subsequently be cleared by using the Clear option in the scheduler header.
In addition to the autonomous mode, direct requests can be made to the GPS Navigation Unit 
for position, status, synchronisation message and the latest orbital elements. In the current 
implementation, the position response is only valid when the GPS receiver is on, but it would 
be straight-forward to use the SGP4 propagator in the Element Generator module to propagate 
the position using the current orbital elements. The synchronisation message response is 
derived either from the GPS receiver or from the transputer clock.
7.2.5 Real-Time Operation
Although the transputer has a high processing performance, it is sensible to estimate the 
execution times of the heaviest processing loads on the transputer as a result of the GPS 
Navigation Unit code. It is reasonably easy to test speeds of procedures on the bench, but a 
comparison of the bench hardware with the satellite hardware reveals that there are some 
differences in the satellite from the bench that must be accounted for.
The main differences between the hardware configurations are to do with the memory access 
times. The internal RAM on the satellite T800s is disabled to reduce the radiation effects, and 
the transputer must access the slower external memory. The T1 transputer memory access is 
slower still due to the additional ED AC circuitry. The memory access times are summarised in 
Table 7.1.
Table 7.1 Transputer Memory Access Times
Memory to Access Use on Satellite Memory Cycle Time
4kB Internal Memory None - internal RAM disabled 50 nsec
External Memory PoSAT TO RAM 150 nsec
External Memory with ED AC PoSAT T1 RAM 
and FASat-Alfa TO & T1
350 nsec
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The procedure in the GPS Navigation Unit that has by far the highest processing load is the 
SATELS Cartesian-to-Mean conversion routine. This is called once for every data-point 
during a GPS element-generating run, i.e. once a second. The main processing task within 
SATELS is the SGP4 propagator, which is typically called four times during each invocation 
of SATELS, depending on the convergence criteria required.
The execution times of both SATELS and SGP4 were recorded on the transputer on the 
bench. According to Table 7.1, if the whole of the test program operated in the transputer 
4 kB internal RAM, then it would be roughly three times faster than if it operated in the 
external RAM. In fact the SGP4 routine is over 15 kB in an executable fonn, and so will be 
largely executed from external memory. Therefore a maximum speed increase factor of 2 
seems more realistic.
Table 7.2 Execution Times for SGP4 and SATELS
Routine Processor Compilation Tiiiie for Execution
SGP4 Intel 486 DX2 66 MHz 16 bit, floating point 1.3 msec
SATELS i486 16-bit, floatingpoint 5.3 msec
SGP4 Bench T805, 20 MHz With floating point 3.8 msec
SGP4 T805 No floating Point Unit 93.1 msec
SATELS T805 With floating point 18.6 msec
SATELS PoSAT-1 TO With floating point 40 msec (estimate)
SATELS PoSAT-1 T1 (& FASat-a) With floating point 80 msec (estimate)
SATELS PoSAT-1 T1 (& FASat-a) Without floating point 0.4 second (estimate)
Table 7.2 lists the recorded execution times of the SATELS and SGP4 routines on the 
transputer together with the results from a 486 PC for reference. Estimates of the speed of 
execution are then derived for the case of the two satellite-borne transputers. It can be seen 
that SATELS can be comfortably handled by all configurations, and could probably be safely 
accommodated at a 1 Hz rate if no floating point unit were available.
The GPS Navigation Unit, therefore, operates on the PoSAT-1 TO with plenty of margin to 
spare. The implementation on FASat-Alfa TO, which is protected by ED AC should also pose 
no problems. It should even be possible to replace the T8xx transputers with T4xx (32 bit, no
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floating point unit) and still function correctly, although the timing calculations would then 
need closer scrutiny.
With the floating point unit, PoSAT-1 has a margin of about 20-50 msec on the processing 
usage, and so it would be quite possible to replace SGP4 with either a more detailed 
propagator that takes more perturbations into account, or even a numerical filter. If the orbit 
determination process takes more than 1 second for each measurement, then the GPS data rate 
could be slowed down to, say, 0.1 or even 0.01 Hz through decimation.
Another real-time issue with the implementation is the latency of the synchronisation message 
through the GPS Navigation Unit. The estimation of the latency is not easy, and the best 
method would be to do some ground hardware testing referenced to the GPS receiver pulse- 
per-second. Perhaps a more serious problem in the practical implementation on PoSAT is the 
delay introduced by the DASH. There could feasibly be an error of several seconds if a packet 
collision occurred that caused the transmitting node to back-off. Besides the possible collision 
issue, the delays are likely to be of the order of milliseconds and small enough to be of no 
consequence to the normal operation of the PoSAT OBC. Future data-bus standards such as 
the CAN-bus will have lower latencies due to their higher speed of operation.
7.3 THE INTERFACE OF THE GPS NAVIGATION UNIT
It is important to define an interface standard, and the GPS Navigation Unit Interface Control 
Document is maintained in a Technical Note.11 Some of the material from this Technical Note 
is included in this thesis to describe how the interface standard has been developed.
The OBC communicates with the Navigation Unit via the transputer scheduler 
communications partition and the DASH. The DASH uses a protocol that enables the sending 
of the data in packets, and the basic packet structure is shown below:
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Sync From To Ctrl Length Chk-1 Data Chk-2
The packet header, the byte stuffing and the transmission and receiving is supervised by the 
transputer communications module, so that it should appear transparent to the Navigation 
Unit application. To ensure that the data reaches the correct destination on the DASH, the 
GPS Navigation Unit requires an address. Currently the GPS unit shares the address of the
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EIS scheduler on the TDPE (Transputer Data Processing Experiment). The maximum number 
of bytes allowed in a DASH packet is 255 bytes, but if more data is to be sent, it can be 
broken into multiple packets.
7.3.1 Commanding the GPS Navigation Unit Over the DASH
Within the EIS/GPS software, the data is further broken down so that the first data byte is 
recognised as a EIS/GPS command, and the next 12 bytes are the scheduler header. The 
particular command numbers that have been selected for the Navigation Unit are as shown in 
the table below. These commands/data are encased in the DASH packet for transmission, but 
are stripped once received by the transputer.
Table 7.3 Navigation Unit Commands/Messages from DASH
Message
Control 
Byte 0
Cmd
(Hex) 
Byte 1
Scheduler
Header
2-13
Additional
Bytes
14+
Command Description
00 #16 Header 22 Bytes G l. GPS Run Command
00 #17 Header 2 Bytes G2. Request Status
00 #18 Header 2 Bytes G3. Request Position
00 #19 Header 41-69 G4. Initialisation Data Packet
00 #20 Header 2 + 1 5 6 G5. Send / Request Orbital Elements
00 #21 Header 1 G6. Request GPS Time Sync
Cannot be commanded except through G1 G7. GPS Power Cycle Message (#22)
00 #05 New Time (4 bytes) D ll .  Set real time clock
It is anticipated that the message control byte will always be 0 since all commands and data 
destined for the GPS Navigation Unit can be conveniently sent in single frames.
The Scheduler Header will follow the conventions already used in the TDPE;
Bytes 2-5: Start time for command - set this to FFFFFFFF or 0 for immediate execution 
Bytes 6-9: Delta time - specifies the interval for repetitive operation.
Byte 10: Clear/Single/Repetitive: (0/1/2)
Bytes 11-13: Not used
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D11: Set Real-Time Clock
This is a special command that retains the same fonnat as used by the EIS code, and does not 
have a scheduler header. The four bytes represent the UTC time in UNIX format (seconds 
since 1970).
The following subsections describe the Additional Bytes for the GPS commands:
G1: GPS Run command:
This command provides the primary means for the manual or autonomous operation of the 
GPS Navigation Unit. The run command additional bytes are broken down as follows:
File no. x4 bytes Run duration x4 Max file size x4 Run Option xl
Prior element x l GPS Power Option x l Reserved x  7
Bytes 14-17 make a long integer specifying the GPS log-file number. If this is set to 0 then the 
Navigation Unit automatically increments from the previous log-file number.
Bytes 18-21 form an integer specifying the duration of the GPS run in seconds - typical run 
times are 10 minutes and 80 minutes.
Bytes 22-25 form an integer specifying the maximum GPS log-file size in bytes for recording 
data. If this is set to 0 then no data is logged (but header returned & log-file number is still 
incremented).
Byte 26 is the Run Option byte:
Bit Number: 76543210
IRTWKEVS
Where
S if set means receiver operating in space.
D means download Almanac from receiver at end of run.
E means Ephemeris aiding for initialisation.
K will generate orbital (Keplerian) elements during GPS run.
W  if set means receiver will produce raw data.
T if set means receiver will send time packet as soon as fix is made.
R  if set means receiver will reset before operating.
I if set means receiver will initialise itself and will be given almanac.
Byte 27 is used for specifying the prior element weighting in conjunction with the K bit. If 
the byte is 0, then no prior weighting takes place. If it is 1, then the prior elements are treated
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as one point in the least squares fit. If the byte is 2-255, then the weighting is scaled on an 
integer basis so that 255 gives 50% weighting to the prior elements.
Byte 28 is the GPS Power Option byte. This specifies whether or not the GPS Navigation 
Unit will send a message (G7) to the OBC to cycle the power to the GPS receiver (and also 
perhaps reset/run receiver).
Table 7.4 GPS Power Option Byte
Byte Value Option Meaning
0 No GPS Power message sent in GPS run.
1 Full power messaging: On and Off messages sent at beginning and 
end of run respectively.
2 Power ON message at beginning of run.
3 Power OFF message at end of run.
Bytes 29-36: Reserved.
Notes on Run bit options:
The S bit - means operating in space, i.e. if set, it assumes the receiver is at LEO velocities. 
When not set, the dynamics code of the GPS receiver is set to Marine mode, i.e. less that 50 
knots velocity. This affects the searching algorithms when looking for GPS satellites. Also, if 
not set, the receiver is initialised with a position, rather than ephemeris, no matter what E is. 
(The co-ordinates of University of Surrey are compiled in the code.) Use this bit in 
conjunction with I.
The D Almanac download bit will cause the GPS Navigation Unit to download the GPS 
Almanac from the GPS receiver at the end of the GPS run. The Almanac is then stored in the 
GPS Navigation Unit RAM to assist with the next operation. Note that the GPS receiver must 
have been tracking satellites for over 12.5 minutes in order to have a complete new set of 
Almanac.
The E bit - ephemeris aiding. This means that the Keplerian elements of PoSAT are compiled 
into the code and converted for use by the GPS receiver (or sent using command G5). The
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receiver will then have a continually available estimate for its position and velocity. Use this 
bit in conjunction with I.
The K  bit - Keplerian elements will be generated during the course of the nm. Take special 
care with length of run - one orbit duration or more is recommended.
The W bit - This will produce raw data from the GPS receiver, i.e. code phases, Doppler 
shifts etc. Use this bit in conjunction with R or I. Warning: this should produce large 
quantities of data.
The T bit - time packet - when set, it sends a sync, message over the DASH and it calibrates 
the Transputer clock to UTC as soon as the fix is obtained.
The R bit - reset bit. This does a 'soft' reset. Hie almanac will not be erased, but new control 
options will be set, such as raw data. Persistent error messages such as battery dock fault will 
be reset (assuming it has locked onto GPS time). This bit will be ignored if  I bit is set. In 
normal operation, the I bit will be used more often than the R bit.
The I  bit - Reset & Initialisation. This resets the receiver and initialises it for fast fix. The 
initialisation includes:
i) Set control options, including dynamics & raw data mode,
ii) Downloads almanac file
iii) Set oscillator offset
iv) Set GPS time
v) Enable ephemeris / velocity aiding or position initialisation (V & E bits)
This bit also completely clears the RAM in the EM receiver, to simulate the absence of a 
battery in the flight receiver.
The effects of all bits will be cleared by a power cycle on the GPS receiver. The I bit will also 
reset all other states (eg. previous raw data mode, ephemeris) depending on what other bits are 
set in the same command.
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G2; Request status command:
At this stage, both option bytes should be set to #00. In the future, these may be used to 
specify status options.
G3: Request position command:
At this stage, both option bytes should be set to #00. In the future, these may be used to 
specify position output options.
G4: Initialisation Data Packet:
The initialisation data contains the almanac data for the GPS receiver. The header section is 
ignored, as this is simply a data packet rather than a command. See Section 7.3.3 for specific 
information on the data format.
The current implementation of the GPS code on the satellite is stand-alone, so the scheduler is 
simulated, rather than implemented, i.e. if a command is sent while the previous one is still 
active, it will be ignored. Therefore, it is sensible to introduce a delay of a few milliseconds 
between Initialisation Data Packets if  they are to be sent consecutively.
G5: Send /  Request Orbital Elements:
This command is used both to provide the Navigation Unit with orbital elements and to 
request elements from the Navigation Unit. The Navigation Unit requires elements to assist 
with the initialisation of the GPS receiver. The Navigation Unit is capable of generating new 
orbital elements autonomously from GPS data during a GPS run. This request does not cause 
elements to be generated, it just requests those that are in memory.
Send Elements byte x l Request Elements byte x l [Elements xl56 bytes]
If the Send Elements byte <> 0 then the binary element parameters (156 bytes) are expected. 
If the Send Elements byte = 0 then no elements are expected - just the two option parameter 
bytes.
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The format of the elements is as defined by Ong in the SSTL ADCS on-board code.12 The 
elements are saved as a structure, and prefixed by the ED code. This is demonstrated in the 
code fragment shown below:
id = KEPS_ID;
(pb._id) = KEPSJDD;
count 1 =fwrite( &id, sizeof(int), 1, outfile); 
count2 = fwrite( &pb, sizeof(KEPS_PB), 1, outfile);
The structure of pb (i.e.KEPS_PB) is defined as below:
/* -----------Attitude Control Keplerian Element Data Structure-----------*/
typedef struct keps_pb {
char buffer [BUF_SIZE_W]; /* header text buffer */
char _sat_name[BUF_SIZE_W]; /* satellite name buffer */
unsigned int _cat_number; /* catalogue number */
unsigned int _epoch_year; /* epoch year <1957..1999> */
double _epoch_day; /* <day.fraction> */
double inclination; /* <0-180> degs */
double _epoch_raan; /* RAAN (degs) */
double ^eccentricity; /* eccentricity <0-1 > */
double epoch arg perigee; /* <0-360> degs */
double _epoch_mean_anomaly; /* <0-360> degs */
double epoch mean motion; /* revs/day */
double _period; /* period between asc. nodes (mins) */
double _decay_rate; /* (revs/day/day) */
long _epoch_orbit_number; /* orbit number from perigee */
double _epoch__phase; /* orbit number */
double _semi_major_axis; /* semi-major axis (km) */
int _id; /* data structure id */
} KEPSPB;
Where BUF_SIZE_W is 20 bytes,
Integers and Unsigned Integers are 2 bytes (with LSB sent first in all numbers),
Long Integers are 4 bytes, 
and Doubles are 8 bytes.
G6; Request GPS Time Sync
This command requests a synchronising message from the GPS Navigation Unit. This request 
can be sent at any time, even while the GPS receiver is off. There is a single byte to select the 
option:
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Table 7.5 Sync. Source
Byte Value Option Meaning
0 Any Source: If GPS is on, use GPS time, 
otherwise use transputer clock
1 GPS: Use GPS sync. only. If GPS is not 
available then invalid time returned.
2 Transputer: Use transputer clock only to return 
time.
(A Sync message can also be generated automatically by the GPS Run command.)
G7: GPS Power Cycle Message
This message is issued by the GPS Navigation Unit but not as a direct response to a DASH 
command. It is configured by the GPS Run command.
7.3.2 GPS Navigation Unit R esp on se  to Com m ands
Every response returned to the OBC over the DASH will have a header followed by the data. 
The header is 10 bytes long plus parameters and corresponds in values to the header on the 
calling command. As before, the DASH header contains the length of the data in the DASH 
data field. The data field in the GPS responses has the first 6 bytes reserved as shown below:
Mess. Ctrl Byte x l Byte Command No. xl Time Scheduled x4 Subsequent data ...
The message control byte implements a higher layer, the "Transport Layer".13 This byte is 
used to enable the transmission of messages greater than the DASH's 255 data byte limit, and 
takes the following values:
00: Start of message; 80: Within message; FF: End of message
The command number and the time scheduled are the same as in the calling command. The 
subsequent data is of variable length depending on the command, but the length of the whole 
packet is given in the above header.
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For experimental satellite operations, the OBC task may log responses into the TST log-file. 
The TST will need to recognise the message control byte and the command number, and the 
GPS log-file number will be used by the OBC task to give a filename to the logged data. The 
command responses are summarised below:
Table 7.6 Navigation Unit Responses
Message 
Control 
Byte 0
Cmd 
(Hex) 
Byte 1
Bytes
2-6
Additional
Bytes
7+
Command Description
00 #16 Time 26 Bytes 
(+ logged data)
G1. GPS Run Response / Log-file: 
First packet of data
80 /F F #16 Logged data G l: Intermediate / Last packet of data
00 #17 Time 10 Bytes G2. Status Message i
00 #18 Time 58 Bytes G3. Position and Time message
- No Response to command - G4. Initialisation Data Packet (#19) ;
00 #20 Time 2 + 1 5 6  [+36] G5. Orbital Elements plus report
00 #21 Time 7 G6. Request GPS Time Sync
00 #22 0 5 G7. GPS Power Cycle Message
- No Response to command - D l l .  Set real time clock (#05)
These command responses are detailed in the subsequent sections.
G1: GPS run response I  logged data file:
The subsequent data from the GPS run command is as follows:
Time of Shutdown x4 Log-file number x4 Duration Specified x4
Max FileSize spec. x4 Option bytes x2 Reserved bytes x8 Logged data (if any) x(n)
Where n <= max log-file size.
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The log-file number will be incremented in the same manner as the EIS task increments the 
image file number. Atypical GPS log-file size (without raw data) might be 35KBytes for 
10 minutes operation.
G2: Status message
Command Nav. Status Byte GPS Status Run Option. TANS Status x4
Parameters x2 xl Manager Byte xl Bytes x2
The command parameters are as sent with the command.
The Navigation Unit Status Byte has bit 1 set (i.e. value 2) if a GPS run is in progress.
The GPS Status Manager Byte:
Bit Number: 76543210
x x x x F A L S
Where
S if set means receiver speaks 
L if set means receiver listens 
A if set means receiver acquires
F if set means receiver has made a position fix at one time 
x is reserved for future use.
The run option bytes are the command parameters from the current Run command (see G1 in 
7.3.1)
TANS Status bytes: Values & meanings14
Byte 1: #00 Doing position fixes
#01 Don't have GPS time yet
#03 PDOP is too high
#08 No usable satellites
#09 Only 1 usable satellite
#0A Only 2 usable satellites
#0B Only 3 usable satellites
#0C The chosen satellite is unusable
Byte 2: (Bit pos.) 0 (LSB)Battery back-up failed * (if set)
1 Signal Processor error
2 Alignment error-1
3 Alignment error-2
4 Antenna feedline fault
5 Excessive ref. freq. error
Byte 3: (Bit pos.) 0 (LSB)Synthesiser fault
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1 Battery powered time fault *
2 A-D Converter fault
3 Almanac in receiver not complete *
Byte 4 - Not used
* These errors are to be expected with the PoSAT-1 configuration in normal operation since 
the back-up RAM battery is not present.
Note that these TANS status bytes are currently passively monitored, i.e. the values may be 
updated only once every 15 seconds, no matter how often requested.
G3: Position and time data:
This packet will be sent on request. The data will take the following format.
Command Position, m, Velocity, m/s, Time (UTC), Accuracy, m,
Parameters x2 (X,Y,Z) (X,Y,Z) Unix seconds x4 x4 j
x(8+8+8) x(8+8+8)
(Numbers sent from the transputer have the Least Significant Byte first.)
G4: Initialisation Data Packet:
There is no response over the DASH as a result of sending the Initialisation Data Packet.
G5: Orbital Elements:
The Orbital Element packet will be sent as a response to Send / Request Orbital Elements 
command only if the Request Elements byte was set (see G5 in 7.3.1). Alternatively elements 
are sent automatically at the end of an element-generating GPS run.
Send Element xl Req. Element xl Elements xl56 [Generation Report x36]
The first two option bytes are as sent by the command G5.
The elements x 156 are always present (see Section 7.3.1).
The generation report includes sigmas for all the elements, plus number of samples, and 
sampling length.
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G.6: Sync Time Message
The sync, message is sent either in response to the sync, request, or automatically during a 
GPS run. If the transputer clock is requested, then the response is immediate, but if the GPS 
clock is requested, then the response may have to wait for GPS to do a position fix.
The subsequent bytes are as follows:
Sync.Source xl UTC: Unix Time, millseconds INTI6
INT32 x4 x2
Where Sync.source:
1: GPS source time 
2: Transputer source time
3: Time is NULL do not use. (GPS specifically requested when not available).
Unix time is time since Jan 1970. - Synchronised to UTC, rather than to GPS time, and the 
milliseconds give more precise time (never allowed to be greater than 900).
To synchronise off PPS, use Unix time + 1. (Do not do this if Transputer clock origin).
The effects of DASH collisions are not yet known.
G7; GPS Power Cycle Message
This message is not sent as a direct response to any command, but is sent by the GPS 
Navigation Unit to the OBC as part of a GPS run. When the run starts, a message is sent to 
the OBC to switch the GPS receiver on, and when the run finishes, a command is sent to 
switch off the GPS receiver. In this way, the GPS Navigation Unit can gain autonomy through 
the commanding of the GPS power over the DASH.
GPS ON/OFF Expected Duration (sec)
xl INT x4
The GPS on/off byte: 0 = GPS OFF; 1= GPS ON
■ The expected duration is only given when the GPS power facility is fully enabled through the 
option bit in the GPS Run command, and it is a GPS ON message, otherwise, it is 0.
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In the autonomous operating mode, the expected duration will contain the scheduled duration 
for the GPS run. The OBC task will receive the message and switch on the GPS receiver. If 
the OFF message fails to appear after the specified expected duration (plus a margin) then the 
OBC watchdog process can switch off the GPS receiver anyway. This will ensure that the 
GPS receiver is not left on longer than intended.
7.3.3 Almanac Handling
In order for the GPS receiver to acquire GPS satellites rapidly, it must first know their coarse 
positions (the "Almanac"). For normal terrestrial use, this data is stored in the battery-backed 
RAM of the GPS receiver and updated whenever operated, but there is no battery on the 
PoSAT orbital GPS receiver. Therefore the GPS Navigation Unit on the transputer must store 
these data in RAM itself. The Almanac is useful for perhaps two months, but will become less 
useful if the GPS satellites have manoeuvred since the Almanac was generated. If old 
Almanac is used, the GPS receiver will take longer to acquire GPS signals, and in the worst 
case, may never make a position fix.
There are three ways for the GPS Navigation Unit to obtain a set of GPS Almanac:
1. A set of Almanac is compiled into the GPS Navigation Unit occam code. Whenever there 
is a new compilation, new Almanac can be included.
2. An Almanac file can be uploaded and sent to the GPS Navigation Unit via TST 
Initialisation packets.
3. The GPS Navigation Unit can download Almanac from the GPS receiver at the end of a 
run (which must be over 12.5 minutes to get a complete set).
The Almanac that the code contains will never be lost, but Almanac that has been loaded into 
the RAM from TST or the receiver will be lost whenever the transputer is rebooted.
The format for the Almanac is based on the Trimble receiver standard Almanac block save, 
but has an additional header block (Table 7.7).
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Table 7.7 Format of Almanac File
Data Type Description Data-Type
Byte
Data
Size
Delimiters Length
Byte
Header ASCII Time & Date - -56 None -
Health Page Status of each GPS satellite #03 39 #82,#83 2nd
Almanac (x32) Elements for a GPS satellite #02 69 #82,#83 3rd
UTC Params GPS time offset from UTC #05 41 #82,#83 2nd
Ionospheric
Parameters
For model of iono. delay 
(NB may not be present)
#04 42 #82,#83 2nd
The total size of file is 2452 bytes (if ionospheric data present).
Note that the packet data size does not include the two delimiters. The delimiters are found 
either side of the data. The location of length-byte is usually the second after the delimiter, 
except in the case of the almanac, when it is third. For example, the almanac for satellite 
number 9 will be stored within the file as follows:
#82 #02 #09 #42 — 66 (#42) data bytes — #83
(almanac) (sat no.) (length byte)
This file will be uploaded to the OBC task, and will then be split into initialisation data 
packets according to the data type without the delimiters. To determine the individual data 
packet lengths, the length byte should be used, and verified by the delimiters.
7.4 OPERATIONAL TESTING OF THE GPS NAVIGATION UNIT
Unlike many payloads on other space missions, the simulation on the ground has been 
minimised, and more emphasis placed on the testing in orbit. This was possible because of the 
relative isolation of the transputer from the OBC. Normal code that is developed for operation 
on the OBC must be rigorously tested on the ground on an engineering model of the satellite 
that is sufficiently representative of the actual satellite to gain faith in the new code. If some 
code that has been uploaded contains a bug, it could quite easily crash the OBC in the orbital 
satellite, interrupting the operations, and perhaps wasting a day of operations to reload the 
computer from the ground. The independence of the transputer enables the software engineer 
to develop and test the code in the PC-hosted transputer environment, without the use of an
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engineering model. If the engineer is confident, then the code can be uploaded to the satellite 
(under supervision) with minimal consideration for other operations. If the code has a problem 
and the transputer crashes, then the engineer can return to development, having wasted very 
little of anyone’s time. Alternatively, if the code works then the development cycle has only 
taken perhaps one day. This permits extremely efficient development and testing of code on 
the satellite on a day to day basis, unheard of on other satellite programmes.
7.4.1 Commanding of Satellite
The operation of the transputers is controlled by the OBC, which is commanded from the 
ground. The operational control of the satellite is limited by the short duration time that the 
satellite is actually overhead of the ground-station: there are only 3-4 passes during working 
hours, and each pass takes less than 15 minutes. Two or three of those passes are at very low 
elevations, and the communications link is often restricted by obstructions or interference at 
the UHF and VHF bands. Therefore processes that take as little interaction time with the 
satellite as possible give the best results. Much is automated, and when the satellite is not 
being commanded any spare link time (for example during evening passes) is used for the 
automatic downloading of large data files from experiments and telemetry surveys.
There are three commonly used top-level methods of commanding the satellite via the OBC:
1. Telecommands: Individual security-coded commands to switch states on the satellite: 
these are readily accessed from a menu on the ground-station telecommand computer in 
real time.
2. Command procedures: Menu-accessed commands with the destination of a task on the 
OBC for the purpose of commanding experiments over the DASH.
3. Sched-files: These are files of command sequences that enable the highest level 
programming of the satellite so that events can be planned and operated totally 
automatically. They contain strings of telecommands and command procedures, each with 
an absolute or relative time for operation.
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Ground-Station Satellite
Figure 7.7 Commanding of Transputers
The operation of the transputer requires telecommands to power-up or reset the transputer, 
and to enable or disable the DASH connections; these commands are important, but are rarely 
used when the transputer is operating continuously. Most operations would be commanded 
through command procedures, such as commands to set the clock, and to schedule an image. 
The OBC has multiple software tasks running in parallel, and the Transputer Support Task 
(TST) interprets the transputer-related command procedures sent from the ground (see Figure 
7.7). Any commands that are destined for the transputer are passed on by the TST, and in the 
transputer itself, the commands are finally obeyed.
The sched-files are used extensively in the day to day operations of the transputers and 
cameras. A big advantage of the sched-file is that a series of commands can be planned and 
edited long before a pass, so there is less chance of an error; secondly, less valuable time of a 
pass is wasted typing in commands.
7.4.2 Limitations in Operational Control
This study has been concentrating on the implementation of the Navigation Unit, and less on 
its control by TST on the OBC. The current version of the TST software cannot exercise all 
of the functions of the GPS Navigation Unit, and does not recognise all of the messages 
generated. Fortunately, most of the functions can be operated automatically during a GPS run, 
and messages unrecognised by the TST are stored in a log-file that can be analysed on the 
ground. There are near term plans at SSTL to develop the TST to make more use of the
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Navigation Unit for positioning, element generation and clock synchronisation, once the 
Navigation Unit has proven its dependability.
Another significant limitation on PoSAT-1 is that the EIS and GPS transputer programs 
cannot communicate simultaneously over the DASH to the TST. One transputer must be 
electrically isolated from the DASH while the other is connected, otherwise the dual responses 
will cause the DASH handlers to lose synchronisation. The camera is the most active payload 
on PoSAT, typically taking ten images every day, and so GPS operations must be carefully 
co-ordinated with imaging plans to avoid scheduling conflicts. Hie ultimate solution to this 
problem would be to implement a TST capable of communicating with two separate 
transputer nodes on the DASH, but OBC program memory restrictions will make this 
difficult. The new OBC designed for FASat-Alfa has a greater program memory, and so could 
support a separate duplicated task dedicated to GPS.
A factor that limits the operation of the Navigation Unit is associated with the transputer 
hardware. The memory for Transputer 0 is not protected against radiation effects, and so is 
liable to Single Event Upsets (SEUs). At PoSAT’s altitude, one SEU will occur on average 
once every day in one Megabit of RAM. The Navigation Unit code takes up a space of 
60 kBytes in the memory, so a SEU would be expected once every two days. In practice few 
of these SEUs would have any noticeable effect as most of this space contains infrequently 
used variables, but sooner or later one would cause the program to crash.
Due to all these factors, it is not currently possible to implement full autonomy with the GPS 
Navigation Unit. Nonetheless, the concept can be proven by testing the required functions and 
operation of the Navigation Unit. The FASat-Alfa design addresses these issues, with the 
intention of implementing full autonomous operation.
7.4.3 Standard Operational Procedures
For most of the time, the GPS experiment has been manually controlled through the use of 
command procedures. Initially, new code was uploaded periodically to the transputer with the 
new Almanac and the latest orbital elements, but recently the code has become more self- 
sufficient. The uploading of a large program file to the satellite upon command is laborious 
because uploading is less efficient than downloading with current UoSAT packet
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communication protocols. Once the code is stored in RAM-disk, the code must be booted over 
the DASH to the transputer. When the code has been installed in the transputer, commands are 
sent to the OBC which in turn sends the commands to the transputer. The OBC is a multi­
tasking environment, and has individual tasks for communicating via the DASH with the 
experiments.
The commands issued over the DASH are the only communications link to the transputer code 
and the GPS receiver. Therefore the commands must be comprehensive in their capabilities 
while still keeping the DASH packet protocol, as listed in the previous section.
The replies from the transputer must also obey the DASH protocol, and can be either answers 
to requests or sometimes hundreds of kilobytes of logged data. The OBC task then passes the 
data as it arrives to the on-board filing system, where it is stored in the 16 MB RAM-disk. As 
soon as the next pass over the ground-station occurs, the down-loading process begins.
A number of standard operations procedures were developed and maintained in a Technical 
Note.15 These formed the basis for the generation of Sched-files that automated the GPS 
operations. An example is given below to illustrate how the commands control the GPS 
Navigation Unit. This example configures the GPS receiver to log data indefinitely, for one 
minute every ten minutes, and assumes that transputer TO has the Navigation Unit code 
already booted and functioning.
Table 7.8 Configure GPS Logging Run
Time after 
Prev. Cmd
Command
0 secs Disable T1 Dash 0
1 Reset TST Dash
1 Enable TO Dash 0
1 Start Session
1 Set Transputer Time
1 GPS Power on
1 News-flash - eGPS Configured’
1 Issue Status Request
1 R U N
Time:
Now
Delta: 0 CSR: 1 
(single)
File: ? Duration:
#1E
(30sec)
Max
Size:
#C000
Opt
#95
Prior
Elems:
#00
45 R U N Delta CSR: 2 File: Duration: Max Opt Prior
Time: 600 (10 (repet.) 00 #3C (60 Size: #05 Elems:
Now mins) seconds) #cooo #00
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Table 7.9 De-Configure GPS Logging Run
0 R U N Delta: CSR: 0 File: Duration: Max Size: Opt Prior:
Time: 0 (clear) 00 #0 0 #00 #00
Now
100 GPS receiver power off
1 Disable TO Dash 0
1 Reset Dash
1 Enable Tl DashO
1 Start Session
These tables represent the contents of two Sched-files that are up-loaded to the RAM-disk and 
are then used by the OBC upon request. The time after previous command in the table means 
that the OBC will delay execution o f the next command for the time period specified. The 1 
second is a fairly arbitrary figure, and it would probably work if 0 seconds was specified. 
However, the longer times (45 & 100 seconds) are required to ensure that the previous 
command has time to complete before the next command is issued. Alternatively, these 
commands could each be issued manually without the use of the Sched-file.
The procedure is complicated by the fact that, in the case of PoSAT-1, the DASH must be 
reconfigured from the default imaging connection before the GPS Navigation Unit can be 
accessed. As a result the transputer Tl must have its DASH connection disabled and the TO 
DASH connection enabled. Following this, the DASH communications must be reset and 
synchronised to enable transactions to take place according to the DASH specification. By 
implication, no further EIS pictures can be taken while the GPS is communicating in this 
mode, which inevitably places constraints on the operation of the GPS experiment.
Referring to the two run commands in Table 7.8, the first one operates once for 30 seconds, 
causing the GPS receiver to be initialised. A second run command with different parameters 
does not initialise the receiver, but simply logs data, and operates repetitively for 60 seconds 
every 10 minutes. The GPS receiver is left powered up the whole time in this instance. When 
it is time to stop the logging, say after 24 hours, the next sched-file is operated (Table 7.9). 
This sets the CSR option to clear, so after the current run, the repetitive run will stop. After 
allowing some time for the file to be transferred, the DASH reconfiguration commands are 
sent, and the TST is then once more connected to the EIS.
The TST on the OBC logs all the responses from status, position and other requests into the 
TST-log file. When logged GPS data is being transferred, it is sent directly to the RAM-disk,
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with a GPS file number as specified in the logged data-header. The progress and status of 
operations is monitored from the OBC message stream (See Table 7.10). Other items are also 
available on the message stream, such as the Newsflash.
Table 7.10 Transputer Support Task Message Format
TST Example Parameter Meaning
LF = TSTxxxx, C The TST log-file name (the xxx are the date). This file is 
downloaded every day or upon request. The C means closed.
EF = PIGPxxxx, 0 The GPS data-log file name, where the xxx represents a number 
supplied by the GPS Navigation Unit. The 0  means that the file is 
currently open, (transferring)
TN = 1C18 Imaging thumbnail picture (EIS, not GPS)
DASH UP Dash connected and operational
FR=1 Number of frames in last transfer
HC=5 Last HIT command (from OBC system)
EC=22 Last EIS/GPS command from TST
MR = 22,8 Last command response number from EIS/GPS; also total number 
of responses from receiver.
7.5 EXPERIMENTAL CAMPAIGNS
The operation of the GPS took place intermittently over a period of time, each test generally
proving new capabilities. At the same time data was being logged to provide the basis for the
analysis on the ground.
1 Successful Initialisation GPS receiver: Oct 1993: Several operations of the GPS 
experiment in October and November to experiment with testing the operations and 
initialisation of the receiver.
2 Log 3-D position and raw data: Jan 1994: The raw data was logged continuously with a 
repetitive runs for an orbit at a time.
3 Implement Element Generation - campaign in April 94: The first implementation of the 
element generation is tested in orbit with a series of operational runs.
4 Double orbit: Radar and Differential logging: May 94 A  particular day is chosen, and 
the tracking is co-ordinated with RAF Fylingdales for the tracking of PoSAT-1 at the
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same time as the GPS operation (See Chapter 5). Data is logged on the ground for 
differential corrections, however, the overlap of four common satellites does not happen.
5 Improve On-board Element Generation Dec 94: The new algorithm with least squares 
fitting and prior elements is demonstrated on the satellite, giving a much improved element 
generation technique.
6 Log multiple days o f data Mar 95: The GPS receiver was operated continuously, but the 
data was logged intermittently for a duration of nearly a week. Co-ordinated radar and 
optical observational measurements were made of PoSAT-1 during this time.
7 Autonomy and Synchronisation Aug 95: The procedures required to support 
autonomous operation were demonstrated, including the broadcast of a synchronisation 
message over the DASH.
The results from these campaigns are discussed in terms of objectives achieved in the 
following sections.
7.5.1 Data logging
The data logging is enabled by way of a GPS Run where the data log file-size is set to a 
specified number, or is limited by the length of the GPS run. A typical file size is 30 kBytes, 
and this is broadcast over the DASH at the end of the run. The OBC TST interprets the data 
file in the same way as a transputer image, and allocates a file name according to the file 
number specified in the header. The file is stored in the RAM-Disk and downloaded with all 
the other files according to the requests from the ground station.
When the receiver first began acquiring GPS satellite signals during the first tests, it soon 
became apparent that the main limitations in data logging capability were not in the GPS 
Navigation Unit, but elsewhere in the satellite.
The slow DASH communications causes the GPS Navigation Unit to stop logging while the 
transfer takes place. For three minute raw data files of 30 kB, gaps varying from 17 to 93 
seconds were noted, with an average of about 60 seconds. Even for a 9600 bps data-bus, this 
is very slow, with overheads obviously taking more than 90% of the performance away.
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An initial underlying limitation was the power budget of PoSAT-1. For most of the time, 
PoSAT was using its high power transmitter, which essentially used as much power as was 
available. The GPS receiver could not be powered up for more than two orbits without 
causing the battery voltage to begin to fall. This limitation proved the absolute necessity of 
intermittent GPS operations for certain missions. The low power transmitter was later 
switched over, allowing longer continuous GPS operations.
The ultimate limitation in the system is the downlink capability. The current UoSAT platform 
is designed for low cost message transfer, and uses a primary downlink of 9600 bps FSK at 
UHF, typically 435 MHz. An efficient broadcast and request file transfer protocol has been 
implemented, but it is unusual for the satellite to download more than 2 MBytes of files to the 
ground station in a day. When the GPS receiver was operated continuously for two orbits 
logging raw data (about 3 hours), nearly 50 files were generated, each about 31-37 kB, 
totalling 1.6 MBytes. If the DASH had been quicker, this would have risen to 2 MBytes. The 
GPS receiver can therefore rapidly saturate the data capacity of the system after only a short 
period of operation.
The data rate can be reduced by a factor of three by accepting just the position fixes, and 
disabling the raw data logging; this was the approach taken for much of the PoSAT 
experimentation. The most satisfactory solution, as discussed in Chapter 3, is to decimate the 
data at a controllable rate so that the data-rate can be sustained continuously. Unfortunately, 
the Trimble GPS receiver does not implement decimation, so this was achieved by setting the 
GPS Run to operate repetitively in the GPS Navigation Unit, without re-initialising the 
receiver each time.
In March 1995, it was planned to operate the GPS receiver in such a mode for several days. 
The average data rates of the TANS are listed in Chapter 3, Section 3.2.6, and it was 
estimated that the logging of 60 seconds every ten minutes (on average 20 bytes per second) 
should be sustainable. The logging could not be more frequent than once every ten minutes 
because of the 800 file limit on the satellite RAM-disk.
The campaign was successful, although there was a loss of GPS lock after about three days 
that was remedied by re-initialisation. The operation in fact proved that the data-rate was
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slightly too high to be sustained indefinitely, but with the availability of most of the 16 MByte 
storage space on the RAM-Disk, it could be satisfactorily sustained for one week.
7.5.2 Element Generation Performance
The transputer element generation algorithm was developed from a CC’ program and ported to 
the transputer. The figures for test data were cross-checked to the original C implementation 
(see Chapter 6), and the differences were insignificant.
The GPS Navigation Unit generates elements in the course of a GPS run, and the elements are 
sent over the DASH in the binary format described earlier in the chapter. The elements are not 
yet operationally being used by the OBC, but instead are being logged in the TST log-file. In 
total, about 14 sets of elements have been automatically generated from operations on 
different occasions. When the elements are recovered on the ground from the log-file, they can 
be compared with the contemporary NORAD elements, as shown in Table 7.11.
Table 7.11 Elements from GPS run compared to NORAD
19/12/94 GPS RUN, PoSAT-1
PoSAT-1
1 22829U 93061G 94353.48694622 .00000039 00000-0 33458-4 0 00
2 22829 98.6322 67.3871 0010538 21.2507 338.8776 14.28056670 64147
After 78.341667 minutes, and 3956 samples:
Stand.dev of elements: (MM eccn incl RAAN ArgP U)
2.359e-007 8.208e-005 1.384e-003 6.054e-005 2.125e-001 1.280e-004
LISTKP - Lists two sets of 2-line Elements & Compares
Version 1.0 MJU Nov 1994
Reference Keps filename: \orbdet\keps\k941217.txt, looking for sat.no. 22829 
MMotion Eccent Incl RAAN ArgP MA ndot/2 Bstar 
14.280548 0.001102 98.635900 57.209600 46.352200 313.856700 0.000000 0.000036  
Dayno: 343.187385, Year: 1994
Test Keps filename: 2lgps.rep, looking for sat.no. 22829__________________________________________
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MMotion Eccent Incl RAAN ArgP MA ndot/2 Bstar
14.280567 0.001054 98.632200 67.387100 21.250700 338.877600 0.000000 0.000033  
Dayno: 353.486946, Year: 1994
Time difference between keps: 889882.048800 seconds, or 10.299561 days.
Reference Keps Propagated to Test Keps:
MMotion Eccent Incl RAAN ArgP MA ndot/2 Bstar
14.280567 0.001102 98.635900 67.392907 16.242443 343.889143 0.000000 0.000036  
Dayno: 353.486946, Year: 1994
Epoch error: R=-539.644m, L=1366.259m, C=-718.749m,
Magnitude 1.635 km
14-day error: R=-716.424m, L=1799.556m, C=-996.033m,
Magnitude 2.178 km____________________________________________________________________________
In this table, the elements are listed in the TLE ASCII format, together with generation 
parameters, such as sample duration, data points and the element sigmas. Note that the sample 
length and the data points show that there were 3-D position fixes (at 1 Hz) 84% of the time. 
Then the elements are listed together with NORAD elements that are propagated forward to 
the same epoch for comparison.
The results only compare point predictions from the two sets of elements at epoch and 14 days 
later, when more usefully a span of data should be compared as in Chapter 6. However, the 
comparison does give a good indication about the agreement. Note that a discrepancy of about 
1 km is to be expected anyway due to the NORAD elements being 10 days old.
Some of the GPS data from these operations can be downloaded at the same time, but 
unfortunately only about 20 minutes of continuous data will fit in the current maximum data­
logging buffer. While it is not therefore possible to verify the elements directly through the 
post-processing of the data that was used in orbit, the sigmas at least give a relative 
performance indicator from one element set to the next. Moreover there is sufficient 
confidence in the procedure from ground testing and the agreement with NORAD elements to 
accept the results.
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7.5.3 On-Board Clock Synchronisation
When enabled, the time synchronisation message is generated automatically as soon as the 
GPS receiver begins making position fixes during a GPS Rim. The message contains the Unix 
format UTC time in seconds and also the number of milliseconds. Currently the TST on the 
OBC cannot recognise the message format, but the message is stored in the TST log-file with 
an OBC time-tag. The GPS time can thus compared with the OBC time, but only to the 
second resolution of the OBC time-tag. Table 7.12 shows the results from a number of such 
trials performed through the use of a repetitive GPS Run.
Table 7.12 GPS and OBC Time Comparison
Run Number OBC Time GPS Sync. Time Difference (secs)
1 10:38:39 10:38:40.844 1.844
2 11:02:39 11:02:41.109 2.109
3 11:26:33 11:26:34.578 1.578
4 11:51:03 11:51:04.781 1.781
5 12:18:40 12:18:41.719 1.719
The agreement with the OBC is consistent to within the one second level, but there appears to 
be an offset of about 1.75 seconds. The OBC clock on PoSAT-1 does drift by a number of 
seconds a day, but it had been set from the ground immediately prior to the tests, and so 
should have been correct to within a second. The process is not infallible, though, and it has 
been known for the OBC to be set incorrectly by a few seconds. It seems unlikely that the GPS 
receiver would be in error five times in succession, nor could a transmission delay over the 
DASH cause the broadcast time to get ahead of the actual time. The most likely explanation is 
that the OBC clock had been set incorrectly.
Further trials are recommended, and the effects of a DASH collision should be investigated. If 
this contingency is of concern, then it would be feasible for the sender to monitor for collisions 
and to regenerate a GPS synchronisation message in that eventuality. There will always be a 
minimum inherent delay due to the propagation of the message along the route which is likely 
to be of the order of a number of milliseconds. This delay can be measured and the collisions 
simulated on a bench experiment so that the process can be characterised and calibrated.
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The initial experiments in orbit have demonstrated the principles of the use of GPS for on­
board clock synchronisation, representing a far more convenient and accurate method than 
synchronisation through commanding from the ground.
7.5.4 Demonstration of Autonomous Operation
The OBC TST cannot support the GPS Navigation Unit on the DASH as a separate 
destination to the EIS transputer code, and also cannot recognise the synchronisation messages 
or the GPS power ON/OFF messages. Even so, the autonomous operation of the GPS 
Navigation Unit can still be demonstrated by exercising all of the functions in a manner that 
would be used in an autonomous mode. The unrecognised messages from the Navigation Unit 
are stored in the TST log-file with time-tags and so can be analysed later to ensure correct 
operation. In the autonomy test, the GPS experiment was operated for one orbit on PoSAT, 
and Figure 7.8 shows the sequence of events that occurred.
f
1) GPS Navigation Unit sends a message over DASH requesting GPS Power ON.
K
\
/
2) GPS receiver initialised by Navigation Unit.
i r
/
3) As soon as a position fix achieved, a sync, message is broadcast over DASH
r
/
4) During Run, Navigation Unit gathers and processes GPS data.
\
/ 5) At end of Run, new orbital elements broadcast over DASH
V
together with generation report.
/
6) GPS Power OFF message sent over DASH. I
V
/
7) Logged data file sent over DASH. i
V
Figure 7.8 Autonomous Operation Demonstration
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The operation was successful and showed that new orbital elements can be generated and time 
synchronisation can occur on-board without the need for ground-station interaction. Typically 
this operation could be programmed to operate for one orbit once a day, or perhaps once a 
week.
Although in this experiment the GPS receiver was not operated intermittently, the capability 
for such a low power mode operation has been demonstrated. If the OBC cycles the GPS 
power on a daily basis according to the requests from the Navigation Unit, then the average 
power will significantly drop. Instead of consuming 2.1 watts, the GPS receiver would 
consume on average less than 0.15 watts, a sufficiently low power to sustain on a 
microsatellite with very tight resources. If operated on a weekly basis, this average would fall 
to 0.02 watts (although the peak power would still be 2 watts).
In the case of PoSAT-1, the low average power mode of the receiver would be offset by the 
power consumption of the transputer module that hosts the Navigation Unit software. The 
transputer is left running in normal operational mode as it supports both the GPS and Star- 
Sensor experiments. The circuit consumes a reasonably steady 0.75 watts, although there is a 
feature that enables software control of the clock speed to halve the power consumption.
There are new technology microprocessors emerging of an equal or better performance with a 
lower power to the T800 transputer. Some are based on a static architecture, and so the clock 
can be stopped until an interrupt from a timer or a communications peripheral starts the clock 
again. Alternatively the GPS Navigation software could be implemented within the GPS 
receiver itself, eliminating the power consumption of the separate computer altogether.
The FASat-Alfa design of the transputer module makes use of ED AC-protected memory, and 
the program memory of the OBC is increased. As a result, the autonomous operation of the 
GPS Navigation Unit could be implemented with far fewer practical constraints.
7.6 STATUS AND FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS
The concept of the GPS Navigation Unit has been proven through the implementation on the 
PoSAT-1 microsatellite. The FASat-Alfa experiment hardware has been designed to host the
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GPS Navigation Unit, and future satellites may also carry the Unit. More work is required to 
implement the full design, but the key functions that have been implemented and tested in orbit 
so far are listed below:
• Receiver Initialisation: The receiver is successfully initialised in orbit to give acquisition 
typically within two minutes.
• Position Request: The position can be requested from the DASH, (but will only currently 
give the correct position while the GPS receiver is on).
• Status Request: The status of the Receiver and the Unit can be requested at any time.
• Data Logging: Through the use of a single or repetitive run command, data can be logged, 
either the position fix alone or with the raw measurement data.
• Element Generation: Elements can be generated through the use of the run command, and 
can be optionally weighted by previous orbital elements: the elements are stored in a 
binary format.
• Clock Synchronisation: Synchronisation messages have been generated from GPS time 
and sent over the DASH.
• Autonomous operation: The sequence of processes required from the Navigation Unit for 
autonomous mode operation has been demonstrated.
The primary aim to generate NORAD-compatible elements on-board has been achieved, and 
as discussed in Chapter 6, the mean semi-major axis is determined to about 5 metres. The 
autonomous operation that could produce this accuracy would involve the GPS receiver being 
operated only once a week for one orbit, consuming an average power of only 0.02 watts (not 
including transputer).
The near-term improvements that can be made to the GPS Navigation Unit software include 
the position request at any time in the correct format, the conversion of orbital elements on­
board to the NORAD ASCII standard, and the synchronisation of time. The autonomy of the 
Navigation Unit has been demonstrated, but requires more support from the OBC to become 
operational. The payload scheduling must also be implemented, and further research is 
necessary into the methods and regime for orbit determination. Another improvement for the 
Navigation Unit includes the software control of the transputer clock to reduce total power 
consumption while a GPS Run is not in operation.
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The FASat-Alfa design makes use of a higher speed data-bus using the new CAN-bus, and the 
ED AC protection of the memory against radiation effects. Together with the upgraded 386 
OBC, this will mean that the GPS Navigation Unit can be left operated continuously 
connected to the satellite data bus, bringing the experimental GPS Navigation Unit into an 
operational, rather than experimental mode.
The design and implementation of software is a dynamic and iterative process, and feedback 
from this experience can be used to modify both the original system design and the specific 
implementation of the GPS Navigation Unit. New applications will become apparent that have 
differing requirements, and this first design of the GPS Navigation Unit and the subsequent 
implementation can be expanded to fulfil these future needs.
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CHAPTER 8. 
CONCLUSIONS
The theme of this thesis has been an investigation into the use of GPS on a small satellite. 
After introducing small satellites and the Global Positioning System, the benefits and 
practicalities of GPS for spacebome applications were discussed, and the current world-wide 
progress in the subject was reviewed. A system study was performed that resulted in the 
definition and specification of the GPS Navigation Unit. The practical use of GPS in orbit was 
demonstrated with the GPS experiment on the PoSAT-1 microsatellite, launched in September 
1993. The performance of the Trimble TANS II GPS receiver was evaluated both in terms of 
operation and accuracy, the latter through the use of radar tracking of PoSAT concurrent with 
the operation of the GPS receiver. An orbital element generation algorithm was developed and 
characterised for PoSAT-1, and the GPS Navigation Unit software was implemented and 
tested on the Transputer Data Processing Unit on-board the satellite.
8.1 THE USE OF GPS IN ORBIT
The Global Positioning System has found a number of applications in orbit, many of which 
have already been proven on research satellites. Using data logged from an orbital GPS 
receiver, research into the ultimate achievable accuracy from GPS is still on-going, using a 
world-wide network of GPS reference stations and extensive processing. Furthermore, the 
capability for a GPS receiver to determine position in orbit enables long sought-after 
autonomous navigation on the satellite at a low cost. With due caution, receivers that have 
been designed for terrestrial applications can be used in orbit for small scale missions, 
although some changes to the firmware are required. New applications of GPS in orbit such as 
attitude determination and atmospheric remote sensing are making use of GPS in ways that 
had not been imagined when GPS was first conceived.
8.2 THE GPS NAVIGATION UNIT
The GPS Navigation Unit is a system design that integrates a GPS receiver into a small 
satellite, providing a framework for autonomous navigation while maintaining a low power
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through intermittent operation of the receiver. In defining the requirements, several example 
small satellite missions were considered, ranging from the simplest repeater satellite through 
communications satellites to a high precision altimetry mission. The services required by these 
missions from the on-board Navigation Unit were identified, and the practicalities of 
interfacing the receiver to the satellite and of providing these services were discussed. Services 
available include position, velocity, orbital elements, clock synchronisation, payload triggering 
and data logging. Characteristics of these services were also discussed, including accuracy, 
regularity and format of response. The design is such that the Navigation Unit can be 
configured to operate autonomously, periodically powering up the GPS receiver to provide a 
synchronisation message and broadcast newly generated orbital elements for the host satellite 
before powering down the receiver again. The operation can be configured to reduce the power 
consumption by decreasing the time that the GPS receiver is switched on.
8.3 THE POSAT-1 GPS EXPERIMENT
As part of these Ph.D. studies, a GPS experiment was flown on the PoSAT-1 microsatellite 
mission. A choice was made between the adaptation of an existing GPS receiver for use on 
PoSAT and the purchase of a commercial space-capable GPS receiver. The Trimble TANS II 
GPS receiver was selected, and was integrated into the PoSAT-1 architecture. As dictated by 
the GPS Navigation Unit design, there was a requirement for a computer system to provide a 
higher layer for interfacing to the satellite, so the already existing Transputer Data Processing 
Unit was connected to the GPS receiver. Two alternative antennas were tested on a model of 
the satellite +Z-facet, and the higher gain Trimble antenna was selected for the flight unit. The 
satellite was launched in September 1993, and the commissioning of the GPS receiver was 
successful, after some problems with the initialisation and control parameters were resolved. 
The GPS receiver now routinely gains a 3-D position fix in two minutes from a cold start 
using initialisation data from the Navigation Unit. Position fixes are obtained for over 80% of 
the time, but it has been found that there are frequent outliers in the data, and at least once, a 
gross error has occurred.
A comparison has been performed between the on-board GPS tracking and ground-based 
radar tracking of PoSAT-1. The characteristics of ground-based use of GPS were assessed in 
order to predict the accuracies expected in orbit. The orbital propagators to be used were 
evaluated, and in particular SGP4 was characterised. The radar system was described and the
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covariances from tracking PoSAT were analysed. To attempt to verify the accuracy of the 
radar data, the self-consistency of the radar points was investigated, and comparisons were 
made to mean orbital elements. By comparing the GPS data to the radar data in the RVCC 
frame, residuals of 20-70 metres la  were obtained in the range axis. By combining all the 
residuals and extrapolating for 3 axes, the results suggested that the 2a 3-D accuracy of the 
GPS position fixes was 130 metres over the period of the measurements. This compares 
favourably with the 174 metres accuracy specified by the GPS Interface Control Document.
8.4 IMPLEMENTATION OF THE GPS NAVIGATION UNIT
For the purposes of the PoSAT-1 demonstration, an operational accuracy was required from 
the GPS Navigation Unit, i.e. a service of 1-2 kms, and the capability to generate mean orbital 
elements was also necessary. The mean orbital elements were required to be compatible with 
the public domain Two-Line Elements originating from the North American Air Defense 
Command (NORAD) radar tracking systems. After characterising the NORAD orbital 
elements, a method was developed that could generate similar elements from the orbital GPS 
data. The GPS position fixes were transformed from an Earth-fixed to an inertial co-ordinate 
system, and then converted into mean orbital elements through the use of the SGP4 propagator 
in reverse. The mean elements from each point were combined into one set of elements through 
a least-squares fit. When implemented in the GPS Navigation Unit, a prior element set is 
available, and this can be used for weighting the mean motion term to give the elements a 
longer term stability. Operating on a single orbit of data and weighted by an element set 
generated a few days beforehand, the elements can be propagated to give an epoch accuracy of
1.5 km and a 14 day accuracy of 10 km on average in comparison to NORAD orbital 
elements. The GPS-derived mean semi-major axis agrees with the NORAD value to 5 metres.
The GPS Navigation Unit was implemented on PoSAT-1 hosted by one of the transputers in 
the Transputer Data Processing Unit. The integration of the Unit with existing transputer 
software had advantages, but imposed some constraints. The translation of the system design 
architecture into the parallel occam (programming language) modules is described, and the 
real-time performance of the software on the final hardware is estimated. The interface 
implementation is described in some detail to show the configuration and communications of 
the GPS Navigation Unit on PoSAT-1, and standard operational procedures are developed. 
The features of the GPS Navigation Unit that have been tested in orbit include receiver
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initialisation and control, position and status requesting, data logging, mean orbital element 
generation, clock synchronisation and autonomous operations.
8.5 IMPLICATIONS OF RESEARCH
The GPS Navigation Unit has been specified, designed and has been implemented on the 
PoSAT-1 microsatellite. The Trimble TANS GPS receiver at the heart of the Navigation Unit 
is made from industrial parts and is still fully functional after two years in orbit. The 
autonomous orbit determination mode of the GPS Navigation Unit only requires the GPS 
receiver to consume a power of 0.15 watts or less, and yet can determine the mean semi-major 
axis to 5 metres.
During the course of this project, a number of milestones have been claimed. PoSAT-1 is the 
first microsatellite, the first non-US-launched satellite and the first true commercial satellite to 
make use of GPS in orbit. PoSAT is the first satellite of any kind to be able to determine mean 
orbital elements on-board. New software continues to be developed and uploaded, increasing 
the capability of the PoSAT GPS experiment, and together with subsequent UoSAT missions, 
the GPS Navigation Unit will continue to be used and improved.
Although the actual use of GPS in orbit is relatively new, the idea has been adopted 
enthusiastically by many small satellite manufacturers since PoSAT-1 was launched and is 
mentioned in numerous studies and papers. Some of the proposed communications 
constellations rely directly on the capabilities of orbital GPS receivers in their system designs. 
This thesis has laid a foundation for the integration of GPS into a small satellite as a sub­
system. It has defined the services and described the architecture, and the concept has been 
proven on the PoSAT-1 satellite. The orbit determination method that has been presented is 
relatively simple and is demonstrably suitable for on-board implementation, while giving 
sufficient accuracy for virtually all on-board requirements. Finally, the results and the 
recommendations from this work can feed back into the design of the interfaces and operation 
of future dedicated orbital GPS receivers.
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8.6 FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS AND THE GPS NAVIGATION UNIT
The scope of the subject still leaves much material to be researched and further goals to be 
achieved. Technology continues to advance, and it is also necessary to look ahead at the future 
of orbital GPS sub-systems, and how this relates the GPS Navigation Unit research.
Orbit Determination: The method that has been used on PoSAT-1 to determine the orbit was 
developed with an aim for a practical on-board routine for generating elements compatible 
with the NORAD standard. The target accuracy was an along-track accuracy of 1-2 kms, and 
this has been achieved. The potential accuracy obtainable from the GPS receiver, however, is 
significantly superior to the NORAD standard. The next goal is to develop a high accuracy 
real-time filter that can improve on the position fixes from the GPS receiver, and maintain a 
good accuracy while the receiver is off. Once an appropriate algorithm is developed, it should 
be reasonably simple to implement in the PoSAT-1 GPS Navigation Unit software, as long as 
heed is taken of the speed and memoiy limitations. This capability has been the subject of 
many diverse studies, but has not yet been achieved.
To assist with this research, NASA JPL has offered Surrey a licence for the use of its GIPSY- 
OASIS II software for the differential processing of a PoSAT-1 reference orbit, and is likely 
to enable sub-metre accuracy to be obtained from the PoSAT GPS data. Another source for a 
reference orbit comes from the satellite tracking team at the Royal Greenwich Observatory 
who has succeeded in tracking PoSAT optically (using an SLR station without the laser) while 
the GPS experiment is operating. The results have not yet been processed, but are likely to 
give an even better independent verification of the GPS results than the radar tracking due to 
the more detailed orbit model employed.
Payload triggering: The capability of GPS to be integrated with payloads has yet to be 
proven, and offers a great deal of potential for satellite autonomy. If the design in this study 
can be implemented on PoSAT-1 or FASat, then the burden of image scheduling may be 
significantly reduced through automatic scheduling of images by position.
Future Satellites: The FASat-Alfa satellite was launched in late August 1995, but 
unfortunately could not be separated from the Ukrainian satellite. It is highly likely that an 
identical replacement satellite, FASat-Bravo, will be flown before the middle of 1996. FASat 
carries a GPS experiment very similar to that on PoSAT-1, and the GPS Navigation Unit will
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continue to be developed and tested for both platforms. In October 1996, a mini-satellite built 
at Surrey is planned for launch. It seems very likely that this minisatellite will be carrying a 
GPS receiver that has been adapted to measure phase differences between multiple antennas. 
This will enable research into the field o f attitude determination from GPS.
Receiver Developments: The technology of GPS receivers continues to improve eveiy year. In 
the past five years, the current state-of-the-art has moved from single to twelve channel 
receivers, while the size has reduced and the power consumption has fallen from 20 to 1 watt. 
The dual frequency capability is slowly becoming more common-place, in spite of the Anti- 
Spoofing P-code encryption. All o f these trends will eventually find their way onto satellites, 
improving the tracking and acquisition performance and the potential accuracy from the 
measurements, but consuming less and less of the spacecraft’s valuable resources.
Differential Corrections: Inmarsat satellites may soon be transmitting differential GPS 
corrections which can be decoded directly inside the receiver. This will have little effect on the 
structure of the GPS Navigation Unit, but the orbit determination capabilities will be 
potentially far more accurate.
Attitude Determination: It seems probable that the use of GPS for attitude determination will 
be slow to appear in terrestrial applications due to antenna placement constraints, multipath 
problems and lack of a big market. There has been some research into its use for aircraft and 
ships, but it is likely that the main research into attitude detennination will continue to be 
driven by spacecraft requirements. Nevertheless, the potential accuracies and the low cost 
make attitude determination from GPS a desirable goal to be achieved. The implications of 
this capability to the GPS Navigation Unit are fairly significant, and an intermittent operation 
may no longer be an option. If the ADCS algorithms are housed on another processor, then 
not too many changes are required. The integration of all the attitude and orbit determination 
and control functions into one autonomous unit may be an achievable target, and is worthy of 
another Ph.D. study.
Related Technology: The development of GPS receivers is being pushed by the gigantic 
potential of terrestrial markets, particularly for in-car navigation units. GPS alone is not 
adequate for car navigation, as the 100 metre accuracy and satellite visibility problems limit 
the utility of GPS. Therefore, manufacturers are integrating GPS with a variety of navigation
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sensors, such as accelerometers, gyroscopes and magnetometers. Fibre optic gyroscopes 
(FOGs) are currently too expensive for the average terrestrial application but are dropping in 
price. There is the potential of an extremely cheap, although not very accurate, accelerometer 
which is embedded in an integrated circuit, and flux-gate magnetometers also continue to 
become cheaper. Much of this technology may find its way onto satellites, for example, to 
assist with GPS attitude determination and GPS tracking during motor firings.
8.7 THE IMPACT OF GPS ON SATELLITE ENGINEERING
There are two contemporary issues that are significantly influencing the adoption of GPS for 
terrestrial (or airborne) applications: firstly, the practical problem of interference, and 
secondly, the future of GPS as an international service. Both of these topics apply to 
spacebome applications.
There is no doubt that GPS receiver technology is becoming more robust to interfering signals, 
but it is still possible for a receiver to be jammed with a signal at the LI frequency at quite a 
low power. The advantage that the satellite engineer has is that the interfering signals will 
come from on-board, and will not change with time, but the disadvantage is that the power 
levels present are tens, maybe hundreds of watts. Theoretically, any signals present at LI can 
be eliminated through careful satellite design, but in practice, the accommodation of GPS 
requirements may not be easy.
In spite of assurances to the contrary, there is a pervasive suspicion that the military operators 
of GPS will one day switch off the signals to civil users. There is therefore a reluctance in 
some organisations to commit to GPS for either shorter or longer term programmes. GPS will 
eventually be augmented or replaced with other satellite navigation systems. The primary 
motivation for this comes from civil airborne applications which require a very high 
navigation system reliability and civil accountability. Such a combined or replacement 
navigation system is generally referred to as a Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS). In 
the short term, this will be achieved through the augmentation of GPS with Glonass and/or 
Inmarsat navigation signals.
The Russian military Glonass navigation system is nearing completion, and there are receivers 
being developed to receive both GPS and Glonass signals. Such receivers are not yet
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commercially available, however, and the market will be slow to grow until the future of 
Glonass becomes politically more stable. On the other hand, Inmarsat is long established as 
being an accountable international civil satellite service provider. Signals will be broadcast 
from Inmarsat-3 geostationary satellites commencing in 1996; many existing GPS receivers 
can be adapted to receive these signals without any hardware modifications. The services 
offered by Inmarsat will include a further GPS-type ranging signal, GPS health and integrity 
messages and perhaps differential corrections. In the long tenn future, few doubt that there 
will be a civil replacement for GPS, or at least that GPS will be under new management. 
President Clinton himself has urged towards such a civil system, and the FAA is pushing 
towards the adoption of an augmentation service through geostationary satellites. It was 
recently announced that the European Union and ESA have pledged 150 million ECU towards 
GNSS.
The consequences of these developments is that GPS, or GNSS, will only become more 
reliable and accountable. Furthermore, there will be no Selective Availability, and eventually 
dual frequency signals will be available for all. Together with the technology improvements, 
this addresses nearly all concerns about the use of GPS in orbit, so it can be assumed that over 
the next ten years, the use of GPS in space will continue to increase.
The potential attraction of GPS for attitude determination is clear, and savings could be made 
approaching millions of dollars with the replacement of attitude systems with GPS receivers 
on larger missions. Even so, the use o f GPS for reliable spacebome attitude determination is 
still unproven with the exception of a few orbital experiments. Unlike positioning, attitude 
determination is highly dependent on the geometric location of antennas, the local environment 
of the satellite surface and the attitude dynamics of the satellite. It is not clear how much of an 
impact attitude detennination will have on satellite engineering at this stage; the satellite- 
specific practicalities may prove to be the limiting factor on the commercial adoption of the 
technology.
GPS for positioning and orbit detennination will make the biggest tangible financial savings 
for the big satellites through the avoidance of traditional expensive tracking technologies. If a 
large enough proportion of future satellites adopt an on-board GPS sub-system, then one of 
the fundamental purposes of TDRSS and the many global tracking stations is removed. While 
these TDR satellites and stations would continue to offer their global communication service,
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their enormous cost may no longer be justifiable, and so GPS would indeed have a significant 
impact on future world-wide space infrastructure. The same argument applies to a lesser 
extent with geostationary communications satellites, as GPS could potentially eliminate an 
expensive part of the ground station, paving the way to far lower cost ground support 
requirements.
%
GPS will have a big cultural, rather than financial impact on the smallest satellites. Until now 
there has been no easy or cheap way of tracking a satellite, and therefore small satellite 
operators do not track their satellites themselves. This is one of the reasons why serious 
scientific payloads are carried on larger satellites which come with more extensive ground 
support infrastructure. In this respect, GPS could suddenly make low-cost satellites as capable 
as some billion dollar satellites. High accuracy positioning availability in real-time will 
enhance the capability of the satellite to support high resolution imaging and space science 
applications on small satellites with the minimum of ground support.
Satellite engineering is commonly several years behind the times with technology, but on low 
cost satellite missions it is possible to try to ride with the tide of new developments. As new 
technology appears, the satellite engineer should always be looking at the utility and 
practicality of the latest commercial products in orbit. It is this approach that UoSAT has 
taken, and has frequently proven that cheaper can indeed mean smaller, faster and better. The 
GPS Navigation Unit defined in this thesis has enabled the adoption o f GPS in the context of 
the UoSAT microsatellite missions to enhance the autonomy and capablity of these low cost 
satellites. It is hoped the Navigation Unit will continue to provide a framework for the 
inclusion of advances in GPS, GNSS and related technology for years to come.
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EARTH-CENTRED EARTH-FIXED TO EARTH-CENTRED 
INERTIAL TRANSFORMATION
The transformation between Earth-fixed and Inertial reference frames is a common problem in 
astronomy and navigation; the location of the stars must be related to the location of the 
observer on the Earth's surface. For the modelling of satellite motion around the Earth, there 
are times when the position of the satellite is represented in an Earth-fixed frame, such as 
when accelerations due to the Earth's gravitational harmonics must be calculated. At other 
times it may be preferable to use a celestial frame, so that perturbations due to celestial 
objects may be calculated, such as solar pressure, and planetary gravitational effects.
There are several different transformation procedures in use in space industry and science.
The differences arise because certain applications require a more complete tranfonnation or 
'reduction' of all the rotational effects of the Earth. For example, a full reduction from 
WGS-84 would follow these steps (see Explanatory Supplement to the Astronomical 
Almanac1 for full description):
1. If there are two different standards, it may be necessary to transform from one ECEF 
geoid system to another (e.g. WGS-84 to WGS-72).
2. Rotation of the terrestrial Frame for Polar Motion from conventional pole to true celestial 
pole.
3. Rotation of terrestrial frame from Greenwich meridian to true equinox (through 
Greenwich apparent sidereal time).
4. Rotation of celestial frame for nutation from true pole and true equinox to mean pole and 
mean equinox of date
5. Rotation of the celestial frame for precession from the mean equator and equinox of date 
to the standard (mean) equator and equinox of J2000.0.
6. Translation of the origin from geocentre to barycentre of Solar System.
The maximum contributions of all but the last stage to a sun-synchronous 800 km orbit are 
given below in Table 1.
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Table 1 Estimated Significance o f Inertial transform ation Stages
Step Transformation Description Estimated Magnitude 
on 800km orbit
1 WGS-84 to older Earth-fixed standard Transformation < 5 m
2 Earth-fixed to pseudo-Earth fixed Account for polar motion < 12 m
3 Pseudo-Earth fixed to True of Date Greenwich Hour Angle rotation up to 12000 km
4 True of Date to Mean of Date Correct for nutation 9 arc sec => 300 m
5 Mean of Date to Mean of Epoch Correct for Delta-t precession to 
standard epoch eg. 1950 or J2000
2.4 arc min => 45 km
Clearly any transformation must take into account the rotation of the Earth, as this is the 
primary difference between an Earth-Fixed and an Inertial system. Nutation is a periodic 
variation (every 18.6 years) in the obliquity by 9 arc seconds. The obliquity is the angle 
between the ecliptic and the equatorial planes (about 23°). There is also a corresponding 
oscillation in the right ascension (equation of the equinoxes) which must be removed for full 
reduction.
Accounting for all these effects is impractical for a system which may require the 
transformation calculations in real-time. Furthermore, unpredictable information is required 
for some of these transformations which is measured and distributed from international 
centres, such as UT1-UTC and polar motion coefficients. Therefore, the transformations 
commonly used are subsets of the procedure listed above. Even though the transformations do 
not completely reduce the effects of the Earth's rotation, it should be noted that transformed 
co-ordinate frames are still inertial because the frame is fixed, and no longer rotating.
One such algorithm used is the NASA RNP routine for the standard epoch J20002. The mean 
equator and equinox of the standard Epoch J2000 is the reference co-ordinate system for the 
Space Station. This algorithm is used for transforming from ECEF to ECIJ2ooo, and follows 
steps 2 to 4 in the above procedure. It does not require polar motion coefficients, but does 
require a value for UT1 - UTC. Typically the RNP transformation matrix is not recalculated 
each time the tranformation is required, but is calculated once for a particular epoch, to get an 
inertial co-ordinate system aligned with the true equator and Greenwich Mendian at that 
certain epoch. The tranformation is then completed at each calculation time by a simple 
rotation through the angle to the current orientation of the Greenwich Meridian at the time.
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A.1 NORAD ECEF - ECI TRANSFORMATION
The inertial tranformation used by Fylingdales tracking station and, it is assumed, the 
NORAD Spacetrack system, simply consists of a rotation about the pole. Die rotation 
converts from ECEF to inertial true equator mean equinox (TEME). This is equivalent to 
step 2 of the above procedure, but the rotation is through the mean and not the apparent 
sidereal time. The equations expressing the relationship between the ECEF and the 
ECI(TEME) are shown for both position and velocity.
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where # is the mean sidereal time, and a>E is the rotation rate of the Earth. To find the inverse 
©
of G and G , a transpose can be taken, as the transformation is orthogonal. The differentiated 
term is necessary in the velocity transformation because there is a change from an inertial to a 
rotating frame.
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The method for finding mean sidereal time uses Newcombe's equation referenced to T i90o. This 
is gradually being replaced in general use by an equation referenced to J20 003, but for 
compatibility, it is important to use the same equations as the target reference frame.
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Tmid is the Julian date of the previous midnight, 
jTi9oo is the Julian date of the T1900 epoch,
7b is the time since the previous midnight.
Sq = 6h 38m 45.836s, Greenwich meridian hour angle at Ti90o in seconds
51 = 8640184.542 seconds / Century, first order sidereal motion
52 = 0.0920 seconds / Century2, second order sidereal motion
1 Seidelmann P.K, (ed.), "Explanatory Supplement to the Astronomical Alamanc", US Naval 
Observatory, University Science Books, 1992.
2 "The RNP Routine for the Standard Epoch J2000", Engineering Directorate, NASA JSC, 90-EG-l, 
JSC-24574, Sept 1990.
3 Maral G, Bousquet M, "Satellite Communications Systems", Wiley, 1993, p239.
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TRANSFORMATIONS BETWEEN CO-ORDINATE FRAMES
Several different reference frames are required for astrodynamic studies, and therefore also 
procedures for transformation between them. In this thesis, the ECEF (Earth-centred Earth 
Fixed), ECI (Earth-Centred Inertial), RLC (Radial, Along-track, Cross-track) and the RVCC 
(Range, Velocity, Cartesian Co-ordinate) frames are used. These are all orthogonal cartesian 
co-ordinate systems, simplifying the transformations. The ECEF to ECI transformation and its 
inverse converts from a rotating to an inertial frame or vice versa, and this is dealt with in 
Appendix A. The other transformations are simple 3-axis rotations with no differential terms 
required. This appendix demonstrates the general procedure for such rotations, using the RLC 
co-ordinate frame as an example.
B.1 THE RLC CO-ORDINATE FRAME
The RLC (Radial Along-track Cross-track) co-ordinate frame is commonly used when 
companng an orbital state with a reference state.12 If the residual is expressed in the RLC 
frame, then orbital perturbations may become obvious. In particular, atmospheric drag or 
timing problems will exhibit themselves in the along-track axis.
Figure B.1 The RLC Co-ordinate Frame
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Figure B. 1 shows the definition of the RLC co-ordinate frame. The radial axis is aligned with 
the position vector from the centre of the Earth. The along-track axis is aligned with the 
projection of the satellite's velocity vector onto the plane normal to the radial axis. In the case 
of a circular orbit, the velocity vector and the along-track axis are aligned. Finally the cross­
track axis forms a right-handed cartesian co-ordinate set. The RLC co-ordinate frame is 
normally defined as an inertial frame, but could be defined as an Earth-fixed frame if due 
caution is taken with the interpretation of the direction of the satellite velocity vector.
An intuitive method for converting ECI co-ordinates to RLC using the satellite's mean orbital 
elements is given by Gooding.3 A slightly more direct method for general transformations is 
given by Escobal using direction cosines 4 The conversion is orthogonal and can be expressed 
mathematically as
B.l
where (x, y, z) are the coordinates of the object in ECI, and (vl, v2, v3) are the target 
coordinates of the object in RLC. The transformation matrix consists of the direction cosines 
(Ax, Ay, Az, Bx,...) of the RLC axes unit vectors in the ECI frame. Specifically, the direction 
cosines can be found as follows:
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where p is the positon vector of the satellite, and v is the velocity vector of the satellite in ECI.
The velocity terms may also be derived using the same transformation matrix. No 
differentiated transformation matrix term is required because the two coordinate systems are 
stationary with respect to eachother.
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If this transformation is applied to an orbital state (as opposed to a residual) and a similarly 
transformed rerefence set is subtracted, the resulting residuals are different. This is because 
the cross-track and along track positions will always be zero by definition. However, the 
radial position residual will then become the true radial position difference referenced to the 
centre of the Earth.
The inverse of transformation matrix is simply the transpose of the transformation matnx 
because the rotations are orthogonal.
A.2 THE RVCC FRAME
The RVCC (Range-Velocity Cartesian Co-ordinate) frame, sometimes called the Slant, Cross- 
Slant and Cross-track frame5 highlights radar measurement errors of a target state. The frame 
is defined as follows6: The VI axis is along the range vector and V2 along the component of 
the object velocity perpendicular to the range vector. The V3 axis is chosen to make {VI, V2, 
V3} a right-handed Cartesian coordinate system.
Figure B.2 The RVCC Co-ordinate Frame
The mathematical tranformation is identical to the RLC transformation, except the position 
vector is replaced by the range vector from the radar-base to the satellite. The V2 axis is only 
aligned with the satellite's velocity vector when the satellite is overhead.
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B.3 THE ENU CO-ORDINATE FRAME
The ENU (East North Up) co-ordinate system is useful for measuring velocities on the ground 
or for measunng position residuals on the ground.
Figure A.3 The ENU Co-ordinate Frame
The direction cosines for the transformation matrix are found as follows:
C = B.6
I r I
k x C
A  = 1 r B.7
| k x C |
B = C x A  B.8
where r is the position vector from the centre or the Earth, and k is the unit vector in the Z- 
axis.
1 Jorgensen P.S., "Navigating Low Altitude Satellites Using the Current Four NAVSTAR/GPS 
Satellites", The Global Positioning System Vol II, Institute of Navigation, pi 12.
2 Gold K, "GPS Orbit Determination for the Extreme Ultraviolet Explorer", Proceedings from ION 
GPS-93, Salt Lake City, Institute of Navigation, 1993, p257.
3 Gooding R.H., "A First Look at Satellite Location by GPS (NAVSTAR)", RAE Technical Note, 
YS A/592/01.
1 Escobal P R, "Methods of Orbit Determination", 2nd Edit., Krieger 1975 p80.
5 Tomita H, et al., "Flight Data Analysis of OREX Onboard GPS Receiver", Proceedings from ION 
GPS-94, Salt Lake City, Institute of Navigation, 1994, pi 211.
6.Fylingdales Spacetrack Software Requirement Specification.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM
The Global Positioning System is a satellite-based radio-navigation system implemented by 
the US DoD which has recently reached Full Operational Capability. GPS comprises of three 
segments: Control, Space and User. The Space segment consists of a constellation of 21 GPS 
(or Navstar) satellites plus three active spares. The orbits are circular at a 20,000 km altitude, 
with a period of 12 hours, and an inclination of 55° (see Figure C.l). The satellites are 
positioned in different phases of 6 evenly spaced orbit planes. The GPS satellites broadcast 
signals towards the Earth which can be decoded by GPS receivers, enabling users to calculate 
their 3-D positions in real-time wherever they are, on land, at sea, in the air, and in orbit. Two 
services are provided: the Standard Positioning Service (SPS) for civilians which gives a 
horizontal accuracy of about 100 m (2oj, and the military Precise Positioning Service (PPS) 
for authorised military users which gives a horizontal accuracy of better than 20 metres. The 
vertical axis accuracy is not quite so good due to geometry, and the values are 156 and 30 
metres for the SPS and PPS respectively.
Figure C.1 The Navstar GPS Constellation
The characteristics of GPS are officially documented in the unclassified NATO 
Standardisation Agreement 4294 (STANAG).1
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C.1 THE GPS POSITION SOLUTION
Range 1
R an ge  2
Figure C.2 GPS Ranging Position Solution
The fundamental mechanism behind GPS is ranging. Each satellite broadcasts a code which 
can be used to measure a range to the satellite that transmitted it. The time is measured from 
transmission to reception of the signal, giving the propagation delay from which can be 
derived the range. Figure C.2 shows that when a range to a GPS satellite is known, the user 
must be somewhere on a sphere surrounding the GPS satellite with a radius of the range 
measured. If a second satellite range is known, then the user must be on a circle where the two 
spheres intersect. Finally a third satellite range gives two unique solutions, one of which may 
be deep underground, for example. The GPS receiver normally begins with a prior estimate of 
position, and so should converge onto the correct solution.
This discussion has assumed that the transmission time of the signals is known, which is not 
the case. The GPS satellites are effectively synchronised to each other, but the user receiver is 
not synchronised to the satellites. Therefore a fourth satellite is required to provide a 
redundant range measurement which enables the receiver’s clock bias from the GPS satellites 
to be calculated. Because the measurements made by the GPS receiver are not true ranges but 
include the receiver clock bias term, they are called ‘pseudoranges’ . Figure C.3 contains the 
mathematical formulae from which the user position is derived. To simplify the numerical 
solution, the equation is linearised about the initially estimated user position.
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Unknowns: Xu, Yu, Zu and user clock bias b 
Instead of range, ‘pseudorange' (P) is measured 
where P = R + be (range + bias x speed of light)
P i  =  /  (Xl  - X u ) 2 +  ( Y i - Y u ) 2 +  ( Z i - Z u ) 2 +  b e
P2 =  /  ( X 2 - X u ) 2 +  (Y 2 — Y u ) 2 + A3 1 Z u ) 2 +  b e
P 3 =  / (x3- X u ) 2 +  (y3- Y u ) 2 +  (z3- Z u ) 2 + be
P4 = / (X4- Xu)2 + (Y4- Y u ) 2 +  ( Z 4 — Z u ) 2 -1- b e  
Four Equations therefore four unknowns can be found
Figure C.3 The GPS Navigation Solution
The equations in Figure C.3 cannot easily be solved directly, but need to be linearised about 
an estimated position. The four equations are reformulated2 as in Equation C.l.
~ X' * Ax + =i  ^Ac + cAb = APt C.l
P -  b c P  — b c " P  . — b cn i n  m  n  n t n
where xu y„ and zt are the known co-ordinates for the i,h satellite (calculated from the GPS 
Ephemeris broadcast from the satellite); xn, yn, z„, b„, are the nominal estimated values of the 
user position and clock bias (or state); AP, is the difference between the predicted and the 
measured pseudorange to the i'h satellite; and Ax, Ay, Az, Ab are the corrections to the state 
that are to be found. Separating the known components from the unknown,
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a,n  ^  12 ^  13
cc21 # 23
^ 3 1  ^ 3 2  ^ 3 3
C t.ii C t ,n  £ t ,n  1
Ax A / f
Ay ap2
Az AP3
cAb A L
C.2
'41  42 43
Where ay is the direction cosine of the angle between the range to the ith satellite and the f ‘ 
co-ordinate. In matrix notation, this can be expressed as
A x  = r or x = A _1 r C.3
Therefore, the corrections can be solved and applied to the estimated state to obtain a state 
that agrees more closely with the pseudorange measurements. This process can be iterated to 
obtain the user position and clock bias, and in practice one or two passes are required, 
depending on the accuracy of the original estimate.
The user velocity can be solved in a similar fashion through the use of the measured Doppler 
shift and the calculated velocities o f the GPS satellites. In this case, the equation is not 
transcendental, and can be solved directly:
C.4
r ,
v, K
v,
II
V,3
1
*
i
where
v, =  R +  v„«„ +  vyla l2 + V !(a „ C.5
where A and ay are as defined in equations C.2 and C.3; R is the rate of change of
e
pseudorange, measured through the Doppler shift, and y*, vy, va and b are the user velocity 
components and clock drift rate. Once again A can be inverted to solve the equation and derive 
the user state.
C.2 GPS GEOMETRIC DILUTION OF PRECISION
The errors present in the pseudoranges can be magnified if a poor geometric set of GPS 
satellites is selected for the position fix. Therefore, the receiver attempts to use the four 
satellites in the sky that form the optimum geometry, ideally such that the satellite range 
vectors radiate out evenly from the user. Figure C.4 demonstrates how the ranging errors can
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be magnified by poor geometry in 2-D. The shaded area represents the uncertainty in the 
measurement, and this area increases if the two satellites are not at orthogonal locations. Note 
that if the two satellites are closely aligned, the potential measurement error can grow 
extremely large.
Figure C.4 Effects of Geometry on Positioning Accuracy
The figure that permits the evaluation of the geometry quality is GDOP: Geometric Dilution of 
Precision. This can be derived from the direction cosine matrix (A in Equation C.3) as 
follows:
GDOP = •x/7’A 4 C £ [(A rA )_1] C.6
The diagonal terms of the matrix (AT A)'1 represent the variances of user position and clock 
bias: cjx2, ay2, az2, ab2. Therefore, equation C.6 can be written
GDOP -  yjax2 +  cry2 +  a t2 + crb2 C.7
Frequently, the geometrical effects on just the position (not the clock bias) are required. 
Position Dilution of Precision (PDOP) is defined in Equation C.8.
PDOP = yjcrx2 +  +  cr 2 C.8
Less commonly, other figures are required that describe other combinations of the user state.
These are Horizontal Dilution of Precision (HDOP), Vertical Dilution of Precision (VDOP), 
and Time Dilution of Precision (TDOP), and these are defined in Equations C.9 to C. 11.
HDOP = +  <j y C.9
VDOP = <t s C.10
TDOP -  crb C.ll
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The PDOP acts as a multiplier on the estimated positioning error due to pseudorange 
uncertainties, or User Range Error (which is dominated by Selective Availability, see C.l).
An estimate of the position accuracy can obtained, and this changes in time as the PDOP 
varies. Therefore the lower the PDOP, the more accurate the position solution. Receivers 
generally aim to keep PDOP below 6 by continually selecting new satellites. If the PDOP rises 
above 12, then a receiver will typically stop issuing position solutions until the PDOP falls 
again.
C.3 GPS SIGNAL STRUCTURE
There are three signals broadcast by the GPS satellites, LI, L2 and L3, although only LI and 
L2 are used for the GPS services. LI is at a frequency of 1.57542 GHz, and L2 is at
1.227.6 MHz. Figure C.4 shows the LI and L2 signal transmissions, with P-code and C/A 
code available on the LI signal and just P-code available on the L2 signal. Currently the P- 
code is encrypted to form the Y-code, which cannot be decoded by a civilian user. Therefore 
the SPS is provided by the C/A code on LI only.
The navigation data is transmitted at 50 bits per second and includes information about the 
health of the GPS satellites, which satellites are available, where the satellites are, time 
information and atmospheric parameters. From the navigation data, the receiver can calculate 
the positions of the GPS satellites to an accuracy of within 10 metres, enabling the navigation 
solution to be performed.
Figure C.4 L1 C/A Code Generation
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The C/A code spreads the signal from the data bandwidth to the code bandwidth (Figure C.5). 
While the C/A code is a predictable pseudo-random noise (PRN) code and contains no 
information in itself, the code is a vital part of the operation of GPS.
Figure C.5 GPS Spread Spectrum
® The spread spectrum signal permits one way Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA),
and all of the GPS satellites can transmit at the same frequency with minimal interference.
» The spreading provides some resistance to external jamming and interference.
• The code provides the resolution for the actual GPS pseudorange measurements.
C.4 C/A CODE
The C/A code used for ranging is a repeated pseudo-random binary sequence of 1023 chips 
long, running at a speed of 1.023 Mchips per second (bits imply information, so the term chips 
is sometimes used for PRN codes). Thus one period, or epoch, lasts for 1 ms, which gives an 
unambiguous range capability of 300 km. Since all the satellites broadcast at the same 
frequency, there must be some way to identify each satellite independently, and this done by 
selecting different codes.
The particular kind of code used for the C/A code is called a Gold code,3 and each satellite has 
a unique Gold code which serves for identification. Another feature that helps the receiver 
with the identification process is that each satellite is travelling at a different velocity relative 
to the user. This means that the broadcasts will all be (Doppler) shifted to slightly different 
frequencies according to the satellite.
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G, GENERATOR 
I-----------------  1
Figure C.6 Generation of C/A code (Spilker4)
Gold codes can be generated using the product of the outputs from two ten bit shift registers, 
as shown in Figure C.6. When a shift register has the appropriate feedback ‘taps’ , it will 
generate a pseudo-random code. A linear feedback shift register (LFSR) is a feedback register 
that has a period of
P = 2n- 1
where n is the number of bits in the shift register. The code includes every possible 
combination of bits in the register except the all zeros state.
In this case, we have two ten-bit registers, both configured as particular LFSRs, both giving a 
period of 1023 bits. When the product is taken, the resulting code still has a period of 1023 
bits. To generate the different codes, all that is necessary is to use a different code offset of the 
second code in the product for each satellite. (For the purposes of this discussion, the code 
offset may be referred to as the code phase).
Gh(t) = Xi(t)xj(t+k) 
where Gh(t) is the time-varying Gold code for satellite h,
x/t) and xj(t) are the two generating codes, period P, 
k is the code offset for satellite h.
There are P values for k, hence P different codes plus the two generating codes.
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C.5 CODE CORRELATION
Figure C.7 Code Correlation
To make a range measurement, it is necessary to match an internally generated code with the 
incoming code. The two codes are multiplied and integrated over the code’s period or longer. 
This correlation process will only give a high output if the two codes match in phase, and will 
be low for all other code phases. The particular characteristic of the Gold codes is that the 
output remains low when other codes are cross-correlated with each other, and so there is very 
little interference from other GPS satellites. In general, the output of the correlation function is 
-UP when no correlation is found, and 1 when the code successfully auto-correlates (given an 
integration time of P).
In practice, there will be times when the correlation function rises above -IIP because Gold 
codes are not perfect. In the case of a 10 bit Gold code, there is a significant probability of the 
cross-correlation output rising above 0.06. Also the correlation process is not immune to 
Doppler shift effects: the cross-correlation power can double under certain circumstances. 
However, these effects would be very brief, and the low pass filter should even things out. In 
general, the system is satisfactory if the cross-correlation remains below 0.3.
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Figure C.8 Maintaining Lock with Code
Once the correlation peak has been found, a feedback loop is required to maintain the peak 
alignment. Figure C.8 shows how the delay-lock loop achieves this through the use of two 
extra channels, one early and one late. When these are combined (subtractively), a correlation 
function is produced which has the opposite sign either side of the matched-phase position. 
This output function can be used to drive a VCO to maintain the phase of the internally 
generated code with the received code.
There must also be a loop that maintains the correct frequency as the Doppler shift varies. A 
common type of loop used is the Costas-loop, although a higher order loop may be required if 
the signal is likely to experience significant dynamics.
To summarise, a GPS satellite signal will only be received if three conditions are fulfilled:
• The correct code for the satellite must be selected.
® The internally generated code phase must be aligned with the incoming code.
• The internal frequency must be the same as the incoming signal to decode data.
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The Navigation Data transmitted from the satellite contains all the information required by the 
GPS receiver in order to perform normal operation and to calculate position fixes from its 
measurements.5
C.6.1 GPS Almanac
The complete set of GPS Almanac is transmitted by all GPS satellites, and it is typically 
updated once a day. The Almanac contains information about the whole constellation, and is 
useful for enabling the receiver to initialise promptly.
» The Almanac contains coarse accuracy orbital elements for all of the GPS satellites, and 
so with a recent set of Almanac, the user can predict the position and the Doppler shifts 
for every satellite.
* The GPS satellite Health table tells the receiver which satellite codes are being used, and 
which satellites are unhealthy and should not be used.
* The GPS Satellite clock corrections are required because the clocks on-board have only a 
limited steering capability. Therefore, to obtain synchronisation between satellites, the 
clock differences are modelled and must be corrected for by the user. The differences are 
significant as they can be 10s of seconds.
* Parameters modelling the ionosphere are included so the receiver can reduce the 
atmospheric effects if only one GPS frequency is being used. The model is limited, and 
can be as much as 50% in error, but the correction is still useful.
The Almanac together with an estimate of the user position and the time can assist the receiver 
to acquire satellites quickly. Usually the receiver stores any Almanac that it receives while it is 
operating and keeps it in battery back-up memory while the receiver is off. The complete 
Almanac takes 12.5 minutes to download from a GPS satellite but is still useful for aiding the 
acquisition when over a month old and perhaps in error by 15 km. When an Almanac is stored 
in a receiver, the Time To First Fix (TTFF) is typically 2 minutes. If no Almanac is available, 
the receiver must undertake a blind search, selecting each satellite code and searching all 
possible Doppler shifts and code phases. Under these conditions, the TTFF might take the 
receiver 20 minutes, depending on the number of channels searching in the receiver.
C.6 THE NAVIGATION DATA
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C.6.2 The GPS Ephemeris
The Ephemeris contains more precise data than the Almanac, and is used as an integral part of 
the position fix. Each satellite only broadcasts the Ephemeris specific to that satellite.
The values for the orbital elements in the Ephemeris have more digits than the elements in the 
Almanac, and there are additional parameters designed to correct for various perturbations to 
the orbits. The Ephemeris is derived from a precise orbit determination on the ground from 
which analytical elements are fitted over hourly periods.
Closely associated with the Ephemeris are the precise GPS satellite clock correction model 
terms. The model is correct to about a nanosecond, although additional terms, such as for 
general relativity, are required to ensure the accuracy on the ground.
The Ephemeris takes 30 seconds to download, and limits the time taken to do a position fix 
from a Almanac-aided cold start. It is updated about once every hour.
C.7 THE GPS RECEIVER
A schematic diagram of the architecture of the GPS receiver is shown in Figure C.9. There are 
many different applications for GPS receivers which demand different features, and a 
considerable variation in technology can be expected between, say, a low cost embedded 
receiver for automobile applications and a high quality surveying receiver. However, at the top 
level, the receiver can broken down into the constituents shown in Figure C9.6
------------------------------------------------------------------  COMPUTER
Interface, 
+ Display & 
Control
_ ! ^ ______  Power supply
Figure C.9 GPS Receiver Architecture
V SIGNAL TRACKING
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The Antenna is commonly a hemispherical microstrip patch antenna designed for 1.575 GHz. 
It is usual for the antenna to have a built-in low noise amplifier (LNA) as the GPS signal level 
is very low, although sometimes the LNA is provided separately. The commercially available 
antennas can be very small, measuring 50 mm in diameter and weighing 50 g (including 
LNA).
The Signal Tracking section in older receivers was entirely analogue, but there is an 
increasing trend towards digitalisation. The RF section involves filtering, amplification and 
one to three down-conversion stages. After this, modem receivers digitise the signal at about 
2-4 MHz before further signal processing in the digital section. The code and carrier tracking 
loops are typically implemented in dedicated ASIC chips, although a few receivers have 
software loops on the microprocessor.
The Microprocessor controls the tracking loops and accumulates the measurements. The data 
is decoded from the measurements, and used to perform the navigation solution, or position 
fix. The microprocessor is used to control the interfacing, whether over a serial port or to a 
screen and keyboard. There are also many application-specific functions performed by the 
processor including way-points, navigational aids and positioning graphics generation.
As technology has advanced, ASIC components have become smaller and cheaper. GPS 
receivers before 1990 were mostly single channel receivers which had to multiplex the channel 
between different satellites. Now receivers have at least 5, sometimes as many as 12 dedicated 
hardware channels. In spite of this, receivers are still getting smaller and cheaper.
C.8 SAANDAS
The military operators of GPS prevent civil users gaining the full potential accuracy of GPS 
through two methods.
Hie C/A code, available to civilians, is capable of providing better accuracies than 100 
metres, but it is intentionally corrupted by the operators so as to only permit 100 m accuracy. 
This intentional degradation of the C/A code is called SA (Selective Availability). The 
degradation has two components called epsilon and dither, both of which can be removed by 
an authorised user with a receiver capable of accepting the decryption key. Epsilon is an error
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introduced into the GPS Ephemeris. The broadcast ephemeris is only updated on the satellite 
about once every hour, and so this error has a slowly varying characteristic. Dither is an 
unpredictable short term variation in the satellite’s clock, and is generally accepted as the main 
constituent of SA. The period of variation is typically 2-6 minutes, and the noise is time- 
correlated, following a Gauss-Markov-type process. It is this process that is varied by the 
operators to ensure that civilian user can only get an accuracy of 100 metres.
AS, or Anti-Spoofing denies unauthorised users the P-code through encryption. Hie P-code is 
modulated by a secret code, the W-code to give the broadcast Y-code. The specified purpose 
of this encryption is to prevent jamming of the P-code by an enemy transmitting (spoofing) a 
P-code signal. By denying civil users P-code, the operators are also denying users the L2 
frequency as this carries only the P-code. The second frequency can be used to virtually 
eliminate the ionospheric delay effects, which can cause errors in the region of 20 metres to 
GPS positioning.
Civil surveyors and other users of GPS have high demands on accuracy from GPS, and so 
techniques have been developed that can derive more accurate services from GPS than 
intended by the users. By monitoring the GPS measurements from a receiver located at a 
precisely surveyed reference station, the errors in the signals can be isolated. These errors can 
be passed onto a GPS receiver at an unknown location, and used to differentially correct the 
GPS position solution to get metre level accuracy or even better. This is now a very commonly 
used technique called Differential GPS or DGPS. The Y-code encryption can be partially 
bypassed by squaring the Y-code or cross-correlating it with the code on the LI signal to 
recover a carrier at the second frequency.
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